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THE LABOR SHORTAGEPOVERTY AND
EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS

The Poverty Surplus

THURSDAY, JANUARY 26, 1989

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:35 p.m., in room SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedy

(chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Kennedy, Pell, Thurmond, Cochran, Coats, andDurenberger.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Today we begin the work of the Labor and Human ResourcesCommit in the new Congress. In the last Congress, this commit-

tee reported 45 pieces of legislation that have since been signedinto public law. These include a number of reauthorizations of ex-isting authority, but they also include measures such as requiringnotice to workers of plant closings, banning lie detectors in theworkplace, establishing a national war on AIDS, linking the Na-
tion's schools by satellite, and creating a literacy corps of collegestudents to teach in the public schools.

While our legislative agenda has been diverse, it has sought
three fundamental goals. We want a good job for every worker; wewant a good worker for every job; and we want to invest in thefuture.

Our hearings today and tomorrow will set out the problems weface '-, reaching these three goals and the strategy we are pursuingto soh e them. We will hear this afternoon from the Secretary of
Labor, Elizabeth Dole, on the unprecedented labor shortage likely
to confront the Nation in the next decade and well into the begin-ning of the next century, and we will hear tomorrow morning from
Secretary of Education Cavazos about the role of the schools in ad-dressing that shortage.

For the first time since the labor shortage caused by the Second
World War, America will have more jobs than workers. The labor
shortage has already emerged in some parts of the country, nota-
bly, Massachusetts, and within certain professionsnursing is aprime example.

(1)
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These are warning signs. The Workforce 2000 study by the De-
partment of Labor is more comprehensive It pro- ...les unmistak-
able advance notice that unless we act now, America will soon be
without enough hands on deck to get the work of America done.

This problem would be pressing enough even if it signalled
nierel j a shortage of workers. More than in the past, howev er, the
jobs of the future will require solid basic skills in reading and com-
munications, in mathematics and computers.

Recruiting more men and women into the work force will not
solve the problem; we must also close the skills gap.

These challenges are serious, but they are also an historic oppor-
tunity. Since 1969, the poverty rate has fluctuated between 11 and
15 percent, and that rate has tended to follow the unemployment
rate. This suggests that the coming labor shortage may be the cata-
lyst we need to permanently break the cycle of poverty.

In effect, we have a labor shortage and a poverty surplus, and
with the right policies, we could use them to solve each other.

Half of those on welfare today have been on welfare for years
and are likely to remain or welfare for years to come. The peaks
and troughs of the business cycle have been irrelevant to their for-
tunes. Prosperity passes them by and recession merely brings more
company to their misery. But we know now from the experience of
Massachusetts and other States that these people can succeed. The
right combination of policies enables them to enter the work force
and to stay in it.

For many Americans who have been routinely missed by eco-
nomic prosperity, however, work is a hardship, not an opportunity.
For most welfare recipients, a minimum wage job pays less than
they receive in AFDC and food stamps. For all AFDC recipients,
the decision to take a job means a loss of Medicaid benefits and the
added cost of child care.

One result of these three gapsthe wage gap, the health gap, the
child care gapis that parents who do elect to work rather than
accept welfare often do so out of a devotion to the work ethic
rather than out of a cold calculation of their children's financial
interest. Another result is that many who choose work return to
welfare. In Michigan, 80 percent of those who came bacx to welfare
had been placed in jobs that did not provide health insurance.

Sub-poverty wages and lack of child care are also powerful bar-
riers to independence for these potential workers. In other words,
the minimum conditions of work are no longer sufficient in many
cases to meet the minimum needs of workers.

Employers also face barriers as they look for workers. We are al-
ready in the midst of a growing skills gap between what employers
need and what schools produce. Business leaders estimate that they
are spending tens of billions of dollars a year to raise the skills of
their workers to the level that a high school graduate should pos-
sess.

As the labor shortage intensifies, as schools continue to decline,
and as the jobs of the future become increasingly technical, these
costs will accelerate.

Answers are not lacking. We know, for instance, that quality
early childhood education dramatically changes the future employ-
ment outcomes of children who receive it. Graduates of the Perry

7
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Preschool Program in Michigan are twice as likely to work, half as
likely to be on AFDC, as children who do not receive such educa-
tion.

The Committee for Economic Development estimates that this
country will save five dollars in future costs for every dear that
we invest today in early childhood education. As the dozens of re-
ports on the coming labor shortage, particularly of skilled workers,
make clear, the failure to invest these dollars is the highest tax wecan pay.

Business leaders have begun to highlight these issues and we
ohall hear from some of them today. Employers see the enormousstake that they have in the success of schools. Our efforts to close
these gaps cannot be modest if only because the cost of failure will
be unacceptably high to business and society.

To paraphrase the saying of a generation ago: What is good for
Roxbury, Harlem and Watts is good for General Motors, IBM and
AT&T. Now is the time to change the terms and goals of our policy
debate. In meeting these challenges and opportunities, we can forge
a new alliance between business, the schools, Government and
workers, and yes, even between Democrats and Republicans.

Demography is destiny. The next decade is inviting us to shape
ours now. If we fail, we remain trapped in the old arguments and
obsolete allegiances of the past, and we will fail our children, fail
our workers and fail our country.

I might just mention here an article in Fortune Magazine,
"Saving the Schools." about a conference of corporate leaders, in-
cluding many of them on this very same issue and question. Really,
a very unique opportunity is before us, and I would hope that
through the hearings of today and tomorrow we can lay out this
premise, which hopefully will set the framework which the Human
Resources Committee will attend to over the course of this session
of the Congress.

At this point I will enter into the record the prepared statements
of Senators Hatch and Simon.

[The prepared statements follow:]
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STAMM:WOE' S. ORRIN HATCH

BEFORE THE SENATE 0011HaT1EE ON LABOR AND HUMAN MOORCM

BEARING ON EMPLOYMENT AND POVERTY

Mr. Chairman, I welcome all of our witnesses this afternoon, especially

the hew Secretary of Labor, Elizabeth Dole.

I agree that the catmittee should explore ways of facilitating the

training and education of people who have so much to offer to our ecunomy.

Perhaps this is a timely topic given the fifth year anniversary of JTPA's

implementation last October and the work just beginning on the reauthurizatiun

of the Carl Perkins Vocational Education Act.

I would like to make one observation that I think is relevant to this

hearing. Federa' spending :or programs which endeavor to assist low- income

citizens in FY 1989 is $149.2 billion. That total includes health care ($47.7

billion), cash assistance ($45.2 billion), food programs ($20.3 billion), and

housing assistance ($14.4 billion). We should also add that Use figures du

not include state, local, or private sector spending on programs for the

disadvantaged. All of these, of course, are important programs, and we need

them to help families get through tough times.

But, I was struck, Mr. Chairman, by the fact that only $21.6 billion of

that total was fci job training and education. While funds for health, cash

assistance, food programs, and housing have increased an average of CS percent

since 1981, the funds available for job training and education have increased

only 13 percent.

In short, Hr. Chairman, we spend billions treating the symptoms of

poverty and not the causes of it. Somewhere government gut off the track

regarding the most effective way to help people. I believe, Mx. Chaiiawn, that

the best way is to help them help themselves.

Blame for this derailment is not important. What is important is that

we reevaluate the nerds of our low-income citizens and use our collective

efforts to provide greater long-term help nut just day-to-day subsistence that

is costly for the taxpayers and demoralizing for the recipients.

Mr. Chairman, I will welcome the opportunity to work with you, as well

as the Bush Administration, in developing ideas to make this happen.

tilt
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAt,L SIMON
SENATE LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES WMMITTEE HEARING

THE COMING LABOR SHORTAGE AND THE PER.,ISTENT POVERTY SURPLUS"
JANUARY 26, 1989

Mr. Chairman, today I join you in welcoming our new Secretary of
Labor, the Honorable Elizabeth Dole. And I congratulate our newSecretary who was confirmed unanimously just yesterday by the
Senate. I personally look forward to working with her over thenext four years on a number of issues we have discussed over the
last few weeks and I look forward to hearing her comments and
proposals on the labor shortage problems wa face and the need to
educate and train those who are out of school, out of work andout of hope.

I also look forward to hearing the testimony of those here todaywho have a far more intimate understanding of the value and
meaning of a job than I -- those who have wanted to work but have
lacked the training, the support, the opportunity to secure full
Ulna, long-term employment.

Last year, Congress passed major reforms in our welfare system.
Central to these reforms is an understanding that most of those
receiving government assistance want to work, want to have the
means and the opportunity to take care of themselves and theirfamilies. Many of the changes that will be made in government
assistance programs recognize this, and recognize that we have
failed badly in reaching those who need some level of remedial
education and job training before they can become active and
productive members of the labor force.

We must continue to expand job opportunities for all Americans.
We need to build on the successes of current federal job training
programs, reaching those who are harder to move into theworkforce. We must go beyond job training programs and also
address other needs of those currently receiving government
assistance -- child care, medical assistance, transportationexpenses. Unless these needs are els,- met, we will never help
many welfare recipients move from dependency on the government to
self-sufficiency.

A job is more than a regular income for those who have spent sometame on welfare it is confirmation that they can and will be
productive and valued members of their communities.

Mx. Chairman, we face a tremendous challenge, yet the
possibilities are endless though the resources are limited, but

3 ;
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the time to act is now. I look forward to hearing the thoughts
and recommendations presented by each of our witnesses here
today.



The CHAIRMAN. Unfortunately, Secretary Dole hat.' a meeting atthe White House and will be joining us at 3:00. Because of this, wewill start with what was planned as our second panel.
Ms. Marcia Townley is joining us today from the Dayton-Hudson

Corporation in Minneapolis, Minnesota. I am happy to welcome
you here today and look forward to hearing about your program. Iknow that Senator Durenberger would like to present you. He is amember of this Committee, and we look forward to his introduction
and to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. DAVE DURENBERGER, A. U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to hear you talk about the problems and opportu-

nities that face this country, and it is a pleasure for me to have the
opportunity to introduce to you and my colleagues who will find
time to join with you Ms. Marcia Townley.

If you look at everything from the name to the backgroundshe
went to Wellesley, she works for Dayton-Hudson, all that sort of
thingyou wonder what she is doing here responding to your invi-tation to talk about lifting people up through the employer. But if
you understand Minnesota, which I know you do, and I think a lot
of people do, there is a lot of innovation going on in that State, butnowhere more so than in the role the employer plays in the com-munity.

Dayton-Hudson Company probably is without peer, although
there are more people joining it all the time and discharging the
social responsibility of the corporate employer.

Marcia and I first met back when we were both in the Citizens'
League, which is in and of itself a unique institution in the commu-
nity-3,000, 4,000, 5,000 people like us who do nothing but explore
opportunities and give opinions and sort of change the world in ourcommunity A lot of the public policy issues you will examine
during the course of this Congress here, coming out of Minnesota,
in education, for example, and in the work force, will be because
people like Marcia Townley got involved through this institution.

But her employer is different, and it is the Dayton-Hudson Com-
pany that gave the leadership in our community, the so-called FivePercent Giving Club. The Dayton-Hudson Fou!.dation has been
very creative in influencing not only the community, but intluelfx-
irg the company itself. And I think it is in that regard that Marcia
comes here today to talk to all of us about the JobPlus Program
and what it has meant to a lot of rung women and some not-so-
young women, I guess, in the Twin Cities community.

So it is my personal pleasure and with pride in my community
that it keeps people like Marcia there, even though right now, her
husband, Pete, who used to run the business school at the universi-ty is off running the Conference Board, so they have sort of a long-
distance marriage here at the present time. But you cannot getsomebody this good to get out of the Twin Cities, and I am glad shecame today, and I very much appreciate your invitation to her tobe here.

[The prepared statement of Senator Durenberger follows:I
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Statement bN Senator Dave Durentercier
The Coming Labor Sho_tame and the Persiwent Poverty Surplus

January 26, 1989

Thank you Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for holding this

hearing today on the future shortage of skilled labor in this

country. I believe this is a severe problem that we must begin

to address today. According to a report published by the

Project on Adult Literacy, seventy-five percent of the American

workforce in the year 2000 are already above the age of 18.

They are out of school and in the workforce. Of these people,

it is estimated that 20-30 million have serious problems with

basic skills. Faced with a declining labor supply, the United

States simply cannot remain competitive in the global market

place, unless we begin now to address the problem of upgrading

the .skills and education of our workforce.

I am especially pleased that we have here today Marcia

Townley of the Dayton-Hudson Company to share with us an example

of a successful program in which the private sector works

together with local social service agencies to provide a job

readiness program to give low-income, at risk individuals the

skills, self confidence, and experience they need to get and

maintain a jcb.

A major component of this program involves a retreat in

which participants experience a two day "outward bound"

experience in which they are challenged to take risks and work

together as a team. It is this sort of hands-on experience that

teachs the participants how to set goals, and how to work to

achieve them. With the goals they achieve on the retreat, they
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begin to build the self respect they need to achieve in tie

workplace.

What strikes me most about the program is the sense of

motivation the participants seem to gain due to the special

interest shown by the employer in their employment. Also,

important in this program is the continued support provided by

Dayton-Hudson. The business-social service link helps move

beyond the simple employer-employee relationship that these

individuals often need to overcon: the social and personal

problems that have prevented them from succedding in the

marketplace before.

It is innovative programs like Jobs Plus that bring together

the private and public sectors that will be vital to the

economic well being of this country as we begin to face

increased labor shortages and fewer people capable of filling

the jobs necessary for America to compete successfully in the

global marketplace. We are faced with a situation of increasing

market supply of unskilled labor coupled with an increasing

market demand for skilled labor. Allowing this trend to

continue will directly threaten the economic well-being of our

economy and the ability to maintain our current standard of

living.

Faced with current budgetary problems we know that the

public sector cannot solve this problem alone. Nor can the

private sector solve the problem alone. If we are going to meet

the challenges of tomorrows' workforce and remain competitve in

the global marketplace, we must work together and provide

innovative solutions similar to the Jobs Plus program sponsored

by the )ayton- Hudson Corporation and the YWCA. We must

encourage the public and private sectors to together to achieve

the common goal of a better, stronger America.

t
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The CHAmmAN. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. Townley, with that very fine introduction, we look forward

to your comments and living up to it here today.

STATEMENT OF MARCIA TOWNLEY, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
AFFAIRS, DAYTON-HUDSON CORP., MINNEAPOLIS, MN

Ms. TowNI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Sena-
tor. That was a very nice introduction, and I appreciate it very
much.

I am here today to tell you about an exciting program that
Dayton-Hudson Department Store Company created four years ago
through a grant from the Dayton-Hudson Foundation.

The program tests a job partnership concept to recruit and place
teen mothers at risk of iong-term welfare dependency in entry -level
jobs.

The exciting news is that after four years of experience with this
program, it works.

JobPlus is a public/private partnership between an employer
with jobs and a willingness to hire "perceived at risk" employees
and a human service agency with expertise in working with clients
at risk of long-term welfare dependency.

JobPlus works for five basic reasons. The first two have to do
with attitude, the last three have to do with unique components of
the program.

First, the partnersDayton's, and the Minneapolis YWCA, the
human service agencybelieve that the participants in the pro-
gram will make valuable, competent employees. As an employer,
we have expanded our views of who are eligible employees. We
have moved beyond what had been our traditional work force. We
no longer can rely on walk-in applicants from the ranks of college
students and homemakers to meet our employee needs.

Second, we believe that given the opportunity for a real job and
support in overcoming the barriers to employment, these young
women want to work. But it must be a rational choice. These
women are bright. The 1,nefits from work must outweigh the bene-
fits of remaining on welfare.

Now, the three unique program components that help guarantee
success.

First, the nonprofit agency provides a two-week job readiness
program. Included is a two-day retreat at a wilderness tamp, where
the participants experience "Outward Bound- ty pe challenges and
self-esteem-building exercises.

Second, when each participant begins her job, she is assigned a
peer partner, someone in our company in a similar jot, who knows
the ropes aad will serve as a friend or mentor. This was the compo-
nent about which I was most co...erned. Would our employees be
willing to make this extra effort? Well, it turned out to be one of
the more successful aspects of the program. Our peer partners re-
ceived as much as they gave.

The third unique component has to do with follow -up. The non-
profit agency staff does not abandon the employee after the first
day on the job. Instead, agency staff keeps in close touch with both
the participant and the employer to anticipate and .espond t)

1
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issues before they become problems that might inter;eie with yob
performance.

Human resource departments and supervisors do not have thetime or the experience co help employees with a daycare or hous-
ing crisis, a parenting problem, or other personF..1 issues that could
impact job success. These are areas where the human service agen-cy's expertise is invaluable. Many times, 8--% employee might have
become disccuraged, quit or been fired, If it hrld not been for the
advocacy and problem-solving of the nonprofit agency staff.

This is truly a win-win pr -',nership with all three partners con-
tributing what each does lies and receiving in return rewards orbenefits.

The nonprofit agency with the future employee to removethe barriers to employment, and once tl. e participant is employed,
continues to work with the employer and employee to help guaran-tee success on the job. Y. return, the agency experences the satis-
faction of contributing to the successful employment of the partici-
pant and receives funding to pay for staff expenses, in the case of
this program from the Dayton-Hudson Foundation the first three
years and now from the State of Minnesota through a special pro-
gram to encourage experimentation in welfare reform.

The employer provides a job, a peer partner, and good supervi-
sion; in return, the employer gains a valued, competent employee.

The program participantthe young womanmakes a commit-
ment to employment and to life changes in return for support from
the human service agency and a job from the employer.

Now, how do we know that JobPlus works?
During the first two years of the program, we contracted with an

outside consultant to evaluate the results of the first 100 partici-
pants. Less formal follow-up since then with all participants con-
firms the continued success of the program.

Success is measured from two perspectivesfrom that of the em-ployer and from that of the program participants. It is extremely
important that the program be viewed as a success from a business
point of viewand it is.

Seventy-five percent of the participants receive satisfac tory or
good job performance ratings on standard job performance meas-
ures.

Job retention is as good or Letter than control groups of regular
employees hired for similar jobs.

Good performance and good retention are results that would
guarantee success to any employer.

From the participant's point of view, success is determined by
evaluating individual progress in four areas. The areas are contin-
ued employment, education progress, reduced dependence on public
assistance, and no unplanned pregnancies.

If progress is made in three or four of those areas, the partici-
pants are viewed as succ 'ill or very successful. Sixty-five percentof the first 100 participants were successful or very successful after
six to eight months in the program. The good news is that 16
months later in a follow-up study, 63 percent were still evaluated
as successful.

In preparation for this '.estimony, we did a quick follow-up of all
160 young women we had hired since 1985. Of the 160, we were
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able to reach 93, or 58 percent of the total. We were thrilled with
the results. Remember, some of these women started wo..i.u.e, with
us as long as four years ago. Eighty-eight percent, o, 82 ar tao..e 93
we reached, were successful or very successful on ti.A: I -a neas-
ures I described a bit earlier. Ninety percent had no u.,1):anned
pregnancy. So we think that the self-esteem emphasi. cr. ,he pro-
gram has worked.

Seventy percent, or 65 of those 93, are still working. Forty-two of
those working are also in school or comple.A.d some additional
training. Seventeen percent are in school and not employed. And
only 12 percent, or 11 individuals, are neither in school nor em-
ployed.

Even if we assumed that all the women we did not reach were
unsuccessful, the program would have a 51 percent success r.

Finally, we must ask what have we learned from this exp.. acnce
with JobPlus that could help other employers hire less traditional
employees or public policymakers grapple with issues of moving in-
dividuals off the welfare rolls onto the work rolls?

First, we need to create the right attitude. We must belle.ve that,
given the chance and the resources, these individuals want to
work, and trust that given the appropriate support and supervi-
sion, they will make valuable employees.

Second, the transition from welfare to economic self- sufficiency
does not happen overnight. It occurs over a period of time and by
taking many, sometimes small, steps in the right direction.

Do not expect the first job to be the ultimate career fit or life-
time occupation. Remember it is a first joband maybe is best,
considering often the child-rearing responsibilities of these young
women, that it be a part-time job. But just make sure that it is the
best first job you can make.

So often I hear stories of young AFDC moms with two kids and
no real work history taking on a full-time job or a full course load
at a local technical institute and failing because a housing crisis or
a sick child has made them miss too much work or school to con-
tinue. After a setback like that, it is really hard to start again.

I often think it would be better if the young woman had perhaps
taken a part-time job or a part-time course load and had greater
success of making it.

Remember, it is progress we want, not overnight miracles. What
we want are people moving up the job ladder from entry-level posi-
tions on. The purpose of JobPlus is to help individuals take those
first steps.

Third, because we want progress and cannot expect miracles, it
is important for transitional support to be there. Day-care or subsi-
dized daycare should continue during the first six months to a year
on a :Jb. Medicaid should continue until the employee is eligible
for company benefits. Funds should be available for caseworker
follow-up during the first months on the job to help solve the unex-
pected but predictable crisis.

The provision of these transitional services and support should
be the role of the public sector and appears to be the direction that
welfare reform experiments and legislation are moving.

But finally, success comes down to self-esteem. All the daycare,
health benefits and training money can buy will not make a differ-

17
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ence if the participant does not believe in herself. That is why weneed caseworkers who are sensitive to the needs and aspirations oftheir clients and not bogged down in paperwork. We need follow-upand tangible support to handle the transitional issues during theearly months on the job. And we need job supervision that is fair,caring and expectant of positive results. Each person must be treat-ed as a special individual with unique needs and talents. Giventhat kind of support and encouragement, chances of success aregreat.
We know from experience it can be done. We have done it, andwe are doing it again. We have expanded Job Plus to Flint, Michi-gan through the YWCA there, and to Metro Detroit through Michi-gan Human Services. And you might be interested to know that weare going to be serving young men in Metro Detroit as well asyoung women. We know other employers and human service agen-cies can do it, too.
To help with the replication of Job Plus, we have a manual and avideotape that will help others to adapt the program to their ownneeds. We are eager to share this information with the committeeand with others who are interested.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for this opportunity toshare Job Plus and would be happy to respond to any queztions.[The prepared statement of Ms. Townley follows:]

1 C
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PRFRARED STAGzorr OF MARCIA TOICILEy Page 1

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee. My name is Marcia Townley.

I am Director of Public Affairs for Dayton Hudson Department Store

Company, a division of Dayton Hudson Corporation. Dayton Hudson

Corporation is made up of four retail divisions, Dayton Hudson

Department Store Company, Target, Mervyn's and Lechmere, with 627

stores in 37 states. (Dayton Hudson Corporation is the nation's 6th

largest retailer with approximately 150,000 employees) The

department store division for which I work has 37 Dayton's and

Hudson's stores and 23,000 employees in 7 states. Most of its stores

are in Minnesota and Michigan.

I em here today to tell You about an exciting program which Dayton

Hudson Department Store Company created four years ago with a three

Year new initiative grant from the Dayton Hudson Foundation. The

program tests a job partnership concept to recruit and Place teen

mothers at risk of long term welfare dependency in entry level Jobs.

The exciting news is that after four years of experience with JobPlus

the Program works!

JobPlus is a public/private partnership between an employer with Jobs

and a willingness to hire 'Perceived at risk' employees, and a human

service agency with expertise in working with clients at risk of long

term welfare dependency.

JobPlus works for five basic reasons. The first two reasons have to

do with attitude - the last three have to do with unique compo.hents

of the program.

19
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Page 2

First the partners, Dayton's, and the Minneapolis YWCA, the human

service agency that does the recruitment and provides Job readiness

training - believe that the participants in the program will make

valuable and competent employees. As an employer we've expanded our
views of who are eligible employees. We've moved beyond what had

been our traditional work force. We no longer can rely on walk in

applicants from the ranks of college students and home makers to meet

our employee needs.

Second, we believe that given the opportunity for a real job and

support in overcoming barriers
to employment, these young =en

want to work. But it must be a rational choice. The benefits from

work must outweigh the benefits of remaining on welfare.

Now the three unique
program components that help guarantee success.

First, the non-profit agency provides a two-week job readiness

program. Included is a two day retreat at a wilderness camp where

the participants experience "Outward Bound" type challenges and team-
building exercises.

Second, when each participant begins her Job, sne is assigned a peer

Partner, someone in the company in a similar job who knows the ropes

and will serve as a friend and mentor. This was the component about

which I was most concerned.
Would our employees be willing to make

that extra effort? Well, it turned out to be one of he most

successful aspects of the program. Peer partners received as much
satisfaction as they gave.
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Page 3

The third unique component has to do with follow-up. The non-profit

agency staff does not abandon the employee after the first day on the

Job. Instead, agency staff keeps in close touch with both the

Participant and the employer to anticipate and respond to issues

before they become Problems that might interfere with Job

Performance.

Human resource departments and supervisors do not have the time nor

the experience to help employees with a day care or housing crisis, a

Parenting Problem or other personal issues that could impact Job

success. These are areas where the human service agency's expertise

is invaluable. Many times an employee might have become discouraged,

quit or been fired, if it had not been for the advocacy and problem

solving of the non-profit agency staff.

This is truly a win/win partnership, with all three Partners - the

agency, the employer and the employee - contributing what each does

best and receiving in return rewards or benefits.

The non-profit agency works with the future employee to remove

barriers to employment - something neither the employer f:r the

employee could accomplish alone - and once the participant is

employed continues to work with employer and employee to help

s'Arantee success on the job. In return the agency experiences the

satisfaction of contributing to the successful employment of the

Participant and receives funding, in this case from the Dayton

Hudson Foundation for the first three years and now from the State

of Mir' ,ta, to pay for staff expenses.

21
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Page 4

The employer Providt.s a Job, a peer partner and good supervision; in

return the employer gains a valued, competent employee.

The program participants make a commitment to employment and life

changes in return for support from the human service agency, and a

Job from the employer.

Mow - how do we know JobPlus works?

During the first two years of the program we contracted with an

outside consultant to evaluate the results of the first 100

Participants. Less formal follow-up since then with all participants

confirms the continued success of the program.

Success is measured from two perspectives - from that of the employer

and from that of the program Participants.

It is extremely important that the Program be viewed as a success

from a business point of view - and it is,

o 75% of the participants receive
satisfactory or good Job

performance ratings on standard job performance measures.

o Job retention is as good or better than control groups of

regular employees hired for similar jobs.

Good performance and good retention are results that would guarantee
success to any employer.

e
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Pige 5

From the participant's Point of view, success is determined by

evaluating individual Progress in four areas. The areas are:

o continued employment

o education Progress

o reduced dependence on public assistance

o no unplanned pregnancies

If progress is made in 3-4 of those areas the Partidpants are viewed

as successful or very successful. 65% of the first 100

Participants were successful or very successful J'eter 6-8 months in

the program. The good news Is that in a 16 month follow-up, 63% were

still evaluated as successful.

In Preparation for this testimony we did a Quick follow up of the 160

young women we had hired since summer 1985. Of the 160, we were able

to reach 93 or 58% of the total. We are thrilled with the results.

Remember some of these women began the Program almost four years ago.

88% (82) of those we reached were successful or very

successful or the four measures described earlier.

90% (84) had no unplanned Pregnancy. The self esteem

support has worked.

70% (65) are still working - 184 at Dayton's (12)

42 of those working are either in school now or have

colloleted additional schooling.

17% (16) are in school and not employed

12% (11) are unemployed and not in school

-
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7y' - 6

Even If we assumed that all we didn't reach were unsuccessful, the

program would have a 51% success rate.

Finally, one must ask what have we learned from our experience with

JobPlus that could help other employers hire less traditional

employees or public policy makers grapple with issues of moving

individuals off the welfare roles onto the work roles?

First - we need to create the right attitude. We must believe that

given the chance and the resources, these individuals want to work.

And trust that given the appropriate support and supervision, they

will make valuable employees.

Second - the transition from welfare dependence to economic self

sufficiency does not happen over night. It occurs over a period of

time and by taking many - sontimes small stens - in the right

direction.

Don't expect the first Job to be the ultimate career fit or lifetime

occupation. Remember it is a first job - and maybe it is best,

considering child rearing responsibilities, that it be a part time

Job. Just make it the best first job YOU can.
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We 7

So often I hear stories of AFDC moms with two small kids and no real

work story of taking a full time job or a full course load at a

technical institute and falling because a housing crisis, or even a

sick child, has made them miss too much work or ton much School to

continue. After a set back like that, it is hard to start again.

Maybe she would have made it, if it had been a Dart time Job or a 1/2

course load.

Remember It's Progress we want, not ovek,night miracles. chat we

want are people moving up toe Job ladder from entry level Positions

on. The purpose of JobRlus Is to help individuals take those first

steDs.

Third - because we want progress and cannot expect overnight

miracles, it Is !important for transitional suivort to be there. Dui,

care or subsidized care should centime during the first six months

to a year on a Job. Medicaid should continue until the employee is

eligible for cuPov benefits. Funds should be available for case

worker follow-up during the first months on the Job to help solve the

unexpected, but Predictable, crisis. The provision of these

transitional services and support should be the role of the Public

sector and appears to be tne direction of welfare reform exrerlments

and legislation.

5
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But finally - success comes down to self-esteem. All the daycare,

health benefits an( training money can buy will not make a difference

if the participant does not believe In herself. That is why we need

case workers who are sensitive to the needs and aspirations of their

clints arid not bogged down In pacer:Nark, follow-up and tangible

support to handle the transitional issues
during the early montns on

the Job and Job supervision that is fair, caring and expectant of

Positive results. Each Person must be treated as a special

individual with unique needs and talents. Given that kind of sunnort

and encouragement, chances of success are great.

We know from experience it can to done. We've done it and we're

doing it again. We're expanding JobPlus to Flint, Miolgan through

the YWCA, and to metro Detroit through Michigan Human Services.

know other employers and human service agencies can do it, too. To

help with replicption of JobPlus, we have a manual and video tape to

assist others develup and shape a JobPlus program to their own

environment. We are eager to share these materials with the

coml.:tee and others who are interested.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this
opportunity to appear before the

committee and woul," be hum, to respond to questions.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. That was an excellent
presentation, and I think it is enormously impressive how you de-
veloped that program and how helpful and beneficial it can hopE-
fully be to millions of people.

You probably answered a bit of this question in your final com-
ments, but if I can give you some of the points that will be raised
by those who might question the program. And that is basically
that you are really sort of skimming these individuals, that these
individuals would be able to get the work in any event even if they
did not get these kinds of services, and therefore it really is not ter-
ribly innovative, not very creativethey would get the jobs
anyway.

How do you answer that?
Ms. TOWNLEY. Well, that is a question we often are asked, you

are right. We look for individuals who have a degree of moth ation.
We look for individuals who are at a point in their lives where they
are willing to make some changes. But they are people who had
children when they were in high school, many of them do not have
high school degrees. If they had walked in off the street to Dayton's
Human Resources Department, our people tell us we would not
have hired them, we would not have given them the chance, with-
out knowing that many of the barriers that they face to employ-
ment are being addressed by the YWCA.

So we have the confidence as we hire these young women that
some of the issues that might have prevented them from being suc-
cessful are being addressed and solved.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it would seem to me that just by definition
of the people that you are taking, as I understand it, the dropouts
and those who have not completed high school, just that definition
responds best to that charge, because all the studies that have been
done over the last 20 years would indicate that those individuals
are going to continue to be on welfare-92 or 93 percent continue
to be.

Ms. TOWNLEY. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. It is very difficult when you are talking about a

dropout and also an unwed mother who has not completed high
schoolthere is much cream in that group I mean, it would seem
to me you have targeted the most difficult group just by definition
of your program, if I understand it correctly.

Ms. TOWNLEY. Yes. I think we are targeting the most difficult
group. But even with that group, there are degrees of motivation.

The CHAIRMAN. True. Well, if it is the most difficult group, and
we are at least able to get some things going, it certainly seems to
me to be worthwhile.

Again, with respect to your belief of its applicability in other
communities and with other groupsas I understand, you are
starting now with males in Detroit. What about other places?

Ms. TOWNLEY. We are doing that in Michigan, in both Flint and
Metro Detroit. We have an example in Minneapolis of Pillsbury
Company making a grant to the YWCA to adapt this program a bit
to their needs for Burger King..So other employers are beginning
to take a look at it. We wish there were many more. And I think
what really prevents additional employers from taking this on is
the lack of the support services, the transitional services, that the

27
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"Y" provides in this casethe link, really, between the agency andthe employer is what is so important and unique to this program, Ithink.
The CHAIRMAN. In the last Congress, we passed a program calledthe JEDI Program. Through this program we recognize that thegroup you are selecting has a 90 percent chance of continuing to beon welfare for ten years. If we figure out what the Federal cost ofthat is going to beroughly $40,000, it obviously varies around thecountryand if we get those individuals whom we know are goingto be on welfare over a period of time, and we are ble to demon-strate that those people now hold jobs, we will try to create abonus for the States, because the Federal Government is going tobe saving, and the States are going to be saving, to create this re-volving fund to reward that kind of initiativethat saves the Fed-eral Government money. We do not spend a nickel until we actual-ly find a success story.

It would seem to me to be a pretty useful way ofcommitting our-selves to taking this whole proce,,s, which I belk can be replicat-ed and can be successful, and en_ arcing it.
Do you have any reaction to that?
Ms. TOWN LEY. I think that is exactly the direction that weshould be going in, and I believe very much in the reward theory.Agencies like the YWCA and others around the country that canwork with clients like this do not have the funds to do the job thatthey need to do, and that kind of program is exactly the kind ofthing that will really stimulate replication of this program. So Ilook forward to telling them about it and finding out how they cantake advantage of it.
The CHAIRMAN. What does it basically cost you to provide thoseservices to an individual?
Ms. TOWNLEY. Per client, it is in the range of $1,600 to $1,800,and that includes about $400 worth of child care direct costs thatare charged to the program.
The CHAIRMAN. This seems to be in the range we find; I think inMassachusetts it was about $2,100. But we are somewhere in the$1,q00 to $2,1u0 range, where we are able to provide some of theseessential services.
Finally, you mentioned the importance of continuation of boththe daycare and the Medicaid. I think you know we built some ofthat into the welfare programs last yearof course, they aretaking a little time to get phased in. I think one of the worst thingsiould be if we were able to get people moving, and then they getinto that situation where they found employment and then there isa termination of those services. I think the words that you use arecorrectthey should continue the Medicaid until they get companybenefits. The unfortunate thing is there are many companies thatdo not provide those kinds of benefits. And without getting in-volved in some of the crossfire of which way is the best way to doit, I think you make an important point, and I do not know whatmore you would want to add about the importance of continueddaycare and some kind of health program.I am not asking you to endorse any particular one, but to theextent that the concept is important, I would like to hear from you.

s
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MS. TOWNLEY. Well, our experience is that those are two of the
most important barriers, or difficult barriers to employment for
this population, and so any way those issues can be addressed
would certainly help this group. The State of Minnesota has been
able to some extent to address that issue for them so ti ey have
that transitional support.

The CHAIRMAN. I think it is important, too, that it be ong ng to
the extent that we are able to do that as wellas I understand
you, that is what you are saying.

Ms. TOWNLEY. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean, the transition waz. good to get them

moving, and then to have that contamation so they do not slide
back.

Ms. TOWNLEY. They need the ongoing support group support;
they need to make sure there is not a gap in the health care for
their families, and that daycare is available. That is a big issue.

The CHAIRMAN. I think the idea of having a "helper", so to
speak, in the company is rather interesting, and one I had not
heard before and makes a good deal of sense.

Ms. TOWNLEY. I hope you get a chance to see the video, because
there is a piece in the video where some of our peer partners are
interviewed, and you can see the satisfaction that they get from
helping someone else make it. And it was something I was not sure
would work, but it has been important to the program.

The CHAIRMAN. I think it is an excellent suggestion.
Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, I do not know if you have

ever had this experience, but on my return up here from that brief
introduction of Ms. Townley, I found a very profound opening
statement that I would like to have you accept as part of the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be so included.
Senator DURENBERGER. I have no particular questions, and I ap-

preciate yours very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a welcome introduc-
tion for me to hear your concerns for this problem and the role the
committee is going play.

Marcia, thank you.
Ms. TOWNLEY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope you will keep us informed of the progress.

We are trying to find out in this what works and what does not,
and clearly, from your record, you have found a way that is being
effective and successful, and I think it is important that we try and
find out what our whole role in this area should be.

We want to thank you very much for appearing.
Ms. TOWNLEY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We are pleased to welcome our second panel of

three women who are with us today, especLily well-positioned to
explain the problems and benefits in moving from welfare to the
work force.

We welcome Ms. Wendy Dipilato, from Worcester, Massachu-
setts, Ms. Renee Goldinger, from Kittanning, Pennsylvania, and
Ms. Taffie Lloyd, from Kittanning, Pennsylvania. I want to thank
all of you for travelling and being with us here.
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At the outset of this panel, I want to say how much I appreciateyour presence here. I think it is part of our whole tradition andculture not to be willing to talk very much about hardships in ourfamily and to share those particular human conditions. We are allprivate individuals and have a great sense of pride in terms of ourown families, and your willingness to come up and share your life'sexperience here we know is not terribly easy, and we are verygrateful for your willingness to do it. We hope from this that weare going to be able to at least recognize our role in trying to helpaddress some of these matters, and that is our best way of express-ing our appreciation to all of you. I say that very sincerely. So wewant to thank you all very much for coming.
We will start off with Ms. Dipilato.

STATEMENT OF WENDY MOTT DIPILATO, ET CHOICES GRADU-
ATE, WORCESTER, MA; TAFFIE LLOYD, KITTANNING, PA; AND
RENEE GOLDINGER, KITFANNING, PA
Ms. DiPri.A.To. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, myname is Wendy Dipilato. I am 31 years old, and I live in Worcester,

Massachusetts. I have one daughter, Jessica, who is now five.For the last two and a half years, I have been working as a secre-tary for two real estate attor=neys at the law firm of Simonian &
Murray in Worcester. When I began my job, I was making $7 anhour; today, I am making $9 an hour, or $17,000 a year plus bo-nuses.

Before I got my job, I had been on welfare for two years. I wasworking as a visiting nurse's aide, and I had health insurancethrough Blue Cross/Blue Shield. But when I got pregnant, I foundout my health insurance would not cover the cost of my baby.WInn I learned that, I switched to Central Mass Health Care, anHMO, for a month and then collected three months of benefitsafter the baby was born as sick leave and vacation time. But then Ihas no health care or daycare for my child, and I could not affordto pay for that, so I was forced to go on welfare. But I knew that Idid not want to be on welfare and that I would try to get a betterjob with health care as soon as I could.
While I was on welfare, I learned about the ET Program throughfliers in the local welfare office. I enrolled in ET in January of1986 and got job training as a word processor through Central Mas-sachusetts Job Training. I took the six-month course, graduated,and found a job first at Accountemps and three months later at theattorneys' office. I would have never taken my present job if it hadnot been for the health insurance that went along with it.Soon after I enrolled in ET, the training program opened anonsite daycare center, and Jessica started to go there. In fact, shewas the first child at the daycare center. Today, Jessica is in kin-dergarten. She stays in school until 2:00 p.m., when I pick her upand bring her to my office, where she stays until my husband picksher up at 3:30I just got married this past May.

The CH.AMMAN. Congratulations.
Ms. DipiLtero. Thank you.
I cannot stress enough how hard it is to be on welfare. It is de-grading. It is a myth that you can just be on welfare and sit around
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and not work. I could hardly make ends meet. Before I went on
welfare, I had an excellent credit rating. By the time I got off of
welfare, I had lost good credit, and ended up owing the electric
company hundreds of dollars. I just could not keep up with my bills
and care for my daughter on the little bit I did get on welfare.

When you are on welfare, you are not yourself. I felt claustropho-
bic being in the house all day, and I had a bad attitude about
myself. I would never go back on welfare again.

I cannot say enough good things about my employers. They are
so supportiveeven letting Jessica stay at the office for a little
while during the day. There are not many employers that would
allow that.

My life has rely turned around since I was on welfare. Jessica
loved daycare, it was good for her educationally to be with other
children. I know that leaving welfare was the best thing that hap-
pened to both Jessica and me. I like myself bett:_!- since I Lave gone
back to work, and I think Jessica likes me better, too.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Would you tell us a little bit how important the daycare and the

health benefits were to you in moving off welfare into the employ-
ment possibilities which you now have?

Ms. DIPILATO. I had priced daycare for Jessica before I actually
went to the ET training program, and it is outrageous. I could not
afford it. There is no way that I could afford it.

And as far as insurance went, a lot of places will offer a single
insurance plan, but for a family plan, you have to pay a big portion
of it. Between the two, there was just no way I could do that When
they opened up this new program, it worke I out really well that
she could go to the daycare, and now my ecwloyer offers insur-
ance.

The CHAIRMAN. What we sort of miss out on is daycare for
people who are on welfare. People stay home and look after their
children, and that is a form of daycare.

Ani how important was the health care, in terms of health care
for you and your child?

Ms. DIPILATO. If I did not have health insurance for it, I would
not have taken my present job. I mean, I wouldn't want to get
stuck with her being sick and not having coverage for her. That
would be an important factor. That was the main reason I went on
welfare in the beginning.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Lloyd?
Ms. LLOYD. My name is Taffie Lloyd. I am 30 years old, and I live

with my husband, Richard, who is 38 years old. We have two chil-
dren, Amanda and Michael, aged nine and eight.

In January of 1989, my husband got laid off from the Gregg Se-
curity System, where he was earning $3.75 per hour. We have ap-
plied for public assistance. From past experience, I know we will
not receive any money for approximately two months. Consequent-
ly, we have to live for two months with no income.

When my husband worked, his take-home pay was $132 per
week. We pay $150 per month for rent, plus utilities. On this
amount of money, there is no money for clothes or shoes. Rarely do
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I have any extra money to buy my children clothes, even at theSalvation Army or yard sales.
When my husband worked, we received a green medical card

from public assistance which did not entitle us to prescriptions. A
bill for medicine of $20 puts us behind on another bill, which starts
a cycle from which we can never get caught up. A trip to McDon-ald's or a movie would blow the whole budget, so you know thatwould be completely out of the question.

It costs money to take a job; the car must be in working condi-
tion, and sometimes you need special boots or clothes. Help is avail-
able, but only if you qualify.

When my husband got his job for minimum wage, we went intodebt for him to take a job that paid $2,000, but which did not qual-ify him for unemployment when he got laid off.
I am an intelligent woman. I graduated from high school, and I

attended college for one semester. I have taken computer coursesthrough Manpower. I have tried to break out of this cycle of pover-ty. I am where I am, not from not trying, but rather from lack of
opportunities.

When my children ask if we are poor, I tell them that we are.When they say to me that we do not live in a cardboard box like
the homeless people do, I just think to myself, "Not yet."

As poor people, we have no social life. We have no phone, and wecannot afford to buy a newspaper. It gets down to the point that if
it costs 25 cents to mail a letter, I do not have it.

The glasses I am wearing now were bought with the help of the
local Lion's Club. They paid $40 toward their purchase. Because Icould not make payments on the balance of $65, I could not pick
them up until I had saved up the money. I had not had a new pairof glasses in 10 years.

On a day I receive no mail, I am very happy. Because I do nothave a phone, I am not harassed by phone, but I do get letters con-stantly saying that someone is going to take legal action against
me for nonpayment of a bill. So the simple act of picking up themail makes me frightened of another problem that I will be expect-ed to handle with no means to do it.

When you work for minimum wage, you are still poor. I amtrained as a secretary, but I will take any job, from housecleaning
to waitressing. When I apply for a minimum wage job, there aremany, many applicants for the job who all say, "I will work hard
and do anything you ask me to do." Desire to do a good job does
not get you a job. You have to have money in order to get a job.
You have to look good and have available transportation and baby-sitting.

My husband and I do not blame each other for our situation. We
believe in each other. We just want to provide for our family. Oneof the hardest parts of our problem is that you feel so alone. Iknow no one elz.s is going to pick up my reaponsibilities, but all Iwould like is someone who would understand my situation.

I do not know what the answer is. I do know that if I continue to
exist under these circumstances, I will lose myself. The person Ialways thought I was is being replaced by a person I hardly know,
a person afraid of tomorrow, afraid to smile, afraid to enjoy living,

1,-i 'T;
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afraid to trust anyone, and most of all, I am afraid it will not ever
change.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Lloyd.
That is very powerful testimony and is really a tragic indictment

about our whole society.
Let me ask you, what has been the impact of all this upon your

children? Can you tell us a little bit about that?
Ms. LLOYD. My children know they are different from their

schoolmates. My daughter got invited to a birthday party, and I
had to tell her no, she could not go, just because I did not have a
dollar for a card or a dollar to put in that card, and I am too em-
barrassed to send her without a gift.

The CHAIRMAN. We talk about a dollar or a few dollars, questions
of minimum wage and so on, but it is extremely difficult, certainly,
in this institution to focus on the fact that even a few dollars has
such an important and significant bearing in terms of people's
lives. Thet is certainly an institutional reality, and I think you
make the point very eloquently.

Let me ask you, if you had some daycare and you were not so
worried about health problems in terms of your children, what
would be your attitude then about working?

Ms. LLOYD. I want to work, I really do. It is just that you have to
look at what is going to happen if you take a job. I mean, you have
to know what is going to happen to your children. You are trying
to make your life better, you do not want to make your life worse.

The CHAIRMAN. But if you had the daycare for your children,
and ) - a were assured of some minimum health benefits in terms of
illnes or hospitalization or caring for your children, and you got in
this case, I suppose, even a minimum wagehopefully, we are
going to be able to raise itwould you work?

Ms. LLOYD. I would go to work right now.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Goldinger?
Ms. GOLDINGER. My name is Renee Goldinger. I live in Western,

Pennsylvania with my two sons, Richard, 19, and Christopher, 15.
I have medical problems, high blood pressure and an overactive

heartbeat caused by stress. I have to take medication. The medica-
tion costs me $27 for a 28-day supply. I have had numerous oper-
ations that were covered by medical cards from welfare which I no
longer have.

In addition to my own medical problems, my 19-year old son has
been diagnosed as having congenital spina bifida, and I am paying
the cost of him seeing specialists, which run as much as $60 a visit.
Since Christmas of 1988, he has been to see three different special-
ists, all vf which are located in the Pittsburgh area, a distance of
45 miles from where we live. With his condition, he cannot get a
factory job because he cannot pass the physical. He has been trying
to get a minimum wage job, but in our area it is really hard to get
one at this time of year.

I have worked at minimum wage jobs since 1974, except for a
period of six months in 1978, when I was hired for a temporary po-
sition and received $5.25 an hour. The job was at a plant that was
40 miles away from my house, and in addition to transportation
costs, I had to pay a babysitter.
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In 1974 and 1975, I worked in a department store for minimum
wage for 35 hours a week and had to pay babysitters.

From 1977 to 1983, I worked in a restaurant and a bar as a cook,
kitchen helper, and sometime bartender, all for minimum was, I
worked 30 1.-Nurs a week, from nine to three, Monday thre,,gh
Friday. At t .ime I was working this job, my children were small,
aged four and seven, and I sent my youngest one to a daycare
center in 1977. In 1978, he went to a daycare center in the morning
and took a taxi, which I had to pay for, to Kindergarten for the
afternoon. I also worked as 0. waitress on Friday and Saturday eve-
nings at two local bars, for $15 a night. At this time, I was receiv-
ing $15 a month in food stamps and had a medical card.

In 1979, I needed an operation, and had to stop working and go
on cash assistance for eight weeks.

In 1983, I moved into a private home and took a job as a house-
keeper and caretaker of two young children. I took this job because
I was able to have my sons with me, since they were teenagers, I
felt that they needed me more at home. I received $80 per week
and living accommodations for the three of us.

I air presently employed at a restaurant and earn $2.10 an hour
plus tips. Taxes are taken from my pay for tips that do not re-
ceive because the taxes are based on the gross sales of thf, restau-
rant, not what I actually get. I am required to buy my oven uniform
at a cost of $35 and supply my own white slacks and shoes to go
with it.

With a job like mine, I have no life insuranceI cannot afford
itI have no savings account, I am on a strict budget. There is
little money for emergencies. If something happens to my car,- I
cannot make it to work, and I cannot afford to fix it. Paying for
heating costs with what I earn is very difficult. When my kids were
little, from 1973 to 1977, we either had food and no heat, or heat
and no food. I could not pay for both of these things on my pay-
check. My kids and I stayed with friends who helped us at the
time.

Now my rent is $275 a month, and with what I earn, I still must
make decisions about what bills I pay or what food I buy.

Along with the difficulties I have had with providing for my kids
and myself, and the health problems that my son and I have, there
is the feeling of guilt I get because I feel I should be giving my kids
more and doing more for them.

The CHAIRMAN. I will put in the record your household budget,
which shows the take-home, rent, phone bill, gas, school lunches,
car insurance, and leaves you with $18.

[The document referrer: to follows:]

95-700 - 89 - 2
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Renee Goldinger Household Budget

Pay I'm getting at the present time:

Slow Week Good Week

$86 - Tips $114 - Tips
32 - Take home pay $39 - Take home pay

$118 - Total $153 - Total
x4 - 4 weeks x4 - 4 weeks

$472 $612
+150 - Support +150 - Support
$622 $762
-275 - Rent -275 - Rent
$347 $487
-60 - Phone bill -60 - Phone bill

$287 $427
-60 - Gas for car -60 - Gas

$227 $367
-20 - School lunches -20 - School lunches

$207 $347
-27 - For my medicine -27 - My medicine

$180 $320
-122 - Car insurance -122 - Car insurance
$58 $198
-40 - Laundromat -40 - Laundromat
$18 - TOTAL** $158 - TOTAL**

** For emergencies, food, necessities and around $1500 back
medical bills plus current medical bills - ..very three nu_ .ihs
I have to see my doctor ($35.00).
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The CHAIRMAN. Sc you have been receiving minimum wage since
1974, with a brief period, as you mentioned, at a temporary job in
1978 when you were making $5.25 an hour, and three months on
welfare when you had the hernia operation. We listened on the
Floor last year to arguments about minimum wage, and how fami-lies are not really impacted or affected by this. I wish my col-
leagues could hear your testimony and your statement. But we are
going to get minimum wage raised, I will give you that assurance
it will not do as much as it should, but we are going to gP it raised
this year for sure.

Tell me what drives you to continue to work? We have looked at
the difference between hourly benefits on welfare in Pennsylva-
niait is $4.41 an hour if you add up all the different benefits,
without child careand the $3.35 you make an hour while work-
ing.

Ms. GOLDINGER. I work 58 hours a week sometimes. I just do not
want to be on welfare.

The CHAIRMAN. In the minimum wage bill, one of the issues will
be the tip credit. I notice you say you get $2.1^, and then you get
tips. I think there is sort of a perception that every waiter is wait-
ing tables at Duke Zeibert's or Mr. K's, where they get those big
tips. Generally, if you averaged it out an hour, what do you think
your tips come to? If you get ,T,3.35, the way it exists now, 60 per-
centthere is a proposal that I think will pass to reduce that to 50
percent. That is in Gus Hawkins' bill, and I think the votes are
there in the Senate, because they have been able to give this per-
ception that people working in restaurants by and large make far
beyond the minimum wage.

What is your experience?
Ms. GOLDINGER. Well, I do not. If I work nine hours in one day, I

will be lucky if I make a dollar an hour in tips. It varies. If there is
a banquet, which is only at holidays, I could make as much as $7
an hour, but since three months ago I have only had three days
that I have made $7 or $8 an hour.

The CHAIRMAN. Those are really the exceptions, then.
MS. GOLDINGER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think that that is much more realistic.
If you had had some health benefits, would you have had to

return to welfare for those few months when you needed that oper-
ation?

Ms. GOLDINGER. No. I could have just taken time off from work.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand there was one point in your life

when you actually had no home at all; is that right?
Ms. GOLDINGER. Yes. That was last year.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell us how that came about?
Ms. GOLDINGER. I had to leave the job in the private home, and I

had no place to go. I stayed with a friend. My son stayed with my
sister so he could go to school in his school district and not change
schools. I had no job, and I had to have an operation at the time. I
was hospitalized.

The CHAIRMAN. What about now?
Ms. GOLDINGER. Community Action Agency helped me get a

home, because I had no money for the security deposit and first
month's rent. I had none. They helped me get that going, and then
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I got my job. I got hired and got a house at the same time. But I
have been working 50 to 6C '.ours a week since then, since Novem-
ber 1st.

The CHAIRMAN. You have brought two children up, one is 19 and
one is 15, is that correct?

MS. GOLDINGER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. So your whole life has obviously been spent

hard-working and providing for your sons. Now, looking back, do
you see the importance of daycare and health benefits? Do you see
those as important ingredients for keeping people off welfare?

Ms. GOLDINGER. Yes. My son was one of the first ones in our area
in one of the first classes of daycare, and they adjusted the pay
that you paid them according to what you were bringing in, which
is a big help. Now, I understand there is a waiting list, a really
long waiting list, to get your _hildren in there. So if you get a job
this week, you cannot get your kid into welfare for three months,
and you have to find a babysitter until you can get him into the
daycare. You have to wait.

The CHAIRMAN. So you hal, e difficulty doing the job, if you are
worried about that.

Ms. GOLDINGER. And the daycare in our town, I think it is mostly
just day shift; you have to get a dayshift job, like eight to four or
nine to three or something.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask Ms. Lloyd. You have had problems
finding child care, is that correct?

Ms. LLOYD. Not so much child care, because either I was not
working or my husband was not working, one was home when the
other one was working.

The CHAIRMAN. Have any of you had trouble finding daycare?
Ms. GOLDINGER. When mine were little, yes, before I got them in

daycare, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Dipilato, I think you had indicatedthere is

a daycare program in your company.
Ms. DIPILATO. Yes, there is. They opened up an onsite right at

the training center, and I worked right on the same street when I
got my job, so it was really convenient.

The CHAIRMAN. It makes a big difference. We have a few compa-
nies up in our areafor example, Stride-Rite in Massachusetts
who have developed that type of program. Some daycare programs
are for the employees and some for the local community. They say
as a business investment, it makes sex -e. You do not have people
going to the phone at 3:00 in the afternoon, or late for work, if it is
raining or snowing, and all these kinds of things, just in terms of a
business's narrow, bottom line interests. But that has not generally
been the case.

Senator Pell?
Senator PELL. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman. I just want to

say that I appreciate the honesty and the pain that this testimony
must cause each one of you. I appreciate it very much. The country
should be more conscious of the people who fall between the cracks
as three of you have.

I wish you well.
The CHAIRMAN. I, too, want to thank you. We do hear similar

stories over the ,ourse Jf our hearings, but I think it is important
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that we continue to try and shake the conscience of our Nation, let
alone the conscience of this institution, to try and respond to some
of these needs. rand it seems to me that if you begin to get the day-
care mid to deal with the health concerns of young families, if you
provide some skillsand we are going to hear more details later,

Dipilato, about the ET Programif you give a person at least a
liveable wagewhich the current minimum wage is notpeople
are going to move away from depends icy. And what it means as a
bottom lineand unfortunately, that is put first around hereis
that it makes sense financially, but more importantly, it makes
enormous sense in terms of the family. And most importantly, it
makes enormous difference in terms of the children. So maybe we
will be able to get moving on those particular issues. It is certainly
my intention to do so, and we will do everything we can to try and
achieve that, and that will be the best way we can express our ap-
preciation.

I want to thank all of you very much for joining us today.
We are pleased to welcome our next panel of two witnesses who

will draw from their extensive experience, explaining what it is
that's necessary to move people from welfare. Our panel consists of
Patricia Wright, Director of Homeless and Employment Training
for the Armstrong County Community Action Agency in Kittan-
ning, Pennsylvania; and Ch.,Aes Atkins, who is Commissioner of
Public Welfare for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

We are glad to welcom_ you both back today. It is especially nice
to see you, Chuck. You have been rather busy this last year, and
we are glad to have you here.

Mr. ATKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Wright?

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA WRIGHT, ARMSTRONG COUNTY COM-
MUNITY ACTION AGENCY, KITTANNING PA; AND CHARLES
ATKINS, COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC WELFARE FOR MASSA-
CHUSETTS, BOSTON, MA

Ms. WsiGwr. Good afternoon.
My name is Patricia Wright. I am the Director of Homeless and

Employment Training Programs for Armstrong County Community
Action.

Over the last three years, our program has had an employment
readiness class to help people to upgrade their interviewing skills
so that they would be able to present themselves well on an inter-
view Of the 200 or so people who have participated in these class-
es, we have been able to assist more than 65 percent of them to
gain employment. Consiztently, we have found that many of the
employers were not willing to pay more than minimum wage and
provide health benefits and child care for these employees.

The reasons that they give us have been. they would have to
raise the price of the products that they sell, they would be forced
to lay off some of their employees, or they could not continue in
business because of a lack of profit.

You have heard about personal experiences from the previous
witnesses. I would like to say to you that these experiences are not
unique with these people. I have talked to many people who are

t Co
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working for minimum wage who have no medical benefits, are not
eligible for any type of assistance of any kind, and yet they contin
ue to work and struggle.

I have also talked to many families who have tried, but due to
circumstances over which they had absolutely no control, they
have found that it was impossible ft, their families to remain
intact living on a minimum wage salary. Some were forced to go on
the welfare rolls, which was able to provide a larger income than
they could make on a minimum wage and also provided them with
a medical assistance card.

The loss of self-esteem and the necessity of explaining all expend
itures to an agency has caused many families so much stress that
they have broken up.

This loss of self-esteem is only the tip of the iceberg. The people
we are talking about here must explain to their children why there
are so few or no gifts at Christmas time or birthdays. A lack of
money also contributes to a segregation of these children from
normal school activities children participate in, such as parties, be
cause a gift cannot be purchased and treats cannot be prov ided for
the classmates in the schoolroom. Even the children experience the
fact that they are different, and their desire to socialize decreases
as their desire to keep from being hurt increases.

In families where both husbands and wives are working, Enid
both are receiving minimum wage, it is possible that their cum
bined paychecks are not enough to pay the cost of their food, rent
and utilities. These people just cannot see their way clear to ever
get ahead, there is always something that is left unpaid. Even with
the strictest budget and the most careful person, an unforeseen
crisis can occur, and when this happy is it takes two months, some
times more, to make up for the money that they need to use at
that time.

This crisis could be anything. It could be a sick child, a sick
parent, an auto repair or utility bill that is unexpectedly high due
to the cold months.

Most of these families do not have things that we take for grant
ed. They do not have medical insurance because there is no mune.),
to pay for it. An3 most of the jobs that pay minimum wage do not
provide for th,at benefit. These people are waiting longer to take
their children to the doctor or to the hospital. They have to search
longer to find a doctor who will allow them to make pay ments, ur a
doctor who will accept the medical card that they have.

I would like to give you an example of a family that is trying to
survive on a minimum wage income. First, I would like to tell you
that this is what we hear so often called the traditional family.
There is the father, two children, and the mother. The father is
working for minimum wage. They are very careful with their
spending. He said to me that they watch eveLy dime. I asked him
where the dimes were going, and he showed nee the bill fur a mini
mum order of heating fuel. That was $95. Of course, he needed to
pay flu.' le, he had to keep his family warm. He was behind in
his rent ne..ause he was making payments, since he was not able to
pay the :all amount of rent. He had an electric bill, and he had nut
been able to pay all of that, the electric bill is now $11:16. Again,
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he has been trying to make payments, but he is still unable to get
that bill completely paid off.

We looked at the amount of money he was taking home, the
amount of the bills that he had and the cost of food ..nd clothing
for his family, and we wondered if he would not be better off re-
ceiving public assistance. He said he probably would, but he is a
man, and it is his responsibility to support his family.

The stress of this situation has caused his wife some emotional
problems; it has led to her hospitalization. Of course, this also led
to another bin that he needed to pay.

Many of the minimum -,age jobs have no benefits. Not only don't
the employees have medical insurance, they do not have sick days,
vacation time, or other benefits that we have and take fur granted.
If they are off work for any reason, that just cuts into the money
that they have' to work with.

One of the things that we have found happens with so many of
these people is that because they cannot pay the bills, because they
cannot pay the rent, they become our hidden homeless. They are
the ones that are living in doubled-up family arrangements or
living in with friends because they have no place to go.

One of the things that parents find very important to them is af-
fordable child care. Parents, like Renee, who have children in day-
care centers not only have the cost of child car ;, but also the ex-
pense of getting the child to and from that care. Becau.9-e. tradition-
al daycare programs are only available from six a.m. to six p.m.,
and parents who are working shifts find that they cannot put their
children in our current daycare programs. What they have to do is
find private daycare, and that is more expensive.

It is a very large drain on the family's budget, and families care
about what happens to their children. Parents on minimum wage
care about what happens to their children. And they cannot work
and do their very best if they are not sure who is taking care of
them.

Another problem that occurs is that even when a family takes
part of their income and sends their children to daycare, there is a
waiting list. If I have a job open for you today, and yoo tell me you
cannot get your child into daycare or you cannot get afi-rdable
daycare for two months, I am going to hire someone who can.

We live in a rural area that does not have ample public transpor-
tation. Thereto:, , when people look far employment, they must be
able to provide their own transportatian. That means before they
can get employment, they have the cost of a vehicle, upkeep, gas,
oil, and insurance, and any needed repairs. It is impossible to take
a job that requires a person to drive 15 to 20 miles for Pn hourly
wage of $3.35. It is not that people do not want to work, it is that
they cannot afford to.

These are some of the situations that we encounter every day.
There are no easy answers, and it is very difficult to tell people
who come to us seeking help and solutions that we are limited in
what we can do to assist them. We try to provide options and give
them the help that we have available. The solution does not lie
with us. It is up to the people that we elect to look out for our in-
terests and to prwme fair and equitable solutions so that we may

A
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all have the opportunity to enjoy the freedoms that are guaranteed
to us.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Wright follows:]

4 ...:4.,... .
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My name is Patricia Wright. I am the Director of Homoless and Employment

Training Programs for the Armstrong County Comninity Action Agenoy. Over the

past three years I have taught an erpleyrent readiness class to help people

upgrade their interviewing skills so that they would be able to present

themselves well at an interview. Of the beohumdred or so people that have

participated in these classes, eelhave been able to assist more than 65% of

them gain employrent. Consistently we have found that many of the employers

are not willing to pay more than minimmi wage a..d provide health benefits and

child care. The reasons have been; 1. they would have to raise the price of

the products that they sell, 2. they would be forced to lay off some of their

employees, 3. they could not continue in business because of a lack of profit.

You have heard about personal experiences &al the previous witnesses. I

would just like to say that these experiences are not unique to these people.

I have talked to many people that are working for rUnimrawmge that have no

medical benefits, aren't eligible for any assistance of any Rini and yet they

continue bswork and struggle. I have also talked to rany families that have

tried, but due to cirorstanccs over which they had no control, they have

found that it was impossible for their families to remain intact living on a

minimum wage salary. Sore were forced to go on welfare which was able to

provide a larger inc' and a medical assistance card, provided by the

Department of Public Assistan:e. The loss of self esteem and the necessity of

explaining all expenditures to an agency has caused many families to break up.

This loss of self-esteem is only the tip of the iceberg, the people we are

talking about here also mist explain to their children uiv! there are fee or no

gifts at Christmas tire and on birthdays. A lack of money also contributes t',
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a segregation of the Children fran the normal act-Lg.:ties ,hildien participate

in - attenduna parties, because a gift cannot be purchased and treats cannot

be provided for classmates in the schoolroom. Even the dhildren experience

the fact that they are different and their desire to socialize decreases as

their desire to keep from being hurt increases.

In families where both husband and wife are working and both are receiving

minimum wage it is possible that their =tamed paychecks aren't enough L. pay,

the cost of food, rent and utilities. These people just can't see their way

clear to get ahead. There is always suething left unpaid. Even with the

strictest budget and the most careful person, an unforeseen crisis can OCOUI

and when this happens it takes two months r more to rake up for the money

that was needed at that time. This crisis could be a sidk child or parent, an

auto repair or a utility btll that was unexpectedly high, due to a very cold

month. Most of these families don't have things that we take for granted

suds as medical insurance because there is no money to pay for it and most of

the jobs that pay minimum wage don't provide that bentfit. These people are

waiting longer to take their Children to the hospital, they have to seardi

longer for a doctor that will allow them to make payments and not as for the

payment on the day that service is rendered.

I would like to give you an example of a family trying to survive on a

minim= wage income. First let me tell you that this is What we hear s,

called the traditional family. There is the father, two children and the

mother. The father is working for minimum wage. They are very careful with

their spending, he said that they are watching every dime. I asked him where

those dimes were going and he showed me the bill for a minimum order of

heating fuel, the cost of that fuel was $95.85, he needed that to keep h..

faraly warm. He was behind in his rent be...ause he had been making payments
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since he was not able to pay the full amount. His electric bill was $141.16,
he .gain had been making payments, unable to pay that full bill. We looped at

the amount of money that he was taking hare, the amount of bills that he had
and the cost of food and clothing for his family and wondered if he would be

better off receiving public assistance. He said that he is a man and it is
his responsibility to support his family. The stress of this situation has
caused his wife sane emotional problers that have led to her hospitalization.

Many of the rtinimrn wage jobs have no benefits. Not only don't the

erployees have medical insurance, they also don't have any sick days, vacation
tine, or other benefits that we have. If they are off work for any reason,

that ju..t cuts into the =ley that they do have to work with.

One of the things that parents find very inportant is affordable child
care. Parents, like Renee, that have children in daycare centers not only
have the cost of the child care but also the expense of getting the child to
and from that care. Because the traditional daycare programs are only

available fran 6:00 A.M. until 6:00 P.M., parents that are working shifts find

that their child care costs are rore expensive because they cannot use the

subsidized care that is available in rany areas. Again, this becomes a large

but very important drain cn the family's buaget. Apother problem that occurs

is that even when a family takes part of their incane to send their children
to day care, there are often no ih nings and the parent mist then see:

alternative babysittini services that ray or may not be as reliable. When a

service is not reliable, the parents job then becomes at risk.

We live in a rural area tha`_ doesn't have ample public transportation.
Therefore, when people look for esrplo,,,ent, boy mist be able to provide their
o4:1 transportation. This in the cost of a thicle and the money for
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upkeep; gas, oil, insurance and any needed repairs. It is impossible to take

a job that requires a person to drive 15 or 20 miles for a hourly wage of

$3.35. It isn't that people don't want to work)it is that they can't afford

to work for tranirunturge.

These are just some of the situaticns that we encounter everyday. There

are no easy answers and it is very difficult to tell pecple who cane to us

seeking help and solutions that we are limited in what we can do to assist

than. We try to provide options and give them the help that we have

available. The solution does not lie with us, it is up to the people than we

elect to look cut for our interests to provide fair and equitable solutions

so that we may all have an opportunity to enjoy the freedoms that are

guaranteed to us.
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you think some people just stay on welfare
because it is easier than working?

Ms. WRIGHT. No, I do not think the majority of people do that. Of
course, you may find some who do that. I think one of the things
that happens is that there are very, very few people doing that, but
whenever we start to look to give examples, we search and search
until we can find someone that we can say these people are strug-
gling to stay on the welfare rolls instead of struggling to get off.

The CHAIRMAN. But people say they can get care for their chil-
dren, and they can receive health benefits, so why should they
work?

Ms. WRIGHT. Because they have the same pride that we do. They
want to work.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the real danger of the growth of home-
lessness among this group that you describe? Is that increasingly a
real problem for many people now?

Ms. WRIGHT. Yes, it is. It has increased, and it is increasing
daily And again, one of the things that we see that the general
public does not see is that there are so many of our hidden home-
less. When 3U think of "homeless", you think about the people
who are on 1.he park benches or out on the sidewalks. I am not
talking about those people. I am talking about the ones who have
had to move back in with family, who are doubled-up with friends,
where there are nine, ten, twelve people living in one house simply
br:cause they cannot afford the rent.

The CHAIRMAN. Some of your clients mentioned that they re-
ceived job readiness training in their discussions with my staff. Can
you tell me what that is?

Ms. WRIGHT. Yes. We do an employment readiness training in
our agency where we stress things with the people that we work
with, like building self-esteem, assertiveess, interviewing skills,
we help them to write resumes, we help them to learn basic data
entry on the computer, so that they can go out and have something
to offer whenever they go out into the employment world.

The CHAIRMAN. What does that cost, generally? Do you kn, w, or
is there any way that you can determine what that cost is, al Ni oxi-
mately? If you could give us some idea about that, it would be very,
very helpful.

We are going to go to our next witness, Chuck Atkins. Welcome,
Chuck. We have given you an introduction, and we look forward to
your testimony.

Mr. ATKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to be back before your committee. Some of us had

been hoping to make it down here last week for the inauguration,
but as you know, a funny thing happened on the way to the polls.

I am honored, however, to have the opportunity to update you on
the progress we 'lave been making in Massachusetts. This certainly
is a very serious issue, and the problems that you are addressing
are something that I commend you for.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to dispense
with the formal reading of my testimony and submit it for the
record. I would also like to ask that we be able to submit for the
record a copy of the "Access" Report that I refer to in my testimo-
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ny that the American Public Welfare Association put out last Octo-
ber on their proposal for health care.

What I would like to refer to is a set of charts that I believe you
have received that I would like to use to summarize my testimony
and bring you up-to-speed as to what has been going on in Massa-
chusetts. It is just a set of about seven charts, and I will go through
it just to summarize what I have said in my written statement

The cover of the charts, Mr. Chairman, "working together to find
a route out of poverty", is literally the mission of the Welfare De-
partment in Massachusetts. We have done something that is rather
strange in welfare systems, but something terribly important, we
believe, which is to say to our 2,500 caseworkers and our 60 local
offices across the State, that while their legal job is to put people
on the welfare rolls, that people who are legally entitled to benefits
are to be given those benefits in a timely and accurate fashion,
that the number one priority of our caseworkers is to help people
get off the welfare rolls and out of poverty.

What we have put together in Massachusetts, based upon our ex-
perience over the past five years, is what we hope is a fairly com-
prehensive program to offer people not just education and training
through the ET Program, but health care and housing and child
support services as well, because we have found that you have to
really put all those ingredients together if we are going to get
people off the welfare rolls.

We have managed to succeed in doing that in Massachusetts by
taking our 2,500 caseworkers and not having them be the "bank
tellers" that the welfare system was in :I.inger of becoming in this
country, but really turning them into ca.eworkers to provide the
kind of support needed to get out of poverty.

Chart 1 is a progress report, if you will, as to how the ET Pro-
gram is doing. As you well know, we set for ourselves a goal when
we started the program about five and a half years ago of placing
50,000 of our clients into jobs over that five-year period. We were
not sure it could be done. As you well know, no other State had
managed to do a successful welfare-to-work program before of that
magnitude. We had tried twice before in Massachusetts, once in
1977 and again in 1982, with workforce type programs, and they
had both failed. So this effort that begin in 1983 with the goal of
placing 50,000 people over a five-year period into jobs was some-
thing that we knew was an ambitious goal, but we had no idea how
successful it was going to be.

As Chart 1 shows, we have beaten that fiv" -year goal. We have
now placed over 57,000 of our clients into jobs. And to me what is
astonishing is that figure that is shown in the middle of Chart 1,
which is that 75 percent of all those job placements are off welfare
today, some of those people for as long as five years.

Chart 2 tries to answer the question of what about the 25 pertem,
who either never left the welfare rolls, or returned to welfare,
what about the ones we have not been able to reach yet. And what
Chart 2 shows are the three major reason why ET graduates have
returned to welfare, and I think it ties in exactly with what you
have been hearing today and with what your committee is looking
at.
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The number one reason why people are returning to the welfare
rolls is that the wages are too low. Quite clearly, at least in our
experience, a minimum wage, even a job paying $3.50 or $4.00 an
hour, is not going to be enough for that average welfare family in
this country, a mother and two children, to make ends meet. And
again, we found the number one reason that people who have grad-
uated from ET come back on the welfare rolls is that we have not
done our job of helping them find a job paying enough for thein to
support their families. The actual percentage is 29 percent, that is
the major reason why people are coming back on welfare after
graduating from ET.

The number two reason is lack of health insuranceanother
problem that you have very adequately defined. And it is an obvi-
ous one If a single mother takes a job without health insurance
provided by the employer which, as you well know, is all too often
the case for the working poor in this countrywith some 37 mil-
lion uninsured Americans, two-thirds of whom are working out
therethe mother, if she is the sole supporter of her kids, as is the
case with anyone on welfare, and if the kids get sick and the
mother has no health insurance, she often has no alternative but
to return to welfare in order to qualify fur Medicaid 0 provide
health care coverage for her children. And, lo and behold, we found
that the second major tea ,n ET graduates were not able to stzy
out there in the world of work was that lack of health care.

The third problem was lack of child care. As you know, under
ET, we do provide child care for up to a year after people leave the
welfare rolls, but unless they can work out their child care ar-
rangement 3, again, by definition, since what we are talking about
on welfare is a single mother with two children, she is going to be
back on the welfare rolls unless we provide that daycare.

Chart 3 and the next three charts try to show what we have
done in Massachusetts to address those three major problems. First
of all, as to that problem of the wage being too low, Chart 3 shows
how we are doing today. Today, I am very proud to be able to tell
you that in Massachusetts, the average salary from a full-time job
that our clients are getting through ET is today $15,000 a year
obviously, substantially more than what the minimum wage would
provide. That works out to about $7.50 an hour.

The contrast is shown on Chart 3; it is twice what we can give in
the way of the maximum welfare benefit to that average family of
three, that mother and two kids. So we have made it economically
worthwhile for that mother to leave the welfare rolls and go to
work.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, we have dune that in Massachu-
setts under the ET Program through something called perform-
ance-based contracting, which your JEDI legislation which passed
the Congress last year in part used. I comii.end you and the com-
mittee for the leadership role you played in getting that legislation
through, because I think that kind cf performance-based approach
to our education and training system is terribly importanta
bottom-line approach of saying we will pay you once you place
someone into a job, a job meeting certain quality standards. That is
an important notion to have in government, it seems to me.

4(
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Chart 4 addresses the daycare issue. This chart actually tells me
two things. As you know, by Federal law, until the new welfare
reform bill that the Congress passed last year takes effect, the
work incentive law, the WIN Program, is still in effect, which is
that women who have children under the age of six are exempt by
Federal law from even having to register for each State's WIN Pro-
gram.

ET, as you know, is part of the WIN Program, and the rules over
the past five years for ET have been those WIN registration rules,
which again is that anyone with children under the age of six on
welfare in Massachusetts did not even have to register for the ET
Program.

What this chart shows is that we have had a very substantial re-
sponse from that group of our clients who do not even have to reg-
ister for this program to participate in ET. That tells me two
things. One, there is nothing magic about how oki the children
ought to be when the mother is ready, willing and able to go off
and go to work. That ought to be left up to the mother to decide.
Two, we .st have a good product, because people are buying our
product who do not even have to register for the program. But it
does show you the importance of daycare.

As the chart shows in Chart 4, over half our budget goes for day-
care.

Chart 5, the health care problem. As you know, last April Gover-
nor Dukakis signed into law the Nation's first universal health in-
surance program. It will take full effect, as you know, Mr. Chair-
man, in 1992, when all employers in Massachusetts, with some
small exceptions, will have to provide health insurance to their em-
ployees. Until that law takes effect, what we have done in the Wel-
fare Department is to impement the first phase of that law, that
we call "CommonHealth . Under the State law, we are able to
offer health care benefits for up to 24 months, in particular to
people who are leaving welfare for jobs without health insurance.
If people take jobs through the ET Program, we can provide them
health care coverage. Many of our clients do not even have to wait
and go through ET; they can go off and take a job on their own
and we encourage that, since we have limited Government re-
sources to spend on ET.

For those women who ase leaving the welfare rolls and taking
jobs without health insurance provided by their employer, we can
through CommonHealth through that new health insurance law
provide coverage with State funds for up to two years after they
leave the welfare rolls.

Clearly, that is not the entire answer to that problem, but we
hope by 1992, when all employers in Massachusetts have to provide
health insurance, that we will have solved that problem as well.

Chart 6 is a progress report on how we are doing on this new
CommonHealth program. We have enrolled 10,000 people o date.
Sixty percent of those have moved from welfare to work.

Chart 7 is the last chart I wanted to share with you, since we
have discussed it before. It shows that, as you know, these pro-
grams not only help people, but they save money. And one of the
things we are very proud of is that we think these programs can
help reduce the Federal deficit. The reason for that is, as you well
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know, Mr Chairman, the Federal Government puts up most of the
money in this country for our welfare programs, AFDC, Medicaid,
and of course, 100 percent of the food stamp program. We have
now been running the ET Program long enough in Massachusetts
so that we have some results to show, and what Chart 7 shows is
that since we began the program in October of 1983, after we
deduct all program costs, we have saved over $280 million in either
reduced welfare benefits or taxes, since these people who are now
at work have become taxpayers themselves.

That in sum, Mr. Chairman, is an overview of what was in my
written testimony, and I would be glad to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Atkins (with an attachment mid
the charts referred to in text follow:)

r
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, thank you for 4nvitin

me to testify before you today. Over the past six years during

my tenure as Commissioner of the Department of Public Welfare in

Massachusetts, I have appreciated the opportunity to share with

members of Congress the success story of our Employment and

Training Choices, or "ET" program. Since its inception nearly 5

1/2 years ago, ET has enabled over 57,000 welfare clients in

Ittseachusetts to gain employment. An astounding 75t of these

clients are still off welfare today. I have described the

structure and operation of the ET program in previous testimony

before this Committee. Today, I would like to comment on what

we have learned through 5 1/2 years of experience with ET -- in

particular, the need for child care, health care and a 'Lying

wags in order to provide a real route out of poverty.

The primary goal of the Massachusetts Department of Public

ivelfare is to help families on welfare find a permanent route

out of povorty, ty extending economic opportunity to welfare

recipients, particularly those who face serious barriers to

self-sufficiency. Today, the ET program has become the

cornerstone of the Department's net-of-poverty mission. ET has

offered positive proof that given access to education, training

and support services that enable welfare oliente to obtain good

jobs and to become economically
self-sufficient, most welfare

clients will choose employment over welfare. After deducting

r-
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all program costs, ET has aaved more than $280 million in

reduced welfare costs and increased tax revenues. Since the

program began, the average length of stay on AFDC has declined

by more than 30%, and the number of families on AFDC five years

or more has declined by nearly 38%. And despite the fact that

we have increased benefits by 54% over the past six years, the

AFDC caseload has actually decreased by 5% -- thanks to ET --

over this same period of tine.

A significant aapsct of ET's contribution to the Commonwealth

has been its timeliness in educating, training and transitioning

dependent residents of the state to meet the changing needs of

its employers. Over the past five years, '-ue Massachusetts

economy experienced the very same 'abor shortage pro acted for

the U.S. economy in future years. ET, with the help of our

Private industry council and Job Training Partnership Act

partners, has helped meet labor force requirements by broadening

participation in the skilled labor force by previously

unemployed Commonwealth residents. The E: program has been

successful because it recognizes that the local and regional

labor force has specific and changing needs that can be matched

by the program.

The ET program has ale- been successful because it recognizes

that welfare clients have a wide variety of needs which aunt be

addressed before, during, and after participation in the

2
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program. In order to 1 rticipate successfully in ET, clients

often need essential is-. >tee such as transportation and day

care for their children. Of ET placements who are back on

welfare, a survey conducted by the Department indicates they

have returned for several reasons, including:

II job-related problems, especially low wages (29%);

I problems with health cars, including lack of health

insurance (240; and

inadequate transitional services including affordable

child car* (23%).

In order to mate a permanent break from the cycle of poverty,

welfare clients need access to continued child care, affordable

health care for themselves and their families, and a good living

wag.. The rest of my discussion today will focus on these very

points.

The Heed for Child Cars pervioes

First, allow me to explain why we are certain that services such

as child care are so critical. The statistics speak for

themselves. Since 1983, the percentage of the AFDC caseload in

Massachusetts headed by unwed, single parents has risen from 37%

to 56%. Over two-thirds of all AFDC families include young

children. If we examine client participation in the ET program,

we find that 57t of current ET participants have children under

the age of six -- a dramatic increase from 18% when the program

3
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first began in 1943. While welfare mctLers desperately want to

work, they will not neglect their children in order to enter the

workforce. The UT program's substantial commitment of resources

to child care -- nearly half of the ET budget -- is one

Massachusetts has willingly made because we also know that young

single parents are the group most at risk of becoming long-term

welfare recipients.

Each month, almost 10,000 children whose parents are

participating in ET, will participate in Massachusetts' day care

voucher program. This system provides quick access to needed

child care. Unlike traditional subsidized daycare programs, ET

participants do not have to add their child's name to long

waiting lists. Parents must simply use licensed day care

providers a' voucher management agencies help them find child

care. We are also committed to continuity of care, by allowing

ET graduates to keep their daycare vouchers, as long as they are

income el.jible and up to one year after they have 16ft the

welfare rolls, until a subsidized contracted day cars slot

becomes available. We believe this is critical to helping

families leave the welfare system permanently.

The Importance ofAlealth_ Care

When we developed the ET program, Massachusetts addressed the

first and moat crucial obstacle to finding a route out of

4
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lack of education and skills. But another serious

stumbling block that can prevent a family from moving toward

self su'lficiency is the prospect of losing their medical

coverage and the lack of affordable health care. Although only

a small number of cases with prior ET placements return to

welfare, as I mentioned earlier, one of the major reasons cited

among the eB% of ET graduates who are not off welfare today is

their lack of health coverage.

Tor many poor families, a desire to move from dependency to

self-sufficiency is thwarted by the absence of affordable health

insurance. Too often, the poor are forced to chowe between

taking a job and losing their health coverage or staying on

welfare to continue their Medicaid benefits.

Many entry level jobs simply do not provide health coverage.

Nearly seventy-five percent of the people without health

insurance in Massachusetts are working people and their

children. They are uninsured because their employers do not

provide health coverage. Yet escalating costs have put health

services and individual insurance coverage out of the financial

reach of many workers. Lack of insurance means little or no

access to preventive or routine care. Not poor enough to

qualify for Medicaid, but without the ability to purchase

insurance independently, many of the uninsured rely on expensive

emergency room care, often putting off necessary services until

5
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a medical crisis calls for more intensive services.

We have begun to address these problezaa in Massachusetts. On

April 21, 1988, Governor Dukakis signed into law the

Massachusetts Health Security Act, the nation's first universal

health coverage law.

The Massachusetts approach is neither an entirely voluntary

approach nor strictly government sponsored health insurance

program. Instead we are implementing a public-private

partnership that builds on the existing, employer-based private

insurance system.

The Massachusetts Health Security Act Initially encourages and

later requires employers to contribute tc health insurance for

their employees. Persons who are not covered by employers will

be able to obtain health insurance through a number of new

programs and through a new state agency at state-w4bsidized

rates. All Massachusetts residents will have health insurance

available to them by 1992.

On July 1, 1988, the Department of Public Welfare implemented

the OammonHaalth program, the first phase of the state's

universal health care law. Mcdelled a1ter ET, CommonHealth

helps welfare families move toward self-sufficiency by providing

up to 24 months -- ,ransitional coverage to families leaving

AFDC for employment, but who have no access to

employer-sponsored health insurance. The program extends the

6
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services of health maintenance organizations (HMOs) and other

managed care programs to former welfare clients and is also

available to disabled adults, children, pregnant women and

children under five years old.

in just six months since the program beo.n, nearly 10,000 people

have been served under commonlisalth -- 6,000 of when left our

welfare roles to go back to work. Like ET, this program will

save taxpayers' money as it reduces the need for uninsured

individuals to resort to public assistance programs such as

Medicaid to pay for their health care. We can now offer welfare

clients en incentive to go to work, even if the empeyer does

not yet offer health insurance. In Massachusetts, welfare

mothers are no longer forced to choose between eeployment and

health care for their children.

Itemgagetzsce of a Living Wm

Because the goal of ET is to provide clients with the means to

escape poverty permanently, it is essential that the jobs in

which clients are placed pay them a good living wage.

Consequently, the Department sets very high performance

standards for its training and job placement contractors. The

current quality standard for payment for a job placement through

tT is a fulltime job with health insurance which pays at least

$12,000 a year, or $14,000 without health insurance. As a

7
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result, the current average annual salary from full-time jobs

obtained through ET is $15,000, more than twice the maximum

amount of AFDC benefits in Massachusetts. In FY89, we expect to

place 12,0.10 AFDC recipients into cuality jobs through ET.

Itecommendationa

I believe that many of the policies and programs that we have

shown to be effective in Massachusetts can be adopted elsewhere

in the nation. Before I describe several initiatives that I

believe are needed on the national level, I would like to

commend congress for having the foresight to adopt Welfare

Reform legislation last year. The Family Support Act of 1988

tackles some of the problems with our present welfare system.

In additicn to encouraging states to adopt "welfare-to-work"

programs like ET, the Act provides added federal revenues to

finance day care services for welfare recipients and

transitional day care and medical benefits for a year when

individuals leave welfare for work.

Another very important feature of the Family Support Act of 1988

is its call for a study of the "Family Living Standard." My

fellow human service administrators and I, under the auspices of

the American Public Welfare Association, have been seeking

a
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polities which would require a nationally mandated,

state-specific standard for assistance based on a uniform

methodology for calculating actual living costs. If we are to

protect low-income families, we must provide adequate levels of

support after they transition into the workforce.

While I believe that the Family support Act will assist us in

our efforts to help the poor beoome self-sufficient, much more

is needed if we are going to provide real employment

opportunities for welfare recipients and the working poor.

Specifically, there must be national policies and programs to

help match training and placements to labor force needs, provide

access to universal health insurance, promote the provision of

affordable day care, and encourage a living wage.

The working poor and those striving to be independent of the

welfare slit= naed policies and programs that guarantee their
access to health care. Families on welfare should not have to

make a choice between work and health coverage and workers

should not be reduced to economic dependence or medical

indigence by their lack of health insurance. This is a matter

of economic necessity, as well as equity. The nation needs a

healthy and productive workforce.

Every American should have access to health care. The

statistics on the uninsured in this country are troubling --

9
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some 37 million Americans lack any any health insurance coverage

two-thirds of whom are members of families in which at least

one family member is working fulltime.

I applaud the Committee, especially you Mr. Chairman, for

proposing legislation last year that would have begun to address

this problem. S. 1265, "The Minimum 'iealth Benefits for All

Workers Act of 1988," would have ensured that cull-time workers

and their dependents have the health protection t.l.ey deserve by

requiring employers to provide health coverage. Such

legislation deserves the full support of Congress.

I believe, as my coL.eagues across the neion do, that national

policies to address the problems of both the non-working and

working uninsured are needed. In a recent report published by

the American Public Welfare Association, entitled "Access,"

state human service executives propose two complementary

policies to provide broad but differentiated coverage.

M First, employer-sponsored healtm insurance for all

employed individuals and their families with a basic package

including hospital and physician services; prenatal,

well-baby and well-child care; and diagnostic and screening

tests. (Additions to this basic package s"ch as prescription

drugs, dental services for children and eye care will be

added at a later date.) For small businesses, coverage would

be provided throLgh regional insurance pools offering premium

rates equal to those available to large firms.
10
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Second, restructured Medicaid programs to cover all

nonworking individuals.

This dual approach provides access to health care to all tha

uninsured, making it both a public and private responsibility.

You may note that I did not comment on another health care issue

of critical importance today, namely the issue of long-term

care. After serving longer than any Massachusetts Welfare

Commissioner in recent history, I have come to realize just how

critical it is for us to develop adequate long-term care

strategies to address the health oars needs of the elderly. The

costs of long-term care have simply become too much of a burden

for the elderly, their families and taxpayers. We must develop

creative cost-effective approaches to provide long-term care.

Because of my personal commitment to this issue, when I leave

state government on March 1 to return to the private sector, I

will be heading my own company to develop alternatives to

nursing home care. At the national level, I am hopeful that

Congress will accept the challenge of developing long-term care

legislation -- like the Lifecara bill you introduced last year,

Mr. Cheirman -- to begin to offer the elderly the long-term

services they deserve.

The expansion of child care opportunities for working families

is also vital to the well-being of families and to economic

growth. As has been demonstrated in Massachusetts, providing

11
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affordable child care is critical for working poor families as

wo:1 as those striving to become economically self-sufficient.

It is important that we reassess national :olicies to ',lance

the supply, quality and affordability of child care.

There must be a stronger federal role for the provision of child

oars. The bipartisan interest in this issue last year is

deeply encouraging. The Act for Better Child Care (ABC)

sponsored by Senators Dodd, Kennedy, and other members of this

....mmittee during the last Congress and reintrvtaced this week,

represents an important step toward our goal of a national

public/private daycare partnership. I hope you will take action

on this and other child care initiatives in this session of

Congress.

Let me conclude my remarks by emphasizing the importance of

providing workers a good living wage. I have already mentioned

the premium that Massachusetts puts on placing ET graduates into

good paying jobs. rurthermore, Governor Dukakis has supported

congressional efforts to increase the minimum wage.

Massachusetts has already adopted a higher minimum wage than

that set by the federal government. This affords workers in

lower pay scale jobs tte opportunity to maintain a better living

wage. I would hops arose continues to explore proposals to

increase the minimum wage.

12
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Today's working poor and those on welfare may be the mainstay of

tommerrow's workforce. Ths future productivity of this country

may well depend on our willingness to make investments in this

population. Members of the Committee, that concludes my

remarks today. I will be happy to answer any questions you may

have.

13
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. . . to health care for America's
poor families and children is a
human necessity, and an
economic one. Health care is
critical to strong, stable,
self-sufficient families. It is
critical for children to grow and
thrive. National policy must
assure access to health care for
America's poor families and
children. What follows are
recommendations to provide
access to basic health care
coverage for all Americans.
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INVESTING IN POOR FAMILIES AND Thic,IR CHILDREN:
A MATTER OF COMMITMENT

A policy development project of

The American Public Welfare Association
The National Council of State Human service Administrators

Final Report Part I: One Child in Four
Final Report Part II: Access

Stephen Heintz, Commissioner
Connecticut Department of Income Maintenance

Chair, Matter of Commitment Steering Committee

October 1988
Washington, D.C.
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One out of every six Amen-
can children has no health
insurance. pubh. ot private.
One child in four is born
into pos eny. Among poor

shildre i., one in three lacks health salt
cos ear. Access to health are for the
poor. and poor children in particular. has
actually deteriorated in the last few
years. Today in Amcnca poverty and
poor health go hand in hand.

In January 1986. human service corn.
missioners undertook a major review of
public commitments to the nation's poor.
a review demanded by the devastating

.caustics on childhood poveny, h
November 1986. we released One Child
in Four, a proposal for comprehensive
reform of the nation's welfare system. By
strengthening families and promoting
self-sufficiency, we believe that pm eny
can be substantially reduced among
.0.menean children and families.

The 100th Congress has taken the ... a
steps toward comprehensive welfare
reform, changing what has traditionally
been an income maintenance program
into a system that promotes individual
and family self-, riewm.y

In One Child in Four we said that other
efforts mesa be needed. including new
national policies to assure access to
health care for all Americans r
American Pubic Welfare Asso....non's
Matter of Corimutmen* Steering COrrallit -
tee a>aahlrhed the Access Health Care
Task Force to study this issue This report
represents the work of the Task Force.

Fax families to be strong and self-suffi-
cient. for children to grow and thrive.
they must have access to acauh are
, en hes Today. however, an estimated
' 7 million Americans have no health

surance to cover their medical bills
hey lack regular access to health are
hen it is needed. Although Medicaid

provides coverage to cat: , of the
poorest families. many other Americans
have neither insurance through thew
workplace ma acces' to the protect ron
offered by ALdicaid,

Human service conmissioners bear a
special responsibility to the nation s
poor. We art shasged with providing
service. and income assistance. We
administer Medi-aid programs for indi-
viduals poor ....ough to qualify for its
benefits.

We anderstand the links between
pen en, elfare, and sews to health
care. Today poor families seeking to
leave the welfare rolls for employment
face a disincentive in the eventual loss of
Medicaid benefits. Too man- cannot
secure employer.sponsored insurance as
they enter the is orkfoxe. nor can they
afford to purchase coverage from the low
wages they earn. Many former recipients
are forced to leave their jobs and return
to welfare in order to meet the health are
needs of their children

This report of the American Public
Welfare Association recommends two
major strategies to assure financial access
t, primary health care sets ices for pose
uninsured children. families, and
individuals

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. For Won -es and Their Families

A. We recommend employ :r.spon.
A red health insurance for all
er ploy ci mdis 'duals and their
I t lies to cover rat a minimum)
h itad.,rJ physisiao services.
p auk well-baby mid well-child
ewe. diagnostic and saeenng tests.
Wc rcionmaxl phasing in pre.
se-option drugs. dental see ices foe
children, and eye are a. services in
the minimum Package at a later

Verism I employer,
'perhaps sin or fewer employees)
would be exempted.

B. We recommend the establishment of
state or regional insurance pools to



allow small harnesses to offer
health insurance at rate: equal to
those paid by large film,

II. For Nonworking Indis iduals and
Families

A. wc.ecommagrestnictunng
Medsmid to cover all r.oworking
tr:Lsiduals and dependents with
fan uly incomes up to 75 pert .= of
poverty and family assets under
S12,000 (excluding the home and
other noncomuble resources). This
group should taxi= benefits cur.
may covered in a state's Medicaid
plan. This recommendation essen-
tially eliminates categorical require.
meets for Medicaid coverage.
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B. For those *bac in...crne is at. or
shy,. e.75 percent of pas eny or
whose assets exceed S. 12,(00. we
recommend that state Medicaid
programs pros ide a minimum
benefit package equal to the
employees basic cos ewe For
those with incomes from 75 to 20.)
percent of poverty. states would
charge an income.based premium
for the minimum benefit package

These recommendations are Itt.
mental because they build on ex mut,:
programs and mettods. and compreben

e because they provide financial
access for all of those currently
uninsured. Ld e welfare reform. these
proposals are cnucal uneameut in the
future health and well being of our
citizens. our economy. and our nation. gil



Poverty,
Children,
and
Health
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The most disturbing findmgs of the ISO?' iattonal A _cess Saney smoke the
detertoration in access to rn al care among the nation's poor. mmonty, and
.ronsured cacens Th. Aga are real and hare a sentries Impact on the
segment, of the Amertc., ot least able to tale adwantage of the lamas
new forms of health care a.lnery, or to pay for the care they so eridently nerd.

Access to Health Care in the Lnaed Stares. Results of a 1504 Nancy.
the Rotert lioodJe'uon Foundation



rte out of every six Amen -
can children today has no
health insurance. public or
private. Among poor chit.
dren, one in three lacks

healthcare coverage. From 1980 to 1985
health insurance coverage for poor chit
dren under the age of three declined by
34 9 percenr according to a recent Chil-
dren's Defense Fund study. For these
children there is ro prevenase health
careoo well-thdd visits to the pediatn
man There is no access to heath care at
all until ...-t most dire emergency, and
men cli..lren an treated as "charity pa-
tients" if they are treated at all.

Clearly poverty and poor health go
hard in hand, As the Amman Public
Welfare Assocration reputeu two years
ago. one child in four is born poor in
America today. The data on relative
poseny by age group are disturbing. to
say the least. That childr i have become
the most economically disadvantaged
segment of the population says more
about the country s values than any other
measurable index.

The US. currently ranks 19th in
infant mortality among tl-, industri.
anzed nations, In too corny of our
cities the infant mortality rate rivals
that of Third World nations,
A half million American children
suffer from the effects of nulnutn
hon.
More than a third of the nation's
homeless population consist. of
families with children.

Consequences
Lack of adequate health care early in

life has severe, lifelong impact. The preg
rant American woman who cannot afford
prenatal care is more likely than a
counterpart receiving care to give bath to
a pre/a:Jure or low buthweight baby. She
may suffer severe complications herself
Infants born into poverty are twice as
likely t bear ompeor +-ulnae- aa

suffer low birthweight. Ties( ens
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face a significantly greater risk of ',dant
death. If they sums e the first year et life.
they face a greater nsk of ph> steal,
developmental. and teaming disabdoies

Children who begin life ill or disabled
suffer in other ways. They cane . learn
well in Ahoy,. They vuirerahic in
lifelong econorni.. ' pendency They nsi.
long term deper.: their families.
on other pnvate resources. and. ulti-
mately, on public institutions. Today too
many Amen-an children 'tat ilk .1th
disabilities that compound. and are
compounded by. poverty

The knowledge that many of the health
problems facing poor children can be
31oadocl deepens the traged, Inadequate
prenatal care. low birthweight. and infant
and child mortality are, in large measure.
preventable. The issue has less to do with
medical science. and has eserythang to do
with the social and economic costs we
arc walling to bear. Current policies G.)
provute public dollars to pay the subsists
cal costs and consequences of inadequate
health care when it results in disease and
disability. Yet we base not invested the
resources necessary to assure that
children began life healthy and that
families remain healthy.

We have a health care system that run
provide for the health of all of the
nation's families. We must assure that
families have access to that system

With Medicaid. the public health
program for the very poorest Amencans,
progress has been made in improving the
health of poor children and their families
But children oldie working poor and
those whose parents are wx.I.Inv to
become independent of dr selfare
system have not had acre Medic.nd
Fora its gains. Medicaid A not solved
the problem el' finarvral access to
prevamve and acute health care sec Ices
for al, poor children. There are signifi-
cant gaps in the health care safety net that
demand attention,

Access to health are turns on the icy
issue of access to affordable health r-
ance, and affordabrIth is a major barrier

inadequate prenatal care,
low birthweight. and infant
and child mortality are.
in large measure,
preventable. The issue
has less to do with
medical science, and has
everything to do with the
social ano economic costs
we are willing to bear



In actual numbers, and as a
percentage of the workforce,
the number of workers
without health insurance is
Increasing.
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for los...income tamale.- and and ,:duals
hde most U S citizen, with health

insurance receive health care CON erage
through employer-based benefit plans.
and en. NCI) poorest am COS tied by
Medicaid. a significant penentage of the
population under age 65 has either no
insurance. or Inadequate insurance

The Uninsured
There is general agreement that 37

million children and non lderly adults
lacked any health insurance ,uscragc rut
all or pan of the year in 1985 That AS
fully 15 percent of the population. and
the number has grown by a million each
year since 1979 Almost 20 pen.ent of all
hddren undet 18 had nu health &mut
nee in 1985. a 16 percent irk ne since
1982.

When the undennsured are added
those indiv :duals whose terms of cover-
.ge such as deductibles and cepa> ments
preclude ,.sass to care when it
ntcdedtt . number J imps to 56 million.
almost a quarter of the Amencan
population

The sheer magnitude of the problem
dnsc the need to address broader access
to hvalth care coverage In actual num-
bers, and as a percemage of the
workforce. the number of workers
without health insurance is increasing.
Though it is commonly believed than
most of those without insurarKe are um
employed. that is not the case In 1985
almost 75 percent of the un wstred were
caner employed. or *pen oh of wage
earners From 1982 to 1985 the number
of workers without insurance rose from
13 4 million to 17 million. an increase
225 percent.

The Inc trase an uninsured workers is
g nerally a result of changes an the econ.
umy and the types of robs being created.
The service sector, w ith 111Sb:111011y low
rate< of employerspc.f red health
coverage. is growing at a rate four times
faster than other sectors. The Joint Eco-
nomic Commiree of Congress has
documented that employment growth is
occumng In low.w age. pannme Jobs that
rarely pros ide health uturance to tty
workers w ho fill them.

.-
0 t
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The Health Care Marketplace
These workforce changes are juxta-

posed against a health care industry in
which rapidly escalating costs have
rendered health services and individual
insurance coverage financially out of
reach of many workers.

Many individuals and families pursue
care through emergency rooms and out-
r anent clinics because they do net have a

nmaty care physiman. These -medically
indigent" individuals arc those most

amit.ly affected by health industry
economics and lack of coverage. They
also expenence more frequent acute carer
needs and hospitalization. They have no
affordable alternative, and this leads to
episodic, crisis-oriented care for the
patient, at great out to individaal
hospitals and to society.

Health care industry economics a c
adversely affecting uncompensated or
charity care, the traditional avenue 'o
acute are service for the medically

7

a
CHICAGO -1,s Moore is chewing

bubble gum and tangtng along with a
son,g on the rata as she sits beside a um
incubator us the ostensive care nursery at
MnSinai Hospital, where sick babies are
nooked up to c.bes and wiea and m-
ama that help them breathe.

One of the infants belongs to net
Lt '7, Ins attic oldest of five children

m her family. Her mother is on welfare
&Dither fatherunemployed Dr.AnnWest.
a second year resident at Mr. Sum re
members the wan feeling that came
over her when she delivered Ins' baby at
about 11 p.m. July 21.

"I felt sad; West teals. -You don't
know how babies like this will do."

The baby, named Tina, was born too
soon. IS week pranatcre. She weighed
only 710 grams, slightly more than a
pound and a half. Premature delnenes
are often the result of adolescent preg-
nancies and no all too common at Mt
Solana :caching hospital lathe imposer

died West Side neighborhood of Nests
Lawnd.tle.

From the moment Tina Moore was
born, her future was in Jeopardy,

depend.! onu wiioosta of oxygen
from a rubesustsoshe could take her first
breath. Medical compbcatiens resulting
from her prematurity may leave her with
respostory ddficulties.a susceptibility to
Sodom trifantDeathSyndronteandieun
ina oSWistics that might not be revealed
until she ss ready for school,

But 'he is vulnerable to much mom
Unless someone or something inter-

vacs dunng the little girl's life, there is
good reason to behest e mat Tina Moore
will be coodanned to repeat the same
,....ouscycle Cut took hold of ha mocss,
her grandmother, and her greangrand
mother, by having a baby dunngor
perhaps even before her teens

The auto.: Trthwu



IAS 41:GELBWyk Isedfoldgets
up fro a kitchen chair slowly, ark
warily using his arms to het naneusri
his pin s 4=0Ni/A lour, limbs
the wst.th Al A thorntth beNtath ptelvw
suftcred in ..rash

tit thuult nn, the busy NOM 01 hi,
Um West It, Kid I dill aparrri o
and pl.... thoppa% raig
tuf 11t/1 ly tUll w Iih hospital ant' Jere
tor. Its

The bills area result of the Dec 6.
1986 accident in which Redfield s car
was broadsided by a drunken. uninsured
diner Redfield suffered such massive
internal injunesthat he trededmore than
100 units of Wed, spent soenmonths in
three hospitds.and is only now learning
saw to walk again

Rummaging through the bag with a
slight, ironic smile, he brats what he is
looking for a single yellow sheet sent by
one of the hospital., It says

-This as tonotifyyou that you sullhave
an outstanding balance of 1161 787 41
Asa convenience to you payment of the
balance can be made by cash payment
check, or by use of your Vra or Master
card"

There as hub Redfield tan uo except
laugh A sporadwally employedactortx
fore the axx.ident. Redfield ow, earning
less than RR S2.900 annual minimum is.
qualify for Screen Actors Guild health
insurance The tavern w here he tended
bar otered coverage torts workers only
if they paid fotathermelves RutRedfield
16 and otherwise healthy could not of
ford the 590 monody premium

de is a Maw: example of OrntOrte
5.110 has fatten through the cracks .0 the
American hrattlhsarc delocry .),014

s
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indigent The health care industry as a
whole, hit by rapidly rising costs and
externally induced cost containment and
competition, is less willing to proyide
uncompensated care

The s viable. health insuiancc maim is
also A fadisli Cornmos.ial insult's LA,
ins reasing competition J111011 Mc rn-
se Is es. and with corporations that hind it
Icssexpcnsrse to insure their ow n
worker,. In the battle to keep premiun s
down insurers are demanding higher
coinsurance payments and dedue nolo
for the insured While this helps control
hospital titt114.111,11 highs deductible.s
and coinsurance payments make it
ditticult. it not impossible, for indis 'duals
NM tow incomes to obtain coverage and
make use ef that towage

To imam ompetilise. in urers goad
against "om.shilting." the traditional
practice of charging paying parents more
in order to subsidise the cost of uncom
pcmated care Go ernnient programs,
particularly Medicare. also guard against
cost shifting to kccp costs down In doing
so, government and commercial tamers
ire responding to demands of taxpayer,

and the busrness community to reduce
g,overrrnent deficits and the costs of
health care

The prolubthoo on coshshtfting. leaner
reimbursements overall. and increased
demands for uncompensated care are ad-
s cocky Alltutniz health tare pro ;den

mow's:mated care costs are large and
grow ing. from 53 S Nth° in 1989 to y7
billion in 1986 This burden falls on
public and nonprofit institutions

As a result, many, hospitals where
indigent min idaals hoe traditionally
rexcixtd care I.JVC not surviNed Today
sins thii J sit Me nation s handled largest
cans hoc th publ s institutions of
tree care. ao ording to the American
Ilospnal Awkaation IAIfAi The public
must depend .astead on nonprofit hold,
Isis for on. ompensated care, Institution..
still ottcriug such care base taken steps
.0 reduce the amount of uncompensated
care they proy Ass The AI IA reports that
one in es cry seven hospitals adopted
spccilis limits on the amount of unreim-
bursed care they pros used by 1981
Without a paying patient pall, a hospital
cannot sun Ise
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to "!,

=,
To a constderabh extent health
to towage in dm smash)
is a matter of luck Those fortunate
enough to be emplosed b$ large,
antonsad, manufactunng firms art
also 114e1) to be fortunate enough
to hale good health insurance
towage Those who hair mode's
Incomes, toe an the South and IS tst
or In rural area', and those nho urn
black or manonts group memben
are more ohrls to bear the pcmonat
and ti OnoIlla4 ,Jr, 0 01 tat k of
MUM. and hr

burnrn Mall. tart

ham Deco, chairman liroruncin
of II.Alth Point and NlAnAgtmcnt,
John, Ilophin, `hoo 01 II vg.rnt And
Pubtot Health, in tong. rssion.il
cc...Join...lull 15. 19%%



Jackie Flanigan. sloth suers Ina Dal
honors rag factory. makes col} $5.5J en
hour. and wooden if work is worth The
trouble The monthly take home pa,
strut $506. is ally S25 more than shc
received from welfare

She startedtheyob lastDecember.Five
tistlyyoungsters.ages3 to I I.Nerednm
ing her stir crazy, and the characters on
the afternoon soap operas had borer
more familiar than real Me.

'I watched dose stones so much ' ail
dreamed about them:" said lacks
round faced wan= who speaks almost
In a whisper

her routine now is to meat 5,30. lay
ounhechildrerisclothes.wnhanddress
thehnlest onesiben she nukes lunches
before leaving the children with the next
dos neighbor.

The subwayuinherdow. cown.from
there, she catshea other the No. 23 or the
hi- 15 bus. Both go down Frankhntown
Roadand it I:liaison walk to the factory
At 8 am she suns slicing rags from a
bolt of cloth

"I airy the week." she sod, her yoke
betraying her irks:minty. "The people
are met They lei you go on limas when
you feel like n

Pleasant or nut. the nib a ban] on bit
budget She pays her neighbor $50 a
week foe baby-sining.ShcalsopaysS8.50
a week in carfare

Worse yet, the yob offer no health In
nuance Because she IS no longer on
Medicaid. the state will soon take away
her Maiwaid said ..very flu and cough
the shit "en catch will mean less money
for groceries

Marcia the 3 yeer-old. has asthma"
she and. hte winery lean 011 her face "I
dicta I know waking Mould end op cost.
mg me money Mentally. I want to keep
weekmg Financially. I don't know if I
can'

-4.4 Angeles Times

'ro

I or the employed insured. these
tdustry trends mean higher ouvol

pocket expense,. reduced benefit,. and
increasingly limited akke, to mare I-or
the medically indigent outside an
employer group. there arc fewer care
altematis es as more facilities deny saes
or close down completely

Some states hose already taken action
to as.nt hospitals w Oh hca,
sated mare caseload,. including increased
Medicaid re inibui nsmenh to attested
hospitals. mtndateu aura huge. on limp
tag payments from private insurers. and
the e,tablishinerd of re. enue pools to
supplement payments to hospitals

The fiscal strain indigent care places
on workers. employers. providers, and
go. emment points to the need for a
A.ational policy that Addis**, the iStit of
mum equitable financial J,kr.0 to health
sale. with costs of sit rsgt distributed
more equitably throw at society Bum
ness spokesmen w ho nave k ,tilled
before Ca :greys in recent months point

to the IncquIrs in the current health care
marketplace Businesses providing work.
kg, With .iealth mare coserage are. in tact.
subsidizing businesses that do not pro.
vide such care through tones that ul
maid) pay the bill for .adigent care

Health mare cots and lack of insurance
sewerage result in a significant segment
art the t, S. population living at risk of
ra.ein .nicrgcncics without the w011Ity to
pay la .,tic The tack of coverage ameng
both the cniptuyeti. and the unemployed.
threatens the ability of imencan families
to be selfsuffirent

Action to Addecs Poser!). and
Health Care

In Nosembcf I 186. the American
Public Welfare As ociamn called tor no-
lion.. action to realm.- poveny among
families with chi 3 through streng,
ening tamiIles and promoting theirsell -
sufficieticy, The report, One Child In
Four, called for sweeping reforr.1 of the



natorils welfare system. reform the 100th
Congress has inalated

The goals of welfare rrfomi also
reqaurc reform of the health sare limns
tug system Today poverty, poor health.
and welfare dependency are joined .n a
perverse way Because entrydeyel yobs
mien provide few health benefits.
and kV low to purbe.
mare patents arc hesitant to enter the
scoritorse The asailabilny of Medicaid
has Intoned mew parents from leasing
welfare fos jobs LOCIOMI4 dependence
is thus blocked by the prob Jitrve costs of
health insurance and health We,

AMA*, One Child In I- our called for
res low and recommendations on the issue
of access to health care for poor families
with children. The APWA Mauer of
Commitment Metnng Committee
es Ahlulied the Access to health Car '
Task Force to study this issue

The human saw: adnunistraton from
across the country sets mg on the task
force swaluded very quickly that the
Mgt-est single barrier to access to health
sere lot poor families Ili [man( kit the
lash. of health insurance coupled with the
las k of resources to pc:reins: coverage or
pay ourofisocket for health care The
task form also ft:cop:zed that issues
related to access to health care include
qualm of care and health care delivery
systems Because a source of payment for
health care is cenuaf to all other issues.
howeser, this report focus, on tautnessl
access to health care.

The task force acknowledged that the
current health cure fituneing r lens
limits access to care and can he tin
paned- Therefore the recommendations
that follow arc both r. retitle/trot because
they build on existing 1.-ograms and
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medics sad compreh, now lesause
they pr me financial access for all of
those currently uninsured

Access to a continuum ollonf hem
care services, and fmans4ng foe those
senates.. al.as a sistiial semi cm, and
that issue wilt be the subject 01 a sons
pamon report to tw published in 1554

We f rmly brims e that this nation must
find a way to male firm's. 01 assess to
basic h 1111 Can' StIVIKCS asastabe tu.il
ciu ens, regardless of economic sit! tIs
Individuals and families has e a resp000,
Entity to pursue self,suffisieray thiough
employment That responsibility should
not he undercut by the very real fm,
unmet health Cafe reeds 2

Individuals and families
have a responsibility to
pursue self-sufficiency
through employment That
responsibility should not
be undercut by the very
Tat fear of unmet health
care needs
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Recommendations:

Access to
Health Care
for Poor
Families
and Children



Humar service administrators
approach the issue of access
to health care for an obvious
reason: we provide heath
care services for the poorest

among the uninsured. But the systems we
administer do not provide for all of those
in need. The working poor and those
stnving to be independent of the welfare
system need policies and programs that
assure their access to health care,

It is incumbent upon us as human
service administrators, togrtlicr with our
colleagues in health care and the private
business sectoi, so propose alternatives so
that families do not face the stark choice
between taking a low -wags. without
health insurance and remaining on
welfare in order to ensure the availability
of health care for their children We must
also assure that workers, who are
otherwise self.sufficient. are not reduced
to economic dependence or medical
indigence by their lack of health instil,
ante. This is a matter of equity for
families and individuals. It is also an
economic necessity.The nation needs a
healthy. productive workforce On the
following pages we propose policies to
provide financial access to health
services so that no memter of society is
denied basic care when car. is needed

These recommendations dense from
principles articulated in One Child in
Four that stress the mutual responsibili-
ties of individuals, government. and the
pnvate .tor

The individual has a responsibility to
obtain health coverage when it is
available and affordable and to seek
out health care as needed Barents
have a responsibility to °Nun ,:over
age for their children and to seek
appropnate providers and services
when needed
Society has an obligation to er.sure
that all cititens have access to heath
c; re The Jublic sector his a
responsibility to provide assistance
to those who cannot afford health
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care, and the private sector has the
obligation to provide health care
coverage for employees

As we stated in One Child in Four, we
seek policies that reticct a social insur-
ance iiiudel Vi culled ha a new Family
Living Standard (FLSi a nationally
mandated. state-specific standard for cash
assistance based on a uniform it zrhodot-
ogy for calculating actual by mg costs
Cash bone s would replace AFDC. food
stamp,, and low income home energy
assistance tor -friable families with chil-
dren. benefits would meet the
dincrence between a tangy , income
wages. child support .alpend, and so
forthand the local FLS A study of he
Family Living Standard is included in
welfare reform legislator. enacted this
year by Congres.,

Similarly. we believe health care
benefit, should eventually reflect a
Family Health Standard, a forraula ttiat
takes into account local health very
and insurance cce and their di.icrences
across the country .deasured in coniunc
tion with the FLS. the Family Health
Standard would be used to set eligibility
and income levels for the basic health
benefit pac,age. The Family Health Stan-
dard would help direct further health care
policy development. We recommend that
the congressionally mandated study of
the Family Living Standard include the
Family Health Stmdarl approach. Until
the FIS methodology is implemenied.

c pro.sose that the policies we worn-
men, the federal poverty levet as an

determinant of need
In addition to the two overarching pros

ciples outlined alms ;;. he Health CJIV.
Task Force developed guidelines to
evaluate alternative :tcalth care policies
and formulate our recommendations VVe
urge other individuals and organizations
to use them as well The .FWA
health guidelines" include

Fquiry ramthe. in similar economic
and health circumstances should he
irca:ed in the same way

It is incumbent i,pon us
as human service
administrators, together
with our colleagues in
health care and the
private business sector,
to propose alternatives so
that families do riot face the
stark choice between taking
a lowvage job without
health insurance and
remaining on welfare
The nation needs a healthy,

productive workforce.
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Today, companies lake ours pay for
health care twinonce for our on
employeee and then °gas, na teats
and inflated health insurance
premiums, for the employees of
those businesses who don't provide
ben: fits for their own people,,,,
Permitting companies to skimp on
employee and retiree benefits like
basic pensions and adequate medical
insurance in order to gain
competaile athantages is simply
not sound public policy. gn: is
rive Leginning of a trend, our nation
is in deep troubleand now is ti
time to put a stop to 0.

Robert I. Crandall chairman and
president, American Aldose:5,14c- in
congressional testimony. June 54,1140
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Benefit cos crap Inxlisdual, and
f arribes should be so. en:d by a
basic benefit package includin;
pnrhary and preventive health
Wont un rano, Health sare
coverage should be an els:nine tsv
li, die, to obtain employment and
leave public assistance.
iconnynic imps. I Politics should
minimize any adverse econormn
impact on business that might lead
to the loss of ybis as a result of
increased insurance costs

put differeninand
liGilth care benefit. should be
avail-I:0e for ev,:rsoxis. ki the suns
time, providing sow cragt to divers<
got p, may call for diverse methods
Effeaswe admoust-ahon Piney and
program alternative, shou'd be
conducive to effective and effluent
operation, including links with other
social aid health programs
El OIGIMIl effiuenrs SCrOus consid-
eration must be given to cost se ntrol
element, of any policy or program
alternative, particularly by emphasiz-
ing managed care systems

To assure financial access to pniriary
s are WI-, Ise, for poor uninsured

tam dies and gado/ duals, we recommend

s-mpinyer po toted health Insur-
ance for alt aaployed inch. bloats
and their tam with a bassi.
package inch-ding hospital and
physic Mai seamcis, prenatal, wall
baby and well-child sate, and
diagnostic and screening les., tie
prcixase as later additions to this
basic package presenption
dental services for children, and eye
care For small businesses oivcrage
%mild be providtd through cepa al
insurance pools offer., g premix
ratesequal to thos available to
large ions
Restructured Medicaid programs Is
costa all nonworking Individuals and

r

skps-nslcres orres up
to a persentaze of the I 4 sTBS 47s
percent o1 pos,:cts a. an interim
(Masan?. and Minns asset, not in
rises. 01 $I2,000$eXstudMg the
home and other nomountable re-
-.ours, box the unemployed with
irksome, between 74 and 21i0 pen ent
011411 env u, whose assets exceed
$12,titah th state scold pros idea
rrinnilnn, tcncfit package ..pal to
the crnplaser's hash plan States
ss out.i sludge income related sliding

premiums for those with
note's between and 200 percent

of pus any The uninsured wnh
to immix, equal to or cases-d-
ing 20o percent 01 pos en> sould buy
into the program by paving the lull,
premium costs

These policies resognizs that dittelent
populations --tire employed and the
unemplyedlegume ditterent solutions
the two policies zomplerrent each other
by tensed/up broad but ddtthamated
cot eta,., for all vhe uninsured and tinder-y The contnnaben rl . pproaaes
tv.wald ptssure ssOrls ins .nt es es for people
leas sir sash assistanse be.-use they will
be assured ssarkplase sass rage The
programs permit and ersirrazo cItCcOse
..timmearahon by using axing program
stru,. rules The proposals address etti-
sienili, po6lss. equity, and Isnefit
osetage,omparahill1y amen,' and
between program-

These volt, les should he implemented
in a manner that does not dIssnrnotar-
against midis Kival. based on the state of
the, bsalth To equitably manage the
ini.lus ion of persons with shine s onch-
von, to tx,vransc pools, for example, the
gosernment should roonaor that insta-

prnsCnt a prcpornlaansc et high
nsk individuals PO one pool C adverse
selo.tion I Smoladv. programs should
asoid skimming.' the selestion ot only
those at se.) firs ask of health problems



Recommendation to Most the Needs
of Workers andTh.lr Parches:
Expansion of Employer- Sponsored
Health Care Plans

Mact of the US. popuLaon svIth
an,erance tradsuomd IN been covered
through emplo, tr,ponsort d plan. A
broad con,enth. therefore, already emt,
that employer, have a revonobility to
provide coverage Our proposal tx
expanded employ erba,ed coverage
provIdet. continuity ugh tk: Current
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), which will and Implementanon
and nuntmlze cost,

Mandating employer-ponswed
^over.r;te will mgmlicantly redixe LSC

roNvn of lack of trnurance 'ince a
rnatonty of thoe now untrt.ured are
employed, Employ er-,pousorrd group.
generally benefit I rom laver premium,
an eftect Incrca,td with the creation,
trminn,e pool. that broaden the korn Mu-
silty of nds to be co% ered. While tht.
proposal benefit, pnmanly the untn.ured,
a mandated base pa,kage mall also
benefit the lOWIDONIVC undenn,stred

MiONNIE1.771:IMM. ..711131113

A broad consensus
wready exists that
employers have a
responsibility to provide
coverage



The intent of this
recommendetion is to
provide universal
coverage for workers and
then famihes
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whose politics now preclude access to
basic services.

APWA r-conunends exparatco of
emproyer-s °mixed health care coverage
as follows:

I. Vigil:stay

The intent of Iii' torrunendation is to
provide universal ..erage for workers
and their families. All employee-,
following 28 oce.se-ut., days of
ployment would ...e covered. This would
include self-insured firms. !cry small
employers (perhaps with SIX or fewer

rkees) would be exempted. Employees
ueb firms would have the option of

,Airchastng coverage Instate or regional
insurance pools. descnbed below

2 Coierage

Employees and their dependents w ill
be entitled to a basic benefit pac-kage to
assure an acceptable level of health and
self-sufficiency The haus package
Includes

inpa rot and medically necessary

Ee'PloYer
1- mum

P. Magi.

Errata

outpatient hospital sets tees
physician services
prenatal. well-bat and Hell-ChM

tee

ellap10,11, and siTC(IiIrtg tests

WC ',feu du, basic pads 4ge as a
starting point to pro, pie venters at the

-re of pomary pre, encon and cata-
strophes health care IN e re -ommend
phasing in other important en. ices o% er

pecifically
prexription drugs
dental seri, wes for st.i.hen
eyedac

3 Fr m< me

For tullume employee, with family in-
come greater than a percentage Cl the
stare specific FIS/FliS i:isipercent of
poseny asan intenm measure) the Sc a
Cl cos erage would he spld b0-21i

.-n the emp'cler and cmph)yee For
earning below 21k penent of

pm ens the ernelm cc share ot the
premium would be subsidized in part by
the gosernment on an income based

Government Subsidy for Low-Income Workers

100

60

7-74
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 21'0

Income as Percent of Poverty

0

20
Government
Pmm,im
Percentage

40 Contrbuton

100

On chart. page 20. leer colum should read -Erployee PreriumPercentage Contribution."



sliding scale Psee chart. Gov ernment
Subs.dy for Lowncome Workers). If
family income falls below 75 percen of
poverty. the government covers the entire
employee share of the premium.

For parttime workers ith family
income at or above 200 percent of
pos en), the empky er w add pay a share

the premium based on hours worked
more for the worker w how at< more
hours to assure that an employer does not
have to pay fulltime benefits for parttime
workers (see dart. pram ,arr, for
Parttime Employees),

This sharing or respachibilny for
health care costs among the employee.
the employer. and government is a
publicims ate partnarship consistent with
the pnrsiple of reciprocal obligations
outlined above. For this purpose.
fulltime employee is defined as one who
work, 20 or more hours a week

4 Small "'warms

To address the pr, b'em dm:mord
cost, for small hrantsr.o. we propose the
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creation of Vale or regional insurance
pool,. Such pools, either pnv.,tely
administered with public oversight cr
publicly admit-Int :ed. could spread the
co.t., of financial risk among many small
employers in an area. It is the intent of
this recommendation to facilitate
coverage for JI w orkers. and to pro [de
acce s to stare or regional pools to all
snial businesses for whom pools
represent the most efficient means of
insunng workers.

The goo emmerit could asgst in the
development of pools and facilitate
matshing small employers with pool, h
may be appropnate to develap pools or
specific sector, of industry Careful
devetopmenr and design of poois
460 a' effisismy through >troog
managed -are somponents A further
ophon to meet the economic concerns of
employers would be the possibility of
purchasing Medicaid cm crag: for volc-
ers To minimize the financial impact on
small businesses. we recommend phas r
inevpandeds, a:C. and giving ,onsid-
eration to tax br,,,As and ether assisxice

Premiums for artlime Employees

This sharp- 7 ol responsibility
for health care casts among
the employee. the employer,
and government as a
publicpnvate partnership

80

70

20

30

EmptLfer 60 40 Employee
Premfffn Porn um

Percertage 5C - 50 Percoo!agd
PAyrnant COO1rbutort

40 --- 60

30 70

20 80
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100
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all public and private intatutions
hare a rote to acasereng a society of
healthy. produchee citizens. There is
no more important lark for America
than a map. nattonal inreament fn
the welbeing of poor children an
in the strength and self-sufficient,
of theirfamilies.

One Child in Four. APWA. 1086
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through individual state economic
development programs.

S Self-employed and other spectfit
%vete,. groups

We propose that self-mph,. vi
temporaty workers. a d inter-

mittent workers have access to the
system of regional insurance pots In
addition. self-employed individuals
would be allowed to deduct ICO percent
of the cost of lies7th insurance Is is the
case with employers providing group
health coverage. Today the selfern
played may deduct only 25 percent of
their costs.

For temporary and interrnitteit
workers. we propose that insurance
pools allow employers to pa, for, wer-
age based on annual avtrages for their
employees. Such financing arrange-
ments could be made so 'nat these
worken pay premiums based on annual
or quarterly averages of hours worked.
with a government suhstdy of those
pram-nut based on avenged incomes

Recommendation to Meet the Needs
of Nonworking Individuals and
Families: F.stension of Medicaid
Eligibility

or r.a ork mg individuals and their
resommends extending

Medicaid Ogibility so that those not
currently sosered receive benefits There
are sound reasons use Medicaid to
sos those who would not be effected

paneling employ er.sponsored
cose-age. inclusimg the tact that a
delivery system is now in place Broad.
come Medicaid coverage can be 3CCOMm
plist....d without additional adminntratise
structures and adminntrause funding

Certain di ffic-ultres within Mesh.....id
now. suit as low pros tiler panicvation.
could be addressed by this broadened
coverage. and speed-Ica:I} the &coupling
of eligibility Gom cash assistance
Pros tiler participation testis could be
enhanced as program enrollment
increases and pros niers respond to in.
creased market share potential Lack of



continuity in coverage and uncertainty
about reimbur:et :,,nt has been a disin-
centive for provners This proposal
provides continuity of cot erage for the
nonworking population sad eliminate,
the uncertainty about reimbursement.

We propose amending the current
Medicaid program to require states to
provide Medicaid bend to all non-
working individuals and famines The
amended program would pro, he all
costs of cot enge of train idol '
families with incomes up to a t -tar
let el of the FLStrilS ton an gen....m
basis. 75 perm pd pot en} i with some
asset limitations. States would be
required to provide to this paputat-on all
benefits currently included in their
Medicaid program. States world also be
requu ' to provide a basic packsite of
benefits. and could charge premiums and
deductibles to those with incomes at or
ove, 75 percent of pot en}
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APR 4 recommends restructuring the
Medisaid program to in,lude non., otk.
mg unto. naaals and families as hallow:

/
Those eligtb'e would be an non:, on:

mg exit% idiots and families who arc not
o-hcmise elirieic for Mcds,ale oann
third -party ,osemgx Resent legislation
mandates coverage for infaras and
pregnam w omen up to 100 percant of
pov err} allows coverage op to Al.:.
percent of enemy t.s CTIt....X1(.1$c .441C,
to pros tie this optional sovetage It
should also be r.,-,ted that recent welfare
reform legislation extends Medicaid
cos erage for one year to braille, Ica, Ing
welfare due to employment, ant we
expect this tramanon benefit to remain in
place until the expansion in employer
sponsored coverage takes eller

COST-EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS

Program

prenatal Cara

Gtikbatri
emuniras-i

Benefits for Chlir.fren Cost Benefit

Reduction in prematunty, low buthivegnt
births, and .slant mortality; elimination or
reduction of diseases and disorders
during pegnancy,

Decreased neonatal and infant mortality.
and fewer abnemialtes among children
receiving EPSE 'services.

$1 investrnent can save
$3.28 in cost of cam for
low birthrrekgr infants.

SI spent on comprehen-
sive prenatal care
added to services for
Medicaid recipients has
saved $2 in Wants fist
year; tweet health care
costs for children
receiving EPSDT
ServidErS.

Dramatic declines m incidence of rubella, $1 spent on Childhood
mumps. measli-s. pour,. diphthena. Immunization Program
tetanus, and pertussis. saves Sip tit Later

OPPatAtieX let Si,eceiS Coo xtve P10.7+31,5 C26016 Clpdd'e rsiSek
Se.... Comm ere on enterer, Yo,M. . es Li S House el Reennentaaves

8 (,)

1111111011

Eltglakty would be based
on simple tests of income
and assets rather than

,egurrements
of cash assistance
programs
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Eligthality would be based on simple
sts of income and assets rather Mar

categoncal requirements of cash assis-
tance programs hubs iduals and (undoes
w hose incomes art ...elms the intenm
measure of 75 percent 'f pos eny and
whose resources do not exceed 512.000
(excluding the home and other non
countable resources) would be eligible
for Medicaid coserage w thout pv.m.uni
ordeductible obligations. This approach
would ehmume current categor.zal
limitations on eligibility for this group

Individuals and families with income
above that measure or assas in excess of
512,000. would be eligible for a basic
benefit package but would be Nub)a; o
premium and deductibles on a sliding
scale J state option. This coverage
would use the Medicaid administransc
system

80
Employer
Premium

Percentage
PaymeM 60

40

2 Coerar

For those is disideats with monies
below the interim measure of 75 pawl
of states would pros id.; the
same benefits surrently pros Med in 11,1t

ate plan For those with in,Onle CgLal
to o, ,1).0%, 75 percent 0: pmerty, On,
roust otter at least , pa..kage of
her s tits ...mai to the K.,. :mph)) er-
..ponsored pa,..kai.,e This i,o..ludes

ini"sitiers, and ft :It,. illy ne, sirs
outpatient
phssIstan v-pases
prenafal, well baby and well-shod
sore
dragnostis and ssmonine tests

As st, ...hose with mterense to
employer cos era e. we re.ornmend

Premium Schedule for Buyin Coverage/'
0 25 50 75 IGO 125 150 175 200 225

Income as Percent of Poverty

On chart, page 24, left column should read "Enrollee PremiumPercentage Payne..:."



phasing in the following seraces ss put
of the basic package over time,

prescription drugs
dental services for children
eye can

3 Financing

Financing would rematn the same as
current Medicaid funding with federal
and state contnbutions based on the
established federal matching rate.
Enrollees with incomes at or above the
specified level of FLSIFIIS (7$ percent
of poverty as an interim measure) would
pay monthly premiums according to a
sliding schedule used on income. A
household win. _ome equal to or above
200 yarcent of poverty would be required
to pay 100 percent of the average costs
of prrviding the particular package of

A
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services for which the client enrolled
In& !dual< below the income level of 75
percent of poseny with assets in excess
of S12,000 would pay 20 percent at the
premium cogs (see chart on page 24)

States would have the flexibilits to set
up multiple benefit pekages that Add
meet or exceed the mpainum package.
and charge higher enroilme lets de-
pending on the benefits includsd an the
particular set, e package, States cou'd
charge dedus..bles and copayments In
order to control service utilization of
these expanded CON erage packages

Both of these proposal. will. when
fully Implemented. make access to basic
health care a reality for all Amencans
These are insefurent strategies. :med.
ments in the well -being of Individual
Amencans. and investments Ina "nag
and productive economy.



Conclusion
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In i986 nearly 19 million Amen.
arcs needed medical care, but for
financial reasons had difficulty
gem:vett. according to a nation,-
wide awn by the Robert Wood

Johnson NUM Jon The acme research
found that one third of the nation's poor
children had not seen a doctor. The
deterioration in access to health care lot
Amenca's poor families and children
demands actionaction b., the national
and state governments and the pnvate
sector. Access to health ewe IS critical
for the well.being of individuals and
families. and critical as well to the
economic productivity of the nation

These recommendations build upon.
and are similar to. the proposals of other
concerned organizations While research-
ers. analysts. Lid lawmakers have
proposed either a broadened Medicaid
program, or mandated employer cover-
age. APWA believes that the only way, to
equitably address the problems of those
lacking health insurance is to implement
both proposals. This dual approach will
alleviate the problems of the uninsured
and undennsurcd, within a framework
that is manageable and equitable for the
public and rnvate sectors

We belies C these fCCO,TtitlifIllt1011, are
viable and feasible Vv'e underst-nd that
expahkel Medicaid coverage and a broad
mandate for employ er.sponsored health
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insurance coverage represent ma tor
changes in our national health po; ,y
This progress will not come about
without additional costs The initial costs
can be minimized by phasing in the new
policies. including the .Peale basic
benefit package h is important to keep in
mind, however, that this n non is already
in,urring In gicaici social and t.,ononic
co)1, thiough euntinucd mast..n today
man. of our health care costs ars being
borne inequitably Companies providing
health insurance are subsidizing then
competitors who do not provide cos er-
age And the worst burder r tar, is that
Mme by individual poor chitdren whose
nu ty, of life is diminished because their
masers were unable to obtain ne sled
prenatal care

Samuel Jol icon wrote thlt a decent
provision for the poor is the we test of
civilization "That is a test we arc tailing
today We cannot address the nerds of
he poor without addressing the need for

assess to health care
As a society we have historically dealt

only with pieces 01 the health care
puzzle, and not with the puzzle as a
whole It is time to take a comprehensive
view of the situation, determine how and
where society should be investing in
health care `or our citizens. and take the
actions necessary to assure access to
health care for all Amencans M

Access to health care is
critical for the well being of
indiviouals and families,
and critical as well to the
economic productivity of
the nation.
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THE EMPLOYMENT AND
TRAINING CH _ACES PROGRAM

(ET)

NUMBER OF
JOB PLACEMENTS

60,4. .

55,000

50400

45,000

40,000

35,000

30,000

25,000

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

5 Year Goal

75% OF
ET JOB

PLACEMEN1 5

ARE OFF

WELFARE

TODAY

0,Lober, 1983

CHART 1

57,000
Job Placements

January, 1989

f
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MAJOR REASONS FOR
RETURNING TO WELFARE

CHILD CARE

PROBLEMS

LACK OF
HEALTH

INSURANCE

CHART 2

WAGES
TOO
LOW
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CPART 3

INCOME: WELFARE VS. WAGES

INCOME

516,000

$14,000

512,000

510,000

58,000

56,000

54,000

52,000

SO

$15,000

WAGES
MORE THAN

TWICE
WELFARE

$7,250

Average Income from
Starting ET Job

95-700 - 89 -

Maximum AFDC Benefits
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ET PARTICIPANTS
WITH YOUNG CHILDREN

HAVE INCREASED

ONE-HALF
OF ET'S

ANNUAL
BUDGET IS

FOR
DAY CARE

18%

57%

Women
with

children
under age

six

1983

C r;
, j v:1)

1988

CHART 4
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CHART 5

MASSACHUSETTS UNIVERSAL
HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM

( FIRST PHASE:COMMONHEALTH)

O People leaving welfare for jobs
without health insurance

O Disabled working adults

O Disabled children

O Low income pregnant women
and young children

8/88

RP
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EIMOLLERS

10,000

7,500 L

5,000

2,500

96

COMMONHEALTH
ENROLLMENTS

10,000

JULY, 1988

10 1

JANUARY, 1989

CHART 6
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NET ET SAVINGS
$281 million

Federal and State
Taxes

$31 million

Food Stamps

$31 million

Medicaid
$82 million

AFDC
$137 million

Estimated Cumulative savings for ET placements after all
program costs have been subtracted

I

CHART 7

6/88
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The CHAIRMAN. Thanks an awful lot, Mr. Atkins.
Let me sort of play devil's advocate here for a few moments, be-

cause these are the kinds of questions that we are going to be
asked. First of all, the total welfare numbers in the State have not
decreased, but have increased, haven't they?

Mr. ATKINS. No. That is a myth that is not true, Mr. Chairman.
There have been some press reports in particular by Warren
Brooks, a syndicated columnist, trying to claim that the welfare
rolls have actually gone up over the past five and a half years in
Massachusetts. I am very proud to be able to tell you that that is
not the case at all. In fact, since we began the ET Program in Octo-
ber of 1983, the welfare rolls in Massachusetts, as I have stated in
my written testimony, have actually gone down by 5 percent. Now,
I admit that that is not a large decreaseand I am sure Mr.
Brooks would jump right on me and tell me that is not much of a
decrease for the amount of money we have spent on ETbut as
you well know, Mr. Chairman, over that same period of time since
October of 1983, we are very proud of the fact that in Massachu-
setts, we have increased welft...:e benefits by a record 54 percent,
and we have done that, as one of your questions to the previous
witness suggested, to do something about the homeless problem in
Massachusetts. Many of our homeless are families who are on wel-
fare who were not getting eaough money to pay their rerit.. Su we
have increased welfare benefits by 54 percent in an effort to pre-
vent homelessness. The fact that the case load has gone down at
all, much less by 5 percent, I find proof of the effectiveness of ET.

The CHAIRMAN. There have been some allegations that the pro-
gram has not been evaluated; the implication being that there is
something in there that has not worked.

What is your response to that?
Mr ATKINS. Well, I think those changes ended when the election

ended last November, Mr. Chairman. But more seriously, the ET
Program has been evaluated very thoroughly, and I would be glad
to give the committee a full list. There is actually a two-page list of
evaluations.

We ourselves have contracted with The Urban Institute in Wash-
ington to do a full-scale evaluation of the program, which will be
ready something this spring. A year and a half ago, in August of
1987, the Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation which, as you
know, Mr. Chairman, is an independent, 50-year-o:d watchdog-type
organization in Massachusetts that worries about how we spend
the taxpayers' money, evaluated ET and found it to be very cost-
effective. We have other similar evaluations that show the same
thing.

The CHAIRMAN. Hew do you respond to the observation that on
the one hand you have this chart that tells us about net ET sav-
ings, but what you do not show us are the expendituresexpendi-
tures on training programs, expenditures on health, expenditures
on daycare. This sounds like a really expensive program, and you
are trying to sell it as a program with savings, but it really will be
exorbitantly expensive if we are to try and do this nationally.

Mr ATKINS. I am glad, Mr. Chairman, you said these questions
were somewhat rhetorical. The ET Program is expensive, and I
maintain, as I know you agree, that it is a worthwhile investment..
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And the purpose of using that last chart, Chart 7, was to prove
that in fact it is an investment that does save money.

But I think, as we both agree, this is certainly a population of
women with young children who we wish to take care of and have
do something in our society, both the women and those young chil-
dren. But what we have found in Massachusetts is that literally,
for every dollar that we invest through the ET Program in educa-
tion, in training, in daycare and health care, added altogether,
there literally is a two dollar savings that can be achieved through
the reduction in welfare benefitsAFDC, Medicaid and food
stamps. Chart 7 shows the results of that. But as we well know,
often, as the private sector has proved, one has to invest money in
order, as the private sector would say, to make money. In terms of
Government, I think we have to look at it in terms of investing
money to save money.

We found in Massachusetts that we broke even after an invest-
ment of ET funds in that second year of ET. And now that ET has
been up and running for aver five years, we have achieve a savings
of $280 million.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the total program, $280 million over five
years?

Mr. ATKINS. In savings after we deduct all the costs of the pro-
gramall costs, including administrative costs.

The CHAIRMAN. Finally, how do you respond to the suggestion
that you are basically "creaming" off the topthat you are only
taking volunteers, the ones who are motivated, and they would find
jobs in any event, so why do we really need this?

Mr. ATKINS. We have two statistics that I think are probably the
best answer to those people who would worry that the way that we
are running the progra:- is not fair or is not right because we are
not forcing people to do thi.3 against their will. And the two statis-
iLs that at least I believe prove the virtue of taking that approach
art, (1) the average length of stay on welfare in Massachusetts
since we began the ET Program five years ago has declined by a
full year, 12 months. When we began the ET Program in October
of 1983, the average length of stay on welfare in Massachusetts was
37 months. It is now down to 25 months. My argument is that if all
we were doing is "creaming" in Massachusetts, we are at least put-
ting people into jobs a year earlier than they would have gotten
jobs on their own.

However, there is a second very important statistic that indi-
cates, at least to me, that that is not at all what is really going on
in Massachusetts, and that statistic is that the number of families
who have been on the welfare rolls five years or longer in Massa-
chusettswhich all the experts say are the hardest to reachhas
declined by an astonishing 38 percent since we began the ET Pro-
gram. In October of 1983, there were 21,000 families who had been
on the welfare rolls in Massachusetts five years or longer. That
number is now down to less than 14,000 families who have been on
the welfare rolls five years or longer.

I think what is going un is what you have heard in previous testi-
mony, that it is those women and their families who have been on
the welfare rolls the longest who know they cannot make ends
meetthey cannot make it out there in a minimum wage job, but
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when the Government comes along and invest, in their education
and training. invests in their daycare and health care, they will
jump at the opportunity to take a job and get off the welfare rolls.

The CHAIRMAN. One final question. We have had an expanding
economy up there in the State, so people could make the point that
this process can work up there in Massachusetts, but there are
other parts of the country, the Midwest, some of the industrial
areas of the country, where this program just would not make
sense.

How do you answer that?
Mr. ATKINS. I guess I would give a two-part answer to that, Mr.

Chairman. One, it is my belief that a good economy, a growing
economy is what I would call a necessary but not a sufficient condi-
tion for the success of moving people from the welfare rolls to
work. And I say t.iat because as you know, we had the opposite ex-
perience in Governor Dukakis' first term. From 1974 to 1978 in
Massachusetts, the unemployment rate dropped in half. It had hit
a high of 12 percent in 1975, and when Governor Dukakis left
office that first ,ime in 1978, it had drop Jed to 6 percent, a drop of
50 percent. We did not have an ET Program in those days; we had
a workforce-type program. And the result was that the welfare
rolls, despite the 50 percent decrease in the unemployment rate
and thousands of jobs being created, increased. The welfare rolls
actually increased by 15 percent in that first Dukakis administra-
tion. And we believe it is because we did riot provide for welfare
recipients the education and training, the daycare and the health
care.

It may be true that "a rising tide lifts all boats," but you really
have to have programs like ET to provide that boat for welfare re-
cipients to get into.

In terms of Stc es with economies that may be not as booming as
the Massachusetts economy has been over the past six years, my
fellow welfare commissioners in other States, where there are
economies that are not doing as well, will toil you that they want
programs like this in place for a couple of reasons. One, there is
always turnover out there in the workplace. There are always jobs
that become available, even if thousands of new jobs are not being
created, and these women can have a shot at those jobs if we have
programs in place like ET. Two, as we well know, the economy is
cyclical, and those States will turn around, we hope, and the econo-
mies will improve, and then these programs ought to be in place to
take advantage of them.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Thurmond, dc. you have any questions?
Senator THURMOND. I have no questions. Thank you very much. I

understand Mrs. Dole is here.
Thank you very much for your testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I want to thank both of you very, very

much.
Mr. Atkins, those were good responses, and I wanted to get those

answers on the record. I am going to be using them as we move
through the debate and discussion. So we again want to thank you
for coming.

Ms. Wright, I want to thank you very much for joining us here
today.

1 0 u
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Ms. WRIGHT. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We have as our final witness, the Secretary of

Labor, whom we had intended to start our hearing with, but she
was rmessarily absent to be at a White House meeting, and we
will welcome her back to the committee an congratulate her on
the Senate vote of yesterday.

We recognize the distinguished Senator from South Carolina for
any words of introduction that he has.

Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure for me to be here today And welcome Secretary

Dole to this hearing. I regret that I must leave to attend another
meeting that has been scheduled for several weeks, at :3:00 in the
Capitol, and therefore, I will not have the opportunity to stay for
her remarks. However, I am looking forward to reviewing the testi-
mony that she gives.

Also, I would like to congratulate you again, Mrs. Dole, on your
confirmation by the Senate. I do not know of a more competent or
finer person to serve our Government than Mrs. Dole.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Secretary Dole, we look forward to your testimo-

ny.

STATEMENT OF HON. ELIZABETH HANFORD DOLE, SECRETARY,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Secretary DOLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify before you today,

and if I may, I would like to submit my longer statement for the
record and just summarize the statement now.

By now, we are all familiar with the Workforce 2000 trends, such
as the slowing growth of our work force and new jobs with higher
skill requirements. Because of these trends, many employers are al-
ready finding it difficult to recruit new workers, particularly in
Massachusetts and other New England States.

Job openings for skilled workers, such as nurses, lab technicians
and machinists, are going begging in some areas. Because the
number of new workers will continue to fall, businesses will be
scrambling for talent throughout the 1990's. Tighter labor markets
are good news for U.S. working men and women because issues
once defined as social problems will have to be dealt with out of
economic necessity.

For example, in tighter labor markets, employers have a greater
incentive to reach out to the disadvantaged, to ensure a healthy
and safe workplace, and to address worker' obligations to their
families. Employers who do not will simply lose out to employers
who do.

The problem, of course, is that many of the new workers will not
be qualified because of inadequate basic skills. It is estimated that
three-fourths of these new workers will have only limited verbal
and writing skills, suited to only about 40 percent of the new jobs.

Thus the Nation faces the prospect of a surplus of people without
the skills demanded by a highly-competitive information-based
economy, while a growing number of higher-skilled jobs go 1- aging

at the same time. This is becoming known as the "skills gap", and
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sets up a scenario for waste of human potential and breakdown ofour labor markets. It also hinders the growth of our economy.
The Department of Labor has a unique role to play in helping toaddress this situation because A is the only Federal agency V It in-tervenes regularly on both sides of labor markets.I am prepared to use the considerable resources of the Depart-ment to augment our current pace of job creation with a strategyof "growth plus"growth plus policies to help those for whom thejobs of the future are now out-of-reach because of the skills gap orfamily pressures or the lack of supportive policies.
I see two broad policy challenges arising from the Workforce2000 trends. The primary challenge is to build a first class workforce that is capable of responding to the competitive challenges weface at home and abroad. As our work force grows more slowlythan at any time since the 1930's, minorities, the disadvantaged,

persons with disabilities and other groups traditionally left behindwill be in demand by employers as never beforebut only if theyare qualified.
We have within our reach the fulfillment of a long-awaiteddreamthat every American who wants a job can nave a job. First,though, we must overcome some substantial obstacles.
Currently, only one-third of disabled Americans work, eventhough two-thirds of those who are not working would like to havea job. While the school dropout rate has declined, there are still900,000 dropouts annually, and he rate is close to 50 percent insome inner-cities.
Young people who stay in school are not necessarily being pre-pared for the jobs of the future. Nearly ore- quarter of recent highschool graduates read below the eighth-grade level. A failure ratethis high in business would surely result in bankruptcy.
While the opportunities for employment are growing, poorly-edu-cated black males are working less. In central cities, the percent-age of black male dropouts who are working has declined from 80percent in 1969 to just 50 percent today.
There is a distinguishing characteristic among disadvantaged

young adults, those who are arrested, unwed mothers on welfare,dropouts, and the unemployed. That distinguishing characteristic,
common to all these groups, is low-level basic skills.Many youth do not have an appreciation for the dignity of work.A job promotes self-esteem and a feeling of self-worth, and we needto reinstill an appreciation for the value of work and change theseyouths' expectations regarding work. They need to understand thatmillions of unskilled jobs can become the first rungs of career lad-ders.

And, Mr. Chairman, we must act now if we are to avoid thehaunting possibility of a permanent underclass of unemployables,
concentrated in poor, inner-city neighborhoods afflicted by drugsand crime, and isolated from the Nation's economic and socialmainstream. If this occurs, the cost in economic, social ana humanterms will be enormous. The poor themselves will bear a large pro-portion of the cost.

To fulfill the dream of a job for every American who wants one,we as a Nation muilt change the expectations and outlooks forthose entering the work force. We must set a literacy goal and
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invest in education and training for at-risk youth. svve must better
target resources un minority populations and demand higher stand-
ards for the education, job training, job placement and welfare sys-
tems.

Building a first-class work force also requires that we address the
skills gap for current workers. About three-quarters of today's
workers will still be on- the -job in the year 2000. Many do not have
the basic skills they need to function in the jobs available now,
much less the jobs of the future Many need literacy instruction or
skills upgrading.

The second challenge is to tailor the workplace to the new work
force. We are becoming a society in which nearly everyone works.
Two-thirds of the labor force growth, betweeii now and he year
2000 will be made up of women, n.ost in their childbearing years.
As competition for able workers increases, managers will have to
pay more attention to the concerns of the new work force. To re-
cruit better employees, or to keep them, companies are starting to
offer new benefits that today's workers need, often providing a
range of services and allowing the employee it greater degree of
choice.

Employers are coming to grips with workplace issues which can
limit a woman's ability to work to her full potential needs such as
child care and eldercare, equal pay for equal work, parental leave
and flexible work schedules Government, too, n.st examine poli-
cies that were designed in an era of male breadwinners and female
homemakers.

And Mr. Chairman, in support of the President's stated interest
in enlightened, supportive child care, I intend to be very active in
pursuing with you a child care policy for this country.

As I have stated before, I also believe that we must ensure that
work and family be complementary, not competing, activities, that
the American workplace be as safe and secure as we can make it,
and that i,,usion policies bring a measure of rationality to the de-
mographic and social changes now upon us.

Let me conclude by expressing a simple but essential truth. The
most valuable asset we as a Nation possess is our work force. If we
are to meet the challenges I have discussed, all of us, all levels of
Government, business, labor, the education community and non-
profit organizations must join together.

The importance of integrating the lower-skilled and less-eduvited
into Jur mainstream economy demands a comprehensive human
resource policy. Billions of dollars are now spent un a multitude of
training, employment and related programs under separate com-
mittees of Congress, separate departments of the Federal Govern-
ment, and separate State and local delivery systems. It is impera-
tive that we work together to establish a system that is more effi-
cient and understandable to both participants and employers.

Some Otates have already moved aggressively to coordinate pro-
grams for welfare recipients. Massachusetts has ET Choices, and
California and New Jersey have programs. And we are promoting
this kind of cooperation at the Federal level as the new JOBS pro-
gram under the Family Support Act is implemented. The Depart-
ment is working with HHS to see that JTPA is closely linked to
the JOBS program.
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I am sure we will learn a great deal from these State efforts, and
I know that you welcome them, Mr. Chairman, for you have a long
history of working to ensure that welfare recipients have a greater
opportunity to participate in our econc ny and our society.

I look forward to working with you and the committee on these
important issues.

This concludes my summary .f my long statement, Mr. Chair-
man, and 1 will be happy to answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Secretary Dole follows:]

lOrti
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STATEMENT OF
ELIZABETH H. DOLE

SECRETARY OF LABOR-DESIGNATE
BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES
UNITED STATES SENATE

January 26, 1989

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify before you

today on Workforce 2000. I believe the Committee could not have

picked a more important subject on which to hold one of its first

hearings in the 101st Congress.

By now, we are all familiar with the Workforce 2000 trends:

o in the face of intense international competition, our

economy has expanded and created 19 million new jobs

since 1982 -- 90 percent of which have been in full-

time positions;

o the average age of the American worker will rise from

36 to 39 in the next dozen years;

o at the same time, the decline in our birth rate has

slowed the growth of our work force and severely

reduced the ,:::tuber of young people available to fill

the new jobs;

o the majority of the new, young entrants will be women,

minorities and immigrants;

o employment growth continues to shift from manufacturing

to the service sector; and

o most of the new jobs have higher skill requirements --

at least one or more years of college.
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Because of these trends, many employers are already finding

it difficult to recruit new workers. Labor markets are particu-

larly tight in Massachusetts and other New England States, and h

metropolitan centers like Boston, Washington, D..., Los Angeles,

Atlanta and Greensboro. This is giving us a glimpse of tomorro..

Job openings for skilled workers such as nurses, lab techn. :.ans

and machinists are going begging in these areas, and wages for

lower skilled jobs in retail trade, for example, have risen

sharply. Because the number of new workers will continue to fall,

businesses will be scrambling for talent throughout the 1990's.

Tighter labor markets a.re good news for U.S. working men and

women, because issues once defined as social problems will have

to be dealt with out of economic necessity. For example, in

tighter labor markets employers have a greater incentive to reaon

out to minorities and other disadvantaged, to ensure a healthy

and safe workplace, and to address workers' obligations to their

families. Employers who don't will simply lose out to employers

who do.

The problem is that many of the new workers will not ba

qualified because of inadequate basic skills. It is estimated

that three-fourths of these new workers will have only limited

verbal and writing skills, suited to only about 40 percent of the

new jobs. Thus, the Elation faces the prospect of a surplus of

people without the skills demanded by a highly competitive,

information-based economy while a growing number of higher-osill

jobs go begging at the same time. This is becoming known as the

1 I
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"skills gap" and sets up a sce-ario for avast.: of human potential

and breakdown of our labor markets. It also hinders the growth

of our economy.

The Department of L.bor has a unique role to play in helping

to addrass this situation t...ause it is the only Federal agency

that irtervenes regularly o. both sides of labor markets. On the

workplace side, the Department is respc...5..Jle for improving the

quality of jobs through employment and 1door standards, pension

policies, and occupational safety and health policies. On the

workforce side, employment and training progr...ms aim to Improve

the competency and nobility of our .abor force. The Department

also acts at the intersect.on to match workers with jobs and to

promote cooperation between labor and management. Finally, the

Bureau of Labor Statistics is our "dindow" on labor markets,

developing and disseminating inforration.

I an prepared to use the considerable resources of the

Department of Lao/3r to augment our current pace of job creation

with a strategy of "growth plus" -- growth, plus policies to help

those for whom the jobs of the future are now out-of- reach

because of a skills gap, family pressures, or the lack of

supportive policies. I wish to devote the remainder of my time

to discussing the broad policy challenges I zee for the

Department and the nation.

The primary challenge is to build a first-class work force

that is capable of responding to the tompetitive challenges we

face at home and abroad. We have an unusual opportunity before

7 ri
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us. As our work force grows more slowly than at any time s_ _e

the 1930's, our rate of job growth will continue to outd_;t- a

all western industrialized countries -- an additional 15 m,ilion

jobs by the year 2000. The result is that minorities, the

disadvantaged, persons with disabilities, and other groups

traditionally left behind will be in demand by employers as ne-,er

before, but only if they are qualified. We have within our re:

the fulfillment of a long-awaited dream -- that every American

who wants a job can have a job.

First, though, we must overcome some substantial obstac!es;

o Currently, only one-third of disabled Americans work,

even though two-thirds of those who are not working

would like to have a job. We must facilitate access to

jobs for those with disabilities through training and

help in overcoming barriers to employment.

o While the school dropout rate has declined, there are

still 900,000 dropouts annually lnd the rate is close

to 50 percent in some inner cities.

o Yount' people who stay in school are not necessarily

being prepared for the jobs of the future. Nearly a

quarter of recent high school graduates read below the

eighth grade level. And blacks and Hispanics test far

below the remainder of their classmates. A failure

rate this high in business would surely result in

bankruptcy.

o A Carnegie Foundation report found that the school

1 4'4.1
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reform movement of the 1980's has largely bypassed

large urban school systems, particularly those whose

students are predominantly black and Hispanic.

o While total college enrollment grew by more than a

million students between 1976 and 1986, enrollment of

black males fell by more than 7 percent.

o While the opportunities for employment are expanding,

poorly educated black males are working less, not core.

In central cities, the percentage of black male

dropouts who are working has declined from 80 percent

in 1969 to just 50 percent today.

o Among disadvantaged young adults, low level basic

skills is a distinguishing characteristic of those who

are arrested, unwed mothers, welfare dependents,

dropouts, and the unemployed.

o Many youth do not have an appreciation for the dignity

of work. A job promotes self-esteem and a feeling of

self-worth. We need to reinstill an appreciation for

the value of work and change these youths' expectations

regarding work. They need to recognize that millions

of unskilled jobs can become the first rungs of career

ladders.

We must act now if we are to avoid the haunting possibility

of a permanent underclass of "unemployables," concentrated in

poor, inner city neighborhoods afflicted by drugs and crime, and

isolated from the nation's economic and social mainstream. If
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this occurs, the cost in economic, social, and human terms will

be enormous. The poor themselves will bear a large portion of

the cost. What is more effective in the war on drugs,

alcoholism, crime, and poverty, than a good job? This nation's

economic wellbeing requires that we move toward a society that

ensures that its young people, its minorities, its disadvantaged,

its older citizens, and all of its working families, are equipped

with the skills and the support they need both to seize their

share of prosperity -- and to help create more of it.

To fulfill the dream of a job for every American who wants

one, we as a nation must change the expectations and outlooks for

those entering the work force, invest in education and training

for at-risk youth, better target resources on minority

populations, and demand higher standards for those coming out of

the education, job training, job placement, and welfare systems.

Building a first-class work force also requires that we

address the skills gap for current workers. About three-quarters

of today's workers will still be on-the-job in the year 2000.

Many of these workers don't have the basic skills they need to

function in the jobs available now, much less the jobs of the

future. Those who lack a solid foundation in basic skills will

be unable to cope with the required changes in work. It is

estimated that as many as 30 million current workers will have to

be retrained in the next 12 years. While this retraining will be

costly, the cost of not training will be higher. Although

businesses already invest some $30 billion annually training its

11
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employees, the skills gap costs businesses billions of dollars in

lost productivity, accidents, absenteeism, poor product quality

and lost time. It also costs society and individuals in terms of

unemployment, welfare, and associated social ills such as crime,

drugs and alcoholism.

We can make significant strides towards eliminating the

skills gap by:

o Setting a national literacy goal;

o Enhancing literacy instruction in all training

programs, with a particular focus on JTPA;

o Making adult literacy programs available at or near the

workplace; and

o Exploring new, non-threatening, non-stigmatizing ways

to reach people, such as television programming, video

discs, and computer assisted instruction.

The second challenge is to tailor the workplace to the new

work force. We are becoming a society in which nearly everyone

works. Two-thirds of the new entrants between now and the year

2000 will be women, most in their childbearing years. As

competition for able workers increases, managers will have to pay

more attention to the concerns of the new work force. To recruit

better employees (or to keep them), companies are starting to

Cfer new benefits that today's workers need -- often providing a

range of services and allowing the employee a greater decree of

choice. Employers are coming to grips with workplace issues

whizh can limit women's ability to work to their full potential,
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such as child care and elder are, pay equity, parental leave and

flexible work schedules. Government, too, must examine policies

that were designed in an era cf male breadwinners and female

homemakers.

In support of the President's stated interest in

enlightened, supportive child care, I intend to be very active in

pursuing with you a child care policy for this country. I

believe that any child care policy should allow parents,

particularly those with low incomes, to choose the type of child

care they prefer among the wide variety of options now available.

Another distinguishing feature of the new workplace is the

rapid and widespread implementation of ad inced technologies.

About 90 percent of all scientifl knowledge has been generated

in the last 30 years. This pool of knowledge will double again

in the next 10-15 years. This is causing product and production

life-cycles to shorten considerably.

New technologies are changing the culture of the workplace.

Many jobs have higher skill requirements. The way work is

organized often changes, resulting in a greater interdependence

among employees. A more highly educated work force is likely to

be more involved in decision making and problem solving. New

technology may also foster changes in the relationship between

ma:agement and workers.

As I have stated before, I also believe we must ensure that

the American workplace is as safe and secure as we can make it;

that pension policies bring a measure of rationality to the
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demographic and social changes now upon us; and that work and

family be complementary, not competing activities.

Lastly, the changing culture of work is forcing

employees to take more responsibility for their own career

development and employment security. Job security and promotions

can no longer be guaranteed by company loyalty, hard work, or

membership in a union. Rather, the best long-term guarantor of

employment security is the individual worker who is armed with

up-to-date skills, adequate retirement benefits, sound labor

market information and flexible career attitudes.

I will conclude by expressing a simple but essential truth:

the most valuable asset we as a nation possess is our work force.

If we are to meet the challenges I have discussed, all of us, all

levels of government, business, labor, the education community,

and nonprofit organizations must join together. The importance

of integrating the lower - skilled and less- educated into our

mainstream economy demands a comprehensive human resource policy.

Billions of dollars are now spent on a multitude of training,

employment and related programs under separate committees of

Congress, separate departments of the Federal Government, and

separate State and local delivery systems. We need to work

together to put in place a system that is more efficient and

understandable to both participants and employers.

Some States have already moved aggressively to coordinate

programs for welfare recipients. Massachusetts has ET Choices,

California has GAIN, and New Jersey has REACH. We are promoting
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this kind of cooperation at the Federal level as the new Job

Opportunities and Basi; Skills Training Program (JOBS) under the

Family Support Act is implemented. The Department is working

with HHS to see that JTPA is closely linked to the JOBS program.

In addition, as the statute requires, we are jointly developing

regulations on conditions of employment in the work environment.

As part of this process, both the Departments of Labor and HHS

will strongly urge States to coordinate with JTPA when designing

their prciams. Mr. Chairman, I know that you have a lop;

history of working to ensure that welfare recipients have a

greater opportunity to participate in our economy and society.

I look forward to working with you and the Committee on these

important issues.

Mr. Chairman, this con'ludes my prepared statement. At this

time I would be pleased to answer any questions.

1 ..,
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Madam Seci.Aary.
Just to note your final comments about some of the States that

are moving aggressively, you were good enough to mention the
Massachusetts ET Choices and others. We just had Mr. Atkins
here, commenting and responding to some questions about that
program, and then you mentioned implementing the Family Sup-
port Program.

As you well know, in the review and in the hearings last year,
they built into the Family Support Program a number of important
elements, but two of the most important are the daycare and the
health programs, for the period of a year. I think that this is in
recognitionand we have seer it in the earlier part of our hearing
todayof the importance of those elements. Mr. Atkins pointed out
that the three major reasons why those who were moved off wel-
fare and into employment came back to welfare were the lack of
health insurance, the low wage, and the child care problems. Those
were the essential reasonsI think he mentioned 75 or 86 percent
of the reasonswhy 30 percent of those who had gone through the
program and had been the most difficult to train and get off de-
pendency, came back.

Certainly, the Family Support Program recognizes the impor-
tance both of child care and health care. And we have talked on a
number of occasions about trying to do something about minimum
wages, too.

You mentioned those who are handicapped and are not em-
ployed. We are going to need these individuals involved in the
labor pool. We have a rather unique opporti nity to address the
problems of both unemployment and welfare dependency and the
needs that American companies are going to have for additional
employees. So this is a general framework in which we are going to
be looking at where we are going to go in this committee, and that
is why we particularly wanted you here today because your more
complete testimony, and the study, cover in a rather panoramic
way this perspective.

I was interested in the Workforce 2000 projection of an unem-
ployment rate of over 7,000 in the year 2000. It is interesting to me
how, if the demographics are going to be as tight as all of us under-
stand they will be, we are going to continue to have that high per-
cent of unemployment. I do not know whether you have any spe-
cial insight. I was just kind of amazed at that.

Secretary DoLE. I have noted that as well in going through the
report, Mr. Chairman. I do not have any special insight on that.
But I feel that certainly the challenge now is to du everything in
our power to try to match up the skills that are going to be needed
and the abilities of those who have not h..d an opportunity thus far
to be involved in the economic mainstream in and meaningful jobs.

And it is not just training and education that is needed. I think
you have to really begin with counseling and providing role models,
and perhaps helping people work through some of their financial
problems. There must also be mentors. There is a whole range of
things that must be done to really help lift people out of the ghetto
and inspire in them an understanding that they can make a mean-
ingful contribution and can participate in a meaningful way.
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There is the importance of literacy, remediation, job training,
basic skills, education, and then, as you have mentioned with
regard to ET Chokessupport bervicet,, as wellwhether it be
child care, transportation or health care. There is quite a spectrum
of needs here in terms of helping tu break through this cycle and
help people get their foot on that ladder through meaningf..: em-
ployment and the dignity, feeling of self worth and independence
that a job can produce.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that is a good response.
We had impressive testimony from Marcia .I...wnley of the

Dayton-Hudson Corporation. They have had rather remarkable
success in moving some of those who would be t.unsidered tu be the
most difficult individuals, given the historic record of profiling
their backgrounds into employment. It is short testimony, and per-
haps your staff would make it available to you, you can read
through it quickly. But it covers many of the things that you have
mentioned here and demonstrates how, in practical terms, they
have been able to do it. Hopefully, we can replicate that kind of
experience in other communities.

Secretary DOLE. Yes. And I think as we have an opportunity to
look hard at JTPA, for example, there are a number of things that
can be done to ;more carefully target toward the disadvantaged and
those with the lowest skill levels, to target the cities where the ma-
jority of people in that category are thing and to really try to im-
prove our performance standards in these programs.

JTPA is very good. I think there is more that we can do in terms
of enhancing the literacy aspect of it, and perhaps a y Ah title-we
will have an opportunity very soon to luck at that. Of course, I
hope we can move forward with making C., summer jubs program
year-around, which I think will provide tn.. inure in-depth oppurtu-
nity that we are talking about, and perhaps increased nunresiden
tial training with regard to Job Corps. I think this could open up
more opportunities for more people, and that is something that I
want to look at very clearly-how do we bring more people into
these programs. And certainly, coordination is absolutely crucial. If
we do not have unlimited money, then we have gut to enhance the
efforts that we have now. The first thing to du is to try to make the
programs as effective as possible, and then to make them as effi-
cient as possible unee we know what is going to be must effective in
addressing these problems. Nut to s thoroughly, coordinated would
be just unthinkable at this point, oecause we have gut to enhance
what we can deliver through the programs that we already have.

The CHAIRMAN. One of the programs that we passed last year
virtually unanimously, in the Senate and which got adopted in the
House, in a conference at the end of the session, Was the program
called JEDI, in which we have tried to target, given what we know
now, those who we know, given the historical background, would be
the most e.,licult to move out of dependency and into gainful em-
ployment. After they have been employed a year, some of the sav-
ings are shared that would come at the national level if these
people co..tinued to be on welfare with the States, and du that an-
nually. The formula dues not make a great deal of difference. The
bonus payment could be 65 ur 75 percent of the federal share of the
welfare payment in the first year, and 65 ur 75 percent i.. each of
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the second and third years. The final bill provided for percent of
all three years. The main point is that we really do not invest a
single dollar in bonus payments until the program shows a positive
result. There will be savings for the States, but there will certainly
be savings at the Feder. Al level, and we could use some of those sav-
ings at the Federal level as incentive for the States to get to move
somebody else off, using financial incentives.

We saw in Mr. Atkins' testimony today and on earlier occasions
that the way this thing really broke open in Massachusetts after
they got the training and health care aspects of the program and
the daycare, was to give some financial incentives to the groups
who get these people out there and gainfully employed, to give
them a real reward. So I hope you might he able to take a look at
that. We had a good deal of discussion here, both in the Committee
and on the Senate Floor. It is one of those bills that got the support
of the Reritage Foundation and the New York Tithes, a strange
combination. But I hope you might be able to take a look at this
over the period of time.

Secretary DOLE. Yes, indeed, I certainly will.
And on the JEDI regulations, as I mcntioned last week, there is

a February nth date on that, and we are going to come in just as
close to that as we can. We are really aiming to meet that, or very
soon thereafter.

The CHAIRMAN. Good.
Just looking down the road, I have a few questions on Workforce

2000. The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that from 1982 to
1995 the 20 occupations with the largest numerical growth in jobs
will account for percent of all job growth during that time
period. Most of the jubs, or by far the largest increase, are for jani-
tors, clerks, waiters, orderlies, kitchen help and fast food workers.
Now, th' Budget Committee found in reviewing the jobs creates: be-
tween 1379 and 1987 that half of the jobs paid poverty wages.

I think you have talked about it, and I think all of us recognize,
'hat we are going to need ade;"rinal skills for those people to move
on into the other jobs that are created.

Secretary DOLE. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. But you also spoke of the need to appreciate the

dignity of work. And I would hope as we are looking down the road
that we are going to be able to develop the kinds of skills training
and placement for those jobs that are going to be created over this
next period of time. Mit we should also recognize that there are
going to be a number at this other level, and if we are going to
make those jobs where individuals have some degree of self-worth,
we do not want to miss out and forget those individuals as well.

Secretary DOLE. Exactly_ And I think what I mentioned about
the counseling and mentors are important in teems of really
moving a person out of poverty. An I see it, it is a matter of change
in attitudes and values to some extent, too, as well as basic skills,
literacy, job training, and education. First, they need that foot on
the rung of the ladder, and then, hopefully, as they move into
those entry-level jobs, they will receive training that will enable
them to develop higher skills. The experience of work and what is
learned from that experience, such as the requirement of being on
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time for a job, is important, I think, with regard to some of our
young people.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I certainly agree with that. But I think also
we are going to find out that you have to have those new jobs at
least be jobs that have some value for people to be able to maintain
some sense of dignity. We can teach people to be on time and all
the rest, but as we have heard in a very dramatic way from the
individuals who testified earlier today, the real life challenges that
they are facing make it difficult. One witness today, was working
56 or 58 hours per week for virtually the minimum wage, and
bringing up two children. The only time she had been on welfare
was a period of three months because she needed an operation.

So I think part of it is to make sure tl.,A we are matching the
skills, which is absolutely essential, and we can do that. We have
to try to find out how that can best be done. But we also have to
make sure that those other jobs that are created, even though they
are considered to be jobs that compensate less, at least initially are
not jobs that lessen a person's self-value or self-worth. I think that
is something we are going to have to face up to.

Secretary DOLE. Yes. I look forward to working with you on that
particular issue, too.

As you know, in terms of minimum wage, the President has indi-
cated that he would be in support of an increase in minimum wage,
tied to a training wage, so that we do not take away the opportuni-
ty that a young person might have for an entry-level job.

The CHAIRMAN. On the concept of the training wage, in looking
at the Workforce 2000, they talk about the "skills gap", and when
they talk about it, they define this, as you have mentioned in your
testimony, as the lack of reading, writing and math skills among
far too many of .,..:- workers is something we can no longer tolerate
if we are to compete. Clearly, there is a lot of training ahead, but
do you include in your concept of a training wage an upgrading of
these skills?

Secretary DOLE. I would hope so. I think there is no question, in
terms of what is needed here. I believe that in our school system
we are going to have to have higher standardscertainly, back to
reading, writing, arithmetic, and really providing for measurable
comparisons. I think there is going to really have to be some test-
ing as far as our schools, our teachers, our students, and a real
focus on improving the efforts there. And I think a number of busi-
nesses are starting to be involved as well in this area, which is a
good trend.

The CHAIRMAN. I mentioned earlier the Fortune article on
"Saving our Schools", and Brad Butler, who has appeared here,
talked very eloquently about the importance of education and he
reviewed with us the Perry Preschool Program and the Syracuse
program. There are a number of different programs that demon-
°trate very clearly that getting some appropriate educational and
developmental skills in the early years has had an extremely im-
portant and significant impact in dealing with the problems of
school dropouts, and dc.,:ing with the problems of drug dependen-
cy, teenage pregnancy, welfare dependency, and run-ins with the
law. This is something to which I am very strongly committed and
I am hopeful that we will ..de able to get that additional component
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included in the various programs that we are developing as we try
to deal with how we are going to focus on children in our society.

Secretary DOLE. Yes, and certainly the Head Start Program for
the very young has been an excellent program, and is certainly
something I feel we ought to increase our commitment to.

The CHAIRMAN. It has been a great success. We are keeping our
fingers crossed on Mr. Bush's budget on that program. And as you
well know, the Republican Convention endorsed a significant in-
crease in the Head Start Program as part of their platform.

And we fiti in some of the Head Start programs in my own
State, where they use what they call the "High Line" curriculum
development, which is very similar to the kind of curriculum devel-
oped in the Perry Preschool program, it is having a very positive
impact on the children in that area. It is takiag place in some of
the Head Start programs, but only a few, and that is something
that we will have an opportunity to address.

Secretary DOLE. Yes, Mr. Chairman. This is son .wing that I cer-
tainly look forward to the opport to review. Obviously, I have
been around just a very short time, and there is a great deal to
review. 3ut I think it is absolutely crucial, with all these various
programs, that we tie them together into a comprehensive human
resources program if we are going to have an opportunity to really
make an impact. We have a window of opportunity, and we have
got to seize that window of opportunity. So I truly look forward to
working with you to see how we can put these together in a way
that is most efficient and most effective, by better targeting re-
sources providing goals and establishing better performance stand-
ards to really zero in on this in a way that is comprehensive and
meaningful.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I see other colleagues here. Senator Cochran, we have had, I

think, a very impressive overview by the Secretary, talking about
employment to the year 2000 and reviewing a lot of the various
recommendations and a number of areas which the Secretary
thinks ought (.0 have special priority. We look forward to whatever
comments or questions you might have.

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appre-
ciate the recognition,

Also, I just wanted to be here to commend our new Secretary of
Labor for the fast start in her new job, getting right back to the
emlmittee with testimony identifying some of the important goals
tnat she has for dealing with these problems, to try to eliminate
the jobs skills gap that exists I think she has presented the com-
mittee with some very thoughtful suggestions, and we will probably
be well-advised to consider very carefully the suggestions that she
is making.

I know this Workforce 2000 study is a very important contribu-
tion, too, to our understanding of the trends that we see, and to
know that the Secretary of Labor is aware and understands these
things that are happening is also reassuring. I think whey have laid
out for us a lot of the complex challenges that we face with expect-
ed labor shortages, of all things, at a time when we continue to see
projected unemployment among many of our Nation's younger citi-
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zens, particularly inner-city minority young people, which is very
unfortunate.

I wonder, Madam Secretary, if there is not a way to use this op-
portunity when we are reauthorizing the Vocational Educate 4.1 Act
this year to try to look at ways to bring to some of these pre lusly
ignored or overlooked students some training and job prepar. tion
opportunities and to try to design these educational experiences so
that they will be attractive. I do not know how we do that; I am
not sure anybody has got the answer, or whether there is one
answer to it. But I wonder if you share that feeling.

Secretary Doi. Well, I agree with you, absolutely. I think that
this is a tremendous opportunity that we have this year with the
reauthorization. And certainly the recipients of these programs de-
serve our very best effort to ensure that there is not a duplication
of sere ices for them at the local level in terms of various offices
and var.,.s forms to fill out which really undercuts effectiveness
and efficiency. So I think we have a great opportunity, and now is
the time to act. We have got a blueprint before us, we know what
the problems ara, we want to do everything in our power to coordi-
nate at every level and to make sure that we are as focused and as
targeted as possible. And I think the setting of goals is going to be
very important, and improving performance standards, things of
that sort, will allow us to really measure progress and work very
closely together.

In fact, my feeling is that there are many significant opportuni-
ties to coordinate with other Departments, such as with HHS on
welfare reform and the JOBS program, and with education on the
vocational education reauthorization. In fact, there is a literacy
effort that has been ongoing with Commerce and Education and
the Department of Labor that has been, I think, very meaningful
I think we are going to have to meet regularly and often, both the
Secretaries and our senior staff. And I want to see that occur on a
schedule, on a regular basis, so that we really move forward very
seriously on this effort to coordinate. I think it is crucial.

Senator COCHRAN. I think that is important. And looking at the
goals or the targets that you outline in page 7 of your testimon3,
setting national literacy goal, making adult literacy programs
available at or near the workplace, challenging everyone to tailor
the workplace to the new work forcethese are very important
suggestions in my judgment, and I hope we cooperate with you in
every way possible to see that this gets implemented as a matter of
national policy.

Secretary Doi. I think it is important, too. I would just add
there that the idea of exploring the possibility of television pro-
grammingI have been in touch with one of the networks this
week that has been very active in this areaand I believe there
are some real opportunities there. There are people who just feel a
real stigma going to a local center and saying, "I do not know how
to read or write' that is embarrassing to i lot of people, and they
are not going to do it. Finding a way through television to do some
real education for literacy appeals to me a great deal. So we need
to try to work on that particular aspect as well.

Senator COCHRAN. One experience I had visiting a plant site that
was under construction in my State a few years ago was that the
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first building being constructed at this site was a classroom, in
effect to teach the applicants for jobs at this paper and wood chip
processing plant a lot of the basic skills that they would need to be
employed at that plant. They were going to teach these courses and
some basic mathematics, some reading and writing skills that they
felt would be needed to work effectively and with success at that
plant.

That made quite an impact on me that private industry and busi-
ness is going to have to get involved, as this employer was doing, to
try to make sure that the people who are interested in working
there will be equipped with the skills to succeed f they did have a
job opportunity. And I think we no longer can just sit back and say
let's measure the effectiveness of our programs by the amount of
money that the Federal Government puts in its budget for an edu-
cation program. I think, of course, financial support at the Federal
level is very important, and we all recognize that. And I was de-
lighted to see the previous Administration increase the request for
funding for the Title I program, targeting money for disadvantaged
children in States like Mississippi where we really do need some
extra Federal assistance to help bring up the level of education
among some of the students to a higher level. There is just not the
resource base in some of the States to do that extra amount that is
needed. So the Federal Government can play a very important role,
and I hope that this Administration will be sensitive to those
needs; I think that it will.

Secretary DOLE. Yes. As a matter of fact, there are a number of
businesses that already are very active in this area and are doing a
very fine job. I am planning to meet with some of them very short-
ly to talk with them about how we can do more in the business
sector to encourage this sort of thing, and get their thoughts on
what we might put together in the way of more outreach to pro-
mote this kind of involvement to an even greater extent. So I agree
with you thoroughly on that. It is an area of great potential.
Things are moving, but there is a lot more that can be done. And
then, of course, the Federal Government can highlight those pro-
grams that have been particularly successful and ,e them as
models for others as well.

Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the recogni-
tion.

Madam Secretary, congratulations again on the line job you are
doing in the first few days of service in the Cabinet of this new
President.

Secretary DOI,L. Thank you very much, Senator Cochran.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Coats?
Senator COATS. Welcome again, Madam Secretary, and congratu-

lations. You are now official.
Secretary DOLE. Thank you.
Senator COATS. The last time we talked, you were hoping to be

official, and I do not think there was any doubt in anybody's mind.
Secretary Dor.E. I thank each of you for that honor, too.
Senator COATS. I appreciate your statmient. I think we are just

beginning to grasp the significance of what it means to have a
labor shortage. We have struggled for decades in this country with
a labor surplus and struggled to find ways of finding meaningful
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employment for people, particularly disads antaged, lower-skilled
people. Now all of a sudden we are faced with what is called a
labor shortage.

Just six years ago, in the Congressional District I represented,
we lost the main plant of our largest employer, 10,500 jobs left be-
cause International Harvester closed their truck manufacturing
plant. I remember the depths of that experience in 1982, wondering
whether the community would ever come back. And today, just six
years later, I visit employers in our area and throughout the State
of Indiana, and they say, "I can't find enough skilled workers."
They are adding new incentives to attract people, and so forth.

Well, what a .remendous opportunity and time for you to be
coming on as Secretary of Labor. There are tremendous challenges,
but what a much better dynamic tc work with than the opposite.

Secretary DOLE. That is right.
Senator COATS. So it seems to me that to the extent that we can

fosterand you are going to be in the lead in this, and hopefully
we can support youthe kind of ...00perative relationship between
business and labor and Government, to reach out to the previously
unemployed and give them the skills, the training, the incentive,
the boost, the head start or whatever it takes to get them into the
labor force. What a significant contribution we can make to our so-
ciety if we can do this.

Secretary DOLE. Absolutely.
Senator COATS. It seems to me that in times of employment

where people have a job and they are moving up the job ladder,
social problems become much more manageable than they do when
the opposite occurs. So I really am happy that you are there, and I
am glad that you recognize the challenges that are ahead of you. I
certainly want to work with you.

Secretary DOLE. Thank you. And I feel just as you do that, when
we look at the problems that we face, whether it is alcoholism,
drugs, teenage pregnancy, dropouts, vandalism, or all the restif a
person has a job, to me that is the crucial thing. The dignity and
the self-respect that comes with a job is of critical importance
then you can begin to impact these other areas. So I think we do
have a wonderful opportunity to make a real difference for people
here, and I certainly feel a sense of very strong commitmenta
sense of mission, if you willabout what we are doing. That is why
I particularly look forward to working with this committee be-
cause, with the years of experience here, there is much that I want
to learn from members of the committee whc have been involved
with the various programs. That will be very helpful to me as I get
up and running on these various issues.

Senator COATS. Let me ask you a question about the minimum
wage and the so-called proposed youth differential. You may have
addressed thisI think you didbefore I came, but if you wouldn't
mind just touching on it again for my benefit. I have supported
that since I first came to Congress in 1981, but I knuw the dynamic
has changed, the demographics have changed. What are the rea-
sons why we should continue to look at a youth differential in con-
junction with a potential increase in the minimum wage? What is
the justification for that, and how do you see that whole thing
coming out?
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Secretary Dora. Basically, the reason would be that in tt. Is of
starting a new job, a person takes less of a salary to get that on-
the-job training. We would not want to see job opportunities lost
for young people who are just coming into the work force who are
entry-level, who need that first job just to get their foot on the
rung of the ladder. We want them to be able to move up and get
training for more significant positions. We want to ensure that we
do not lose those opportunities for the young and those who are
just entering the work force. We would favor the training wage at
the same time that we increase the minimum wage.

I believe overall that there has been quite a decrease in the
number of workers at minimum wage levels. In 1981, I believe it
was double what it is today, so there has certainly been progress in
this area. And while about 19 million new jobs have been created
since 1982, the number of minimum wage earners declined by 2.6
million. And just last year, the number of workers earning the
minimum wage dropped 800,000 at the same time that we created
about 3.6 million jobs.

But the profile for those on minimum wage, as i understand it,
basically is a young person who is single, living at home, not in
poverty, and a part-time worker. So as I say, I think that we can
work together to try to figure this out. But I know the President
feels that if there is going to be an increase, there should also be
the training wage.

Senator COATS. And that would be for a specified period of time?
Secretary Dory. I believe so, though we have really not at this

point had an opportunity to work through the legislative agenda.
So I do want an opportunity to go through this before I get into
very much detail as to what he is ready to support.

Senator COATS. Let me just ask you one more question on that.
One of labor's concerns is that it would be used as a means of dis-
placing permanent employees. I assume we could craft legislation
designed to build protections in so that an employer could not lay
off or terminate employment for a regular, full-time, older worker,
just to keep revolving training people on through.

Secretary Dory. Right, I would think so.
Senator COATS. I would hope that we would look for a way of en-

suring meeting that concern, which I think hao been a legitimate
concern.

Secretary Dory. I agree.
Senator COATS. I again want to tell you how pleased I am that

you are there and how much I look forward to working with you in
dealing with what I think is both a tremendous challenge and a
magnificent eiportunity in the next decade or so, to getting our
people good jots and making them a part of the system. I think it
is a great challenge, but one that is doable.

Secretary Dory. Yes, I agree, and I think the time is now to
begin to act on this.

Senator COATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank all of our witnesses for their tes-

timony This testimony is important because it casts an entirely
new light on our proposals to set a nAinimum flour under the Amer-
ican worker. The evidence we have heard today shows that these
proposals are important because they will make it possible for
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those who are out of the work force to join it. We do have a floor
for those who fall on hard times, and we call it "welfare". It is less
than subsistence, by definition, entails a serious risk of malnutri-
tion, is crushing to the spirit of those supported by it, but it is in
case after case better than we offer a family that chooses to work.
The social safety net is full of holes and, as misera, as it may be,
is often better than the support a family can find in the workplace.

These facts, in light of the coming shortage of workers, change
the very nature of he debate on our relations and commitments to
American workers. First, the evidence is clear and compelling that
those who choose to stay in the webbing of the social safety net
often do so out of a commitment to their children's best interests
and not because they are lazy. They leav e that protection at the
peril of their children's health and well-being.

Second, the debate on minimum protections for our work force is
no longer in dispute over the number of jobs that might be lost if
we set a minimum standard of decency for our workers. With the
labor shortage on the horizon, these arguments are at best irrele-
vant.

The real question is how many people will not take jobs until we
guarantee that they and their children will be better off working
than on welfare.

Demography is destiny, and if we ask the right questions, then
the rendezvous with ours shall be a bright chapter in our history
and ir..he lives of those we serve by sweeping out the cycle of pov-
erty with the strong winds of a shared prosperity.

I will submit some questions from Senator Lautenberg for the
record.

[Responses of Secretary Dole to questions submitted by Senator
Lautenberg follow:]
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Mates senate
WASHINGTON OG 20570

QUESTIONS FOR SECRETARY OF LABOR DOLE
FROM SENATOR F,4NK R. LAUTEVBERG

CONCERNING LABOR SHORTAGE IDENTIFICATION

PIVACNYiNT AND

mrd

New Jersey's Economic Policy Council and Office of Economic
policy recently reported that labor shortages are already glowing
growth of the State's economy. In a 190 survey of its
semhership. the Hew Jersey Business and Industry Association
found that after insurance, labor shortages are tneir most
serious problem. Given demographic trends that indicate a
further slowing in the growth of the U.S. labor force, I an
concerned that public policy be structured to identify and deal
with significant labor shortages. Initially. I an most
interested in labor shortage identification, since we must first
know what the shortage occupations are, if we are to take
appropriate action.

1. Do you believe that there is perfect information in the labor
market. and that students, job applicants, and employers make
well informed decisions in terms of considering current and
prospective labor shortages?

2. If labor market decision makers don't have adequate
information on labor shortages, why does the Department Of Labor
not routinely develop and publicize a list of shortage
occupations?

3. I understand that this topic has over the years been the
subject of numerous Department-funded research. In fact, a 1982
study for the Department by the Institute o' Labor and Industrial
Relations at the University of Michigan spelled-out a methodologi
by which labor shortages could be identified, using currently
available data bases. Has any action been taken to utilize the
findings and recommendations of that study or other related
research projects? If not, why not?

N. A number of years ago the Department published a monthly
newspaper bulletin that identified those occupations most in
demand at the public employment service job bank network. While
the occupations listed were not necessarily shortage occupations,
this was a useful tool to inform students and job applicants of
local available job openings. why was this widely circulated
publication discontinued? In the current and forecasted
environment of tight labor markets, could the Department resume
publication?
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1. Do you believe that there is perfect information in the labor
market, and that students, job applicants, and employers make
well informed decisions in terms of considering current and
prospective labor shortages?

I think we all have to accept that labor market information is
imperfect and always will be. Still, there is more information
available than most students, applicants and employers realize
and more information services -- such as testing, counseling, and
job search -- than most utilize. Some of the information in
question is produced by the Bureau of Labor Statistics; most,
however, especially that affe.Aing particular labor markets, is
prepared and distributed at the State level by State Employment
Security agencies (SESAs). Specific information about current
job openings is most likely available in local Employment
Security or Job Service offices.

One of the goals of my administration is to increase the
intelligent use of labor market information among app)icants and
employers so that decisions they make will, indeed, be well
informed. To do so, we will have to increase access to
information that exists and increase our educational efforts
regarding its use. Most of this work can best be done by
governors and State agencies: SESAs, State Occupational
Information Coordinating Committees (SoICC,, State economic
development agencies, State planning offices, and the like.
Still, I believe we at the Department an encourage States in
their labor market information role, provide technical assistance
and training, and otherwise facilitate the production and use of
good labor market information.

r
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2. If labor market decision makers don't have adoquate
information on labor shortages, why does the Departmont of Labor
not routinely develop and publicize a list of shortage
occupations?

Developing and routinely publishing an accurate list of "shortage
occupations" would be a difficult and very costly task. The
real way to determine labor shortages is through direct measures
of the imbalance between supply and demand for specific job
openings. At the local level, information could only be
developed for broad industry and occupation groups. It is not
clear that such information would be applicable to the individual
employer seeking workers or the individual jobseeker lookilig for
work.

Information on specific vacancies collected by the U.S.
Employment Service would be of vary limited usefulness in
determining the existence of labor shortages. This is because
relatively few employers list vacancies with the Employment
Service, and those that do may list only a few of their openings.
The information would thus not be representative cl the overall
national situation.
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3. I understand that this terd_o has over the years bees the
subject of numerous Department-funded research. In fact, a 1982
study for the Department by tha institute of Labor an4 industrial
Relations at the University of Michigan spelled-out a methodology
by which labor shortages could be identified, using currentlyavailable data bases. Has any action been taken to utilise the
findings and recoamendations of that study or other related
research projects? If not, why not?

The study to which you refer was intended to identify ways in
which the Department of Labor might reduce the cost of processing
individual labor certification requests. It demonstrated how we
might, using data currently collected, eliminate from
consideration occupations where no shortages exist and also
identify occupations where shortages might indeed be occurring.
However, such a finding was not necessarily adequate in the case
of a given labor certificatio- request. For example, while it
might be determined that chefs generally are not in short supply,
that finding does not necessarily speak to certification of a
Vietnamese chef in Cleveland. Or while machinists might be
determined to bo a shortage occupation nationally, that might not
be an accurate finding for the Denver labor market. Thus,
judgment is required in the use of this methodology to determine
whether additional information or investigation is necessary.
This methodology, while helpful in the context for which it was
developed, does not provide sufficient basis for estimating
actual labor shortages in specific occupations or geographic
areas.
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4. A number of years ago the Department published a monthly
newspaper bulletin that identified those occupations most in
demand at the pablio employment service job bank network. While
the occupations listed were not necessarily shortage occupations,
this was a useful tool to inform students and job applicants of
local available job openings. Why was tea widely oirculated
publication discontinued? In the current and forecasted
environment of tight labor markets, could the Department resume
publication?

Publication of monthly nowsapor bulletins identifying hard-to-
fill openings was discontinued in 1982 because: (1) it was not
the most efficient way to make this information available, and
(2) the information was limited to those employers choosing to
list openings with the employment service and such employers only
list some of their openings. The same sort of data are maJe
available to States through microfiche mailings. in addition,
seventeen States acquire that information, on a weekly basis,
electronically from the Interstate Job Bank (LIE) in Albany, New
York, either through on-line connections or via cope. The jobs
filed with IJD consist of vacancies that are not readily filled
at the local level by employment service ofiices. The intent of
such information sharing is to make job vacancy information
available across labor market boundaries.
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The CHAIRMAN. Again, we are delighted to have
Madam Secretary.

Secretary DOLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We will recess until tomorrow morning at 10.00.
[Whereupon, at 3;50 p.m., the committ,t. was adjourned.]

you here,



THE LABOR. SHORTAGEPOVERTY AND
EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS

The Education Agenda

FF1DAY. JANUARY 27. 1989

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington. DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at :0.00 a.m., in room

SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Ken-
nedy (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kennedy, Pell, Thurmond, Cochran, Kasse-
baum, and Coats.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
I want to welcome our witnesses to the second in our series of

hearings on the unprecedented labor shortage likely to confront
the Nation in the next decade and well into the beginning of the
next century.

Yesterday we heard testimony from Secretary Elizabeth Dole on
the labor aspects of the shortage. Today we will hear from Secre-
tary Cavazos about the educational aspects.

The coming labor shortage will be most severe among skilled
workers, unleso we begin now to pkepare the class of 2000, the first-
graders of today, to meet the challenges of the future.

It is no secret that we have lost ground in recent years 1.-tcause
of the low priority assigned to educaticn. We have lived too high on
the hog, and we have failed to plant enough seed corn. Too many
students will dna.? out of school in the next few years, too many
others will graet _If.? without being able to complete a job applica-
tion form or read a bus schedule.

As the chart here indicates, Federal education spending today
adjusted for inflation is below the level of 1980. This chart is quite
revealing. If you take the amount of Federal resources in :980 and
adjust it for inflation, it would be at this level, here. The actual re-
quest over the previous Administration is down through here, and
the most recent request now has moved it back up to about what
was actually appropriated last year. The real question now is
where we aro going to be going in terms of the next year and fol-
lowing years.

Six years after the report called, "A N .11 At Risk", pointed to
the crisis in our schools, we are still speyidiag less in real terms

(131) 1. 4 11
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than we were in 1980. Now, with a new Administration, perhaps
we can fund education as if our future depends on it because it
does. The road to a kinder, gentler Nation begins at the school-
house. If we are to have the kind of America we all want, a strong
and prosperous society with opportunity for all Americans, we need
Federal investment and Federal leadership in education.

President Bush will have no stronger partner than Congress in
his effort to be the education President. Just one year ago, he said
he wanted to lead a renaissance of quality in our schools and
added, "I can say unequivocally that I will not support any further
cuts in total Federal funding for education."

One area where we should be doing more is in early childhood
education. School failure begins at an early age. Some children live
in such deprivation that they are already below their grade le% el
on the day they enter kindergarten. Their chance of ever catLhing
up ranges from slim to nonexistent.

There is strong evidence that effective early education efforts can
reach these children. Children in these programs are tw ice as
likely to go on to college. Quite revealing are the results of the
Perr:; Preschool program and other studies. You an see that of
those who have been involved in early childhood educationthis is
over an extensive period of time -a higher percentage graduated
from high school, 66 to 49; went on to higher education, 38 to 21,
were literate 61 to 38 percent, were employed, 50 percent to 32,
almost half fewer were on welfare, and fewer had an arrest or
problems with the law. This data is from the early education pro-
gram, at the Perry Preschool, but there have been a number of
other studies that demonstrate similar results.

We also need to improve the recruitment alid retention of teach-
ers. One of the serious aspects of the labor shortage is the tea,;her
shortage, particularly it urban areas and in specialized fields.
Shortages are particularly significant in subjects where we need to
improve our competitiveness.

This chart shows "Principals reported difficulty in hiring fully-
qualified applicants for teaching vacancies, by subject." You Lan
see, physics, is 72 percent, chemistry, 63 percent, computer science,
62 percent, and mathematics at 57 percent.

The areas here are key to the United States competing in the
world economy, and they have been identified time in and time out
as the areas of greatest need in terms of recruiting qualified people
to teach our young people.

That gad is increasing, and it is becoming increasingly difficult
to be able to recruit those individuals. IViany factors account for
thislow salaries and prestige, inadequate training, dismal work-
ing conditions, and lack of control over decisionmaking.

Finally, we need to address the growing problem of lagging mi-
nority participation in the generally favorable trend in high school
graduation rates and college enrollment.

Finally, let me say a word about the committee. We need an edu-
cation President, but we already have an educatii Senator. Our
Education Subcommittee will 'Jnce again be chaired by Senator
Pell. Over the years, Ser,-,,ors on both sides of the aisle have bene-
fitted from his leadership on education matters, and so has the
country. The ranking minority member on education will be Sena

1 ("t.." 4
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for Kassebaum, and I look forward L..tiorking closely with her on
these major issues.

I will now recognize my friend and the chairman of our Educa-
tion Subcommittee, Senator Claiborne Pell.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank
you particularly for your kind words and the way you have helped
us in our work through the years.

I congratulate you on holding this hearing, which will provide us
with an overview of the state of education as we begin the 101st
Congress.

I also particularly want to extend a warm welcome to the Secre-
tary of Education and to convey to him as the representative of our
President that at this end of Pennsylvania Avenue, we gladly
accept the President's extended hand of friendship.

At the outset of this new Congress, we have a golden opportunity
to forge a bipartisan partnership between the Executive and Legis-
lative Branches on behalf of education. We very much look forward
to working with this Administration to strengthen and enhance the
critical assistance provided through Federal education programs.

I would be most remiss if I did not welcome my new colleague on
the committee and the subcommittee, Nancy Kassebaum, as the
ranking minority member. I look forward to working closely with
her in the months ahead. The strong spirit of bipartisanship has
been the hallmark of our subcommittee and our work and remains
a concept to which I am deeply committed. While I personally
regret that we no longer have the firm of "Pell and Stafford", or
"Stafford and Pell", depending on the vagaries of the political elec-
tions, I look forward to forging a new partnership with my col-
league from Kansas.

I would add that this has been the mark of the subcommittee
when we worked with Senators Prouty and Dominick and in the
full committee with Senator Javits and Senator Stafford for the
last 10 or 12 years, and I hope this will continue and expect it to.

The 101st Congress will be a busy one with a wide range of
issues. We look forward to the work that we will be doing in this
regard, and we should bear in mind that, as I have often said, the
real strength in our country is not the gold in Fort Knox or the
machines of construction we build or the weapons of destruction,
the real strength of our Nation is the education and the character
of our people. And this is where you, Mr. Setietary, in our work
together, will play a very real role.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Pell.
Senator Coats?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR COATS

Senator COATS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very pleased that you have assembled such distinguished

panelists to discuss the pressing educational challenges facing our
Nation. One of the five education bills in the American Family At.t
that I introduced last fall in the House of Representatives was a

1 4-A
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proposal for school-based management shared decisionmaking. It
was developed in large part because of the exciting innovations in
%de County, Florida under the leadership of Dr. Fernandez. This

eativity is a breath of fresh air we need to encourage on a nation-
al basis.

I also feel Dr. Fernandez' innovations, which maximize local sen-
sitivity as well as the character education programs that parents
desire, significantly contributed to the success of the major school
funding initiative passed by voters in Dade County. If schools are
sensitive to parents, the community will respond to their legitimate
educational needs.

Secretary Cavazos has been a leader in identifying the need to
raise expe-'Aions as well as opportunities for minority youth. He
has eloquently spoken out on the need for school restructuring and
parental choice.

In my open enrollment and bootstrap school bills that are part of
the American Family Act, I based many of the ideas on the amaz-
ing success story of District 4 in East Harlem. The Secretary also
praised this program at a recent White House Conference un
Choice in Education. I am looking forward to discussing these ideas
further with the Secretary.

The task we face is formidable, Mr. Chairman. We may disagree
on what some of the solutions should be, but like you, I am com-
mitted to helpLg all Americans have the opportunity tu reach
their full potential.

I thank you and look forward to our panelists.
The CZAIRMAN. Thank you very much. The prepared statements

of Senators Hatch and Simon (with an attachment) will be inserted
in the record at this point.

[The statements referred to follow:]

;
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ORRINORRIN G. HATCH STATEMENT

EDUCATION HEARING

This morning's hearing on a variety of education issues

is certainly an appropriate topic, given our current national

needs and President Bush's commitment to be the Education

President." I hope this hearing will begin the Labor and Human

Resources Committee's effort to address these critical national

education issues and to work with the President on his education

agenda.

In that regard, I welcome all of our distinguished witnesses

here this morning and, in particular, Secretary Cavazos. His

recent comments about the necessity of facing our national

"education deficit- have been forthright and stimulating. We

look forward to examining solutions to this prcblem in more depth

during the 101st Congress.

Allow me to use this opportunity to acknowledge the

distinguished Senator from Kansas, Senator Fancy Kassebaum, who

has joined this Committee and will seive as the Ranking Minority

Member of the Education Subcommittee. She it dedicated to

serving students of all ages in all areas of our country, and I

look forward to working with her. And, of course, I am pleased

once again to be working with the distinguished Chairman of that

Subcommittee, Senator Claiborne 1111. With their joint

leadership, I am confident that we can all proceed, as in the

past, to meet our nation's education needs in a cooperative,

bipartisan spirit.

I shall study the testimony from this hearing carefully and
am sure it will provide many good insights for the Committee's

further discussion.

1 0
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAUL SIMON (D-IL)
SENATE LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE HEARING

"THE EDUCATION AGENDA FOR THE 101st CONGRESS"
January 27, 1989

MR. CHAIRMAN, I JOIN YOU AND EACH OF MY COLLEAGUES IN WELCOMING
OUR NEW SECRETARY TO THE FIRST COMMITTEE HEARIN-, ON EDUCATION IN
THE 101st CONGRESS. I AM PLEASED AND ENCOURAGED BY PRESIDENT
BUSH'S DECISION IN REAPPOINTING SECRETARY CAVAZOS AND I
CONGRATULATE THE SECRETARY ON 1.,IS REAPPOINTMENT.

THROUGH CONVERSATIONS WITH THE SECRETARY OVER THE LAST FEW
MONTHS, I KNOW THAT WE SHARE SIMILAR VISIONS ?OR IMPRWING THE
EDUCATION OF OUR YOUTH AND FOR IMPROVING THE EMPLOYABILITY"
SKTLLS OF OUR FUTURE WORKFORCE. I LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH
THE SECRETARY DURING THE NEXT FOUR YEARS TO ACCOMPLISH THESE
GOALS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I ALSO JOIN YOU IN WELCOMING EACH OF OUR
LISTINGUISHED PANELISTS, MANY OF WHOM ARE PERSONAL FRIENDS THAT I
HAVE HAD THE PLEASURE OF WORKING WITH FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS.
THERE HAVE BEEN COUNTLESS STUDIES DONE OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS
ON OUR EDUCATION SYSTEM, ON OUR YOUTH, ON THE NEEDS OF OUR
CHANGING WORKFORCE. MANY OF JUR PANELISTS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR
AUTHORING OR ISSUING THESE REPORTS.

A SAMPLE OF THESE REPORTS INCLUDE: A REPORT OF THE COUNCIL OF
THE GREAT CITY SCHOOLS, 'TEACHING AND LEADING IN THE GREAT CITY
SCHOOLS;" THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION, "ONE-THIRD OF A
NATION;" THE CARNEGIE FORUM ON EDUCATION AND THE ECONOMY, "A
NATION PREPARED: TEACHERS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY;" THE WILLIAM T.
GRANT FOUNDATION, THE FORGOTTEN HALF: PATHWAYS TO SUCCESS :OR
AMERICA'S YOUTH AND YOUNG FAMILIES;" THE COMMISSION ON NATIONAL
CHALLENGES IN HIGHER EDUCATION, "MEMORANDUM TO THE 41ST PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES;" THE NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS 1SSOCIATION, A
NATIONAL IMPERATIVE: EDUCATING FOR THE 21ST CENTURY;" AND, THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS OF EDUCATION, "RIGHT FROM
THE START." THIS LIST IS ONLY A SMALL SAMPLE OF THE NUMEROUS
STUDIES DOCUMENTING THE URGENT NEED TO IMPROVE AND REFORM
EDUCATION AND TO STRENGTHEN RELATED PROGRAMS.

WE MUST CHANGE THE EDUCATIONAL FUTURES OF MANY ECONOMICALLY
DISADVANTAGED YOUTH IF WE ARE TO MEET THE CHALLENGE OF THE NEXT
CENTURY. WE CAN NO LONGER IGNORE THE NEED FOR A WELL-EDUCATED
AND SKILLED WORKERFORCE THAT WILL LEAD US INTO THE 21ST CENTURY
AND AN INCREASINGLY HIGH-TECH ECONOMY. IN 1S87, THE NEW YCRK
TELEPHONE CO. HAD TO TEST SOME 60,000 APPLICANTS IN ORDER TO FILL

14
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3,000 ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS. THIS SITUATION CANNOT BE TOLERATED
IN THE WORKPLACE AND IT CANNOT BE ACCEPTED FROM OUR SCHOOL SYSTEM
IF WE ARE TO MAINTAIN OUR LEADERSHIP IN A "GLOBAL MARKETPLACE."

THE U.S. IS FACING TWO HUMAN RESOURCE TREND LINES -- THE UPPLY
OF UNSKILLED AND UNEDUCATED LABOR IS INCREASING, WHILE AT THE
SAME TIME DEMAND FOR UNSKILLED LABOR IS DECLINING. BY THE YEAR
2000, EMPLOYMENT IN PROFESSIONAL AND MANAGERIAL JOBS WILL
INCREASE BY 5.2 MILLION, WHILE LABOR POSITIONS WILL GROW BY ONLY
1.3 MILLION JOBS. IN ADDITION, ONLY 10% OF THE JOBS CREATED BY
THE YEAR 200C WILL BE IN MANUFACTURING -- THE REST WILL BE IN THE
SERVICE SECTOR.

AS DISCUSSED IN THE FORGOTTEN HALF," COMPLICATING THIS TREND
IS THE FACT THAT OU.. NATION HAS SYSTEMATICALLY UNDER-INVESTED IN
OUR NON-COLLEGE BOUND YOUTH. CURRENTLY, IN THE JOB TRAINING
PARTNERSHIP l'.C7 IJI2A) PROGRAMS, WE SPEND ABOUT $2000 PER PERSON
ON FOUR MONTHS OF TRAINING FOR THE NON-COLLEGE BOUND YOUTH. IN
COMPARISON, WE SPEND AN AVERAGE OF $20,000 OVER 4 YEARS IN PUBLIC
AND PRIVATE FUNDS ON THOSE ELIGIBLE LOW AND MIDDLE INCOME
STUDENTS WHO ARE COLLEGE BOUND.

FINALLY, MR. AIRMAN, IN TERMS OF OUR LONG-TERM COMPETITIVENESS
AND ECONOMIC ",..PURITY, WE CAN NO LONGER AFFORD TO IGNORE THESE
"FORGOTTEN HALF" AND THE FUTURE OF OUR WORKFORCE. WE NEED TO
ADDRESS THE NEEDS OF THESE YOUTH AND WE NE2D TO DRAMATICALLY
IMPROVE THE "PIPELINE" PREPARING AND EDUCATING OUR CHILDREN TO
ENTER THE WORKFORCE. ALL CHILDREN MUST BE PROVIDED THE
OPPORTUNITY TO REACH THEIR FULL EDUCATIONAL POTENTIAL.

I LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING THE TESTIMONY OF THOSE HERE TODAY AND I
LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH EACH OF THEM TO TACKLE THE MULTIPLE
CHALLENGES WE FACE. MR. CHAIRMAN, I ASK UNANIMOUS CONSENT THAT
AN SEPTEMBER 1988 ARTICLE FROM BUSINESS WEEK, "NEEDED: HUMAN
CAPITAL" BE INSERTED IN THE RECORD FOLLOWING MY STALEMENT.

-kr
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NEEDED:NUMAI
Who will do America's work as
the demand for skilled labor
outstrips a dwindling supply?
The U.S. has lost much ground
to competitors, and investing
in people looks like the way to
retake it. After years of
neglect, the problem of human
capital has become a crisis

Take a trip back to wha,
may be our future It it
the 1851 industrial exhi
bition at the Cry sta
Palace in London Bnt
ain is the dominan
world power The U S
is No.2 in mdustr, am
catchtng up fast.

MadeqnAmenca reapers. muskets, and tools an
the marvels of the show Bntish businessmen an
amazed at what they see Products ore assemble+
from completely interchangeable parts Here
true mass production for the first time So tin
pressed are they that they name it "the America,
system of manufacture"

Worried delegations of British indte.triabsts se
sail to investigate Their findings' Amencan mans

100 MOSS wf t.6/Pft Witte f4 Me tA,,NATKA 11V
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CAPITAL
factoring prowess is in large part due to a highly
educated work force The Yankees have an aston.
'shingly high literacy rate of 9O' among the free
population In the industnal heartland of New En
gland, 95`t of adults read and ante In contrast,
;1st twothirds of the people in Bntain are literate
OLINDSIDLO. Now zip ahead a century or to the
1M% The U S. is the dominant world power, and
it is Japan that's No, 2 and cloung fast. A., ncan
ceos marvel at the quality of Japanese piodects
flooding their markets They make pilgrimages to
Tokyo Their findings" Manufacturing superiority
is being forfeited to the Japanhe And yes, once
again, behind the success in manufacturing prow
ess lies a better-educated work force In 192o4. Jo
pan's functional I teracy rate is better than 53 In
America it's down to about F.0,

Ilbterart is but a 1.....)rnoory, of the larger problem

afficiany, the L 1; economy The EV.50 billion yearly
trade deficit and a foreign debt of half a trillion
dollars reflect the inability of a large percentage of
the American work force to compete effectnely in
an integrated world economy Much of the success
of Japan sterns from the fact that its bluecollar
workers can interpret aotanced mathemauts. read
complex engineering bluepnritz aid perform so
phistaated tasks on the factory floor far better
than blue collars in the U S : says Merry I White,
professor of comparatoe sociology at Boston Uni-
versity and author of The Japanese Educatoona4
Chal'enge

America. in short has been scrimping on human
capital After trying to solve its serious compeu
tit eness problems by pouring hundreds of billions
of dollars into capital equipment, the country is
&scot enng that it has been blindsided when it

I a'
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comes to workers Corporate restructur
ing and a sharply cheapened dollar may
hose arrested th economic decline, but
investing m people Is wrung out to be
the only way to reverse

Safety's failure to eat as already
haunting the business community
Chemical Bank in New York must inter
view 40 applicants to find one who an
be successfully trained as a teller And
1834 Corp. discovered after matalbng mS
bons of dollars worth of fancy comput
ern m its Burlington (Vt.) factories that
it had to teach highsehool algebra to
thousands of workers before they could
run them

Building up human capital is becoming
a national priority After years of we
glect, it has finally entered the politral
arena, at least on the thetoncal
Just bitten to the messages being broad
cast by Loth Presidential candidates_
Who will be the "Education President*"
Who w91 do the Mg to train waters or
provvt, ettld are to working mothers*

Those tOClea/g22 are tong overdue
More than two rem" cs ago. Adorn
Smith pointed to _ proverocit in the
ABB of workers in a meal source of
econorme progress and a meant of its
ing bon standards. Wrote Smith In The
Wealth of Notionr "A =II educated at
the expense of much Labor and time to
any one of those employment* which no
quire extraordinary dexterity and skill
may be compared to one of those tope
aive =Ewe' s."
tansourratv r=aciuu. The evidence m
overwhelming that people, sot ma-
chines. are the driving force behind ea.
penile growth In the retied from 1943
to 1982, the nation's gross national
nreduct blamed at an annual rate
of 35 Edward Dennisonn, an
expert in growth economics,
finds that ons-third of that
gait, was caused by the in.
create m the education level
of the C S work form and
about half the growth was
the result of technological in-
novatic, and increased know,
how, which also depend on ethic
cation. But pat 15% of the total
Infeetse was the result of more OP-
heal eq-

While Washington has been hellbent
on throwing inottitves at business to
me ease spending on plant and equip
aunt. outlays for human capital in the
past 15 year have lagged behind, In
the period from 1V-.0 to 1771, total
spending per student in public and pri-
hat, elementary and kith schools grew
at a brisk 4T, a sear, after adjust
trig for inflation That was more than a
full perterstegt point abuse the robust
50't rate of increase m the GM" and

even a smidgen Md..- *- A what buse
ness spent on plant and equipment Put
fuss 1771 to 1955 Uungs changed drastr
ally Dollars for education increased at
a rate of just 11% m real terms, the
same rate as COP growth but 1.5 per
ventage points below the spending rate
for camel investment.

And a good part of the money spent
on education has not gone to those who
teach the nation's young Excluding ad-
rmnistrahve and capital cost from school
budgets, from 1933 to 1971 teachers' sal.
stirs after inflation increased at a 2.8%
annual rate. But then, even as interna-
tional competition started to heat up,
teachers' Wanes nosedived. falling by
125% a year until 19egs They've bounced
back a hat since, but m real tenth, lass
rim are barely above their 1771 beret
Small wonder that topnotch college
graduates are not attracted to teaching

True, the U S. spends plenty on edu-
cation. SIPS billion a year on primary
and secondary schools alone. When col-
leges and universities are added in, the
figure soars to $310 billionmore than
is spent on defense. American universi.
tics an the best in the

world, but elementary and high schools
are another col The U S, gets a tot
less for its education buck than do Japan
and Europe U S. students attend class
150 days a year French and German
kids go 220 days. and Japanese children
spend 240 days m school a year Amen,
an high school students score below
both thew foreign counteruarts in inter
national math and SC1(fiCC tests They
test two to three years behind the Jape
were, neatly matching the difference
time spent in school from kindergarten
through high school. Worse, half of the
Aids in mnercety public high schools
drop out Mu Issue is not money. It's
competent use of money." says Pat
Choate, sireetor of tow he s Office of
Policy Analysis. "Janitors in New loth
City schools make more than teachers
Education systems are patronage lays
terns. Community board* give out yobs
memo mom Fehgatmis America's fu
tare work fore reaches beyond the
classroom. A fotrth of all children born
an the U.S. will be on welfare sorneturie
m thew Ines. A quarter of all American

102 1,6,4 SS nfl,v54VIa.vo W 1905
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children are born out of wedlock, and
4' id them will lore lin a singleptrent
amity before they reach them dee

tetnth birthdays As a result, education
often plays mow' fiddle to the more
pressing needs of surtinal

The oncepervanve family rote m Wu-
canon appears to be &croon* eroding.
With both parents us most families now
working, the question of who's reading
to the threeyeariold and checking up on
Junior's geometry homework s Immo
mg a rational concern In Japan the
mother plays such a strong role in teach-
ing her children that she in known as
"education mama " Here, the "education
rmune is vanishingand "education pa
pas" aren't taking up the stack.

One big exception is m the Asian-
Amencan community Miss year, 2274i of
Ma's freshman class is Asian-Arne».
can; says Lester C Thum., dean of
the Skan School of Management at Mas
aachuaetta Institute of Technology "The
big reason for AtianArrarkiut soccess
in publit schools as family; family means
some parent thing you that education is
important"

At a tune it lien jobs require higher
levels of math. usenet,
and literary than 'So

MOM won
Sonny's failure to sorest so the work
tonne already taunts busmess Aim Rd

um*
The gap bmween Jobs and the slu9s of
appicants Is alarmingly wide Paw Jaw

sesocumocs
Emoloyers must Soot to women, ma
oes, and the elderly PAR 112

MIK=
In the fare el prospenty, a gran* to
ctsrdass cl the towyk,md gore

MOW
Dermas agrees that %beam's:co needs
fun. The question s how her LEA

16:131133 T* KIM
(bongoes are tdaig a more *cave role
medioncsalreform Aisle

1:10CLVSIDS
What we must 6) to wgrade our Na 1
assetthe Amen= warier Pep 140

ever before. the economy at becoming
increasingly dependent on the groups
that often emcee' the poorest educatacin
Between aow and the year 2070, mon
than half of all sew workers lured .11
be ramonties nearly three time. the me
rent figure. Blacks and Waists:a have

the highest who' drop-
out rates a. the court,

try and lag sagraficsatty behind the na-
tional average on trot scores

Bit .`err o hope The needs of the
Arnertcan workplace and the needs of
the disadvantaged may be merging for
the first time in recent hatory The time
to nice producunty and AtTtalte inter
national competitneness is transforming
the debate over tonal equity into a din
cussion about cononue growth.
muss miller. The Reagan years
were an understandable reution to the
freeflowmg social srendag that ear
marked the 1950s and 19701 The nation
al focus shifted to restructuring ohm
try, deregulating the moors), and
personal advancement In the 19EKS, pre
grams for the bottom half of society got
the deepest cuts It wasn't at "we:faesii.
other The labor Dept. a manpower
trammg programa were but hard as sell

Those r, _ m Muting cool! not have
been tuned worse 'The :pia between
M top half and bottom hei m sonety
has been widening for the past decade,
no matter how you cut Om data " soya
Harvard University a Richard IS Free-
man "The educated, the skilled, and pro
pile to out= indotnes and yob- have
done sell The rest have not' Itim as
equality can only worsen if the human

capital deficit is not solved. The miler
nationabsatIon of the economy

the 1980s pitted the Ii S tutor
force amorist workes around
the world The results' Trade
has hilted the eunnip pros-
pects for le, educated per,
pie.' say. Freeman The's
mutt compete with baronage
people overseas As long as we

trade with Korea, the levy edo
cated will hate a problem
That competition has prosed

devastat g From 1991 to LA,'
earnings for young men who qort

high school fell by O. adys.suil for
Inflation Even high - chool grads saw

their earrung drop by Pb. what those of
college graduates rose by 01

In the final analysis, wage grao and
losses mirror what a happening to work
er productivity The huge &mime on the
sages of Acrarim's unikil.1 labor

fora shows that It is no longer coon
petit,* us the internationat eon,
my The prodoct.nt, of the or,
skilled as plummeting. while womb Cr
productivity :Amid n soaring v0
could signal mayor kisses in the
battle for w orld markets The t r
may row be entering an era w ban
neglect of the bottom half of wee
my begin. L. 0.1".4.111 the verdant

of the entire nano.
In the full,, 04 arnrk. 11, editor

of gilsostr. WEAK Is out the doyen-
sions of the riarnancopital
what the country mu,i, da stout is

Ity Pelee Vex, %one IR rev )4A

w. M. ,,t1VA, , 1Y,103
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WHERE THE JOBS ARE
IS WHERE THE SKILLS AREN'T

As work bei.omes more knowledgt-intensn,e, employers arc fishing in a shnniung labut panel

In a dynamic econ ' trig. aid 40cabo4r) redid to preform a able to function at Level Three or better
Only there a al rode range of yobs The Hudson Bute For phil in nursing or marogerneta,
ways a gap be not. an economic think tank, has the eduatmnal ante is higher Most of
tavern yob demand. s matched the new jobs that the economy s these Iota, which often require more
and worker skills will cruse against these oak". Here la ' than a lughschool education. need skills
Through moat of slot they found.
its hotory. the More than three quarter of the 55 read Journals and nonuals, wine re

at Level Four or above an ability to

US. has managed to lcp that gap s lion a new worker, will hare limited ter s Nits, and understand complex termini
small But not anymore The nation is s Dal and writing skills (Levels 1 and 2) ogy Just 5% of the new employees will

mismatchfining a monumental match between S But they will be compeung for only SI% be able to do that
pbs and the ability of Arrienco.a to do of the new jobs. Most new jobs will re. i eatuarnwo TAM As many its 50 million
them I quire workers who hate solid reading I workers may have to be trailed or re.

Unless the I) S mania more to dose i and wrillog skills, but fewer than one in s trained in the next 12 yeas -21 million
this human capital &&,t, the ettWIT, ton, new employees soil be able to fun, s new entrants and 30 million current
.ei be shunted VOL. a lower growth 1 con at the needed keels Retail tales, s worker, The most d.stmung task ahead
teach The dme to Ohprtor technotop Ice example. will be among the worn s es to oluate And tram the young work
and productivity could founder on a ions pm, dote, the Molt new jobn. To fill s force entrants The deelme in the aura.
shortage of competent workers There i those yot, moat retail employees will i bee of 21 to Zeyearolda means that em
will be a social peer. too loseresalbn lust. to functain at Level Three They
minorities will had it harder than errs to sill have to write up orders. compute
land good yobs The eartahg^ dateretitoil peas hats, and read merchandise eats
that already is growing between the top togs Sound simple' hmerthelesa, Harl-
and bottom halves of the work force son estimates that yuat 22% of the new
could get even Urger The ration could employees wail be
become further polarized between
skilled and unskilkd workers
twnw vAttortesc. Three forces are torn
baling to produce the leap in the skills
the economy will mime First, tehnol 1,1

ogy a upgrading the work required
in most yobs. The modem workplace 1114
needs people with high leading and Ni
math capabthtees. an millions of
yobs go unfilled while the army of
the unskilkd remains unemployed.

,,,,tie,Se.ir4e.ei . -
Second. yob growth sill tie fast iii.:,4...,, .-,..... -_mainly th highakill occupations

.
Moat of these jobs will be to the la14: 'tti*merge sector This kind of work

4.1%Dow requires knowledge that wasn't oser
Prooiy. the way in which sock row ';:iliii4Praltte 1.:1*4

necessary 2ily ears ago qt. ,

ly new set of skills As empanteA 'tuft A -": ier'SVOT
R''
i1i -1''

a being organised requites a complete

from toe old models of assernblylne
grain-non to Jspanes.-styk sock ,

tooth rtnyAo)toh will hare co start, I
1: ji;;IiVil di.<. I.:421'71{N,

1 Jllis yid i eii
1 se-;',..,..

A detailed look at how new
7.' tolniaisierpel s id COX(

ployers now must dig deeper into the
barrel of the poorly edunted. And a

larger proportion of
new workers well be

era their ablmes to communicate

wsrdiJ. 114"
fs workers wilt match op against sbdki el; , feetleanasof

new Jobe between now and the .1:123 wade He I99W215weali .
year 2000 tells the st Pr. 4<htrh ,winust.Ibitift pa' awam.12eaq
The into, Isegt. has toed a larles *phi awe so aria compand
method for rheart.env oh fit r, oh of
one to no the {mils of emoting ant

1046,,,hr,.( A. eta, rx

-I .1 )1
d



117511,0rtil and IMMgralltk who tend to
have lea education and fewer skate
than other employees.

Xlmonties are the neediest of these
new ateliers Rut as employers become
increavegly dependent on Verq moon
itiea are lagging behind in endow and
writing 'kat. And those already work.
ing timid to be stock in encupatoos that
are duppeanng, while few have Scbis fn
growing odustries (able. Page ICSI

As the economy condones to expand.
big companies are lookalg bander foe
new workers. sat many mimetic, with
tow skits still areal being heeds tut
year. Nyx.o. ep.'s New York Tele
then, Co had to test some CO OO apple
cantsmany of wham were mambos
to hire Xu00 people "There are lots of
people who stilt went jobs, but thefts
dropouts who aren't qualified' lull
Howard Harman. New York TA- Awes
director of employment.

People who already are Warne wan
need mauler retraining to keep pace
with thwriging Job rept:emote. They
are the )) milhaa alas will need mom
math and science to operate computers
and robots on the assembly laws or bet
ter ming and among skills to keep op
m the ewe

True. many comparoes are using teen
no4ogy to replace workersbut those
employees who stay co the )ob generally
must piove their skolh, Foe tastune.
New Yak Telephone hu used new loch
ecology to help shrink Its work force.

143

which now au:6m stout 60,003, com-
pared one, 106003 in the early 1970.
Nonethekss, the company has been
forced to Frame no inflame training
May to upgrade the sigh of its re
mammy workers. it has four wind
ogyleuring oaten whet
are uoght to operate the handheirrie
NUT& that telephoto repairers use to
keep track of orders. Oat five-day
course retraw skilled sphdrig while
tutu who install overate ad telephone ea
bk. "Before. they handled 100pound
awe that was 6 lathes In diamete0itys
Ray Buono, New York Telephone's ct,

rector of tenni

'rrii s:=WVA-9,1 t, ,t Z' 4 iers,_ IDS & s" '
PIA o 9.1- Oka saws AL or A'

44=m1 .ea ..kbadskallor: . lem16,kie mos .
II VA' ),-). ,04II104 ',LAN.);

si06

3 r
aiyaremyenvatoinien '

11.1004 not: ,;. sn. y
punts'

Wt. New they num own
must hears to no Am.,"
fiber oinks, which
mesas splicing st.t4,t
very delicate fe opereromors
bets like a brain
surgeon. martin/el novas

A growing num weriersproorrasi
Der of tompames t4 s.btttNl wryvs so far as to
mat the employees 40^iffe.."00.0.
of their suppliers ureYn
In the early 1960s.
Xerox Corp foamd that its Pro tit.
ty was much poorer than tL f en
nags Hungernent desided sopphers
sere big part of the problem Xerox
reduced its 3.060eadd supylvera to stool

ISO and raved tolerance studied
fan pans it 1..y* from them

Xerox then began program to
tram Oa supphers in Japanese
style quality (+moot Typesiny. a
company employee trams the sop
piers management. and the sups
pier then treat its own week

, fore in the new methods Xe
ens initially will tram about

100 of no swept:ars st
. an estimated oust of pi

Irmomg lumbers
has become s perreterieet
part of the way we do bass
mess declares Robert
Fletcher an. Mtge,

/ total guano 1110.11,nE at tto
roe )4W-in Inc goes for

then It tve1, trams itw savyiee
suppliers work forces

./. Central Motors Cop bad to re.,-, train workers when it opened newI trade plant year and a half an i in
Fort %eyrie Ind The plant doe hoe
WOW Sr" newt othnsolor. But rrn.r,
tosportuil n to.. new tearhpantortse.

a_ is i_ tea
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system. Both workers and
had to go through intensive
training In group dynamics and
problem solving to increase
manufacturing productivity

`One Pro* octet heard of
Nit until a few years am"
says Don Davis, the tenon
head of CMNAW joint train
wg Program in Detroit. In
Foet Wayne's 3000 employers
took LS taboo noun of train
Mg, inn:ding time to kin the
new technology That's more
than 643 hours per sicker.

Companies are now spending
sane 330 Whoa a year on worker
4241.0k. A lot of that money is tto

upgrade the aliDis of orrice
workers. Take Huy Ann
After her father dud, the
out of school at 16 to work as
in the mad room at Blue Gas/Blue
Shield of liaanchusetta She wasn't
able to advance on the job for alma% a
decade Mena* enrolkd in renwhal
education program run and paid for by
Blur Crow and she kilned reading,
math. and Anton Armed with a new
high school diploma. Woo* has had
three promotions Now, she corn
pares claims made by hospital
with payments Blue Cross nukes
to them. Andmic and explaining
imams between the two
use surg,The churning non
cry in generating Waal* Of
&placed workers They sto
eosint for more than one
of the people already at
work oho will east mink.
ag t.) 3300 Throughout the
lleIftM some g.3 osigion won
en lode been displaced each
year, according to the Bureau

labee ::latte.4444 Roughly I
million long term workers
those en the yob three years oe
note hose beers &spitted Anna
ally Apprournately sir& of these
Ugh boa, skidsreading omting,
MA &Telmer( Gro4e401141), a
Ouri never found new yobs at all
Others found ark I of at suk.tan
teals lieu 14,

Lite 44,44 r 44.W cook! be
M, ihoirt wilt. 10,a,.. of diet,.
graphic i nid. die I twiny
a bag urn , tr1.44,4 sal 0.0
to rod tog,neve The eoo
Lei 0, r'at's-. tee&
Is eis the past to,lei a r.oi
ors toiee tie,, t tee
tIN40' mar) gr-j
Me, 0. Lat.f Tr, Ft

ICH',/,' giwir.. 0
NV

t to ten 1

proportion ef =nun& armoring
bunko' drone inmoan and en
cinemas; has remained within
narrow bard of 37% to 4.S.t. accord.
ing to the Nations] Bann launch
lion Mtn

If this trend tontines, the baby
bust could nun growing shortages.
If just 414 of indents coot,aw to

choose same or en:wenn. the AN
warns, there could be a cumulative

abortfall of more than 400.000 science
and engineering las Waugh the
year 7)03. Half of all essgatenng
students at the graduate and past
graduate :trek already an for
mgners, And ars matey a Nast
a shortage of 21,e00 PhDs by the
end of the tottery

Economists are quack to goat
out that us these relatively high
perm& fields. atnrtagea are the
ly to push up salami and attract
more people But there e Irtt3t ret
ikatt that prerwwr, ahcage
Meld more &bedews tolIesentd

folds
cowmen W. In Wilde., market
meeharnms may not work 44,(1,
enough to remedy shortfoll t
^tilis, who moor an attoosil

all to eight years of schooling
*Uatialh the denion to tinter sc.
eon a made on high school sate

John If nons.dep.ity director of the
as, 'We need to do weerettang today
to get tons Jordon sotr.01) about
Careen In these fieldsor well be in
trouble

The ahla gap ;ewes a anal to Amen
can sormiy that goes himond son qty the
wowed, Correea,, tale, raortages
New England and elusoon are dm
log up wages foe john m fast food
eatenta If new workers dent be.
come better qualified this lutuatan
may change drastrtatty as thee
agar more up the nal ladder
ht,ry new )04.4.1fael, enact wind

competing foe a donisdling nuns
e of lowoixini )ohs *Me

leghet-skried lade. go Wong
foe want of mailed waken

That w oukl dram 4. no *ace f err

P.41.0nts.aarr, war. ran
at rat awl now wages for
akilied wt.. VC rilocrel%

ter pod De ..0411qt.., f err aria %ant.
Irrwill ter at

hdoestionst Teidoig zrorrort an

h J If us 4

4...44, tot 4. of the hon., re Asfro w,ok f .15o
eee, Jo 1,1 et. a

r
r I to t 5, a r

r
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FOR AMERICAN BUSINESS,
A NEW WORLD OF WORKERS

Employers must look to the nonmale, nonwhite, and nonyoungand competition will be vicious
Mat upon a um
filer unit not so
Mont alto, "work
force" meant *Lite
men la Use or Use
collan. The Mute
was rover quite ex

act One znentun bark. ts the nation
fettled into postwar peomenty 30L of
all women worked *Waldo the Nev
em If (.cote If to AVM reflected the
cultural ideal of fartu/y Lfe Ifeenx"

"Oriental." and "EpsnishiAmencan"
worker. always have helped to do Amer
ith's work, ILA wale a plentiful Lahor
sure- few employers had to reach bw
rand the rule Catsoului in hen parse
except for the Irma wanted At ofted,
by the late I9Olia, as naployers awarded
self minding watches I ayearolds the
Ent freslefated baby tamers were oa
thee' way to Personmt

The last of that numerous cohort
now Waggling in w the world of

checks and wahholdeng tutu The boss
la lain that mama abut The &elm
in bothmet after POtio has olathed the
namben of yowl people oxail* to 01
tboght up to the peer 5510 and tray toe

The years of pv.ky haunt are emir
immis corapetibie he all sorts of week

ersentrylereL tam& seasonedhas
been Employers most look to the nort
mile the nonwhite, the reeyoun There
map be a push for AceeChtlf4 as wet

AS THE POOL OF YOUNG WORKERS SHRINKS, WOKEN WILL FILL THE GAP, AND MORE WORKING
0141.114Att 73% a all worlonit Wtenettes to won mob

oichillbeanrig age
n- OA ofalJ school-ne Lola hire

11XeLett lel the work fere, up
km VI on 15 (t

Wore% with xhaelen untie( 6NM MI MI rri two roc /It LS ..oxtext ovum,: meg:tentor /MUM to titeon
mu memoir nisoxpecum °Mews'...Piece

_ Mt. vvru *M..* earrt
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°ter the next 10 years. predicts the
Hudson Insututc, an economic dunk
tank. only IS,: of work force entrants
wdi be muse -Mm is bite males

Building a new, more diverse work
force and making it uck well be one of
Corporate Amenz s biggest challenges

the decade ahead

MOTHER, DAUGHTER,
WORKER, WIFE
in the past 15 years. as women ventured
into the workplace in growing numbers,
it has been widely expected that employ
era would take mapr steps to accomms
date their special needs. So far. thou.'s.
employers have been able to hire
521 of all women without doing
much very differently. That's part-
ly because in a world of stagnant
real earnings, women and their

-families have needed the money
more than companies needed the
women. Feminism. higher educa-
tion lesels, and nung expectations
pushed women into the work
force, too

But as employers fish in a
shrink-ng pool for new workers
and try to retain experienced ones.
women will be in a position to
make demands. Companies will be
forced to make it easier for work
en to balance work and family

Three-quarters of working wom-
en are in their ehddbearing years,
more than half of all kiothers
work Those with children younger
than 6 make up the tastes* grow-
tog segment of the -,ork force
For many such women, as well as
for them spouses. balancing work
life with parenting at a distance
presents logistical challenges wort), is yen raising kids and 19 years minag
an sir traffic controller for aging relatives. Her grim joke Mid

It ono only children As the L s popt t die age is the I5 minutes in between
'dawn becomes olderand by 2000 o The productnity issues are greater
will be het. eon .1k .-nd 53 more peoy 'e than a aorkdas hot when the babysitter
must take respon lay for the.r par walks out or Grandma breaks her hip.
rot,. Americans are {1% ing longer- tam.ly leaves, a0owmg parcels time off
chunks to better nuu won and medicai to are for a new baby or deal with a
breakthroughs. but those oeyond the family ems, help retain women workers
age of 7o are oft;, ill or infimi Sens:, and hurt morale and Rua, oth
are expensive, so care usually falls to ens as w-II A 1986 report by the
fardly membersmans of whom will. Gener..1 Account.ng °fru* wide

MOTHERS WILL INCREASE THE DEMAND FOR CHILD CARE
With divorce and out-of-wedlock Orls 5% of U S companies help

their employees with child care
Oars abc'A 30 0 has e helped start
day -care faalthes

In 1982,a quarter of an mothers
not in the work force said they
wool:1,4 if adequan. child care
were d.r."."ile

About if of workers over age 48 ore
ready provide tare to parents. doordini,
to Anthons Gad. of Mercer 51,J, icor
Hansen, an employee-benefits firm
About it of women who tare fin aging
parents must quit their jobs to do so

A growing body of research links em-
ployees' concerns for the care of chil-
dren or elderly relstis es with productiv
ty losses from increased absences
tardiness, and stress on the joband
such tunewasters as excessive use of
the phone This holds for men in dual-
career marriages as sell as for Nagle
fathers and single sons. But its portico
lady true for women. At Touche Ross Z.
C. Susan Schiffer Stautberg figures
the average working woman spends 17

:aced that ouch policies don t cost much
est, though temporary workers may
hale to fin -,, or other staff may 'sit to
work 0, ertiwr le:gislauon requiring ern-
Pkders to Provide unPaul Limns lease to
are for sick relatives or new babies is
on Congress agenda.

Child care, especallv. is poLticalls hot.
A 525 billion bill sponsored by Senator
Christopher J Dodd ID-Conn) and Rep-
resentative We E. Kddee (D-51ady)
would set quality standards for child
care, provide payment touchers to tam
Med and provide states with funds to
add sew facilities. Michaei Dukakis
backs the bills concept without endow
mg the dollar amoiont. George Bosh
wants a $1.003-pescluld tax credit for

poor families where at least one
parent works, to be used for child
are or to help mothers stay horse
VARS-0IVIRV There is wide-
spread agreement that the federal
gcnemment has some role "play,
beyond the current $3.9 Mx de-
cendenttare tax credit. the .
mill son spent on day card and 11$
billion for the Head Start early
childhood program for disadvan-
taged kids. States, expanding their
programs, are crying for more
funding. California subsidizes day
are for low income toddlers. Tex-
as school &griefs provide prekm-
dergartea for 4 yearolds from
poor famthes. Massachusetts is
trying to =vase the supp'y of
child cart worth leans to build cen-
ters and grants to expand referral
programs, train 'snare-goers. and
pay them more

The problem, howeser, is falling
increasingly into the corporate lap
Boston University researeiers
Bradley K Googins and Dianne S

Burden recently aunty ed 1.500 workers
in beg corporations Some 43% said em-
ploy rs and government should share re-
sponsidims for helping balance work
and family life. 41% said comparnes
should take the lead

About 61k' do offer some degree of
work-schedule Aexibikty But less than

5sZfui.J.4

=par esa gran' LOGO of
"hie. .3,300help with hild

are Most of those et-
ther allow employ

bathorunning high, the typol child
born in America today will spend
some time ma stogle-patent home
Such households, ustaly headed by
womer. :re more Eddy to be poor -

ldren poor famines are at risk
Lc school and social faluro

5 -;
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coothers wUls clad-um= orate, re-
t owed Jess than the fun athocati doe,

The =nal payment was
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sate A ty peal Amenean vibe bas
reached the age of 60 can expect to the

addinonal 17 years. By 2002 the U S.
National Center for Health Statistics
predicts 14'e expectancies at birth aOl be
34 years for waxen and 10 years less
for men Today the S3.yeatold who
takes emir rethethent a emendolly reid.
&need. and reerement may last half
as bog as ha or ber work Lie did

The good health skills. and week his-
tories of the -young old era Lep the
nation out of its demographic lax. -Pea

ple should work longer sad 6e produc-
tive longer We slicald get any from
the rigiththrs that go along with age 6.5."
as., Alan Hfer, charm= of the
Southport faunae for May Analysis

Peer she. drawl the Carnegie Coe
wawa's Project on Aging. adromites
coetc oat education and retra:ninp,
..nu:ghoul one's working life The era

sn,ei be ore that restless age
ar....ed le when the Vita are gone nod

ou. a o gone about as high as you're
gong s. go n the hierarchy It would be
ore if a lot of people could be 'mea-
lier he suggests As a vision for the
rat,. that projects a huge agenda:
orderrc what es now an ad hoc and
haphazard retrammg procea. It also re-
quire, rear belat&rs Sysietha such as
per:W. pemara,, to erase thSailientriei

years. Smart eoapaaoes are finding
ways to retran and employ theca In
Florida. where la% of to population a
over 65. the !ante as nor fast food
chains revert workers in rethemeet sg-
ism Last year, Redly Smiths Int oti
Troy. ldit4 pot out a ea for workers
over SS. Now they're 874 of the 'temp"
roll. In Baton, one Baylis:As lth meet
has hired 4.5 retirees as ethrenth, tench
and clerks seem last Novenas?

Keep-mg older workers in the job sox
Let wo01 be easy. Says Cesnas Barna

fare:mug Cynthia M. Tauter They
can affoed to retry and all' The elder
ly have escaped Reagan-era spending
cats Soca! Security. reed-care. and reed
'amid spending ou owning homes have
emanated mac poverty among the old
alt. rethemeen can be boeng If hose

aria rakes acek attracte, the old:tem
may come back in duxes

THE U.S. COUID LOWER
THE DRAWBRIDGE AGAIN
Faced with labor shortages so carter
'dimes Arena has opened sts borders.

Icrrkest.e. 4 AO a pory oauxinthe
mil earl ea the labor market oudook.

For Correll 1:1*tra ) 060006nist Veer
tors H Boggs 116,6,2a7lrg even move
1MM/rat/Oa aril start efforts to mte-

f. eaged swarm to moue on grate women, b.acua, sod . cher canoe

wen, to be put out to puma? for 23 freireigneno, Porw7" wad the Amen-
dtsth oser4e. furthermore. don t toes mu the even:ewe Is a meat book. I

WILL IMMIGRANTS Fl U. THE MR GAP?
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=Mont) youths could soon be corepeozg
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ram-keel Jobs Rand Corp researchers
say there s rw crideece of thaw yet Bat
they warn that II Shoes Lathes roost
copra,' Uwer shill to Gail& the the
..eghtech Jobe of the future or compete
with sea ram/grans La tow-paid jabs.

Today s remigrarts, co average are
less sle-led than the canceatem
tack a high-scbooe eettatioo Only 27
e e admed braise the'a are 01
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WHY THE UNDERCLASS
CAN'T GET OUT FROM UNDER

In an c:a of prosper-ill,. legiuns of welfare mothers and umer-cat) youths face dead-end lives
Terence Mauln of serves of temporary jobs after a dtspute Isolated faun the canon s economic and
ten dreams of es over pas social mainstream. Thth legion of chroth
cap.ng ths past unnluqed and posit' edu boAr unsm;Sosed to and welfare
kees tough `nosh steel black youths such as Slaclth had a y motors, concentrated in cnnwsndden,
S.de I plan b. shot at a decent panng Bat now I desperately poor, mthethots ronghbor
bad no, no, bus mans of the brewenes that made MI. i :roods numbers at {sass t5 rthlhon
sus, say, the Is. %auk.' famous are shuttered The I That figure continues to mount de

yearsold Starks of a youth gang lc, our, k.ts s nn; ovrtnt boons can been con 1 sple a six yes: eccnotrse expansion
as Ts% °Tour "Then I sthS1 has. pt-p., orntrathd na jobs that respire line nsmg tot of prospents left those
working for rot" i /Ad:, far Ingbor than Maekri s The I without a high school dplorna on

Maclkh's (anus, of the strkght i f. c odds are sees -thong that Terrace well touched, says John D basarcla an
likely to rtmam pass that A h.,th r teaks a. says Olathe+ Slyer a tomornat and doorman of the Univer

, dropout win's beer, ,n tad f ;thr- p",~ -ram d-nrctor at the V, esnsnit Ceth sits of Nsrth Carnlina loonologn Dept
n le insttutons saner he sat, or 3/w-, n or, %box Mscle. watts., ts.gs, out lista were rot tvon on the boat.
tart road at A sash -grade tts.1 H.. ton rag pr,-;,. acb sts Ma,:al can be I Although the nods:class s re..abreln

; ear ,1,01 a 1%0A t {. foknd k a-nor ail oser , ttmertorates across geo,
posgram 4-1.-rnt,&1, trrtnos, Tiu- ruir,,,r1. a ;,uu graphs, Cue, 1"4 prat blur, Drug
And MA, un, recur 4 gr u 4 bark related reirr,r, and rag war, art shuck



mg the complacency of
midBeelass commiu-
tes As labor markets
tighten. business has
begun to worry about
the growing pool of don
affected youths ill-
equipped to take on new
jobs. And the costs of
copag with society's
Wares are staggering
The atm spends S20
allion annually so prin
ons Caring for low-
birthoreht babies tom
to mothers on welfare
who are high school
dropouts costs another
$IRS r 1-on per year

Te growth of the underthss n the
result of many complex forcesfrom
Renal to the frustration and apathy
that persistent pneny can provoke.
"It's very difficult to point to any one
thing in an environment where so many
things are hostile," says David 7' Ell-
wood. professor of pubte policy at Hu-
Yard University `Bat me* one agrees
that all these negative things start
to feed on each other making it more
difficult to latch on to any simple
solution"
KNOWLIOOS-MTM11117. Among the
most poem factors is the twobered
economy The econorny's general wreak
mess during the 1919s and early 1980s
'hit people at the bottom of the barrel
the hardest," says Brookings iastatu
ton etwoust Robert D Reischauer
Starting an the 1979s white women.
baby boomer, and immigrants !lading
the hob market hose made it even more
unprobaVe that lessedotated blacks at
the end of the hiring queue be dio-
sal for yobs

Meanulafe. . the
past two deco& s,
manufacturing in-
dustries virtually
sanislied from the
rotes Some closed
down, skewered by
inteiTiltiOna)
Las Others moral to
cor.struent sprowlmo
suburban tracts Jast
2.7. years ago, half of
MO. aukee's jobs
were of he high
paying V.-collar
type Torus less

, than are In
other cites, the

; falloff is even
more chinas,

, Mans rf the
rower tA, are

kr.,...4.4ge inter,
one la to .-altar
pots wh re.),n.
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at least some college education. As a
result employment of the poorly edu-
cated has Wen sharply That is partio;
Wordy true of adult black mates who
live In eta. Only half of these men
work, even part time, as etopared with
deth in 1969, according to Kasarda.

Unirenity of Chicago ;Aerologist W4-
barn Juloxt Wilson, author of The Truly
Oundrantagni. argues that antidis
animation legislation and afirmatne-
acton programs may hose machatert
ly compounded the problem, Middle
doss blacks, who could take advantage
of new job and brusueg opportunities in
the 1950s and after, fled the ghettos,
leaving local schools to the poor and
removing important role models
adults who work at stew 'y yob, Those
left behind no longer heir about work
ipportunimm. User. the habit of waking
up to a ringing alarm dock os alien
-Youngsters are growing op us a cons
coatis where people's laes t orgo
Marl around work," VI .'ton says

Even when Mtn are
avall..bir bew are per
("tool as true owortu
nitres betas ray is
10w and pro geas for
pie not are vatualls
n0 "Maas gr. e you a
hassle, say they are not
hung and come back in
a few months." cores
plains Corey Newsome
a former member of
Matins gang In some
tight labor markets,
fastfood restaurants
pay nearly twice the
muurnum wage. but to
cal youth unemploy-
ment rates remain high

'Fast food places aren't paving enough
riot for what they want you to do," t
Near-some The (arouse alternate.
drug dealing, gimping, and thefthave
so shortage of recruits, though

The allure of crunmal activity is often
sttributed to the disintegration of the
black family In 1950 2ift of black !wa-
dies with children were headed by won.
to Todas, half are
wawa nun Contrary to popular per
moon. the buth rate for unmarred
black women actually has deemed since
190. But the marriage rate among
black women has dropped even more
sharply as has the bah rate to mar
ned worner,-so single women still bear
more of the community s babies For
Wilson the explanaton is the uhrtage
of marriageable" black men 'Me xn,
ertasing inabilits of Many Flack min to
support a torrid) is the dri :lug force
behmd the rise of fernalehraded
NM,. he says

Sae strial ranertot. though, be.
Ike, that cu tural factors hose Lemnos
at 1,-a0.i, as Inca-Sant as OOMOrrat noes

If 5 sue go, full ern
plosnent you are

' gong to have
a- on4ottlanS7 an

HOW SOCIAL INVESTMENT "'tall . way
IN CHILDREN PAYS OFF do not know
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etudes of (nen adr
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Mats." adds Stuart Butler, ctrector of j
domestw policy studies at the cuusen s

MESSZEINE1
five HeritageHentage Foundation. "The as I

sumption is that the goternment will
take are of the probkm.

Certainly, most welfare programs do
little to encourage work. When /nips t
eats who want to work weigh the low
paying lobs for which they're qualified t

Ij against the loss of welfare ber.efia,
medical a-uefits, and the additional bur
den of child care, many figure they're
better off staymg home 'The system ,
goes mound and chokes you," says
Bonita Whams, a 24-yearold mother
of six who lives at the Milwaukee Fans-

Dr James P Corner. professor o.
thild psychiatry at the Yale Child Study
Center, says children of onedtmatn
parents are less likely to develop are
early language skills and excitement
for learning that will prepare them for
school. Fully 60% of daughters of single
women oho are on welfare for 10 years
or more will find thegnsehts on welfare
for at least a year during adulthood.
Urban Institute econotrust Isabel V
Sawhill %errata that underclass commie,
metes mil be "breedirg grounds for an.
other generation of poor people with
hale hope of becoming part of ta
mainstream."

C",""??.

WWI TM Omni ily Crate Center To break the chart. some black lead-
,, Vold are and job en are calling on the black middle class

I1"`P"'d'r""''''' training are a fo for haute:me. Others are saying that
Aar,. .chas cos of era new 53 poor blacks themselves must accept
daycare fa bin., welt me re- 1 greater responsilailityand that their

forte s ending community offers posone models. tooEssaararavedInds Gingers -There are kids who are not on drugs
In Atakora 'East Whatecet the

C.USC5 of le tin
derclass reenorrr

o'nIX ts
th,ost,pp.s,st, tillss:4011 that the

consequences fur
black thillgen hate been clavatrous
Threequartera of them spend at tract
some time in potent. compared with
one-foartt of white chiliren Onethael

t of black kola are poor for sates year"
or nor- Ard those gr,v ,1,
are more like:: to become parents
thatriceltec at an eons Aga In turn
their babes are at c.1, fn olk I . bath
weight whieh t ols tn it r. a- the
chanm of o damage and Itiargung

Nathlay,

and teenagers who are not gets.
pregnant, says Robert L Woodson.
president of the ashirSon-based ha
tonal Center fn. hereiborhocti Enter
prise, which encourages tenant man-
agement of public housing projects as
sell as other community self he.p pro.
gramc ' Re need to learn from people
who are successful

lteptm.ag the schools that woe ch.!
dren attend a. entical as well tpage tans

is reaching the child before cchoto
Last year the Committee for Economsc
Iteor'oprr.ru a eorporate-forAei re
search grout recommended $11

add.tion.l gloving on prenatal mart
and Puttlt.ort for pregnant sewn and
pre-0,4 ed-nau in for the rat' 0

at disadvantaged Ws. Their point a
oat intervening at an early age may

well improve a child's lifelong prong
(chart, page 123) and save money on
other social programs, such as welfare.
down the line

Sonic :opens !octane that expanding
programs such as Medicaid and Head
Stan is only a first step. Harvard leer
tore_ Labeth B. Schorr says that social
service agencies have to do a better yob
of coordinating the services they deliver
to poor families, who often sat, from
a spectrum of problems. An agency
that provides preschool education to a
child vnthout addressing a parent's de
presslon or the child's nearsightedness
won't help much 'Me programs that
work best are cornprehenstre end ones-
sive." she says.
arraaoatm Encouraging the employ-
ment of yoong adults a another neces-
say. In Boston, a successful business-
backed program is teething 150 poor
adults such workplace skills as resurn.l-
serittng Interviewing procedures, and
telephone etiquette. James B Marshall
Jr.. who a in charge of the program.
says many youths are intimidated by
the prospect of leaving isolated ghettos
such as Rouen to work in a down-
town glass tower Other programs that
proud intensive remedial educatoon,
yob t-arang. and child are ha, helped
long term welfare mothers enter the la
bor force

North Carollna's I:exude believes
that suburban employers must reach
out As well through job informakon
newt:it's and provide transportation
pools Marshall says that employers,
who are often reluctant to hue inner-
ly youths, "have to understand that
them personnel in the next 10 years a
going to be different from what they re
used to"

This reabratoon is the product of de
geographic trends that LI some areas
are already producing labor shortages
among young, entrylevel workers
Hot% er, federal pot.eymakers, worred
about yawning budget deficits, seem
unlikely to launch a major new effort to
address the problem. That tittle po
ducal gam to be had from ailing the
powerless :Mt:rotas, and indeed, the
Presidential candidates have not taken
up their cause

Ye:, argues Princeton sociologist
Richard Nectar, of there was t,ti a
time to wore at these issues, rats now,
when there s a dectoung labor force' If
America tt, this opportututs pass, It
will an No., sown and econnn,
ic peril

-ass I ,rar:and is i4ashtopson,
reh no Them" en ahlanak re and Anth

Hom
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AMERICA'S SCHOOLS
STILL AREN'T MAKIN( THE GRADE

A quarter of high school grads are only Marginally erate--and tefurmersdisagreeon what io fix
Arnencans have al
ways asked a lot of
their schools. Cid

. lie the frontier
snth the three Rs.
assimilate immi.
grants. secure U.S.

military night by boRtering high
school wffince. At its most funda-
mental. democracy aspires to ,

produce has rate. responsible ate
zens Bat social and economic
change has continually reshaped
what idiot is expected to do
front training homemakers to fa
taring integration

A new all for school reform is
ringing across the land. This one
is different The nations economic
problems are being placed at the

schoolhouse door. Economic growth.
competitiveness, and teeing standards
depend heavily on maiemg mvestrnents
en human capital. That means attending
to the state of America's schools.

It Ls a worrisome state. Although top.

Some35% of the nation's
llth graders write at or
below this level:

ranked students ctinpare sell with
their peers in mdmtnalised nations,
the rest do some. One million young
people drop out of high school every
year Rates approach We in some inner
cities. Of the 2.4 million wino graduate.

as many as 25t =not read or
\ wnte at the eighth-grade. or

"functiorially Wrote: keel as
cording to some estimates
Most 17 drarilds in school
cannot summanxe a newspa
per article, wnte a good it
W equating a dob, solve

ry.% thr math problems. or
follow a bus schedule

What's needed is a do
°robe battle to turn the

schools around But the front
lines are sear and fresh recruits

aoultats

trecia. witsr:f eitmuin.o fiestas
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are scarce Between retire.
lint and normal attrition
America could need to re.
place 1 million teach-
ershalf the current
forcebefore the end
of the century. But only
BS of today's 16 mullion
collage freshmen say
they're Interested in teach-
ing, and half of those tarn}
typically ange their
minds Worse, half of all
new hoes leave teaching
within amen years. And
with shortages of educated
workers looming through-
out the economy. schools
will be competing with
other sectors for quality
candidates.
woolsar II* demand for

hoo' reform has been per-
,oLlting since the and 1970s.
alien declining results on star.
dardn.ed testa raised ornixina about ha
sir skills It exploded in 1963, after the
Natronal Commaa ion on Excellente in
Educatron released A Nation at Risk
Warning of a ruing tide of mediocrity

public &thuds, tt called for rigorous
academic standinis and a standardised
tradiuonal lugh u.huut urn Mint of his
tory, Western literature, foreign Ian
guages, science, and math

Cnom still blast the report as elitist
or oersimplirwel But few dent that our
at awls need fiaung If a tornpany was
turning out 97 lemons, we would re-
think the whole production process,'
says Albert blunt er, president of the
American Federation of Teachers okr1).
This is not question of a few recalls

The system u producing lemons"
Most Amerisans want to

do something about

I

it. Ina 1987 Harris Poll, 90X of those
surveyed endorsed the principle that

for the U S. to become competitive. we
must pay more for quality educataon"
and get "tangible vaults."

i The tncky questaan how to get those
I results, Edutators are sharply divided

Some endorse the tall for atrengthmung
the traditional curriculum AM'S
thanker world gne teathers a freer
Fund to restructure the classroom envy

f ronmenL Others say schools must take
i ou new faintly de roles to nurture the

growing numbers of poor or troubled
inkids the system

Predictably. conservauses deride the
f idea that schools should depart from tra-

dilaonal teadang formulas to suit Ands

vidual learning styles or
to respond to students'
social problems They
stress the importance of
expectation and high staar
dards, holing up such ex
ampler as William Lloyd
Carrion School, where
Sooth Bronx kids from
low income (Antibes test
at o- above grade levels

In reading "You don't
change the principles of
medicine when patients
base poorer health or a
poorer state of nutrition,"
wants outgoing Education
Secretary William J Bed
nett. When Bennett urges
school overhaul he means
r shift of power from the
educational Establish
rr entteachers' unions,

administrators, and col
leges of educationto par

ents, atuens, and state kinSIJWM.
Traditionalists point to Japan, where

students seem to perform as well J. or
better at all levels than L S. ads Japa
nese mothers are highly involved in their
children's schooling, teachers are re-
spected and well p. 4, the sthool year is
longer, and more homework is green
'The Japanese system; srys Bennett,
is pretty dose to a system of education

that is universal and of quality
eau rocournon. Those for whom cm-
dItton is net a panacea say American
schools must change with the times
They argue that the public school sys-
tem was organized along factory lines In
the 1920s by a society entharted by
MU. production Classrooms were stair
&Hued. and demons about teaching

methods and content

ft
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were from state °Mors to super
irere ten= pri....spals and finally to
the dull 'adding brie workers. teat
ers After a Morninute assa the bell
rang rid pupils moved on If the stu
dent is viewed is an inanimate object
moving on an assembly line, this makes
perfect sense," Shadier says.
macmotmorty nescrammtie Successful
companies, as Xerox Corp. Chairman
David T learns tomes in Winning the
Brain Race, have char' od the *echo
re, outmoded, and thoroughly &credited
practices that are still in place in most of
our large school districts, topdown, corn-

mandoontrol managementa system
designed to sulk creativity and indel,en-
dent Judgment"

To educsboo reformers, it is Knife
cant that the Japanese themselves are
beginning to worry that their nation's
learning style. heavily based on rote and
I:lemon:man, doesn't promote creative
thinking and final* skills In Japan
they do harder and longer what we do,
and get better results, argues Adam
Urbanslo, president of the Rochester
(N. Y r Teachers Assn. 'The purpose of
reform a to do it dflermidyto khal-
lenge the fundamental structure

Indeed, cocerns about bans slots
alovady have produced some imprint-
merits along tradmaral hoes Education
al Testielo Service (Mi), a testing
and.researrh orstandation bared in
Princeton. Is J . reports that test
scores in math, reading. computer In
temey. and science have gone up suave
the mid 1970s Most of that came from
rm. Ws, who incased from 16%
to ,as of at schooictuldren But the
bad news a that we haven t budged in
improving 1ugherwrder skills, cnucai
thinking goys Archie E. La-
Pa nte. head of gro. National Assess.

BUSINESS IS BECOMING A
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER

New York's Qiemb
cal Bank has an
alarming problem. It

. has to interne,. 40
high school gradu
ales to foxd one who
makes it through the

bank's training Pitgrarr (or new tellers.
The Chemical reaction? The bank has
adopted two schools and a helping form a
high school debabng league. Chermal
Chairman Walter V. Shipley believes pa
rental involvement a the deal. "Unforvi
sixthly you don't always have that commit
meet from parents, so business must try
to find more ways to fill the gap"

Pusan for school reform a grippmg
Corporate America. It a marshaling re-
sources, energy, and influence to onpruve
educatvoo. Hundreds of partnerships are
blooming between school and business.
They run the gamut gifts of equipment
gold work-study pogroms, teacher train
mg, and literacy volunteers. But there are
quesbona about the effectiveness and
reach of these programs. The biggest are
known a whether business will have the
patience to stay the course

Many puraschool partnerships have
been forged. In 1981, New York industn
alit Eugene Lang addressed a math-
grade dam at last Harlem alma raster and

offered college scholarships to all
who stayed ni school He paid for
al and counselaiff stiff and became
volved with the Inds. Of the SI
pupils who renamed in New York, GO
abed high school, sod 34 are in college.

The rempe has been followed by
rations as well More than 1,000
businesses have adopted the city's
pubis, 'chords. The sponsors made
moms and donate funds and eqwpmen
At Tenth Street Elementary School in
Angeles, 125 Arco 0.1 It Gas Co. em
teafrom secretaries to top brasshe
out in the classrooms, tutoring unnugrat
and minority students m English, ma
geography, and computer seances.

Pacific Northwest Btu Telephone Co.
Semtle adopted a kcal school But
modest involvement mushroomed in 1
thanks to nary A. Fnuell. PNbs new
atones, relation. manager, who
to be coping off-hours with an apes
14.yearold son. He tried to reach the he

with heart.to-he
talks and a series
ktterswhile evolv
into (' hostel, an oat
reach progran
aging kids to stay
school Voluntee t
from 65
companies have ad
d d more ilia
380,000 eighth an
ninth graders in 41

states "Business
the user of educataoo

Feoductatudents, and it ought to rep
ale," says Fogadl, now heading an trim
bon foundation for Prit's parent, U
West in Denver,

Businesses are focusing on teachers,
well. Two years ago, Ism V
Lewis If Branstomb headed a
Forum task force that recommended hi
er pay, more autonomy, and national
petence testirg for teachers. Iloeteyw
Inc. sponsors a summer Teacher A
my, where Minneapolis high school ms
mid science teachers team up with re
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meat of Educational Progress
Its higher order skills that a sophist,

cited economy increasing2, nerd,
.Pier the long term, bum skills en's
pre yOU the right to compete ag.anst
the Third World for Third World I
wages," notes Marc 6 Tuck-r. chairmen
of the National tenter on fahic.ton &
the- Economy sn Rochester h I To
achieve more advanced goats id like to
see a lot less of kids sitting quiets in
roes and a lot more deep) engaged .n
proyects u s Nth they are heavily merit
ed. which require them to learn a lot.

Tucker martain..nst most kids dont
learn well by laser . to a lecture or
reading the text fie boo others advocate

I pert tuner g team learning. solo:anon
games and other nontraditional ejo
prudes, parucumny for domdeautaged
children for whore. formal 021.*r0Orrig
are thrtattnLnk ground.

So paf,..nate to the debate that re-
1 form is threatened with parsium OJ
, analysis So smite educational plulose
. ph. an be expected to win the day in a

country as netirogenethia as the 1 S
, What ought work in a high-incone aub

orlon schwa Murat could create havoc
to itintetsty ghetto And there are no

1 quick foes. 'Imagine a business with
GU totally aut.:monous divisions and
IS.CCO subsidiaries, each with its own

t board of dire-tors and labor agree
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searchers to destroy Clan projects using 1
I the sot computers and et,umment

Minnesota ommanies hove a tradmmi
somal Inveating Honeywell hie Mut-
equotiment. volunteers, and techomth

vkro
re $7 nulboti about 2% of its U S

to sehooks for At }wars. indt year
.8
orofits, to philanthropy Vl

CA taboo sent to education
Not all educators welcome corpo

rite largesse. Some worry there
sill be stonn attached We or
been in W. busreeirs of education
foe adb yam! says Robert Astrup,
Maximo of the Minnesota Edw.
tot) Assn., which represents 80% of
the state s teacher 'We would
Ile businesses to be advocates
oot leaders" Joan Caxells. director
Of the Bark Street School for CRS
&en in New 1 ork, sees it another
say 'The best thing business can
do for schools ss make it pomade to
content work and fanwy, allowing
seeking parents to get Involved
with the schools'
auto imam Dade County. Fla.
Mats one such eqemerient To ease
overcrowding and redone working
Puente stress, the school system
set up muuschools in workplaces
last fall. it amnion Bankers hour.
sue Group Inc opened the fast
satellite learning center' to serve

employees It built a $350,000
schoolhouse for 60 Underfartertra
and first graders The county pm
Mtn teachers and books

in Chicago, local companies, tn.
riding Borg Warner. Sears, John.
son Publishing, and McDonald a.
opened their own school Finitely
r.nded botiorefrie the Corporate)
Community School of Chicago o to
be a laboratory in-actor. addressing
Oro protium of innerenty schools

eminrenent now at 150 will
U-'. b MO chlorite', from rAlr,rr)
+.1 V. r.gt ti cr. fl
Perhaps the nog one tout rule
r hoicit . hi htlj trolite Po

sti

gulf brtseen high was,l and what comes
alter That o, not pushing old-style Tom
clonal education but bra mg some notion
of work fife and promise of opportunity to
kids Boundenng on the corpus That
wa he pius orh.,..1 the Boston Compact,
a 1913 aguero nt between the Private lo

duo. dustry Lowell date and the school aystun
to offer summer and per
manna yobs In uchuge
for unpronng the schools.

Last year, 6 Boston
companies mated summer
pin for 3480 students. at
an average hourly wage of
6539 Napoleon Eddie"
Santos, 17 and a senior at
Dorchester High khool,
got ha first real job that
way. This summer he was
one of four full-time in.

!OS MMHG
Boston strums

Proc.:mut...6Se

morspoorwmtio

then doirrobs

Edda Santo Witt

Atari etpmesor

oidateninste

nom,

nitro N.. retired Printer & tmosh.
Giturrust, B Butler No effort to
chant. suture w. he ekul LVI to

MACH= TROU04.11. Writther its out
succeed J I,te yearn

tionali.oi or radical reform filter
*awn', sepias more and bettor trail,

s era Aoil here there a trouble Monne
among mothers, who are poorly poi
and garner little tr4rtrf4 lx at low ebt
For years the numbers of college tool

s filotb rote:lug fruiting tun hew,, in dr
, cline. and thou who do chats.: teiehing
I often Come from the bottom quartile of

tier college duos. The shortage u ruatc
for mashers of math and science and for

, the a...aunty mashers desperately need

term apprtntkIng m maLlAtenanne cog,
seeming at Beacon Co Under a separate
program, comp*: sea hired 1,000 high
siMool graduates, 72% of them bilk., or
[lupus. into permanent yobs rt, also of
fees Jobe and onularling to dropouts and
',oxidants to ninth graders
COMM IMMIX lirbtuldolg a Sailw1
tern proved tougher. Reading and math
soots roar modestly Attendance went
ups But Boston's dropout rate is stuck at
46% 'The business community has done
its job ! thrk everyone's disappointed on
the ohool aide. declares Edward E. Phil
bpi, chairman of Insurer The New En
gland To do snore, he sus, 'would be a
pretty unfair burden on bustnessts We
pay hefty taxes to support the system
already'

But some corporate leaders must u.
even broader burden mot be Wine

old W McGraw Jr, thairnOlo 00001
stun of McGraw Hill Inc Which
publishes kVA has., WEILk head
the Business Council for Effective
Literacy, aimed at millions of U S
adults who lack functional reading
skills Owen B Butler, retired
doorman of Procter & Gamble Co
focuses on the very young "The
be t way for business to Invest in
educating the disadvantaged is to
reach them early By age Ii they're
already so depraved they can't bent
et from schooling," he says Butter
lauds such efforts as Some. by
So- In that program. Minneapolis
employers civic group., and
achciAs spent 4647600 NO, year on
early childhood health, and visa
bon through the local Er tel Was

A departure from corporsti pro.
me" lit for Butler It ',el. 41s
years to 4c-silos. Tartar Control
Crest, years to nuts
our investment 5i, ace order-WA
the economics of earl, 0 0 -4
programs" For the lore tom
on edocation ri lost stied I

By fiasacrit f Ath,

138
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ed Y19 poor communities as role models. ' only stable institutions en some kids
Ireereastng pay can help recruit and level. A handful of innereny schools are

retain teachers. But so he efforts in trying .11-11te day can (or teenage moth
that direction have raised avenge start en, afterochoel hours to manse learn $
mg salaries only to the f18.003 range Mg time, and intensive anudropout
hard) enough to entice talented stir counseling, Arkansan New York City.
dew. away from other professional California, and Minnesota have started
tracks A few school distnets, though. prekindergsrteres for (outlier-olds.
now pay their best or most experienced pedagogic reforms are welled onions
teachers several tunes that amount you do something about sonatereptal

To attract more leathers,
New Jersey is experiment
ing with alternatives to the
standardetrufication route
so that college graduates in
&kis other than education
tin come aboard Using as'
drovisual aids. computers,
sstellete teaching, team
teething, and men switch.
ing to staggered semesters
can cot down the number of
teachers required as well

Moving teachers who
hare been promoted into
management yobs back into
classrooms could be one so
lemon to the !shoe shortage
School systems are notori ,fit
Outly bureatiaste Accord- r I
ing to the AR. from 197S to
1906 school distrkts End
one curneulum adnui, pro
gram director, or other eb-k
worker (or ("try new data.
mom teacher "Before we
ask for additional funds,
we most reorder our pnorb
bes," says Mary Hatwood
Futrell presdent of the Na-
bona Education ASSOLlaboa
"hat

How to shrink staff and
administrative (unctions
isn't the only thsig schools
an learn from Neatness. In-
centive pay to also help. In
Rochester. N Y. lost m. A NAOMI Maki badge says Primerwa CzO
the teachers' union frodnonsasts and weal sellout WM= S.
with administraton to bar. Woodside

straw mpatanotgain for school-based deco Northeastern University eiOn-
stooyasktag and pay hikes of. *mil rxr,1/4t Andrew Suns argues that
of more than 40e The new an extended school year, which
contract also established a the Japanese have shown Lew-
weer ladder with a tog km* rtited.rml fits rruddle<lass pupils, can do
rung of socalled lad teach even rover (or poor ids ono
en who can earn up to left to horse and peer au%
870.003 per )(it in the can "e6 '',""ek'"ee eves, tend to hose ground In

act's third year Top prey aaa Yon Laing summer Coldonua eh moving to
lures them to accept as yearround schools W meresse

signmente so the eynem a toughest , time and to handle a "nonage
schools. now often tre the bands of wore of elassmon space
webers -Tlie), II 1 lee Cline i aCHOOL VatICHanS. Sar Lerman of
Easbtoocls of mach rag, ..syt union George Washington lheeemetY
head U

,
rbaraki school must assume men me. ri.

Reaching bud, entaged bed, I, W414 fa dv gap left by ...rime relbtrirry
m09690044 51.b may 119M1A1fit collared I ffy not a 1,4M1y$ I r, only an tom.
tag the traddeorul rote eef ploo1Athe ij dwt Let,txr, my, If aorutr, are

ing to do society a %%w., the schools
must respond'

One way to make the schools more
responsive to the needs of the students
ts to force them to compete for students. i
Some 33 years ago economist
Fritdmsn, a hotel giniernantr, pro. I
posed issuing vouchers to families for
the =oust A costs to educate their kids.
Parents would select arrat the IOW*

-paying' with the vouchers,
so school, would have to up
grade or lose funding

Although oo..kol system
tau yet issued Friedman
voucher, there it pawing
support foe the idea of p
rental choice to foster cone
petition. nomuntablety. and
parental 'evolvement The
National Governors' Aim
believes that chow within
the public school `an pro
mote equity" Poor kids,
claims Vertigo Foundation
analyst Jeanne Alicle would
benefit nasal, met wealthier
families already choose
schools by =mug to tom
munities with good ones.

In the Pule though, choice
has sometimes been aka to
thwart integration In some
plates, socadled magnet
schoolsthe best schools an
the distrwtskim o(( the
community a best students,
leaving other school worse
off You don't improve
schools by running away
from sehools," bristles NG
Presided nivel %Neu.
tis teachers are suing thew
state over its tltW Chooses.
School plans, which lets ids
enroll in any public school

Other experunenta tee on
the way Boston t neverswy n taking on
the rtorgstutsuon of the troubled Oiele
sea Maud school syg.ten. Nt. Jersey
has berm a hostile taketrer of Jersey
City schools whose performance was
close to meltdown But much of the sys-
tem still is plagued with wits and waste
totional runday I( there as to he mean.
ingful reform, adversariesies an the
edonnon community will have to cede
cherished turf and cooperate

The akeThative--banlValg Lang from
crabs to crisis whale presiding over de
time -u *im.} riot acceptabee :echo*
are the male where children do or
don t before undue-tut members of the
community for children growing into
cetzens--4nd te a society that wants to
prosper - education a pat sew troporust

entru-t 4, 1/4 status qo.,
Pr 111.6eLA L/a a ie Neu ).k

1155i, , 1 .A.A
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IT'S TIME TO PUT OUR MONEY
WHERE OUR FUTURE IS

Investments in education and training wilt yield sure-fire returns we can't afford to ignore
la the U when
you Bun IS or be
tome a warm, you
may register to
vote. The process
varies km state

state.e.
the tveuementa of the lote'llrlir

of esecuoca. par. one shoe as true woos
the nation You do net need to be able to
read or write, The VOW Reghts. Act of
1965 and its amendments abolished beer
try tests. 'wog other desenmenatory
al requirements, that had long amen-
franchised millions of black and
dgadY"tatN4

Yet today the person who can vote but
asset read and waste retrains dome
franchised in smother, more f madame-
bd. sense. The nght to earn * duuM
wage and make a productive contriber
tam to society can't eauly be exercised
by the dbtente. the laxity educated.
sad the unsUkd Doesfmnehased. too.
is the uncerobied steelworker amble to
god the job to At Lis unneeded skills
Theo there's the single mother unable to
6rd affordable day are for her toddler
so that she ma go to work.

The cold, hard, economic facts make a
modelling cue for sato& The duvet
nets are clear Incomes are bat and
unemployment and welfare turrefas are
Laid out But the overall too to the ecom
top is bigger salt Alpena's most pro
donne resourct its people, ii not being
fuL'y method
root soma The beannunters to Wash-
ington and state annals around the
toot* will say there is to money
avadtble to invest b educating and
training tomorrow's work force And
some economist', such u Universay of
Chkago professor and otranissa wax
Warman Cary B. Becker. whose pm
necnog week measured the rate of re-
turn to investments in human carnal,
would prefer that market forces rime
Mitt the mainatch between jobs and
Ado put labor markets lake time to
week, and tone es of the mem, AF
ready the oatoo has suffered the sonar
%Wf M. fa the internabonal market
plite VA the Mane fiercer cocopetescet
OANT&Z derographior and DOW torh-

embalm ell &mud that skills keep be
proem !kowtow coats far more than
knowledge.

Is a it tnlboo economy with ail ue
boa federal budget Were is surely toms
for some alofta no spending.. away from
plant and equipment and toward work-
era, away from the aged and toward the
very you= and rem sway from guns
and toward people Whoever wins the
Prendergast eketion on Nov 6 %Laski
spearhead a new oatmeal commetment to
Ameregs future invesung to is pro-
pie Whatever it money or a
reallsenteun of rosourcertbe coconut,

540' W`, }k4l0/001, qss

mot should oorne Wealth loud and
dear. The federal torero:mot state and
local corcnmots. Witness, lake, sod
the electorate will ap haee to do thev
part What should he Sone lien are
some suggestions:

wax the brbets we Nan*/ aid wnwIt.
MI MUM as ea *arty toe. Early inter
motion- by means of presehool per
grams has shown proven results
Numerous studies stenmatrate that the
younger the chat the greater the bag
rum payoff of an tomatment In that
ehli Often mode
em become In.
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volved to these program as we% end ;
they help to nurture and swum learn I

!
ethic in their kick

For every dollar invested in preschool
; peeve such as the govenunneee 2$ ,
, remold Head Stan program or the ref
; ry Preschool prograrn Ypselsote.

Moth, mom than four times that out
es amyl in ;debt wide:ion sped Au
cation. and other costa Winn enrolled ;
as such moan are mode more any ;
to graduate from lush school rd be I
employed thus cluldren not tra6.1 in ;
the programs Some everts .rte men i
tuber loterrention. dyne help sh odd 4
begat m the womb. FAch dolly spent on ;
prenatal are tams i3.28 in the con of ;
tare foe low birdtweight tabee

At de moment the government
spends about $24 bele* yea an the
cart and Mumtaz, of preschookra Com
pue that with tab of $7k1 &Tun foe

, one year's spending cm space research
; and technology. Or $2 baton foe tea

gle yeato wonh of milttary research.
; derelopentat. and testing. Or compare a.
; men, with spendeng on the elderly. Sane
1993. soon program that benefit dui
dram have suffered budget tuts in mat
terms, waste props= benefiting the et

dee, ham grown tutor than adlanon
Prenatal and preached programs cooed
reach moat thamble Part (That.' woth
nual funding of anywhere from t2 oil
km to 310 blben everts 'shrub. Ire
creases of such magnitude, observes
Isabel V Simla Snag fellow at the
Urban lostitute m Whshmaton. Neon t
exactly kat us?

Pay ow.. mat ped
tam gm w1.1* taeMog prem.. neat
there wee reform. nem thereh restr.m
Luring. The Fromm hal begun but Mee
has to be done to enable the sawn
schoola to prepare e *dents fa hfe and
meek. Thu could semen learn' norm
bon with lughiy quadied "ear teach
en, and new ways to teach thanking
Aalla no will u the bows

Mat the impetus and Muting foe
them chum must tons in the state
and OW lero, the fedenu goventment
GM pill N emponant role /11.1 tflalr,
fa Ch.P The Edoataon Din. Au
mixed re' ed oa thus mom. Id mom, A
bona. a Rut. shook op mbhc school
adenetistrators sad launched reform
owe., but outgoing Educauni Secre-
tary Wdarra J Otaattl has been unpa
orm mil mutt. AM the Edurauon

i
; Pep. ONA4ti do more to prornMe 600141. 0

1

straw> pole:, .'a to ad edurytM M
.tooth e .n. ..lat omelet help educe.
tom um». the schools

; Arum *ajar Re 1.011. la kal 1
, *mg rattaSa r s.tea. in a competstme 0
0 114 11441Y chnIng e<OWM).....ti sloth ,
borate outdated .tat' new skills are ,
needed 'Meat of us, after I age of Z. I

I change orcupauct* three tams and PM
, alt toltek cheered Pat Choate. undo,
, of ma feat s Office of Poky Adieu.
, flow to prepare people for those
, changes' Spread the coat of usimt
, through new measavca An investment
, tea crotlik to businesses for money mona
on angnmag oath? tkat 1 one KIM

' Or tax credit mild be Mated to incl.
*duke for annesUnents Is trameng and

I edeuntvo they make on thtit 011/11. An
, other amain to IX/01 employers arm
, workers would be Us free melsriduat
p training aroma. atop to she using=
p re anent amount, 'Ouch maid be 104n
, tY matnbuted to by workers sad hues
, acmes For years, any tax break [not
; ad inchesuy hat Men Skewed way w

favor of pinuou unostnetth Them pen
poufs would merit that bras.

I a 7 a-Yee 10tptaa 4t. wow I
' fors. To retain (teak workers who

hare mazy mars' aperient*, mod to en
able those workers to be eon prodoo
tam, tom anam should tared childcare
benefits to far greater dwelt than
they have to date To keep older waders
productoe, employers shoal offer new
duthm and more flexible hours And
venting workers pOlibit benefits
(void make them more mobile, and thus
more nepenthe to the futchanging to
boo demands of employers

Too frequent), mangers Lye hailed
e. %takers vs toot radar than 1 re
sown And every tetra dolist spent co
weaken was vowed as that much tone
of a burden, whereas it could be of woe
ly spent, means to empower workers
to do Letter Bombed* of toredomes
tow recognize the to fee rue es ale re
sped to trainoc Intattntati VI tram;
tog pert tangilb rewards and steed
togty bouncesapends approarnatt4 hld
billion a year on bailing The rewards
of thsavr4 the workple are al.
large Put reaszve cultural adomtment
may be necessary to reales< them

Tenn a no doubt that government 46
00 ,- be/ Ughtthafie mood and M'em
*eager to limp ,Nat$ 1.01,d,./ eotW tot
wilhout ;drone leadershd and new
spendng prionn Amereeie riot rm.
z.,11, Festoon appl be neglected In the
nis of a fiumlar saletnatentnt A
none? * a broth, thou L. wae,

Hr Ames it". It ...e. ),4
WY vr.s.;.. . A." . ,.. SDr OM:7.,
.. W500 Now Mop.% .4.0 4.1A401

Karoo. Vow ....rak w0 AV 7

.,,,,... ., 100
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FROM 1973-86, YOUNG FAMILIES LOST OVER ONE-QUARTER OF THEIR
REAL INCOME AND FARED FAR WORSE THAN ANY OTHER AGE GROUP

TABLE 1
beds In Real Median Incomes of Families, 1967 -86,

trf Age el Family Head
pa Ira deans)

Head HeadYear All Families 25-29 Years Old 20-24 Years Old
1967 525,560 $25,132 $19.6541973 29.175 27,551 20.8211979 29.028 26.676 20.0251985 27,735 24,000 16.0001986 28.898 24.400 15.107

Percent Change

1967-73 J-14.1 +9 F +5 91973-86 1.0 11.4 27 4

Income (1985 dollars)

532,000

30,000

28,000

26.000

24,000

22,000

26

18,000

16.000

14,000

12,000

golf:. OM go, .41
maFamsm,

4.11141100$

Head
25-29 Years Old

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

SSSSS

Head ttttt
20-24 Years Old t''4,,,

1967 1973 1979 1985 86
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WHILE ALL YOUNG FAMILIES EARNED LESS,
MINORITY- AND FEMALE-HEADED FAMILIES FARED FAR WORSE

TABLE 2
Trends in the Real Median Incomes of Wong Families,

Headed by Persons 24-Years-old or Younger; by Type of Family
and Race/Ethnic Origin of Family Householdet 1973-85

Oa 1986 Was)

Charactistics
of Family Head 1973 1986

Percent Change
1973-86

All Fames 620.229 S14.900 26 3
White, nonHispanic 21,710 17.500 19.4
Black. nonHispanic 11,997 6.400 46 7
Hispanic 14,610 11.900 18 5
Married Couple 22.442 20,051 10.7
Male Head.
Ho Spouse Present 17.688 16.952 4.2
Female Head.
Ho Spouse Present 7.401 5.000 32 4

AU Families

While, nonHispanic

Blasi.. nonHispanic

Hispanic

Married Couple

Male Head,
Ha Spouse Present

Female Head,
Ho Spouse P.4sent

EEI 1913
1986

/ /
lor#AWA:sas'aMMIA~Atitn

v /a/ .4

V /

V
81%&(99"A~

55.000 S10,00) 615 000

Income in 1986 Co !ars

.520.000

Percent

26 3

19 4

46 7

185

101

42

32 4

525 000

r
,
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BETWEEN 1967 AND 1986, THE POVERTY RATE
OF YOUNG FAMILIES ALMOST DOUBLED

TABLE 3
Pri.ey Families With Income Below the Poverty Use,

by Age of Faintly Head. 1967-86
pa pummel)

Year
All

Families
Under 30

Year: of Age
Under 25

Years of Age
1967 11.4 12.1 153
1971 10.0 NA 18 0
1973 88 12.3 158
1979 9.1 14.5 9 1
1982 122 20 6 261
1985 11.4 21.8 30 2
1986 10.9 21.6 32.6

Percent (below poverty kt?)

351-

in All Families
30 0 Under 30 Years of Age

0 Undu 25 Years of Age

1985 1986

";
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YOUNG MALES ARE HAVING INCREASING DIFFICULTY EARRING
ABOVE THE THREE-PERSON POVERTY LEVEL,

MINORITY MALES MOST OF ALL

TABLE 5
Percent of 20-24-Year-fES Mates (All Educational Groups), With

Real Annual Earnings Al or Above thu Three-Person
Poverty Une, by Rase/Ethnic Group: 1973-86

fin Percentnes)

1913 1986

AU Mates 583 438

White. non-Hispanic 59 3 482
Black. non-Hispanic 534 24 0
lispant 59.9 406

Percent of Main Earning At or
Afore Three-Person Poverty Level

70

50

40

30

20

in

1913 ED 1986

All Malts Whitc. non-Hispanic El ck, non-Hispanic

1 r

Hispanic



NIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES EARN MORE AND ARE MORE LIKELY TO BE
MARRIED AND LIVING WITH THEIR SPOUSES THAN ARE DROPOUTS

CHART A
Proportion of 20-24YearOld Males Who --_ire Married and

Living With Their Spouses, by 1986 Annual Earnings
and by Educational Subgroup, March 1987

Percent Married, Spouse Present

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

High School Graduates

:13110211IIIMIMLI*11.11

High School Dropouts

i
1,250 3,750 6,250 8,750 11,250 13,750 16,250 18,750 21,f.50 23,750 25,000+

1986 Earnings
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REGARD1ESS OF RACE OR ETHNICITY, EARNINGS ARE
HIGHLY CORRELATED WITH YEARS OF SCHOOLING

TABLE 6
Trends in the Real Mean Annual Earnings at
20-24iYearOld Civilian Males, 1973 -86. by

Educational Attainment' and RacelEthnic Group
(In 1425 dcuars)

c/o Change in Earrings 1973-86All Males (20-24)

1973 1986

AI Males $12.166 S 9.027

Less than
High School Graduates 11.815 6.853

High School Graduates :5'7)1 10,924

Some Corege 13.108 10.913

Co!eige C-aduates 14.630 13.759

All White Black
(Non. Hispanic)

Hispanic

-25 8 -210 -46 0 -29 0

-42.0 -42 3 -60 6 -27 3

-28 2 -24 4 -43 8 -34 5
-16 4 -113 -4' 7 -212
-6 -5 6 +6 a H A

'Note. Earr tr,s data t: 5=t= c '"7 ca'ttP,es pettwi on.i to 79-24 yeat-r.'0 nct vte st-c,o+
as r.od moor . tf at Me r'ne at 11:,..1. 1974 a-4 ," 1337 suiveys

All Males (Ages 20-24)

Less than
High School uraduates

High School Graduates

Some College

College Graduates

® 1973
1936

/AV If/
/ 7/M Airffe/

4a74V." 714(w.MIIII111M
AlASKAPAgaMaliffladiVallf /&Zee'

0 $2.000 54.000 $6,000 38,000 51030 512.000 $14,000 516.000

Annual Earnings (1986 dollars)

Percent

"trance
Real

Earnrgs

-25 8

-42 0

-282

-164

-6 0
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COLLEGE GRADUATES ARE ONE-FIFTH itS LIKELY TO BE
UNFNIPMED AS HIGH SCHOOL DROPOUTS

Educational Level
Completed

o6ege-4 or
More Years

College-1-3 Years

rtigh School-
4 Years

High School-
1-4 Years

TABLE 8
Education, Unemployment, Poverty'

UnuLployment Hates,

Percent of of Persons Age 25-64

Population Age 25+ (March 1937)

Completing Level Male Ff male

,94% 25% 2.1%

169 50 40

38.4 67 58

119 112 109

Family Poverty
Rate (March 1987)

(Head of Household
Age 25+)

tJ A

40%

9.5

185

Averages EC% 52% 109%

*Hoc US. Bureau or re Cams. Stalstca Abstxt d the limed :RWes, 1988 Wastflifon OG 1983
lades 202. 634 (112M br olJer Yews prowded by &eeau of tabs St3t=5... J y 19681

Percent

40

35

30-

25

20

15

16 rG

Population Age L
Completing Level

0 College-4 a More Years

College-1-3 Years

High School-4 Years

0 lIgh SchoolLess than 4 Years

, :vs. t.S4
N A, ;5A

Male Female Family Poverty Rates
llaemployment Rates (March 1987) Age 16+ (March 1987)
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The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness is Dr. Lauro Cavazos, the Secre-
tary of Education. His wife, Peggy, :s with him here today. We wel-
come her.

Dr. Cavazos has a long and distinguished career. Before being
Education Secretary, he Nias Professor and Dean at Tufts Universi-
ty School of Medicine and President of Texas Tech University.

We welcome you.

STisTEMENT OF HON. LAURO F. CAVAZOS, SECRETARY, L. DE-
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES E.M.
KOLB, DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY, OFFICE OF PLANNING,
BUDGET AND EVALUATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Secretary CAVE 70s. Thank you, Mr Chairman and members of
the committee.

I welcome this opportunity to talk with you about our plans for
the Department of Education. I hope today marks the beginning of
a firm allegiance between committee and the new President.
Only through our combined effortsthe collaboration of every-
onecan we hope to turn the tide on one of the most massive and
pressing problems before this Nation, which is what I have been
calling and others have called "the education deficit".

Evidence everywhere indicates that our young people are not
learning in school what they need in order to lead productive lives
and maintain our free way of life in this country.

Recent year have seen education soar to the top of the nation's
ageada. After extensive polling, Louis Harris told the HOUE . Sub-
committee cn Education and Health last year that, quote, cM)ost
Americans clearly see ' change in education as the biggest key
to making the country competitive again."

Americans are concerned. And they elected to the White House a
leader who intends to be the Education President. That Presidency
was launched last week by hosting 250 teachers from across the
Nation at an Educational Inaugural Symposium. It v. as a .,ymbolic
act, but important. It signaled the kind of Presruency we can
expectreaching cut, listening, asking for input from teachers, all
of us working together to solve problems in the most urgent chal-
lenges we face as a Nation.

As the President's chief ad%ocate for education policy, I will be
active both in presenting the Pres:dent's policies to you and in
sharilig your concerns with him. President Bush has said that edu-
cation issues will be on his desk and on his mind every day.

Today, I want to talk about the change., we envision. The over-
riding goal that I intend to pursue dor' ng my tenure as Secretary
of Edilcation is to educate all Americans to their fullest potential.

A3 for the education budget, the proposal submitted under the
Reagan Administration tv, u and a half wee:. ago reflects these pri-
orities. Although limited by the fiscal co:..straints of the Gramm-
Rudman- Hollings. targets, we were able g.,) keep the budget of the
Department of Eoucation level with the 1989 appropriation. More
importantly, we rearranged priorities and redirected spending
roughly $750 millionto assist the needy and the most disa--
taged students.

3 7 2
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The Federal Government contributes only 6 percent of the educa-
tion dollars in this country. Some say this is a ,.-am so small as to
be, in the overall scheme or things, insignificant. bat I believe the
almost $22 billion that taxpayers invest can make a considerable
differenceif we focus Federal dollarc and the Nation's attention
on building into the system three benchmarks of success for Ameri-
can education: expectations, access and ac...ountability.

First., we must raise expectations of our schools and the students
and faculty in them. As I have aid, we must expect every Ameri-
can to be educated to his or her fullest potential. That can happen
only if every 8tti4..e- t stays in school and earns a diploma. The cur-
rent first-graders will graduate in the year 2000. By that time, it
truly is our hope that out efforts will make the term "dror Jut" ob-
solete.

We must expect a diploma to mean something, to signify that its
holder has mastered specific intellectual skills and knowledge. The
exact nature of those skills and knowl....dge niust bo decided at the
State and local levels.

Because we have relaxed our expectations too ofter in the past,
27 million Americans are functionally illiterate today. The pro-
posed 1990 budget reflects our hope to help correct this by extend-
ing basic skills or secondary-level instruction to an additional
700,000 adults.

"7e must expect schools and teachers to improve instruction in
all areas of the curriculum. We requested a 3.4 percent increase for
impivring the training of teachers and the quality of instruction in
the sciences and mathematics. We also must expect all students to
be exposed to more significant learningmore English, history and
foreign language, as well as the science, and mathematics. Few
things better express our educational expectations for youngsters
than the subjects they must study and the high school courses we
require of them.

In addition to the explicit curriculum, every school has an im-
plicit or invisible curriculum, deliberately or not, every school en-
cou-ages the development of certain student attitudes, habits, be-
haviors. Schools need to attend to developing the character of their
charges. Furthermore, drugs ought to be met with zero tolerance.
We must keep drugs and pushers away from the schoolhouse door
and keep every youngst drug-free.

We requested a 3.4 _ant inciease in the Carl D. Perkins Voca-
tional Education Act, which is up for reatithorization. Strung voca-
tional-technical programs are a critical component of our efforts to
educate every studentand to keep America competitive.

States must increase their efforts to meet their own particular
challenges in education. The 3.4 percent requested increase for
Chapter II block giants to assist elementary and secondary educa-
tion (Chapter 2) would help meet this expectation.

Second, we must ensure that all our children ha v acoess to the
kinds of intellectual experiences that will enable them to live up to
our expectations for them. A quality education must be available to
every student in America, and this includes the disadvantaged, the
handicapped, the needy post-secondary students. This is the Fedor-
al Government's overriding goal in educatiu.t, as reflected by the
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fact that funding for services to these groups comprises 8' percent
of the budget for the Department of Education.

W3 were able to increase funding for Pell Grants to .trve an ad-
litional 46,000 students and, for the first time, some .i35,000 less-
than-half-time students, many of whom attend community colleges.

The Nation's largest compensatory education program, Chapter
I, would be increased to serve more than 100,000 additional pre-
school, elementary and high school youngsters. Fa..ding for concen-
tration grants would be increased by 52 percent, so that more
funds could be targeted to areas of greatest need.

Bilingual education would be extended to 10,000 more young-
sters, and funding for special education or ear:., intervention serv-
ices would be included for over 4.3 million handicapped children,
including 47,000 wile will be served for the first time.

We doubled the request for technology assistance grants, ena-
bling twice as many States to receive funds for providing handi-
capped Americans with services.

Dropout prevention efforts must begin lorg before high school,
for youngsters who leave school usually drop out mentally long
before h:gh school. We must begin assistance to the disadvantaged
lnd the at-risk youngsters early. Recent studies suggest that those
first few years lay the educational groundwork for the remainder
of a child's life.

Third, we must build accountability into the education system.
Students must be held accountable for learning certain knowledge
and skills. Teachers must be accountable for making sure every
student does learn those things. Schools and colleges must be held
accountable for students' success.

Our schools must improve the academic performance of all our
students, but particularly our disadvantaged students. During the
Presidential campaign, President Bush has called for the establish-
ment of a "Merit Schools" Program, which would provide both rec-
ognition and financial rewards to schools that improve, among
other things, disadvantaged student Performance.

Probably the most cost-effective means to improving school and
student performance is to involve parents in the education of their
children. We often speak of te. chersand I truly do believe and
support t'-- '-itrsas profession ils. I behave we should also think
of parent -is professionals. They direct the learning of their chil
dren. Schools should be accountable fur involving parents as active
partners in supporting their children's learning.

We cannot wait until a child enters kindergarten, however. We
must reach parents early and assist them during the critical first
yea' of a child's life. We must coordinate these efforts with other
Ft rail agencies as well as with States and local units that have
r.lsponsibility in this area.

When a child does begin school, one way to increase and sustain
parent involvement is to offer parents ii clear incentive to get in-
volvedgive them a choic f schools. It has been demonstrated
that choice works. Choict ,creases student learning. Schools of
choice can help provide access to an equal, high-quality education
for all children. And choice is a natural marketplace ..;chanism
for encouraging every school to develop special streng... and more
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effective instructional programs. We in the Departouent will moni-
tor State and local experiments with choice.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I believe that we can make great
strides toward our overall objective of educating every Amerioan to
his or her fullest potentialif we focus Federal dollars and public
attention on higher expectations, greater access, and more account-
ability in the educational system.

These are the themes I intend to stress as I continue to meet
with teachers, principals, parents, students, policy-makers, business
people, Members of Congress and other Americans.

I know I can count on your support, because we all are on the
side of angels on this issue. I look forward to working with you in
solving what is one of the most pressing and urgent challenges that
we face in this Nation.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Cavazos and responses i.o

questions subalitted by the committee follow:)

I '6



Testimony of oauro F, Cavazos,
Secretary of Education, before the

United States Senate, Committee on Labor and Human Resources

January 27, 1989

Mr. Chairman:

I am pleased to be here this morning to discuss the views of

our new President, George Bush, on education policy. A new

presidency and a new Congress present a rare opportunity to

rzkindle hopes for a better future: in this case ho for the

goal we all share, which is to educate every American to his or

her fullest potential. This is indeed an auspicious occasion,

and I hope it marks the beginning of a firm alliance between

this Committee and President Bush. In my view that alliance

would be a powerful force for the betterment of American

education.

As George Bush has said, he is absolutely committed to

improving education in America. During his campaign, he laid

out in detail his future plans for e_ cation in a document

called "Invest In Our Children." As President Bush has said,

"Our children are our future. The way we treat our children

reflects our values as a nation and as a people..:. Children

embody our respect for ourselves and for our future." And that

is precisely why the President pled ' to lead the nation in

making a commitment to our childrP-
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In the weeks ahead, I hope to expand on what the President's

commitment to be "the education President" means to America,

including the education community at large. Th%, Secretary of

Education is the President's chief advocatc for eoucation

policy, and I will be active both in presenting the President's

policies to you and in sharing your concerns with him. This

President will have hands-on involvement with education policy,

and I will be here to counsel, guide, and especially to carry

out his policies. Both of us till need and welcome your help.

Since we are speaking of beginnings, I should mention that last

week I was honored to join the President in his pening

inaugural event, "A Teacher's Inaugural Experience." President

Bush invited a group of neatly 250 educators to Washington to

join him on this special occasion, and as I told the group, an

Inauguration is not on:: a new beginning, but also a time for

taking suock of how far we have come, in order to understand

t4e unfirit ed business that lies ahead. So let us take stock

today, so that together we can get to work.

The Federal Share

First, however, we should take account of the circumstances

that unavoidably shape our policy :voices. I strongly share

the view of President Bush that the Federal role in 24ucation
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can be a lot stronger than people might imagine -- even without

regard to the power of the Federal education budget. that

budget, while it represents only 6 percent of the roughly $330

billion that we spend on education each yea:, is a powerful

tool in support of American education, and an invaluab..... means

of leveraging other resources in aid of education.

The Federal education budget is a resource that can be deployed

with considerable skill, particularly if it is targeted on

areas of urgent national need. I have already begun the

process of reordering the Federal iucation budget in pursuit

of my pledge to you to fight for , imam resources for

education. President Reagan supported oa. recc-mendation for a

level-funded Fiscal Year 1990 budget of almost $22 billion that

would redirect some spending, roughly $750 million, to assist

the needy an the most disadvantaged in our educativn system.

We asked, for example, for an increase of some $90 million in

Chapter 1 concentration grants, money that goes to count:es

with the largest concentrations of children from poor

families. President Reagan also requested an increase in

funding Zor Pell Grants. Changes such as these -- doing more

with what we have for the poor, the handicapped, the young

people who most need 'help in reaching the first rung of the

ladder of success -- must be a hallmark of our budget policy .a

education.

11111.11111711111MMINISEr
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Measured by that standard, I believe President Reagan's last

budget request for education is a strcng start. The budget

proposes allocating $6 bill.i.In, or 23 percent of the total, for

programs aiding at-risk Americans: the poor, minorities, the

illiterate, .'..44 homeless, immigrants and refugees, and the

limited English proficient. Approximately 17 percent of out

budget, or $3.9 billion, would go to programs that help the

handicapped. Some $8.8 billion, or 40 .ercent of the budget,

is provided for student aid: grants, loans, and work-study for

over 6 million needy and deserving college students. Our Pell

Grant budget would cover shortfalls in appropriations for . .s

and 1989, so that no reduction in the payment schedule wi21 be

necessary for the 1989-90 academic year. In addition, for the

first time we will cover about 135,000 less-than-half-time

students, many of whom attend community colleges.

All in all, over 85 percent -- or about $18.7 billion -- of ur

1990 budget would be directer, to programs that sc a the

disadvantaged, the handicapped, and ne_3y posts,.ondary

students. I mention these examples because I know President

Bush agrees wilt a priorities in our budget. I look forward

to working with him, and with you, to fine-tune this budget and

win your support for an education budget that makes more

effective use of every taxpayer dollar. This is a skill -- or

perhaps an art -- that we will have to learn well in the coming

years, as we continue to grapple with the budget deficit in the
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interest of securing a strong economic future for our children

and grandchildren.

In short, Mr. Chairman, my mission as I see it is to seize upon

the challenge of tf-e budget deficit to work some creative

policy changes a eaffirm the overriding principle of setting

firm, fair, and compassionate priorities when spending the

taxpayer's dollar. Let me speak for a moment of how I hope to

do that.

Fist, the Education DeparLment tnder George Bush will focus on

three benchmarks of success: expectations, access, and

ai-countability. Let me expand on eacn of these points and

Andicate AOW they can advance the goal of providing quality

education.

Expectat ons. We expect every person in Americs to be educated

to his or her fullest potential. That will result only when

all students stay in school; so I want to see all of this

year's first graders go on to graduate In the year 2000. We

expect the term "dropout" *o become obsolete. Many innovative

approaches to the dropout problem are emerging throughout the

United States, and we Aust lend a hand. We also expect every

child to have the chance to build self-esteem and positive

goo is in early childhood. It appears that the first few years

of a child's life make a huge difference to future academic
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success, so we will look into ways to build or. existing early

childhood programs and develop other initiatives in

consultation with other Federal agencies and the State-.

We expect every person in this nation to be literate: Today,

twenty-seven million Americans are functionally illiteratt

This is a deep concern of the new First Lady, and we have to

draw on the many %.)rthwhile educational programs already

developed by the private sector. This is one area where a

"thousand points of light" can shine brightly indeed.

Further, we should accent the positive and expect that all

handicapped people be educated for maximum independence. We

already have the programs in place, and we need to work more

closely with the States to implement "what worxs" for the

handicapped.

Finally, we should expect al- academic programs to demonstrate

excellence by producing results. That requires the

participation of every citizen in the debate abok.- qua-ity

education. Parents, teachers, Federal and State Jfficials,

school administrators acid others must come tegether in suppwra

of truly meaningful standards of educational excellence. The

Department of Education will do its best to nurture d consensus

on educational standards and will provide support through

research and developmert programs. We 11 work with the
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States Lo advance the goal of quality education, and I know we

have a lot to learn from them.

Access. Every student should have access to a quality

education, aca we must do more to target limited resources

toward the goal of improving access for the poor, the at-risk

students, and the handicapped. But for children to have access

1-..) quality education, parents must also be involved in

selecting the school of their choice. Now, the word "choice"

means many different things to different people. But as both

former President Redgan and President Bush have observed,

choice works. Some may disagree on the best way to give

parents more options fr_n which "o choose, and on how choice

programs can be used to build better schools. But the jury is

already in on this one: choice will be a critical element in

education reform for years to come. Inde d, it may prove "o be

the linchpin in our common efforts to ensure that all Americans

-- black and white, rich and poor, Asian and Native American,

Hispanic, and the handicapped -- have access tc a quality

education. We expect schools to compete with one another in

academics because we believe that competition produces better

results for everyone.

President Bush has asked our Department to mote for and focus on

State and loLdt experiments with choice, and we will do that in

the interest of achieving better public schools. Where

1 " '
..g.. i i
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apt,ropriate, we will encourage innovative choice programs with

financial incentives, such as awards to magnet schools and

grant competitions under programs like the Fund for the

Improvement and Reform of Schools and Teaching. Most of all,

we will look for success stories and share them. Chpice is a

powerful tool that can stang,hen schools in trouble, not tear

them down.

Accountability. This applie 3 all of us, because we are

accountable to the nation for the quality of the education we

provide. I have mentioned our concern for at-risk children.

But there's also another "at-risk" problem facing many of our

children, namely, the risk of attending an inadequate school.

Choice can help in this area, but teachers must also be

accountable in term., of their professionalism. They must be

knowledgeable, caring, and urliased about their children, and

they must show results from their programs i education. We

can help develop -- together with the States -- better

certification anu evaluation systems for our teachers.

Further, we expect teachers to be responsible a..d accountable

for their aducational programs, and we will urge that they

participate active in decisions about It they teach and how

they teach.

We shou'l consider teachers as profes- onals. In the same

manner, we know the crucial role of dents in providing love

,).



and support to their children. Perhaps we should think of

parents also as "professionals." They have a joyous and

difficult task. rerts are accountable for helping guide

their children th...ouc-h the educational system. They must set a

positive example, raise their children's expectationi, and urge

them to new educational heights. S'milarly, students are

accountable for their degree of motivation and commitment to

leaning. They must know why learning matters, and learn

respect for themselves, their peers, and their elders. They

must apprec.ate tne dangers of drugs and alcohol and

demonstrate the self-discipline to jtst say no.

To help raise expectations ane increase accot.atability, George

Bush has called for a "Merit Schools" progiam to provide both

official recognition and financial support to schools that

work, using standards defined by the States with some Federal

guidance. At the Education Department we are working to put

the "Merit Schools" concept into concrete form, and we have

already reached some conclusions. In our view, "merit schools"

are schools that produce results. We don't need another

theoretical model to tell P.-, which schools are doing a good

job; we just have to look at what they are actually producing.

In judging merit, then, we expect the Stater will want 'o look

at cgs}, results as test scores; college particip.tion rates;

1
.4. l . '
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successful employment of grauuates; and, of critic,,,:i

importance, F'ccess in improving school participation and

performance of t e disadvantaged.

My personal commitment is to shape a Merit Schoi,ls program that

places strong emphasis on reducing dropout rates. Diopouts are

a tragic loss to our society, in both economic and human

terms. By some estimates, each year s class of 'ropouts cosLs

us over 040 billion over their lifetimes in lost wages and

productivity. Keeping students in school must be a number one

measure of success -- good schools give children the motivation

`o stick with it and succeed. Nothing could cap the success of

the education reform movement Mice dramatic strides in reducing

the numbe., of dropouts.

I must stress that Merit Schools will be a cooperative program

-- Federal, State, and local, as we21 as the private sector.

W ,_e here to supnrrt, not to dictate, and we will do whatever

we can to help Stat.: decide on the best ways to measure

merit. But the kinds of criteria I have outlined are, I

believe, indisputably among the chief goals et education

reform. And without meaninyrul goals -- a real raising of

expectations, accessibility, and accountability -- no program

can succeed.
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Spreading the Word

I have tried to sketch the framewoik for a newly Invigorated

Federal role in education policy under the Education

President. But when all is said and done, budgets and programs

are only part of the story. There's another equally important

aspect to our role: getting out the word on where we're doing

well and where we need to improve as a nation in education.

Essentially, measuring accountability. Fot example, for some

years we have been releasing a "Wall Chart on State Education

Statistics." These statistics show trends and rankings in

student performance as measured by factors snch as graduation

rates and exam scores, and rankings on teacher salaries and

other resources. The sixth "Wall Chart" will be unveiled in

February, and I hope President Bu ..". will be able to join me in

presenting this information to the American people. I am also

glad to announce that beginning this year, the Wall Chart will

be the basis Zor a comprehensive annual report I will submit to

the President on the State of Education in America.

In short, we'll be getting out the wore abou, our education

successes as a nation as well as out shortcomings. I expect to

spend a lot of time with the teachers and edu;ators who are on

the f_)ntlines of the battle for better schools, and, I'll be

1 I-
i. 4

1
....:1,,
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inviting President Bush and Vice President Quayle to join me,

whenever they can fit it into thei. schedules, as we seek ways

to reduce our nation's educatirn deficit.

Let me close with a personal perspective on euucation in

America we prepare for the 1990's. Too often I fear we view

education as an independent field of endeavor, with its own

particular goals, methods, and intere ...,. Nothing can be

further from the truth. In America -- as in any

democratic society -- education is a critical part of the

social fabric, not really divisible from the thiags we care

most about in our lives: our families, our home;, oir work,

our neighborhoods. And, .n a real sense, education the

critical link betweeb our personal goals in life and our common

goals as a free ration. For, as T omas Jefferson said, "If a

natik.,n expects to be ignorant and free... it expects what never

was and never will be."

There is another aspect I cD1sider crucial in the development

of young children, pa .icularly in the early years when values

and attitudes are firmly shaped, for good or ill. That is that

no influence on young children is more powerful than the

positive example of strong and caring parents. Nothing is more

important than this. When we speak of education in America, we

runt not neglect the critical issue of strong moral support

from family, neighborhood, community, and church in helping our

18"
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children succeed. Parents, and teachers as well, must be free

to inspire youngsters with proper moral and social values.

In conclusion, Mr. Airman, let me summarize where we're

headed in shaping America's education agenda. Working within

existing budget constrairs we need to target and direct the

almost $22 billion now being spent by the Department of

Education. Our priorities should reflect cyir greatest needs,

and therefore I believe quite strongly that our dollars must be

focused on the neediest members of our society. This means a

strengthened, targeted Chapter 1 program, continue] ,cess to

grants and loans for postsecondary education, a reauthorized

vocational educuticn program that prepares students for the

jobs most needed to maintain a dynamic economy, support for

programs addressing the needs of the handicapped, a strongly

supported magnet schools program, and a merit schools program

that will help us come to terms with our serio dropout

situation.

Additionally, I pledge my support, as well as the Department's

resources, for educational choice, parent-1 involvement, and a

vibrant, successful state-le reform movement. We can, at

the Federal level encourage these efforts in many ways --

through evaluation and information-sharing, among others --

while allowing creativity and responsiveness to flourish aG the

State and local level.
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All of these steps take us back to the three words with which I

began: expectations, access, and accountability. In terms of

education, these are the goals of the Bush Administration, and

I look forward to working with your Committee to ac }.eve the

goals on which I am certain we all agree. Tovther we will

find what works best to educate our young people, and together

we will decide when more of the same just won c do -- and

strike some new ground. For what binds us together -- common

educational goals for our children and our nation -- is

significantly stronger than anything which divides us. Let us

now make common cause, and help the Education President lead us

toward the twenty-first century.
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Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
Chairman
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
United States Senate
Wasnington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed aro tht. responses of Secretary ,:avicus to questions
posed by till Committee following his testimony on January 27.

Please let me kilo.: if t..0 we can bt of furtner assistanc.

Sincerely,

1.

Carol C. Fox
Acting Ass:at-int :,,.'rctary
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QUe5Liolz; to 5,:LL,Lity CAVAZ,,, trail La, S.:nat._
COOMIttt,. on L'boL and HX1,In FrQsoOr is

Question: President Bush has said he wants to increase
funding for the Fund for the Improvement and
Reform of Schools and Teaching (FIRST) from
$5 million to *50 million. Senator Hatch and I
authored the legislation that created this
program dnd I i interested la knowing tore about
your plans and the timetaole for expanding it.

Answer The President has expressed strong support for
the Fund for the Improvement and Reform of
Schools and Teaching (FIRST). He is very
interested in helping States and local school
districts fins and implement strategies fot
improving schools and teaching. We are currently
considering a number of options to help him best
carry out tars and his other education priori-
ties. After the President's budget proposals ,are
finalized, and announced on February 9, we will
be better able to didcuss our plans.
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Question: nurirb, the el,ction campiign, Pt,ia.nt bu,a pion, , d to
"eliminate adult illiteracy xr, 8 year,." I'd Ilk, te
know how you intend to go abou tni,. afri yea
accomplish this without substantial inkrease; in the
funding for the Ad t Education Acte

Answer: In the FY 1990 budget request, the Department requested
an 18 percent increase in Adult Education Glints to
states to continue the Administration's battle 4giin.A.
adult Illiteracy. Thee funds. support programs that
teach basic skills to illiterate adults and help other
adults attain high cool equivalency. Funds II- also
requested to continue national research, demonstr tiun
and evaluation efforts and to provide literacy t
for homeless adults. Funding for the Even StJrt program,
which assists illiterate parents and their childcen
learn to read, is also requested.

1 believe adult illiteracy Is one of the most serious
problems we face and I an totally committed to tackling
the problem. In addition to proposing substantlil
funding increaFes for adult literacy program , the
Department will continue its efioits to pr sot private
sector and volunte,,r participation in literacy programs.
States and .ocalities have also joined the battle by
increasing their support for these pro,rim.,. I plan to
continue to work with the Pr, :ldent and with Mrs. bu-rn,
who ha:. (Ate. J her assi::..ank 1 .upport to thk
D.partment on Several proocts.
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Question: Please tell us the atJtas ct,. to r da-,
student loan def:,. ocit -,eri.)u on ;_:c_ti7
Bennett's de .c 1, p2,a until th: end of
February. W,-.1f are you a-) 'it' ¶.1,3e
regulations: HQ,: do taese re)ulati)ns re,ite to your
r?guest for comments and SljjaSlOn_i on ,,Jfaa.ts?

Answer: I slew the student ioan ,s one of the
most serious And 70%,Ilee 13,3e3 facing the 'i,-..pAztment of
Education, ene ,Coa)ress, postsecondaly ,ducation
iA,-,,itutions, and the lendinf community. e 'ery ao:lir
in ds.fault is money tnat cou:d ba spent -)ri anotner
student in need of assistanc,.

In response to my o:ember 3, 19:ft3, -,o,icitaczon for
paolic comment, we reeei:ed o or 1,200 For
too most part, they were ext,nsA:e, tOou3nt cmments
Ult addressed al'nost all of toe questions ?5,i. TOtte

obviously consideraole time and ,:tfort put :nto
tnese comments, and a, Are doing our 4,e5t to CA.:A.1:1y
analyze t'iRla.

On September 16, l.,3, my kstnn,tt
pqslished a Notice of Proposed ,u;>ma.in) y:PI(M) on
defaults. We r,cel.ta ,,er 1,00.1 ;),,,1,-; on tail

and those comments are ujo b:in; analyzed. 71e
d_AdLine Lot :omme-tt, is

It is my intention to caretully _ons.aer toe,
r ceivea 11 resp_also to the 5to o.nor 16 %FRI setore
m.ecIng de:Asion; about wnetm_t to pro,:e,d SitO a fins.
regulition.

Aithoulh tat Septemo_r 16 ana net
have ditferent purpo,es, man; of th_ 1,0,320 tn_ .5_171A2
and I want to no the best tainkin': from opth ot tnos,
ctforU, to address tne student loan d_faa,t probI_m by
whatever means are nee_s.faly .:nd eft cti;e.

Meanwhile, in considerAtior ,f «oat I iew is th':
unacceptably high costs of student loan d.fauit-i,
number of legislati:e proposals aor: included in the
Department's FY 1990 oudget subnitteu to toe Congress in
January. These inclufk increased risk-shariny with
lenders and guariatee Afencie.s, repo in) the 0 %it4tory
prohibition against using the NationiL ,.5tudeht Loin Data
System for enforcement of oorrower eligloility ral_
deAayed disbursement for first-time ocrroaers,
reguiremeats for credit an,1 imie_c%ed information
collection by instvtutions.

C'°
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Question: During the claction camplign, Prtsidtat bisn
proposed d $50i' million progr..m for "ct.,rit
schools" designed to pro,ida in_anti es to
individual scnools for raising laddam.c
standards, improt'ing dchietement iet,>, and
lowering dropout idts. Won't Lai, iporoaci
simply put money in the nines of 3-nODIS tnat dr,
already doing s good 300: ,a;, ricn
schools richer and poor schools poorer:

Ans4ar: "Merit schools" is do ex_itiha now cahcapt trait
President Bush introduced during the campaign.
Such an approach would not simpl, out -ore money
in the hands of schools that ire already doing .1

good gob. Rich schools would not ne+,:ssiril,, get
richer and poor schools get p)ortr. Legislation
could be crafted in such d wAy that -0,5.t or
of the schools selected could oe ones ser
significant populations of the disad-antagtd and
making significant educational impro:tments.

In order not to simply reward schools tnat ar_
already doing well, criteria could he estaolishtd
to determine if the me:it scnool has demonstratad
improvecient in its programs Iron the hiseline
established when it was first selected. :n
axdmple might be an inner-ci:y school that was
initially selected as d merit scnool it,
dropout rate had been lowared from 50- to 55 .

In order to continue to recei: finding, the
scnool must demonstzdte that it has improta e:en
further by, for examplt, furtnec radd-tion in
dror ,ut rates or significant improfe,trit in tst
scores. ine Department Is still work.ng on trio
details of the mtrit scnool concept, oat hop,s
to subnit a bill to Congress.

1 (4
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Question: During tae campaign, President Bush said that ne would
hold a governor's .tariferAlce on education to meet and
discuss problems facing the schools. He also pronised
to Take an annual "State of ;mricar Education"
address. When would you envision these events taking
place?

Answer: At this time, I am not able to pro'iJe an estimat- as
to when these e-ents would be held. The Administration
is currently reviewing all of President Bush's campaign
commitments and proposals, with a particular eye
towards those relating to education. When t'lis review
is completed, we will begin the process of coordinating
between the White House and the Education Department to
make these proposals reality.
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Qucstion: President Bush has said he supports 111,_roas3
drug-education efforts. Will you be requesting
increased funding `or tne Drug Free Schools
piogram?

Answer: The Drug Free Scnoots program has been and 4111
continue to be an important priority in tne
Department. The funding level of this ptog:.1n,
as well as other priority areas, is currently
under consideration and any ,:hanges 4111 b*
announced on February 9 when President 3usn
presents his revised budget.



Question: One of the first concerns on our agenda will be the
reauthorization of the Perkins Vocational Education
Act. When will we have the Administration's reauthori-
zation proposal'? Can you gave Ls some Ilea of what
they will include?

Answer: We are in the process of putting the final touches on
the Department's vocational education proposal and
expect to have it read/ to shire with Congress prior to
the reauthorization hearings that begin in the House of
Representti es in March. It is Important to me to
share our ideas for making improvements in the Carl
Perkins Act before you b,agan the process of drafting
your proposal.

I did have an opportunity to shape the Department's
legislative proposal with my «m thoughts and priori-
ties. Howeoer, It is not appropriate for me to reveal
the specifics of that proposal befcre it is cleared by
01B.

I think it will suffice to say tha, I 3m COnnitted to
strengthening :ocitional education plogrami in our
Nation's schools and cannanity colleg=s, as evidenced
bl the increased funding request in the Department's
F7 90 budget docomeat. Generally, my priorities for
the reauthorization include:

1) simplification of tue finding structare of the Act
to provide grea.er flLx.blIati to m,et local heeds
and priorities,

2) prooiding qrQtt,'r ,rpn-s13 on high school
vocational ==ducation program3 to pro:1de basic
skills instruction and to preveat dropouts,

3) encouraging more buiineag and prioate sector
InvolvLment,

4) buil .ing I labor force for the tour, so that our
country can maintain a dynamic and competitive
economi, and

5) requiring gr-0--r accountability fcc gob attainment
and ducational attainment of vocational education
9: AU ItES.
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Question: President Busn has slid that he ants to improve the
targeting of Chapter 1 grants to s,_aool listrIcts with
tne highest concentration of disadvantaged students.
What changes do you have in mind?

Answer: I do not have any immediate changes in mind. Chaplet I
will be a priority for funding, as it this in the FY 1990
budget request to Congress, so that moo_ disadvantaged
children who need these remedial servicts are served.
During the reauthorization of ',:napler 1 last year,
Congress adopted the Administration's recommendation to
fund Concentration Grants, which Litget funds on
counties with high conceatrations of disadvantaged
children. I will supoort a continuation of focusing
these funds on children who need serJxces most.
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Question: You have recently spoken to the importance of early

childhood education. At the present time, the
Department of Education has almost no activities in
this area. Do you foresee any initiatives by the
Department of Education in this area?

Answer: I believe that it is essential to identify taose
youngsters in greatest need as early 3S possible and

provide appropriate services for them. This year, the
Department has requested funding for the Even Start
program, so that illiterate parents and taeir pre-

school children have an opportunity to learn together.

It is program; like this that deserve our support to

combat illiteracy and to aelp those children in
greatest need to have an opportunity to succeed in our

society. Aaditionally, in response to changes male in
tne ERA 'mendment; of 1986, hich relate to providing
and expanaing services to children, aged birth through

five, with handicaps, the Department has funded a

member of technical assistance, training ano demonstra-

tion projects relatoo to improving services for this

population. In October 1987, the Department signed a

memorandum of understanding with various agencies
within HIS to form a Federal Interagency Coordinating
Council to promote a coordinated approach to sharing
Federal information and resources for infants, tod-

dlers, and pre-school children with handicap,,.

We are still exploring other areas to s.r,0 the

pre-school, "at risk" population. 3o, it as promature

for me to outline specifics in toms area. Currently,

the Department admanisars several programs such as the

Chapter I program which s,rv.s appro<imately 343,000

disadvantaged preschool children, about 30,000 handi-

capped infants and toddlers and About 48,000 handx-

cacped thre. to five year of de. ,Auoit)on of the
Handicapped programs s-rve 288,000 thr.e to five year

olds and we ,exp =ect an additional 33,000 to he served in

1989. A new ERA program to .s._rva, cv-lopmentally
delayed infants and toaa/er, 11 in the pr)cess of being

Implemented. Pro-school chilrn arm' also ,_rued

through bilingual and migrant education programs.

In November, toe Department of Education hell ,4 national

con' - renew on policy 13SU,, r_l .td to 0 ,r1,0 childhood

education aria rare, attended by 400 p,071, from 36
states, including leiaslativ, na tecutivt agency

n.
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projects in this 're, inclIdAni:

-- A profile of child car, ,cy. Ao
1988, which will provide n At i on AI ly repr,' lent
intornition on the char Act,ri,lic, of cnII
different types of centers And icen,el firstly 3,:
homo,,t. The study will be conducted ; ir o / of
child care providers And will Ira: ludo o tmphr,,t, on
progr AM., for preschooler> and di ;id: ir -IA, A , tr di,n.
It is being coordinated with A study 01 otlIt,.
child care being undertilzen by *_he flip At root of it, rrrhand '1.1mln SetqiCOS, Hid St sr', Burean.

-- A study, also begun in 1488 o r, A,n
benefits of preschool learning proar Am, fur k 5-lav int aged cnildren. The Study will Amin, orogr1c3
that bridge pre-school i ti the olrly I...-rtnrary 4r 13,',and that promote better p Aro nt it introl ,,trh rbtrtc-toolS. The study will surv.:y chool sy,rt-13 va
selected schools to 1 arrt about t r lii ion emir ASpol and pract ice. It wilt 050 conduct
studios of OUtSt,lOdIng tr Are'.itJon ,Od !

programs.

Tht., results of both stud'. ,- nI ht., orrl; ii
1991.

Othec projects under confAider if ion in 10) AY to
related to before And if ter-school rnIA 01
toe public schools in providing And coordinAtino
Services for young children, and othor r'1-
both to the mission of the flop trt qutnr in-I to imp?o-inn
the quality of education and care fey Lounn oho Ir.-n.
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In a speech last week, pia -1.1 that "Iccountwaiiity'
would be one of the them, by the nush
Administration. In the Reagan Aimi1t3tration, this
theme often meant nerit pay and teacher-t.stinn plans.
hat will you do to ensure that the accountability
theme does not simply become. in .,notionally ch0-41
code word?

Accountability will be a cen-ral the ot the Bush
Administration, and I intend to da eorithiag
to carry out tht3 principb, at the 1.?deril and to
encourage States dna localities to do the 11411.,.

The Department is vigorously implientang the congreo-
atonal mandate for projram improve rent in the chapter 1
program far the Nation's di3lavanta3A children 1J well
Is the strengthened accountability prosi.;ioar. under the
Drug-Free School3 and communities Act.

The Department is also renewing It:, own operations to
.Insure that Federal aid supports education activities
that giv.t the greatest promiJe of JUCC,.. A.; the
President has idvocatd, we intend, withia authority
granted by Congress, to put a new emph131.; an accounta-
bility in federally-funded project;--to continue
funding those projects that ir succe.Infni, to redirect
un.uces3lul projects into more promisid paths, and to
discontinue funding it redirection does not get
results. The Department will prlent tip,. COniqr0J.t tali
appropriate legislitire propas113, where nece.a.lity, to
give authority and direction t) the program accounta-
bility and improvement initiative.

An essential part of the Departp-at's raead, awrieg the
Busn Administration will be to mi30. ;ure flit Federal
dollars for education are wa,..ely lad eff,,ta.ely
spent.
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Question: Mr. Secretary, I'm pleased that you ar._ supportive of
"choice". I al:,o know that President Bush intends to
ask for $50 million in additional money for magnet
schools programs. These schools have been a noted
success. Thus, I would hope that their scope coild be
expanded so they are aJailable to more and more
students. As a result, do you think that President
Bush's proposal will allow for more districts and mor
students to be eligible and permit such funds to be
used for purposes in addition to desegragation
efforts?

Answer: I am very supportive of expanded choice in education,
and this will certainly be one of the priorities of the
Bush-Quayle Administration. Although I cannot address
specifics of President Bush's magnet school proposal,
we ar:a giving serious considerition to thP issue of
whether Federal support for magnet schools should be
extended to districts not undergoing desegregation.

9 1,r
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank yuu very much, Mr. Secretary.
I want to "ommend you for your statement. There are a number

of things in here which we con perhaps get into in the questioning.
We will include your full statement in its entirety since you were
good enough to provide that to us yesterday so we had a chance to
review it last evening.

You talk about educating everyone to their fullest potential.
That is, of course, an ambitious undertaking which is going to tal:o,
as we know, considerable resources as well as the resources we are
now providing. Then you emphasized, as President Bush has, the
FIRST Program, which came out of our committee, and have re-
quested $6 million for that program. This tries to provide the devel-
opment awards for magnet schools, encourages teachers to be more
creative and involved in terms of strengthening the curriculum in
their various classes, and finally aims to find uut what is working
well at the local level and expand that opportunity so that we at
the national level can benefit. So I am glad you mentioned FIRST,
and I hope we will see some expansion.

I think the involvement of parents is acial. As you know, we
passed Senator Bradley's bill, H.R. 5, last year to provide greater
opportunities for involving parents. It appears self-evident, but we
have yet to do as much as we can in this area. I think those who
have been involved in the educational system understand its impor-
tance; and to try and get some encouragement, which you clearly
mentioned, I think is hopeful.

Your emphasis on the dropout problem is obviously a key. Then,
in the latter part of your statement, you addressed measuring ac-
countability. This is something that I think all of us are very much
committed to. We are going to need the resources to find out what
does and does not work to obtain reliable accountability.

For too long, I think, the general publics concern of Federal pro-
grams is that we have not had accountability, and that is certainly
part of our responsibility in terms of an oversight. But you men-
tioned that we are going to have to assure there are adequate re-
sources, again, in that area to try and fulfill what I think has been
an excellent point made in your statement.

We will follow the ten-minute rule. For our newer members, we
go to the chairman and the ranking member. After the ranking mi-
nority member, Igo to the chairman of the subcommittee, and
then proceed.

I see Senator Kassebaum here. If she wol.ld like to make any
opening statement, we would be glad to have that.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will just do
that in the context of my questioning.

The CHAIRMAN. That would be fine.
So we will start with ten-minute rule now.
President Bush talked during the course of the campaign about

the improvement and reform 01' schools and teaching, the FIRS pro-
gram, and he mentioned a larger financial commitment.

Let me go back one step, Mr. Secretary. Can you give us any as-
surancesor, what can you tell us, or can you tell uswhether
there will be any change in President Reagan's budget when Presi
dent Bush sends up his message to the Congress in in:d-February?
Can we be hopeful about that?
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Secretary CAVAZOS. Let me say, Mr. Chairman and members of
the committee, first of all that we are currently working with the
White House, trying to shape that budget, which will be submitted
early next month. So many of the things that the President talked
about during the campaign will hopefu'ly be reflected in that
budget. W. are doing the best that we can in that area, and I think
you can see from the statement I have made today, and certainly
many of the positions that I have taken over the last few months,
as well as in my confirmation, that we will continue to push as
best we can to fund those specific areas where we think we can
make a difference.

The CHAIRMAN_ Well, that is certainly encouraging and gives us
all some sense of hope, and perhaps responds to some of my ques-
tions. I wanted to address such issues as the improvement alid
reform of schools and teachers, the FIRST program, which you
mentioned, President Reagan's $6 million budget, and President
Bush's talk of a larger sum. I suppose that program is one of those
being considered.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Yes sir, it is.
The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned that President Bush also talked

about eliminating adult illiteracy in eight years. I do not know
many liberals who could make a statement like that. I du not know
whether there is anything you would like to add to that. We have
talked about some of the literacy programs that each of us have
been interested in, and you are familiar with some. Would you ad-
dress that, please?

Secretary CAVAZOS. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would be delighted to
address that.

I think certainly if we stop and think about the fact that we
have 27 million illiterate adults in this Nation, and that there are
probably another 40 to 50 million Americans that we will call
"marginally literate"perhaps at the fourth-grade level in terms
of comprehensionand that we also have figures indicating that
this pool of illiteraz grows by about 1.5 million Americans per
yearthat illiteracy is a devastating, extremely serious problem.

I am so pleased that the First Lady, Mrs. Bush, has chosen illit-
eracy as one of her prime areas of interest, and we look fin-ward to
working with her in extending current programs.

This effort to combat illiteracy must be a nationwide effort. It
cannot just be the Department of Education. We certainly are
going to work with this committee, with the Congress and with the
White House in coining up with the necessary initiatives. However,
we are going to have tc, involve the Statc and the local level.

I come back to the point that we spend $330 billion on education
in America, and the Federal Government brings to the table only 6
percent of that amount. So therefore, our efforts must be coordinat-
ed in making sure that this is high on the agenda.

I will add one other place where many people still, perhaps, do
not address this problem, and that is in the workplace. We must
involve businesses and corporations. I have met with many people
from the business community who continue to say, "Illiteracy Is a
pressing problem. We are starting our own programs." I rezqiund
that we must work together on this problem.

9 nu.
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What I am saying, Mr. Chai:zaan, is that we must bring every-
one together to focus on illiteracy. do not believe there is any one,
simple approach. We have some fhndinb in the programs operating
within the Department, some things that we hope to do to encour-
age the States to contribute to the effort. but it 1.-; going to require
all of us. It must be on the front burr 'r of America's zoncerns.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am glad you are familiar with it. We
have 11 million college studanis, and we ought to get them in-
volved in this program Loo.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. An the principal block, as we have talked, is

the fact that they do i .n some of the universities as voluntary pro-
grams, but for some academic credit in the liberal arts program
which I think is completely justified, as various colleges and uni-
versities have demonstrated. For example, as I mentioned before,
we now have programs in the greater Boston area funded by
the business comn.uaity and having an important impact in terms
not only for the young people involved in them, but the colleges
themselves. We have $5 milL..n dollars invested in that program,
and we can start it in over 200 colleges neat year, in addition to
what we might be able to do in terms of the private sector. Those
11 million Americans, they should be doing something for this
country, too. But we should utilize these universities to begin, in a
creative and imaginative way that is consistent with their academ-
ic traditions of excellence, to involve. themselves. We will be talk-
ing or visiting on that, because I think there is a great area of
need.

Can you tell us about the student loan default programs. We
have been around with the Department in the previous Adminis-
tration on this issue. We will pass legislation hereI know the
House has a different position and wants the Department to take
on most of the responsibility but we have had a different position
on it, and we have developed a strong consensus.

Can you tell us what your views are on that?
Secretary CAVAZOS. As you are aware, back in the fall one of the

first things I did as Secretary of Education was to delay the imple-
mentation of those rags until we had a chance to get more input
from everyone relative to this vital issue.

First of all, the default issue is a tremendous concern of ours. We
must be accountable for those federal dollars, because defaults are
eating away at monies available for other students. So we are com-
mitted to collecting that money.

I wrote to at least 1,000 universities and asked for their input. I
asked them to tell me about what they saw in these proposed regu-
lations, and what their ideas were es to how we could resolve the
default problem. I am pleased to report that 900 of them respond-
ed. We received 1,200 additional responses to our request for com-
ments on our regulations. What that tells us, of course, immediate-
ly is that there is a vital interest out there, and we must take our
time finalizing these regulations in the next few weeks. We are
going to meet our deadlinewhat is that date?

Mr. KOLB. The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking is still on the
table, with comments coming in at the end of February. But once
we have received and reviewed all of those comments, Mr. Chair-
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man, we hope to have comprehensive proposals to aid,-ess this I
think at some point in March.

The CHAIRMAN. So we are moving; in other words, J am get-
ting at here, sir, is we have gone out, and we really 'trt rF listened
to the universities, the proprietary schools, and ail the -,eople who
are involved with this. So we will have those regui tit us ready at
that time and try to move them ahead. I am committed to that.

You have recently spoken about the imp,rtance of early child-
hood education. The Department has very little going iL this area.
Could you expand your on this issue?

Secretary CAVAZOS. I really believe as 1 have studied this more
and more that if we are going to affect, for example, the di °pout
problemas your chart so eloquently shows in a visual to
must start in the early childhood years, long before the, g'.t into
traditional school systems. Therefore, it is our expecWiun that we
will work with the other Federal agencies that have these early
childhood programs already in place. Where they are looking at
daycare and some other things, we must also look at th. possibility
of significant learning experiences for these youngsters before they
reach traditional schooling.

It is in these early years, when they are two and three years old,
that children start developing their own expectations of themselves
and how they conduct themselves and their motivations and drives
and skills. We should capitalize on that, and we have not been
doing that. I really would like to see us come together and move
into not just the daycare aspect of it. And I do not care which
agency does this, but let's talk about learning care, let's talk about
making that really a learning kind of situation.

The CHAIRMAN. That is excellent, ale' we look forward to work-
ing with you.

Finally, because my time is almost up, on the vocational educa-
tion reauthorizationwe are catching you awfully quickly in terms
of your term herecould you give us some insight as to how you
think that might be altered or changed to try and encourage the
development of new skills to deal with some of the new challenges?

Secretary CAVAZOS. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I am very com-
mitted to vocational-technical education. I think it is an important
part of what we do in this country, and I have already made it
clear to the Department that this ...immitment is one that also ex-
pects those students going through high school to be educated com-
pletely, not to distinguish in terms that perhaps one is college-
bound and one is going in another direction toward vocational-tech-
nical. I still think the fundamentals of mathematics, English and
history and other subjects need to be there. And I would hope that
in any bill we shape, that on emphasis on fundamentals is a piece
of that.

The second thing I would say keep in mind is that there is data
that indicates that people will make major changes in their ca-
reers, four, five, six times in a lifetime, after they leave high
school. We want to prepare those people so that they can make
these kinds of career shifts.

You will find me very supportive of vocational-technical educa-
tion. I think it is vital that we work with industry as well as with
other groups groups to move ahead.

2 t)
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Do you have anything on the regulations, on the timing?
Mr. KOLB. On the timing of the proposal, Mr. Chairmar, we ate

now working with OMB, and I hope we are at the final stages of
putting the last-minute touches on the Administration's proposal.
But we hope to have something up to you shortly for L.unsideration
during the reauthorization process.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Pell?
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
One thing that struck me is whether our children are getting the

amount of education can absorb. The longer I have been ex-
posed to education proL.Iems, the more I realize that the children
are not absorbing all that they sheald be able to absorb and can
absorb if they are properly taught.

One thought here would be that we ought t lengthen the school
year. In this regard I was looking at some of the competitor na-
tions. We have 180 days a year, Sweden has 200, Canada, 200, Thai-
land, 220; East Germany, 210; the USSR, 210.

I was just curious what your thinking is about a general program
to lengthen the school year. As of now, just half the days of the
year are used for education, the other half are used for television,
play, sleeping and eating.

Secretary CAVAZOS. And I think in the last part of your state-
ment is the critical message, Senator Pell. When we talk about
lengthening the school yearcertainly, people say if we du mute, it
is bound to be betterbut I would approach it another way and
ask, what are we d- 'Jig now, and how can we improve what we are
doing now so that they do not get themselves into a situation
where they are spending the afternoon in nonintellectual pursuits?

So I think we need to do two things. One, we need to be sure that
what we are doing now is of academic quality and of significance
and really challenges the young people in terms of their education.
I think this is the first thing we must do. And then, hal, ing done
that, we then can say, well, would it be even better now if we
lengthened the school year? But then I would ask the next ques-
tionwhat are we ge;_ng to teach? How are we truly going to make
that a significant educational experience?

It is not enough just to simply say that if we keep them in school
longer, they are going to learn more. I would go back exactly to
your point, sir, and say let us be sure that what we are teaching
them is vital and helps them at this stage, and then let us think
about if we could do some more. I agree with you.

Senator PELL. What is your thinking, Mr. Secretary, on the con-
nection between student aid and national service? There are a ari
ety of national services proposals. Some of us are supporting a dem
onstration program, others have a more Draconian approach. I was
just curious what your own thinking was.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Well, actually, we are just starting to get a
formal review of all of this. Let me say that I have always encour
aged community service; I think all of us recognize that. But I
really want to be cautious at this time about proposing any corn
plete overhaul of the federal student aid system. It may work, but
it has other implications that bother me. I have not, frankly, re-
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solved in my own mind such issues as equity, access, and what hap-
pens in these cases.

So I certainly want to state on the record that I am supportive of
public service. I just want to make sure that if we go in that direc-
tion it will not hold somebody back one or two years before they
can actually enter into the system, making it less competitive for
them.

In other words, if this sounds like a rather vague answer, it is
becausesure, all of us are in support of people working and doing
these other good things, but let us make sure that as we arrive at
these programs, we do not hurt people or programs. Let us think
through that a little more. I will be glad to put it down for you in
writing.

Senator PELL. I appreciate that, and I think you are very right
that we tend to tinker and change things too often. Very often, I
think the community gets used to a particular program, and some-
times it is better not to tinker with it if it is working. But this is a
new concept that is arising, I think, that some form of national
service is a good idea. Personally, I like the idea, I would like to see
it compulsorybut that is very unpopular and would never be, and
I recognize that. But I would hope this would happen, carrying out
our chairman's brother's words, "Ask not what the country can do
for you; ask what you can do for the country." That concept is very
much lost sight of, I think.

I have another question about the rationale behind the abrupt
difference between 12 years of education, finishing high school and
then moving on to college. Shouldn't there be more of a continuum
where the process goes on and there is less of a sharp divide be-
tween high school and college?

Secretary CAVAZOS. Yes, Senator, there really should, and I think
we should seek ways of finding that continuum. I have already had
a number of sessions with university presidents. Sometimes I try to
stay away from wearing that hat, but I fall back into it from time
to time and meet with those people and point ou. to them that
there are certain expectations that, frankly, I hope we all have
about higher education. And this is really what I believe to that
point. I really believe that the universities must make an effort to
take down their ivory-covered walls, to open themselves to the com-
munity and to be a part of that community.

Sometimes in my former life as a university president, I would
say why in the world are these students coming here, they are not
prepared for the university, they are going to get in trouble and so
on. What I really should have asked, Senator, was why don't we
move out into the community, work with the primary and second-
ary schools, ease that transition and prepare these students so they
do see it as a continuum, exactly as you are pointing out.

I have already asked my colleagues and friends in the higher
education community to start thinking about that, and I must say,
to their credit, it has been very well-received.

Senator PELL. I think Admiral Watkins, when he was working in
some of these fields before taking on his present responsibilities,
was very much of the idea that Navy people, military people, could
be encouraged and would volunteer to help ease this transition and
teach kids on a voluntary basis, on weekends and things of that
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sort. And I believe the educational community saw that almost as a
threat and discouraged it. What is your view?

Secretary CAVAZOS. I would encourage anything that would help
students learn. I think we must do that and make an education
available to everyone. I have talked to teachers and others profes-
sionals, and it seems that everyone is feeling the same pressures

I

that we are feeling. We want to educate these people, but I think
we are groping a little bit right now with how to accomplish this
task.

I But I think, Senator, I can reassure you that this country is
coming together on this issue. Everything I read makes me believe
that we are going to go through a little period of time here where
perhaps some proprietary interests are going to be involved, but
those are going to be set aside.

I have lost track of the number of organizations and people I
have metan entire spectrum of people involved in education. par-

! ents, teachers, superintendents, pcople who head up national orga-
nizations at all levelsand I have said let us come together on
these issues, and let us focus on thm. We are going to agree most
of the time, and sometimes, we are going to disagree. We want to
understand why we disagree and work out our differences.

Senator, I truly sense that we are going to enter a new time in
America when people will set aside these differences and really
consider one thing. What is best for the education of our children.
If we can keep that in the forefront I think we can solve the other
problems.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much. As I said to you privately, I
think the country is very fortunate to have you in the job where
you are.

Thank you very much.
Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you, Senator. That is very kind.
The CHAIRMAN. I would just mention there is an interesting

Navy program in Florida where they are utilizing retired nasal of-
ficers by moving them into the school system, and it is working. It
is sort of a trial, but I have been rather interested by what has
been done.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Excuse me, Senator. May I perhaps point out
one other thing?

The CHAIRMAN. Of course.
Secretary CAvAZOS. We are very interested in alternative certifi-

cation. It often falls back into the same group where people, par-
ticularly in the service or other areas, have had a lot of experience.
We have a dreadful shortage of minority teachers, particularly a
shortage of math and physics teachers. We are luuking at 4 number
of strategies of which alternative certification is one of them.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good.
Senator Kassebaum?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KASSEBAUM

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I just want to say I thought your opening statement was very

thoughtful and clearly showed your dedication to quality education.
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I consider quality education to be one of our most important
goals, and I am very pleased that President Bush has put that at
the top of his agenda. More than just dollars that come from the
Federal Government to education is the ability to use that office as
a "bully pulpit". The same is true for you, Mr. Secretary, and for
us.

As a new member of this committee, I am very pleased to have
the opportunity, an opportunity I actively sought, to be ranking
member of the Education Subcommittee, because my only previous
elected office was to the Maize, Kansas, School Board. Some of my
colleagues may wish I had had further experience in the legislative
arena, but it is something of which I am very proud. I have worked
closely with education issues as my own children have gone
through public schools, and, with some relief, I say now they have
completed their educations.

You mentioned several things and touched on, of course, all of
the important issues. One you mentioned was the choice of schools.
And choice, as you well know, means many different things to
many people, from magnet schools to v ouchcro. Having come from,
a relatively small rural school district, I a:. curious about s ,me of
the questions that have been raised about ice, and I am pleased
that you think it is important to study those initiatives in States
and districts that are undertaking them.

There has been concern expressed that various arrangements
providing for educational choice offer great opportunities to those
who are fairly well-off, but perhaps hamper the disadvantaged and
place them in a difficult position.

Do you believe this is a valid concern?
Secretary CAVAZOS. I think this is something we need to be care-

ful does not happen. I am not se sure that this is the overriding
concern for me because choice, in the way that we have envisioned
it, really opens up an opportunity for parents to have more say in
selecting those schoolsparticularly magnet school., and other pro-
grams, where their children could move ahead :L terms of their
own education.

Obviously, one thing that is going to enter into this is the matter
of competition between schools. Schools will have to tow the mark
and excel in different areas if they are going to compete with the
school down the road or across the country. And ultimately, if they
do not meet this challenge, then I think those schools will be in
trouble, some of them probably w ill close, and if they are not of
quality, they should close. We really should nut permit those kinds
of schools to go on, because that is a disservice to all youngsters.

St erefore what we want to do is to make sureand I come
back to the point that I have made about access, I have talked
about the expectations and the access and the accountability that
students have access to the very, very best. And one of the issues is
how are we to get them across town or move them in, where-
as some of the parents cannot afford that. We need to look and to
make sure that there is provision for those kinds of things.

But the first standard that we must have is the quality of the
school. If it does not meet the competition, if it is not of high qual-
ity, it should not remain open. I think that is the essence of choice
itself, the kind of thing you build into it.
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Senator KASSEBAUM. Is there a district that has had a voucher
system in operation for a long enough period of time to be able to
make any judgments about it? Minnesota, I know, is just beginning
to put a program permitting choice in place.

Mr. KOLB. I thick there are a number of examples that are out
there at work now, and we have been asked by the President to
follow that and to report on exactly what is going on

Secretary CAVAZOS. But specifically on vouchers, though.
Mr. KoLn. I do not know.
Secretary CAVAZOS. I do not know of one, but certainly, the Min

nesota program seems to be really moving ahead very, very well.
There is one opening up now in the Boston area, and the idea is
starting to move across the Nation. The President has asked us to
follow that very closely, and we are doing so. I do not know of one
that is utilizing vouchers, though.

Senator KASSEBAUM. There was something you said in your open-
ing comments about which I could not agree with you more, and
that is seeing teachers as professionals. I think this is very impor-
tant to quality education.

I have long believed teachers have not been given the recognition
in our society, along with doctors and lawyers, that should be
given. When we look at many other countries, as a matter of fact,
we see that their teachers do have great status. In Japan, teachers
ae held in higher professional regard than lawyers. I think we need
to do that.

You mentioned working in partnership with the States in this
area, and I wonder what you envision in this regard.

Secretary CAVAZOS. First of all, to the issue of the professionali-
zation of the teaching profession, as I call it, to really make pro-
gram in that area, I think there are several things that need to be
done. We first need to reward the excellence of teachers where we
can really identify them and help them out, that help coming from
the Federal Government but also at the State level and that other
part.

The second piece is fair compensation, to truly pay them at-cord-
ing to their responsibility. They have a grave responsibility. They
are professionals. So we would like to see that done.

Certainly, one of the other aspects that gets into the whole issue
is the quality of the teacher itself, there is the accountability
aspect of that issue.

So we are working with the States now, through our FIRST pro-
gram and some other innovative kinds of things, to say what is the
best format in terms of helping these teachers. I also mentioned al-
ternative certification.

So I think we need to constantly remind the general public of the
teaching profession, that it is a noble and fine profession. They
need to be compensated, an.; that they are also going to be account-
able for the kind of quality they produce. And we w ill w urk with
the States to bring that about, to really move that to the fore-front.

Senator KASSEBAUM. There are some other things that I would
like to explore, but my time is up.

Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary CAVAZOS. Thank you, Senator.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, in light of the Senator's request,
as I understand there was a Department of Education funded
voucher experiment in the Seventies in California, and perhaps
you might have someone in the Department bat a review of that or
an evaluation and :Hake it available to Senator Kassebaum and the
members of the committee.

Secretary CAVAZOS. We certainly will.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cochran?
Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I will

yield my time to Senator Coats, who was here before I was.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Coats?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR COATS

Senator COATS. Thank you.
Mr. Secretary, you presented what I thought was a very impres-

sive statement. 1 read your statement, and underlined and starred
a bunch of things. Sometimes I v.onder if I like statements because
they say what I agree withthough I do try to be objective. I was
impressed with your thoughts and I look forward to your service as
our new Secretary of Education and to working with you.

I wanted to take this opportunity to acquaint you with some edu-
cation initiatives that I have proposed in the House and hope to
work on herenot that whey are the ultimate answer to the educa-
tional problems that we face, but I thir.k they draw on some inno-
vative and creative efforts that have been undertaken in some of
our communities and States.

I noticed with interest your interest in reaching out to various
low programs, trying to identify what is working, and then using
the Federal Government as a basis for spreading the good news, so
to speak, to other school districts.

We attempted to do that on the Children, Youth, and Families
Committee over in the House, realizing that there were a lot of
things going on in the country that were meritorious and deserved
further examination. We looked into some of those programs and
tried to evaluate the ones which were most effective We then tried
to come up with a program whereby we could, through some Feder-
al seed money, demonstration grants, referral ,enters, just simply
using the Federal Government as a spokesperson so to speak, advo-
cating, and getting people to take a look at these programs, spread
that good news. I introduced a number of those initiatives under a
title called the American Family Actif the substance of the 21
bills in the Act is half as good as the title, we may have some suc-
cess with that.

One of those initiatives was drawn on a program initiated in Mis-
souri under then Governornow SenatorKitt Bond and also
picked up in Minnesota, called "Parents as Teachers". I was par-
ticularly interested in your statement where you identifiedand I
think our Nation is identifyingthe very critical role of parents in
the educational process. The early involvement parents in the
whole aspect of understanding the value of education, cf transmit-
ting that value to their children and working with them as part-
ners, so to speak, of serving as a model, is proven to he critical to
the success of a child and child's involvement in 2duLatiun. Involv-
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ing those parents at a very, very early age generally results in in-
volvement of the parents throughout the educational process of the
child and transmits a very important message to the children.

Are you familiar with the Parents as Teachers Program, have
you had a chance to examine A, and does your Department have
any thoughts about advocating other districts and schools using
this?

Secretary CAVAZOS. I have talked a number of times in my public
statements about the Missouri program where they bring profes-
sionals in early on to start working with the parents this is when
the children are still two years old or so. They teach them, certain-
ly, parenting skills, but they also teach them how you start educat-
ing these children at the very, very early stagekind of what I
have talked about, the learning cycle.

Now, they have found that that this is a very successful program
and that, as they have followed these students, they du better, re-
gardless of ethnicity, regardless of socioeconomic condition, that
they perform better than those who have not been in that kind of d
system.

So therefore I think that is one of the models we need to look at,
and hopefully, we can see some more States moving in that direc-
tion.

Part of our job, Senator, as you point out so eloquently, is ...

we mist call attention, telling the other States that here is a Ih..)
gram that works, and you must start thinking about that kind of
approach. Or, as we move into rewarding excellence, that if you
move in these different directions, good things will come about.

I see that as a responsibility of this Department, to identify those
programs that have that potential, and we keep coming back to it.
I am so pleased that, as I move about this Nation, we are finally
coming back to the cycle now and saying parents must be involved.
And that is why I said if we talk about the teacher being a profes-
sional in education, the parent is also a professional in education,
with all of the loving care they bring to that child as well.

So you are going to hear quite a bit more, I think, about parental
involvement out of our Department.

Senator COATS. I am pleased to hear that. I thank the successful
programs have shown that where parents have an investment in
the decision as to where their children go to school, again those
parents become more involved, and the children become more in-
volved, and it is not just simply an assignment that this is w here
your children will go to school, but you have made an active deci-
sion. Sometimes this means some sacrifice in terms of ',ime, in get-
ting your child to that school in the morning and home in the
afternoon, and travelling greater distances. It is nut necessarily
always as convenient. But that very critical involvement in even
making the choice of the school your child goes to results in the
parents wanting to make sure that that choice is a good one, so
they invest their time and effort and energy into the process.

The other point I wanted to discuss with you was that in develop-
ing our package, the American Family Act, we tried to identify
what we thought were some important underlying principles. We
have evaluated programs on the basis of whether or not they ad-
dressed some of these principles, which were basically three.
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One, we asked the question do the programs strengthen families?
Do they involve the family? Do they reach out to the family, to the
parents? Do they not divide or erode the family structure or the
involvement of the family in the process, but rather do they
strengthen families?

Secondly, do they promote character? Is there some value basis
to the rogram? And I think on this second point, there have been
a nurnaer of programs, some of which I am sure you are familiar
withthe Institute for Character Education, based in San Antonio,
has developed some basic materials which I t7 lnk are often dis-
seminated through the Jefferson Institute in Cal.fornia, Baltimore
has a program that is receiving national publicity, and St. Louis
and Dade County also have variations of this. Governor Cuomo and
Governor Kean have initiated programs in New York and New
Jersey.

I am not advocating a national program. I do not think it is ap-
propriate for us to sit down and say these are the kinds of values
and character education programs that ought to be in place in our
various communities. Those are going to differ all across the spec-
trum. What might work in Fort Wayne, Indiana may not work in
Miami, and what might work in Baltimore might not work in Indi-
anapolis and so forth.

What are our thoughts about encouraging schools and syste.as
to look at developing character education programs as part of their
curriculum? And what role do you see this playing in the whole
effort that you are looking at?

Secretary CAVAZOS. I think it is an important role, and as I have
mentioned in my testimony as well, those values aud things that
we think are an important part of char,,,ter and the development
of character. When young people cone to school in addition to
learning certainly the academic side, it is really an education for
life and how one lives within a soc;.Ay itself and relates to that so-
ciety. So I think it is important that they do that.

At the same time, I would come back to another point that I
would like make, and that is I come back to the parer.., being in-
volved in those kinds of discussions with the teachers. I would like
to see more and more of the teachers and parents coming tugethe-
to make decisions about what are we teaching, how are, we going to
handle these things. If we are going to make them accountable for
it, let us give them the responsibility fur what they are teaching
and the decisions they are goint to make. Su we should encourage
those things.

In fact, in a number of talks that I have given about education
and in the area of character and the development of values, per-
haps it is a little old fashioned, but I keep coming back to the term
"virtue". I talk about "virtue" as doing what is right, and remind-
ing people that it has three components- it has justice and courage
and temperance- and that those three things, if you think about so
many of the problems we face in society today, in temperance,
drugs and alcohol and these other kinds of things, justice, obvious-
ly, we want for everyone, and courage, to learn and to move ahead
and to be a part of that.

So I will coptinue to advocate character education, sir, and to
also work with the States to develop approaches that v ill fit best
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within the local community. I do not think it would be appropriate
for me to say we need to teach this- -but to think aoout that, it is
an important part of what we do.

Senator Con Ts. Thank you. My time is up, Mr. Secretary. I am
glad you are here, and I look forward to working with you.

Secretary CAVAZ0a. Thank you very much, Senator Coats.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cochran?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR COCHRAN

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, welcome to the commktee.
S',,cret-ary CAVAZOS. Thank you, Senator.
Senator COCHRAN. Let me congratulate .V9U un the statement

that you presented to the committee this morning. I think you
have really identified the appropriate role for the Federal Govern-
ment in the area of education, particularly in targeting the re-
sources that wt have to the places where they are needed the must.
We are talking about disadvantaged children, the handicapped, mi-
norities, those who are having a difficult time catching up educa-
tionally and economically in our stx:ety. I think that is a very ap-
propriate goal for us to work on this year.

I know in my State of Mississippi, about 4,000 students ben: it
from the Chapter I program, and it is working. The achievement
scores in math and reading and other bask t.ducatiunal disciplines
are up. We are very proud of that, ann we hope that the Federal
Government and your Department particularly will continue to be
sensitive to the needs for additional assistance. We must Loncen-
trate addition:' effort and expertise to try tt. bring these .tudents
up to an appropriate level of skill and understandiag and apprecia-
tion.

I also interested in the Merit Schucls Program. I do n it know
the details, but it sounds as though it a good program. Could you
tell us a little bit more about how you are specifically going to get
the involvement of the nr4vate sector, businesses and others in
trying to help improve the quality of the schools?

Secretary CAVAZOS. We certainly think the Merit School Pro-
gram in many ways could be the flagship of where we are going in
this endeavor, to reward excellence in terms of what schools du and
in a way to be a stimulus to other schools to pe-form better in
these areas. One could, for example, set certain criteria as to how
to measure merit ir, schools. If, during a period of time, fur exam-
ple, they are able to decrease dropouts from a baseline, if they are
able tonot just do the same thing and do it well --but to do a
better job in terms of elevating test scores. There are a variety of
things that I am stir, educators can develop in terms of qcantita-
tive methods for measuring merit and rewarding those school:. in a
significant fashion with finds that would be used within that
school for extending the merit even further. And I think un top of
that, the national recognition that a Merit School receives is a
help.

So we have been asked by the White House to develop that idea
more, and we are working with them on putting this program to-
gether. But those are some of the examples of the things I think we
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can quantify to move sehuois ahead. You reduce dropout rates, you
increase literacy, you have so many students go on to higher educa-
tion, to a university, you have successful students go through voca-
tional-technical programs as they move from one to the other
there are a variety of these types of things that can be done, and it
is time that we do that.

Now, we should work as a partner, always as a partner, with the
States and with the local groups to move this thing ahead.

If I may for a moment, Senator, just also touch on Chapter l
and I certainly very much appreciate your comments about that.
We are deeply committed to Chapter I in our Department, and in
our proposalI believe we have a 52 percent increase in concentra-
tion grants, those parts of Chapter I v.:Jere there are so- le heavily-
impacted areas that need more help. We had to make some tough
decisions about our dollars, so we tried to move them into those
areas where we thought they could help, exactly down the line that
you are proposing, Senator.

Senator COCHRAN. Well, I think those are good decisions, and I
applaud you for them. Those are dollars well-spent. I can remem-
ber growing up in Mississippi, in a schoolteacher familyboth of
my parents are retired educators, as a matter of fact, I have a
grandmother, too, who taught for 50 years in the public school
system of Mississippi as well. So I feel very close to those who are
involved in education, and I feel that I understand the problems
they face every day. I think one of the biggest rewards from teach-
ing is to see the progress and the success of students who maybe
started school without the benefit of family role models or situa-
tions that you would normally expect to produce a bright, success-
ful student,, i,ut to see other parents and teachers work with those
children to help motivate them and make them be everything they
can be, like the Army advertises, is really a great joy and a sense
of true satisfaction for those in the teaching profession and in edu-
cation.

This helps them because it gives them some additional tools to
work with to achieve those goals. So I think it is a very important
program, and I am glad to hear that you are interested in pushing
it forward and in making it even more successful in the future.

I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman, but I do intend to stay
around, and some others may come to me as we go forward here.

Thanx you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Thurmond?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR THURMOND

Senator THURMOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I want to take this opportunity to join with others

in welcoming you here this morning.
I understand that you have made a good impression in the work

that you are doing at the Department of Education. I have heard
marl, nice remarks about you, and I wish you well.

i was a teacher for six years and a superintendent of education
for four years, and there is no one more interested in education
than I am, it is the hope of our Nation.
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I want to make this point, however, that under the Constitution,
education is a field reserved to the States, it is their chief respon5i
bility. We must not let the States get out of that responsibility. The
Federal Government does not have the funds to operate the school
systems as a Nation; the States must do it chiefly.

There are certain programs the Federal Government can assist
in, and I assume that it is those that you are going to emphasize
and do all you can to help with.

I, am very interested in the high school drop. _t pruble..., for in-
stance, and I am interested in special courses in math and science,
which I felt that we need from a survival standpoint in conjuction
with defense and other things.

I would like to know, what in your opinion is the key to the
present dropout situation, and what do you see as the role of the
Federal Government in connection with that?

Secretary CAVAZOS. First of all, I agree entirely with what you
have said, sir, in terms of :he responsibilit ,f the States, that is
where it must rest, and NN, Are getting gu.aance and direction in
what works.

In terms of the dropout problem itself, I think that there is no
one key. In other words, we have to do a variety of things, working
with the States. For example, we can fund programs with our lim-
ited dollars back into the States, demonstration models to show
how you keep youngsters in schoolone, whether you start with
the early childhood kinds of proposals have been talking about
here in this committee, or how you work with students as they
progress a little further down the line and make sure that they
stay in school, counseling, guidance, parental involvement all of
these must be a part of the solution, and we must raise the expel
tations of the children in terms of where they are going to go.

Let me give you an example. Recently, it has been made very,
very clear to me that if we raise expectations of children if we tell
them you can achieve this, or this should be your goal, or w hat-
have-youthat they will tend to meet that expectation. For exam
ple, in ae high school I know about, they had a very high dropout
rate and the achievement was not terribly good, and they came in
and said, well, we will help you go on to college, or we will find
ways for you to go throughthis is a local initiative. And it quad-
rupled the number of students who were doing well within that
system, raising expectations.

I think the other thing we need to do is to make sure that the
local people understand the seriousness of the national dropout
issue. People say, well, that is an obvious thing. Well, if it is so ob-
vious, why do we continue to see the numbers go on and on' We
are getting worse and worse in this area. Su we have to initiate
those programs and give local educators some examples of the
kinds of things that work to keep kids in school. And we will do
that, Senator, but you are so correct, it has to be at the local initia
tive, and we will work with them.

Senator THURMOND. Another thing I would like to mention is
that whatever we can do to help the minorities, within our Consti
tutional provisions, I think we should to try to du it. For instance, I
mentioned to you some time ago, a black college in my State, that
is about to lose its accreditation be-ause it does not hav e a physical
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education building, and if it does, loose its accreditation, that will
probably close the institution. I have taken this up with the Chair-
man, and he was very helpful last year, we got a bill through the
Senate and the House. However, the Conference di: not agree on
it. I think as much we need to reassess our assistam. to minorities
and try to help them all that we can.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Yes, sir.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Secretary, I am going to submit some other questions. We

tried yesterday with Secretary Dole t) review the demography of
the future to determine what skills w:11 be necessary in order to
supply American enterprise with the kind of individuals who are
going to be able to fit the needed skills of the future. We had hoped
to be able to develop that theme a little more today, because I
tEnk it is going to require coordination between of your Depart-
ment and her Department, working together to really deal with
this issue.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Very much so.
The CHAIRMAN. I think for the first time, given where we are

going, we can free ourselves from unemployment and hopefully
provide some opportunities for people who have been left out and
left behind, whether it is the handicapped, or inner-city, or people
who live in rural America. It is that combination, that point which
was brought out during the Labor Department study on the labor
force in the year 2000 that we want to focus on, and to try and
raise these skills. It is, in sense, a shared responsibility between
you and the Secretary of Labor, and we want to try and look at our
overall responsibility as part of the Legislative Branch in the com-
mittee to see what the various elements are that are going to
permit us to respond to our Nation's needs in the year 2000.

So I will submit some other written questions. We want to wel-
come you, Mr. Secretary, to the committee. He has indicated an in-
terest in remaining through the course of our hearing. In the 26
years I have been in the Senate, this is a first, and I think it is a
further indication of the Secretary's interest in the whole issue,

.d it is indeed a compliment, most importantly, I feel, to him and
to the Department for indicating that interest. So we want to wel-
come you very much, and if you would be good enough, we v-ould
ask you to come up here and join us.

Secretary CAVAZOS. Senator, I would be very comfortable sitting
right back over here.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Fine.
Secretary CAVAZOS. In closing, Mr. Chairman and members of

the committee, I want to thank every one of you for this opportuni-
ty to share our views with everyone as to where we are going in
the Nation, and I promise you I will work with you very closely. I
am so pleased that we have an education President who wants to
move ahead in this arena, I think we can make a lot of progress.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Our second witness is Governor Booth Gardner from the State of

Washington.
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Booth, it is good to see you again. I meant to come over and wel-
come you personally, but I want to say what a pleasure it is to
have you here. You have done an extraordinary job in the areas of
early education in the State of Washington, and it is really becom
iag one of the recognized models that indicate early education can
have an important impact in terms of many of the concerns that
we havedropout, drug abuse, and the rest of these issues.

I know you had to alter your schedule to join us today, so you
are here, I know, at very considerable inconvenience, but we are
delighted to have you here both professionally and personally, and
we look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. BOOTH GARDNER, GO% ERNOR, STATE OF
WASHINGTON

Governor GARDNER. Thank you very much, Senator Kennedy and
members of the committee.

I appreciate the opportunity to share my views with you today
about the important issue with which we are all concerned.

Today's children represent tomorrow's future, and what we need
in this country is a new partnership between the Federal, State
and local governments and our communities to set. a national direc-
tion that places education, youth service and early, childhood edu-
cation and development as a high priority.

We need this new partnership to invest in programming helping
young children, especially children at risk. The proposed Smart
Start program which this committee is considering appears to uffer
great hope that such partnership soon may be forged.

You are to be commended on the focus of this proposal, Senator
Kennedy. It has focus on parent involvement. It has focus on ex-
panding and upgrading existing early childhood education pro-
grams. It has focus on flexibility. It has focus on leveraging State
and local funds to increase availability of services to our young
children. And it has focus that makes it clear that education, in-
cluding early childhood education, is a State responsibility, but is a
Federal concern and a local function. This is .actly the kind of
focus and partnership that I believe we are required to pursue to
ensure the success of our joint ventures.

Let me talk about Smart Start as it relates to early childhood
education in our particular State. We stepped up to this issue in
1985 and funded at the State level an early childhood education
program. We started out serving very few children, this year, we
are serving over 2,000 children, next year, we will be up over 4,000
children. We have an identified need of children at risk, at severe
risk, of around the 26-30,000 range. So you can see that we are
barely touching our obligation.

Smart Start will help us reach our goal more quickly. Our early
childhood education program does some of the obi, ious and then
goes beyond that. It provides children the educational services,
such as emotional, cognitive, social and physical development
skills, and prepares children and their families for he transition to
kindergarten. It also provides health services in that we identify
and correct the problems of medical and dental care.
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It provides social services, because we deal particularly with the
issue of literacy. When we find parents who need help, then we
reach out into those families and pursue that issue of literacy
training and general education degrees and job training for the
parents.

We also teach parenting skills through this program.
We operate in over 60 communities throughout the State of

Washington, and our theme is that we believe that children who
can do for themselves will do for their communities when they
reach adulthood. This is our particular vision in our State and it is
a vision that can and will form an effective partnership with Smart
Start.

Early childhood is clearly one of the most crucial periods in the
development of the entire lifespan. How a child develops during
the critical period will have long-term consequences. We have
watched dramatic shifts in the undergirding of our suciety and our
family structure and our ability to compete in the new global socie-
ty and in our educational system, which is straining to meet the
needs of dysfunctional families and children. We risk losing our
entire generation because our investments have been too small and
too sporadic.

That is why I believe now is the time to reverse those trends and
to set a national direction that places education and early child-
hood development as a priority investment. It is, in my opinion, the
most cost-effective means of prevention.

While I have your attention, Mr. Chairman, I would like to tuuch
on two other points.

I would like to express my support for a new range of initiatives
which are coming forward to encourage and increase participation
by young people in community services. This was mentioned in the
questioning that came from your committee members.

We have addressed this issue in our State in a small way but we
have for lack of a better term what we call the Governor's School,
which is a month-long school in which 100 high school juniors from
throughout the State participate in a month-long program which
builds in them a commitment understanding of the needs and
joys of helping others. They learn community service, they have a
variety of functions that they perform during that month program,
and then they have a year's commitment to their communities, de-
veloping food banks, tutoring in schools, working with illiterates,
the whole range of subjects that you have mentioned in some of the
questions you posed to the Secretary.

Another issue that I would like to raise is that I would like to
urge consideration that in all current and future Federal initia-
tives in the area of education, that more flexibility in regulation be
achieved so we can allow our teachers and schools to be more cre-
ative and innovative in serving the needs of children. We need to
shift the focus to results rather than regulation. We need to look at
outcome-based education instead of input-based education. We need
to ensure that our children get the best from our teachers, and
that means that we trust them and put our faith in the teachers'
abilities to do the job.

We have in the State of Washington designed a program, again
for lack of a better name, that we call Schools for the 21st Century.
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We now have 20 schools and 2 school districts in ohed in this pro-
gram, in which we waive the rules and regulations that inhibit
schools from doing what they might otherwise like to do, and in
return, from them we receive a program of objectives they are
going to try to achieve that we can measure by at the end of the
trial period. But we are taking risk and allowing the professionals
in the field, working with the parents and the community, to
design the programs that they think best fit the needs of the chil-
dren in those particular communities.

I have included in part of my written statement to the commit-
tee members discussion of this particular program if you have fur-
ther interest in pursuing that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.
The prepared statement of Governor Gardner t ith an attach-

ment) follows:]
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Testimony of Gov. Booth Gardner
Senate Committee on Labor and Human Services

January 27,1989

Chairmen Kennedy and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to share my views today about an important
tsaue confronting all of us.

Today's children represent tomorrow's future.

We need a new partnership In this country between federal, state, and local
governments and our communities to set a national direction that places
education, youth service and early childhood education and development as a
high priority.

We need this new partnership to Invest in programs helping young children,
especially children at risk.

The proposed Smart Start program, which this committee is considering,
appears to offer great hope that such a partnership will soon be forged.

Senator Kennedy is to be commended for the focus on this proposal.

It has a focus or parent Involvement.

it has a focus on expanding and upgrading existing early childhood
programs.

It has a focus on flexibility.

It has a focus on leveraging state and local fund: to Increase svailability of
services to our young children.

And It has a focus that makes It clear that education - including early
childhood education -

Is a state responsibility,

Is a federal concern, and

la s local function.

This Is exactly the kind of focus and partnership that I believe, as Governor,
is required to ensure the success of our Joint efforts.

And I em pleased that you are talking to the governors of our states as you
develop these new programs. Becar.. that Is also a cruc1.1 step that is required
to ensure success of uw joint elicit...

Smart Start wig coordinate quickly and effectively with the efforts we have
begu., the State of Washington to addrsss the needs of our young children a'

In 1985, I asked our Legislature to Invest in Washington's future. They
responded and we created a state-funded, but community-based and locally-run
program called the Early Childhood Education and AssistanceProgram.
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We now serve over 2,000 children each year. We expect to Increase that to
4,000 by next year. And we plan on a continued and sustained expanslc. .4ntil all
our children who need our help, get our help.

Smart Start will help us reach that goal much quicker.

Our Early Childhood Education and Assistance Program promotes
preschoolers development through a comprehensive program that Involves the
fatuity and Includes four major components:

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES provides for children's emotional, cognitive,
social, and physical development and prepares children and their families for the
transition to kindergarten.

HEALTH SERVICES provides medical and dental care to identify and
correct problems that could prevent children from achieving their academic
potential.

SOCIAL SERVICES supports children's and families' dignity and
Self-esteem, including literacy training, general education degrees and job
training.

PARENT PARTICIPATION teaches parenting skills and Involves parents in
their child's education.

ECEAP Is impiemented by a variety of local agencies In over 3 community
sites around our state.

Each program needs community support from both the private and public
sector to help this effort keep Its promise.

We ask local communities to take ownership in the welfare of their young
children because we believe children that can do for themselves, will do for their
communities when they reach adulthood.

This Is our vision of the future.

And that Is a vision that can and will furm ai. effective partnership with Smart
Start.

Early chilunood is clearly one of the most crucial periods of development In
the entire life span. How a child develops during this critical period will have
longte.m consequences.

We have watched dramatic shifts in the under-girding of our society.

In our family structure, In our ability to compete In a new global economy,
and in our odocation system. which is straining to meet the needs of
dysfunctional families and children.

We a losing an entire generation bec.a,..5o our Investments have been too
small and sporatic.

That Is why I believe that now is the time to reverse those trends and to set a
national direction that places education and early childhood development as a
priority Investment.
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It Is the most cost-effective means of prevention.

I would irk, to mike two final points, Mr. Chairman.

Wet, I would like to express my support for a new range of initiatives which
are coming forward to encourage and Increase participation by young people incommunity service.

While It Is important that we help our children now because they are ourfuture when they become young men and women they need to begin to repay
society by offering of themselves their service to others.

In our state, we have many examples of youth who are serving others. We
have s program called the Governor's School, which Is tun by the Weshington
Leadership institute, which takes high school Juniors for a month in the summer
and builds In them a commtlment and understanding of the needs and Joys of
helping others. And the results have been spectacular.

This N another area, Mr. Chairmen, where a new partnership betweenfederal, state, and local governments and our communities rmn and should beforged.

And finally, I would urge consideration that in all current and future federal
Initiatives in the area of education that more flexibility in regulations be achieved
so as to allow our teachers and schools to be creative end innovative in servingthe needs of kids.

We need to shift the focus to results rather than regulation.

We need to shift the focus from Inputs to outcomes.

We need to insure that our children get the best from our teachers, and that
means we must trust them and put our faith In their ability to do the Job.

We have begun a sixyear school restructuring project in our state called theSchools for the 21st Century, which makes such trust a reality. Our education
reform efforts are based on the promise that teachers are more talented, creative
and committed than we have allowed them to be. Whore others might stress
greater control, Increased testing or teacher-proof curricula, we have chosen toinvest In people.

Eduearien fa the key to both matey of life for Individuals and economic
development for our state and nation. We believe the best education system can
be developed by freeing people to pursue their passion for teaching and learning.

I have 'ncluded as part of my written statement to the Committee a
discussion of our Schools for the 21st Century.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee.
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niTRODUCTIoN

As our nation approtches t.s 19900s, we face issues

unprecedented in our history, both economic and quality of life

issues so fundamental to our national identity that our responses

will determine the strength and tharactet of ouz country well into

the 21st century. Among the key issues, the issues to be addressed

are anality of life for all Americans and our role in the swiftly

developing world economy.

Addressing these two areas is vital to the future well being

of our society because we nave led tie world in our commitment to

education and advancement of all citizens. While we have

constantly struggled to achieve basic rights and access to those

rights for everyone, we have also led the world in providing

educaticn for all through the high school level, and by working to

assure equal opportunity in the workplace, and indeed throughout

society. While no one would argue that America has been perfectly

successful in achieving these goals, we have been noteworthy in our

commitment tc pursue them at all costs.

In 1989, the very goals and aspirations of our society are at

risk due to a combination of factors and conditions moth within cur

society and worldwide. In our country, the socioeconomic and class

differences among citizens which have been so difficult to change

threaten to create a "two-class" soc'ety in the 19900s, with a

burgeoning "underclass" Which is chronically under-eaucated,

1
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unemployed, anc so disaffected that they live out their lives

captive to sociai .a:fare and correctional systems over which they

have no control. Further, demographers toll us that this

underclass is likely to grow in the near future. Without heroic

interventions, we can expect the "quality of life" gap to grow

between the "haves,' and the "have nots." Unless we are willing to

change our very character as a nation dedicated to advancement of

all citizens, we cannot let this trend continue unabated.

As we struggle address these major issues regarding the

well-being of au_ citizenry, we must also face new realities

relating to our place in the world economy. Me Task Force on the

Teaching Profession of the Carnegie Forum on Education and the

Economy has descrired very well the changing nature of the world

economy and the omallenies we face in defining our role in it.

briefly put, if wo want to maintain a prominent niche as a producer

of goods for the world, we must be prepared to compete with :,.her

countzles who prca,.ce those goods cheaply by paying substandard

wages and requiring 60-80 hour work weeks. Given that, we will not

be willing to reti.r to such working and __ving conditions. For

a large seghent 43` our society, fu*are production techniques to

keep competitive wi.".1 require fewer epic in low paying production

jobs and more mecnanized forms of production. The future work

force will need to to broadly educated, technologically literate,

and capable of lifelong learning and complex problem solving.

Furtter, those :.no are not prepared for such t demanding workplace

2
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will be even further removed from the mainstream of societal

opportunities tnan they arc today, and will most probably be a part

of the "underclass" 7 described c l!er.

If in face the futire .:011-teing of our society is dependent on our

addressing the issues successfully, how do we proceed?

obviously, any r.rcgram to deal with such complex, multi-tacted

problems must invol:e all segment.; of society. We must mobilize

government, privIt _za.stry, pill,ate citizens, c..nd a variety of

public service and :nsti.4.Ations to renew our commitment

to the baaic .,ociety, 4nd orient our

economic, social and educational ei'forts.

trey to 411 of cur resbonses to these challenges is the system

of public education In the Crated States. Education has

historically teen t }:ay to personal 0011-heind and advancement in

the United :tates, Ord Li. "ill continue to be In the ..ist century.

Obviously, it would be unfair to as% the rublic shoo to tear the

full burden of solving the problems just described, tut it would

hu ,cual:y naive to dL;o1=r1 that nro7ress can he =ado without a

fundamental cammithent tv "miax..no ,he ukic,it"onoi system tor all

of cur children. is have made x.h4t c.ommitccnt in Vashington.
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EARLY CHIT.,DUOOD EDUCATION

:n 1915 we asked tac Legislature to invest it Washington's

future. They responded and to created a State funded, but

comm-n.ty based and lace-4 run, program called The Early Childhood

Education and Assistance Program.

We now serve ovct :,000 children each year, expect to reach

4,000 ny next yea. and p_en on a continued substantial increase

each siemnf-..kunt_. a.r children at risk are provided services.

ECEAP promotes prescnoolers' development ihrough a

corprenonsive precram that .:.valves .he temi-y and -nol-des these

tour components:

rdt,Isationejatrdee-: -- provides for children's emotional,

cognitive, social, and phys1.a. development; prepares children

and their families for the transition to kindergarten.

Bealth SorviCes -- provides medical and dental care to

-dentify and correct ozonic= that could prevent cnl.aren from

achieving their full academic potential.

',5ccIal services

and self-esteem;

includl literac

;OD training .

supports children's and families d!.gnity

helps parents access commi-nity resources,

--raining, genera. eaucat.A.on degrees, and

4
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Parental Perticination teactes parenting skills, involves

parents in their child's education.

The program is implemented by a variety of local agencies in

62 community sites around the state. =act program needs commit_

support from both the crivate and pLolic sector to help LO-EAP keep

its promise.

ECE?P asks local communities to take ovnersnip in the welfare

of their young cnildren. Children that "tan to" for themselves,

"will do" for their communities when they react adulthood. That's

ECEAP's vision of the future.

SCHOOLS POR THE 21ST =WHEY

If education is a key to the future success of Washington and

its citizens, how can we assure that It will meet the challenge of

the next decade, indeed of the next century? The national

education reform movement of the 198G's tRmonstretes that there are

many possible answers to this quest.on. One answer .s to further

regulate the education profession -- developing new graduation

requirements, mandating new and expanded -testing systems for

students and teachers, and increasing the negate consequences of

faring poorly on sucn tests. Other regulatory approaches to reform

include increased standardization of the scnoo. curriculum,

mandating a return to the "basics" of reading, computation and

5
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memorization of facts, and systematic ceacong cf a well defined

body of informatach and facts wniem "every educated American

should know."

While there .re zany wortnhale goa_s in the Preceding

paragraph, tbev ndve all tad often peen transieted -nto reform

agendas designed a: __mit the ureative efforts of professional

educators, contra_ az.ir renavior, and create "uniform" Processes

and products -n eaacaticz. "Quality contrcl" of educational

products has reel: icaght _rest- ---,e .7etacus :.nick are cut

of vogue in modern andestry. The fact is, ff we want students to

develop as crear...e problem so:-s,ers, they must be taught cy

teachers who have -nne opportunity, abilaty and encouragement to

display these =e traits. aignly regulatory approaches to

education retort :an re counte.productiave -f they encourage

"compliance" thinng by educators. fedora_, state and local

regulations are des....Tned to define minim _Lve..s of performance,

but if implemented _a a bdreaucratac canner, _hey will eventually

become the maxim-m ..e expect of -he system. Such has too often

been the case in pdn:fc education.

Based on the need to return creat:.vity and local problem

solving to the sctou_s, as well as a basic commitment to the (often

oppressed) creat..e i.ataltia..cf profess-coal educators, f proposed

to the state legis_ature 1381Pa bill to create schools for the

21st Century in ,:ashington. The _egtr'at_on was designed to

6
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"enable educators and parents cf selected schools or school

districts to restrscrx:re certain school operations and to develop

model school programs which will improve student performance." The

procram was based on the following asst=ctions:

1. nil stunents car. :earn;

Schools are cverregulated, resulting in a disincentive

for crave thinking and innovative action zy educators

and parents,

3. Given z_-le cpporzn-nit-.1 to innovate, educators will respond

positively;

4. The current structure of virtually all scnools dictates

against truly professional beh...vior by educators, and

restructuring cf the workplace is essential to building

effective schools of the future;

5. a. key element which is essential for ccestLve behavior

and professional functioning, and which is hissing in the

lives of most teachers, is time; time to plan and

interact with other educators apart from the day-to-day

instructional demands of the classroom;

7
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6. The basic purpose cf all schooling is student. learning.

While c-rrent assess=ent instru=ents night ./a inadequate

for =ensuring progress toward connlex cognitive

educational goals, 211 Schools for the 21st Century nest

co=mi:" the=selves to evaluation of student progress.

It =ust be pointed out that the latter asslitotion does not

distincuish selectea acncols fro= all other schools, but given the

nature of their ;oals and activities, such evaluation will

necessarily be =re co=p_ex and less mechanical than existing

student achieve=ent testing program...5.

The legislation called for an appoint=ent by the Governor of

a Task Force on Schools for the 21st Century, to "assist and

cooperate with the state Board of Zaucation in the develom=ent of

the process, and review and selection of projects." Furrter, it

called for applications fro= schools and schuol districts

througnouz the state, with up to 2i schools and,or districts to be

Chosen for designation for a six year period as Schools for the

21st Century. Application ole=anto ,,ere deliberately stated in a

general for=, sinco the basic notion was for schools and school

districts to define ;heir vision and the plans fcr actiaving ;hat

vision ander the auspices of Luis piogra=. Basic propo,aiele=ents

Involved description of district vision and imoleneitation

cum-n.1=0=3 fro= all parties to Koir cooperativeiy to accomplish

the desired ends klncluding necessary waivers of local rules and

8
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bargained agreements) , budget, plans, use of tecnnicai resources (in

particular, collaboration with insz.riutions of higher education and

educational service districts uas encouraged), evaluation and

accountability procedures, and statements of support from all

relevant parties in the school or district.

In addition to these basic elements, the legislation specified

that all teachers anti other professional and classified staff

involvud io implementation of the oronosai were to ce employed for

a minimum of ten additional days each school year, and that

proposals should identify state statutes or administrative rules

which could need to be waiad in order to assure success in

implementation. With only a few specified exceptions, the

legislation called for a waiver of such rules upon approval of the

State Board of Education, as weli as assistance from the state fn

seeking exceptions to federal rogulatiots which limited the school

or district in pursuing its vision. Further, the legislation

included new state funding for the six year project period for the

extended contract days and for portions of the technical assistance

needed.

The bill was enacted into law in June, 1987, with the

intention of identifying the 21 selected scnoois and districts to

begin their cork by the beginning of the 1988-89 schooi year. Thus

began the process of restrc.cturing schools In Wasningron to educate

9
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our young people 7..o meet the challenging demands cf life in the

next century.

7ZOFESSIOHAL TEACHER PREPARATION

While the Sonocis for the 21st Century program is the primary

focus of this discission, it is important to note that it was one

of a two-part lecisiative package, tte second section focusing

on imorovemervicM teacher preparation. Recrtizment and preparation

of quality teacners and administrators _s basic to the long term

improvement of sc000is, and the iovestient in reform of reacher

preparation in oL.= colleges and univer .ties must equal the

investmer in restructuring of schools. Further, the salary

structure, career patterns and ,iorking conditions available to

teachers must to conducive to recruiting and keeping our most able

citizens in tne education profession.

The Teaching as a Profession Act, adopted into law at the same

time as Schools for the zist Century, stresses the importance of

teachers having a firm grounding im the academic disciplines they

teach, and assures that after .392, all teacaers who qualify for

the professional continuing teaching certificate will have earned

a master's degree -3 either education or the arts, scien_ and

humanities. :n addition, the act establishes the Master in

reaching degree as a new career entry pattern for individuals with

undergraduate degrees In the arts and sciences who want to become

teachers. This year we are croposing subst-antial financial and

10
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technical support for our universities to redesign their graduate

teacher education programs to meet these new standards of quality
and rigor.

ZEPLEMENTniG scnooLS FOR lam 21ST CENTURY

Once the legislation was enacted, the first task was to

appoint the Tasl: '"once on Schools for the list Century. These were

key appointments. since this group would largely shape the values

surrounding the program. The Task Force was to consist of ten
private citizens and four legislators. The ten citizen

representatives consisted of three teachers, a principal, a

superintendent, two deans of education, one from a state university

and one from a private college, a state PTA officer, a

representative of the business community and a former teacher who
is a private educational consultant. More Important than

"constituent representation," howver, was the fact that these

individuals were known to be indenendent thinkers who were not

afraid to take risks in their own lives. At the first meeting of

the group, I stressed that they were chosen not oecause of what

they are (i.e., their professional
roles), but of who they are and

the orientation they bring to problem situations. Their job was
(and is) to be good thinkers and problem solvers, not to

"represent" a particular constituency. This orientation has

characterized all of the cask force deliberations.

11
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The first several meetings cf the task force were pivotal,

since it was in these meetings that the legislation and its

intentions came alive. Their first job was to bring to life the

values which were to guide implementation of the program. These

values evolved as a result of extended discussions not onli of the

legislation itself. zut also of tae nature and needs of education

in Washington. All of these discussions were held in meetings open

to tie public, wit.. cpportunities :or input from any citizens who

wanted to attend.

These early Task Force aeacings resembled educational

seminars, with discussion ranging broadly across many Issues.

Always, nowever, the focus eventaily returned to what principles

were essential in imE_imentation of this program. Examples of

concepts which resulted from these discussions are:

Instructions to schools and districts preparing proposals

should be kept as general as possible, encompassing only

those elements specified in the original legislation.

Neither format nor content should be overspecified, since

the focus is on local development of vision and plan, not

conformance to state-developed proposal guidelines.

2. Schools and districts snculd be given maximum flexibility

in determining the Icrmat in which proposals are

prepared. It was not assumed that all proposals would

12
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be .n rraditional paper format, and in fact, several

schools used multi-sedic, presentations to augment the

print proposal. Task force members would resist any

inc:ination to tell schools "how to co it" or "what we

really rant."

3. There ras to be no predetermination of specific proposal

eval.:ation criteria or weighting to be given to various

factors. The task force would use its collective

professional judgment in determining the .most promising

prcmcsals to be recommended for approval.

4. The schools and districts selected are not considered to

be conducting "experimental projects." Rather, they are

being allowed and encouraged to engage in a broad range

of new activities aimea at fundamental restructuring of

the school as a place for work and learning, in effect

to become "living laboratories" for a six year period.

5. Schoois and districts snould be encouraged to take risks,

with value placed on creating an atmosphere of

innovation. Success or failure of any particular aspect

of the process is less important than creation of a

climate or change and risk-taking in the school.

1.3
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.6. The purpose of the entire endeavor is not to produce

',model" project activities for export to other schools,

but to encourage and support school-based innovation.

The ultimate outcome should be greater latitude for all

schools, not imposition of "successful" practices across

the state.

7. The focus should not be on innovation for its own sake,

but on innovation to increase student learning and

teacher professionalism. "%le "student learning" focus

of the legislation snould be stressed constantly as the

major purpose of school restructuring.

These are but a few of the agreements reached in the ear'

Task Force meet-"vs. While they mi.ght seem ra.ber straightforward,

several are in direct contrast to traditiona approaches to school

improvement. The Task. Force was thus instrumental in setting the

early tone and the agenda for the entire endeavor.

When the deaoline had arrived for submission of proposals, 136

schools and school districts had risen to the challeng and

requested appruval as Schools for the 21st Century. This number

was itself cause 'or celebration, sllitu each proposal represented

a commitment to fundamental change at some love:. In fact, many

schools which submitted proposals ,.re emphatic that they would

pursue their dream whether or not they were "officially" chosen.

14
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The very fact of putting the program in place had made innovation

more acceptable, and had "aliowed" and encouraged schoc.ls to dare

to be different.

Each dember 2:: the task force read and reviewed all 136

proposals submitted. and ;_ndividual and group ranking processes

wore used to red..oe the i.st to 31 finalists. Representatives of

each oi these 21 .Ghouls and districts were then invited to meet

with the task force for an interview. Two full days were devoted

to interviewiLg. he apploants were provided no guidelines on who

to bring to the _ntervie-, and the participants ranged from a

superintendent apE.ear-ng alone to represent the district, to a room

full of 75 people representing every segment of the school and

community!

Following the interv.Lews, the Task Force reached consensus on

the 21 proposals to be recommended to the State Board of Education

for approval. These 21, which were 4.1timately approved, and are

now in the first stages of implementation, Include nine elementary

schools, six secondary schools and six school districts. The

selected schools and districts are locm.ed -n every part of the

state, ranging from Colton, a small rural school district in ,he

southeastern part of the state, to an eiemortary school and a

consortium of 21 scheoiS In the Seattle School Listritt.

15
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It is impossible to summarize, or even character-de, the many

commitments to innovation In the se.ected schools and districts.

Severe:. :ocus directly on programs for "at risk." students, to raise

the level of learning for those stdents least apt to benefit from

their scnool experiences. Others .evolve the introduction or state

of the art technology .n the schools. Still, others stress globe

education, parentai involvement ir the schools, extended school

year, nulticul.=a1 education, early childhood education,

restructuring of :he school day, community involvement -n the

schools. and impro.ed .00rdinatita of schoo- and social services

to families at r-sk. selected schools and districts have

multiple targets for improvem.... and a commitment to c.ontinuous

evaluat-on and modifi.ation of plans and activities as necessary.

One aspect of the process whi.s surprised many .2bservers was

the seetingly small number of waivers Loom State LI...Les ..L,nct statutes

which -ere requested. .5,:me have l'ald that this is an -ndication

that 'one negative impact of ailegen 4..verrego.ation of our schools

is exaggerated, and that our laws and rules do Lot, in fact, serve

as a deterrent to innovation. .%n aiternative exp...anation, however,

is that schools cannot be expected to Allow most of the rues which

are troublesome Lntil they encounter toe= in the natural course of

events. This .:ould lead one to expect requests for waiver

throughout Lhe life of projects, rot only or pr;.scloally) at the

time of application.

16
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!:ashington's fLrst 21 Schoolz fir the 21st Century began their

official activities in August. These soneols are important

not only for -net they do, bur dor what they symbolize, and tney

are being a"--,ad ,neat respect :.nd admiratitn. special

conference '..as :.eld in October featuring nationally renowned

speakers and an ippc--tunity to interact with people from other

selected schools. :t .s my mos.:var.:on that it will take tine for

=any cf the eot.coLzrs and parents involve, to realize the coupiete

range of freed= inc opportunity fit .:Inovation -sich they have

earned. This -t -.operative :mat frequent opportunities for

interaction and egpansion of ideas and possibilities be providea.

THE FUTORE - WHAT COMES NEXT?

Thus far, ,e have taken the first _-eps in reforming and

restructuring ::ashington's schoois. .7hile most of what has

happened thus far is symbolic and "2.ti.ge setting," ..e are connitted

for the long run. Future activities rula.ud to the schools for the

21st Century will be of Lhz.:,-; 7,sec; continued support and

nurturing of the original 21 schoo-s tna oistricts; doubling of the

number of sites .:nvolveo; ana systerat-i artlysis of the entire

range of statutes and regulat-ens gov ,,rung education in

Washington, with an eye toward minimizing state rules and

maximizing both opportunity for innovat_on and accountability for

student learning in local schools.

With regard to the current ezhco:s =Or the 21st Century,

rust maintain the principles for zhange ..hick nave guided cur

17
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efforts thus far. Zt 'mild be naive to assume that the change

process which has be .4 in those schools will be easy or

straightforward. The six year approval process is a rritical

eiement, socause f-ndazntal restructuring of schools cannot be

done quickly. we must assure that all elements of state government

and the education ckmmunity maintain a he...pfui, supportive posture

toward the schools and value risk-taking even when it is

uncomfortable tc do so.

Our second thr;:st .111 begin in the 1959 ..egislbt ve session,

in which I i..rve proposed Want the number of Schoo-s for the 21st

Century be doubloa. This will provide the opportunity for more

schools and districts to describe and implement their visions for

the schools of tomorrow. It will also be the occasion for a

continuing stateuide dialogue about the princ-plesAhich oust guide

school improvement in Washington.

ultimately, of course, every school must he a School for the

21st Century To accept loss ir to admit that some schools will

not serve the needs of students, and will be a party to producing

young adults who are unprepared for demanas of life in the next

century. WE intend to contribute to the redefinition of schooling

and the restructuring of schools by modifying the statutory and

r^quiatory base to allow and encourage creativity. The Task Force

on Schools for the 2-st Century undortaXIng a complete analysis

of our state rules laws, and recommend which ones can be

18
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eliminated without adverse effect on cuality of education or

violation of students' rights.

The importance of reducing state and federal regulation of

schools goes beyond the elimination of particularly troublesome,

limiting, and sometimes archaic reauirements. The complexity of

current state anc federa: rules and laws, even if they were all

deemed important -creates suck a stifling effect that teachers and

a4ministrators focus core on compliance than on sch-oling -- as a

society, seeking the :west quality in all their efforts. A

regulatory focus in any service delivery system results in undue

attention to minimum standards, rather than maximum quality. In

effect, our schools are being "ruled" in a way designed to control

the least effective educators, whereas the overriding need is to

provide support, encouragement and freedom to those who are most

effective and most creative. We intend to do all that is possible

to create such a system of education in Washington.

Education refort efforts in our state are based on the premise

that educators are more talented, creative and committed than we

have allowed them to be. Where others might stress greater

control, increased testing or "teacher-proof" curricula, we have

chosen to invest in people. Education is the key to both quality

of life for individuals and economic development for our state.

We intend to create the best education system in the country by

freeing people to pursue their passion for teaching and 1,arning,

19
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by assuring that QUI: system frit zaanner edcatcon and continuing

proie.tcsional development is rngoros and relevant_ to the needs of

modern teachers, and b., creating a trofessional career oattern and

reward structure esigned to make ream :. -ay- attractive -o otr most

able and committed citizens.
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The CHAIRMAN. I am sure there will be interest in that as well as
your program to involve the juniors in that month-long program.
Hopefully, you will be kind enough to giv e us additional informa-
tion on that. It is extremely interesting.

Let me ask you this. Has the business conimunity been involved
in the development of this program in terms of early childhood
education?

Governor GARDNER. Yes. They have been extremely supportive of
this issue. When I assumed the responsibilities I currently hold, my
n._ssage to the community was if we did not du the job educational-
ly, everything else we were doing would pale by comparison, and
that to do the job effectively, we had to concentrate on the front
end.

So the business community and the community at-large has been
supportive both of early childhood educationa project we call
Even Start, which is the program where we identify children that
are lackadaisical in school, wearing the same clothing fur a week
at a time, have lice in their hair, all of those symptoms that you
can identify. Then we literally go into the homes, identify the par-
ents, meet with them, work with them and get them ii.to programs
that are either job training or literacy programs.

These programs ha been suppoited very significantly by the
community and have helped us get legislation passed.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any suggestions as to how we get
the business community 'Involved in the support of this program at
the national level?

Governor GARDNER. Yes. I think it is going to be very easy to so-
licit the support of the Governors. Education, as Senator Thur-
mond said before he left, is a responsibility of the States but a con-
cern of the Federal Government, and you have expressed that con-
cern very well. I would be glad to carry that message, as would
others in my responsibility, to the Governors' Association, but I
think speaking with the opportunity we have as a bully pulpit, to
take that message forth, that we can be very strung advocates for
this program.

Senator Kennedy, very candidly, this program builds on many
fine State programs.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you a, _ wer the argument that if the
States are already doing it, why should we bother?

Governor GARDNER. I mentioned in my testimony, Senator Ken-
nedy, that we are now lucky to be addreesing 4,000 students out of
an identified 30,000 children from ages two to five being in severe
need of this program. We are not even touching those that most of
us might on a rational basis consider also to have need for this pro-
gram. I think it will be very eaky to ask for this type of partner-
ship.

The CHAIRMAN. You use a variety of delivery systems. How has
this worked in the State of Washington? You work through Head
Start, through the educational system, you have a lot of flexibility.
We have included that concept in our proposal, and there are some
who think it should be targeted more toward particular delivery
systems. You have a variety of them. How ha., that worker.

Governor GARDNER. It has v orked extremely well. We went to
the stakeholders. We went to the teachers association, we went to
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the PTA, we went to the administrators in the schools, the superin
tendents. And we all agreed that a menu programming that was
targeted at dealing with specific issues would give us a much better
focus on what works and what does not. We decided it was time to
take some risk, recognizing full well that when you take some risk
you make some mistakes. But the issue of education is SU critically
important to this country today that we had to do it on a broad
menu of programming.

The CHAIRMAN. I.:ave you evaluatef the program in terms of
Governor GARDNER. We have not c .aluated it yet because most

of what I have talked to you about _ in is %ery formative stage.
But we have and are prepared to pursue a longitudinal study on
the programs which we have.

The CHAIRMAN. Finally, could you tell us a little bit about your
Governor's School Program?

Governor GARDNER. It is a program that is privately funded pri
marily by the business community, supported by what we call the
Washington Institute 'or Community Service. It is held at one of
the universities in the City of Seattle. We promote it throughout
the State. We woe with the principals, write let ers, call. We are
looking not just for traditional students, but we are looking for
mavericks who have leadership capability, and we get a fair
number of those. It is intensively staffed by teachers who contrib-
ute their timethey are paid, but they could do much better if
they were looking for other types of jobs in the summertimeand
they carry these students through ti wide range of activities both in
and outside the school building that we use, including going down
and identifying and working in community seni,,e projects, inter-
viewing street people, 'riterviewing public employees. They get a
wide range of challenges which they are there to pursue and t} at
have a great deal of intention.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you about these programs in early
educationI know this was one of your initiatives going back to
1985has this, to your own knowledge, been accepted and support-
ed by the parents as well as the communities?

Governor GARDNER. Yes, it has. We have no resistance to increas-
ing this program. Frankly, our constraints are not just monetary,
they are how well we can expand the program and do it on a qual
ity basis.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pell?
Senator PELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Governor, as you know, the Federal share of education has gone

down from about 9 percent to 6 percent, currently. I think I am
correct in saying that presently 20 percent of the share of money
for higher education for student aid comes from the Federal Go%
ernment, and 5 or 6 is the Federal share for elementary
and secondary education. These have been radically reduced over
the last eight years. How has that affected the programs :n your
States? Have you been able to compensate for it in your Stxte?

Governor GARDNER. We have had no choice, Senator. We have an
obligation to educate. Because the percentage of funding has
always been relatively small, we have basically been self-sufficient.
But what is intriguing to us is an opportunity to have a partner-
ship on a program such as this, which will merge witn the pro-
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grams which we are currently pursuing in a way which will allow
some expansion and perfection of the opportunity. It would be nice
to have more money in that regard. We have made do with what
we have, I think, creatively, because I think in these days you have
to think creatively and not always. traditionally.

Senator PELL. Do you feel that in the last eight years that the
investment you have made in education has declined, been static,
or increased?

Governor GARDNER. It has basically been static in the State of
Washington. What we have had to do is reprioritize, and what we
have said to ourselves, as was mentioned by the Secretary, is that
if we ca do the job in the formative yearsana that begins almost
at the prenatal periodand make sure a child can get through the
third or fourth grade competitively, then there is a significant
chance they will survive the balance of their school education an,:
be constructive citizens.

Senator PELL. I think we all need, as you have just pointed out,
to recognize the importance of investing in early childhood educa-
tion. There are two current programs, Chapter I and Head Start,
serving the pre school population. But both programs are only able
to serve a s.aall percentage of the children eligible for these serv-
ices. And as we look into the possibility of new initiatives, should
we be looking at ways to protect and expand the current programs
prior to taking new initiatives? What would be your view?

Governor GARDNER. No. My view is that the new initiatives are
compatible and need tv be pursued, because they provide greater
opportunity to deal with a broader range of problems which have
been identified such as the social problems, he health problems
and the nutrition problems, which initially at the formation of
Had Start were not as focused as was just the educational issue.

Secondly, for better or for worse, in the issue of Head Start, it
has been around long enough that it has begun to build some bu-
reaucracy intc it and has lost some of its flexibility, and I think a
program such as Smart Start, which merges with the State early
childhood education programs, will shake that a little bit and allow
us to be creative and flexible in dealing with the changing econo-
mies out there with which we have to compete.

And on the issue of Title I, there is a situation where, when I
spoke of the issue of flexibility and opportunity to deal with the
issue of regulations, we need to address that, because some of these
programs which I have discussed, such as Schools for the 21st Cen-
tury, where we are allowing schools to take the programming that
is there and remodel it +a meet the needs o those communities,
have to have the flexibility to do so. And when they have to take a
certain number of students and treat them a certain way because
of Federal regulations which were right at the time of the incep-
tion of the program, but which may no longer be pertinent, that
means you take a block of students, they are rigid, and you lose
your flexibility in dealing with the rest.

I think what we have found is that a variety of programs, cre-
atively administered, with measurements, is the way tc proceed.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Governor, for being with us
and for your courtesy in your answers.

Governor GARDNER. Thank you, Senator Pell.

25,
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kassebaum?
Senator KASSEBAUM. Governor Gardner, I think you point out

very well why education thrives best at the State and local level. It
is due to Governors such as you who, with support in the State, are
willing to try new initiatives to address problems end to enhance
the educational system and opportunities in your State.

I would like to pursue for just a moment some of the questions
that Senator Pell asked regarding Head Start and how it fits in
with Smart Start. You say they complement each other, or be-
cause, basically, thoy both have the same goals.

Governor GARDNER. The goals are relatively the same. First of
all, we are not serving nearly the number of children who have
been identified as at-risk children from low-income circumstances.
So early childhood and Smart Start first off allows States to
expand their capabilities to serve an identified populat,ns current-
ly being unserved, and those are your most at risk students with
the highest incidence of dropout in later years. So just from the
standpoint of providing greater sere ice, that is extremely impor-
tant.

Secondly, Head Start when it was originally implemented was
more focusednot totally, but more focusedsimply on the educa-
tional component. But we have learned since that we have to deal
with the issues of health, nutrition, parenting, and those types cf.
supplementary situations.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Head Start has changed a bit, I think, in
that regard.

Governor GARDNER. Yes.
Se, ator KASSEBAUM. Now, you fund Smart Start through corpo-

rate contributions; is that right?
Governor GARDNER. No. Early childhood Lducation, we fund

through State general fund; some private, but very small.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Would it be envisioned that, if we enacted

Federal legislation, this effort would be taken over and supported
by Federal funds?

Governor GARDNER. No. It would be matched. I think my under-
standing was that a program such as is being proposed w ould be a
matching program, and I believe that is as it should be, and that it
should be supplementing an existing system.

Senator KASSEBAUM. When you go into a community, some chil-
dren, I assume, are in Head Start. Do you then pick up others who
should be in the other program?

Governor GARDNER. Yes, that is correctbut also, many of the
communities which we we., able to access With our early childhood
education program did not have Head Start programs for one
reason or another.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Like Senator Pell, I wonder whether we
should improve and expand what we h in place, or if Isomethimi
else is needed that could complement I think that is what we
will have to explore.

I would like to go for just a moment to the ,,...rrmunity service
concept, and you mentioned an innovative program. I have long be-
lieved that service is something that should be undertaken in the
community rather than as a national program. I believe that high
schools should require their senior classes before graduation to give
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an hour a week in community service, or something along those
lines, Many high schools do that now. It is not always mandated; it
can be voluntary, I think even a mandated program helps students
to understand the needs of their communities, whether it is repair-
ing and painting older homes, helpir6 senior citizens, or tutoring.
It is in one's own community where one gains understanding and
builds ties. As evidently is happening in your program, one also
learns where Government fits in and sees the relationship between
community needs and governmental assistance.

Governor GARDNER. We have legislation now current-y before the
Legislature to follow on what Senetor Pell was saying earlier,
which will allow credit for tutoring for students who come back
into the system and wish to help out at the middle school or ele-
mentary school level if they are high school students and/or col-
lege students who wish to come back. We are even going to provide
some funding so that we can make sure that the supervision of
that is sufficient.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Do any of your high schools make it a re-
quirement to do community service before graduation?

Governor GARDNER. It is voluntary at the local level, but not
mandated, no. But it is an ethic that has to be developed.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Yes, and it takes a lot work on the part of
the community, as well as teachers, to work it in--

Governor GARDNER. That is correct. When we started the Gover-
nor's School, we reached out and brought 100 juniors in. We have
had three summers of that now. The next step, and the one we are
moving to now, is to continue the 100 juniors and try to expand on
that, although 100 seems to be a great number to work with, but
during the course of the year, have subdivisions, if you will, out in
various communities, so some of the students who have now been
through this program can work within their schools and schools in
the community to expand the opportunity and work with students
and give them the opportunity to serve.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you very much, Governor Gardner.
The CHAIRMAN. Governor, just to get back to Head Start, as I un-

derstand it, the greatest emphasis has been on social services.
Some of them have an educational component. There is one pro-
gram in Boston that uses the High Line curriculum of the Perry
Preschool Program. But I have two questions.

In our Smart Start program, we can either use it through the
Head Startwe have a lot of flexibility and a variety of delivery
services, so it could be through the Head Start programor, you
have some areas, as Senator Pell pointed out, communities where,
even though you have children who are eligible, we still do not
have the resources to provide that, and by a variety of different
services, using education services c: other types of delivery serv-
ices, we may be able to have some impact with an education com-
ponent, which I think is part of the attraction of this program.
And, as you pointed out, we are attempting to leverage the States
to move, and encourage them to move in this direction.

But the more basic question is, How are you able to deal with the
Head Start community? Quite frankly, have you been able to con-
vince them this is not really a replacement for Head Start?
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Governor GARDNER. Yes. If I could just go back to the issue that
we are not beginning to scratch the surface of those who need that
type of service. So they were, frankly, quite supportive of our effort
to get this passed legislatively.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is interesting, and that would be what
I would consider the normal reaction. I think in some communities
there is some indication that we are trying to substitute Head
Start But I think all of us believe, as I think Secretary Dole point-
ed out, that it is this combination of different services that can
really effectively, hopefully, jump-start these kids into the whole
educational system.

Isn't that our objective?
Governor GARDNER. That is how we feel, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Okay. Well, I want to thank you. You have gone

to considerable trouble to be here, and I hope you will keep us
abreast as you find out more about your own program. We will be
enormously interested in it.

Thank you very much for taking the time to be here.
Governor GARDNER. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Our third panel includes Bettye Caldwell, Ernest

Boyer and Joseph Fernandez, if they would be good enough to come
up.

Dr. Caldwell is Professor of Education at the University of Ar-
kansas at Little Rock, and is also Director of the University's Cnil-
dren Center. She served as President of the National Association of
the Education of Young Children &ad on the Governing Board of
the Society for Research in Child Development. We are glad that
she is here.

Our second witness is Ernie Boyer, President of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, a familiar face to
the Labor Committee. Prior to serving as President of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Mr. Boyer was U.S.
Commissioner of Education, and before that, he was Chancellor of
the State University of New York, the largest university in the
country; Senior Fellow of the Woodrow Wilson School of Princeton
University, and education columnist for the London Times. Under
Dr. Boyer's guidance, the Carnegie Foundation has become the
most influential foundation in the Nation. His recent books, "High
School" and "College", have helped shape much of the recent
debate about American education. Today, he will tell us about the
Foundation's most recent publication, "The Condi 'ion of Teaching",
the third survey of this issue that he has directed in the 1980's.

Out final witness is Joseph Fernandez, Superintendent of Dade
County Schools, the fourth-largest school distriLt in the United
States. Dr. Fernandez has worked in the Dade County public
schools fc. 25 years. He will discuss recent reports written by The
Council of Great City Schools and the Institute for Educational
Leadership that describe some of the challenges urban school dis
tricts face in recruiting and keeping high-quality teachers. He will
also discuss the extensive program Dade. County is employ ing to ad
dress these challenges.

Dr. Caldwell?
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STATEMENT OF DR. BETTYE CALDWELL, PROFESSOR OF EDUCA-
TION, UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, LITTLE ROCK, AR; DR.
ERNEST BOYER, PRESIDENT, CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING, PRINCETON, NJ; AND DR.
JOSEPH FERNANDEZ, SUPERINTENDENT, DADE COUNTY
SCHOOLS, ON BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL OF GREAT CITY
SCHOOLS, MIAMI, FL

Dr. CALDWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. It is a pleasure to be here and to have heard the pres-
entations so far.

I have a longer statement that I am submitting, and I will try to
be brief. I have entitled my remarks. "Needed. A Comprehensive
Early Childhood Program for America's Children". Actually, I have
felt this need for probably 25 years now, ar..3 it seems to me that
the time is ripe for beginning to develop one. There are at least
two reasons for this.

The first reason is that over the past quarter-century, we have
accumulated a great deal of information pointing to the value of
early intervention programs for the intellectual, social, emotional
development of the children as a protection against many of the
ills of society and so on. We now have an impressive array of such
studies to which we can point with pride.

The second reason, though, that we need this system so desper-
ately is that during the same quarter-century when those studies
have been done, America's families have been changing and chang-
ing dramatically. We now have more working mothers, more
single-parent families, and we now have to face the fact that the
early years of life, which our data show are critical, have to receive
a great deal of very careful attention, and we have to develop pro-
grams that can serve these children if they are not to be deprived
of vital and essential growth-fostering experiences. So that we have
data now, and we clearly have the need, and it is essential that we
move forward.

Now, in view of these twin conditions, it seems that it ought now
to be possible to design a system of early childhood programs which
can meet the needs, hopefully, of all children, not just select
groups; but I would .,Ertainly like to go on record as saying that I
feel that the needs r the disadvantaged should always have priori-
ty as funding patte s are set.

I offer in my remarks soma five suggestions or recommendations
that I think we need to keep in mind in developing such a system.

The first recommendation is that early childhood programs have
got to be integrative and have got to be comprehensive. Several of
the other speakers have ref?rred to that in sol,..e form or another.
We cannot at all compartmentalize little children, it is hard
enough to do it with those of us who are adults. But the little child
who is hungry cannot leas. the child who is not loved ;.s not inter-
ested in extra timulation and so on. We must deal with them as
total human ',,sings.

Now. I think that what we have tended to do historically is de-
velop service patterns that are fo; one or another aspect of what
we see as importan1. components of the development of a child. In
particular, in the early childhood field, we have had two major
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service programs that have developed. They both have long and
distinguished histories, and they both have long and sad histories
in some way.

One of these services, we have tended to call "daycare". In earli-
er generations, they were called "day nurseries", sometimes today,
it is called "child care". But if you look at the historical and in-
formative literature about what these services were supposed to be,
they were essentially for parents, they 4N,Ite for working mothers,
mothers who were ill or had some kind of social pathology that
kept them from caring for their children. They have a long history
of minimal and inadequate funding, and throughout much of their
existence, society referred to them as "custodial" or "institutional"
care.

On the other hand, we had a system that we called "early child-
hood education". It does not go back ct b far as the day nurseries in
America, but this has been an area full of intellectual excitement,
if you will, and many great ideas that bear fruit in the data from
the Perry project and other studies like that have come from this
field. But it has been described as being for children, basically
middle-class children, mainly for social and emotional der elop-
ment, if you will, although parents have noted that their children
have received a great deal of impressive t,ognitive stimulation in
these programs, and have wanted them.

One of the things that has been interesting to me during my
years in the field has been how hard people have tried to make the
case that these are two separate services and have denied that
early childhood education is not daycare, and daycare, on the other
hand, is not real education. That is a fallacy, and continuing to ad
vocate it and maintain it has been a deterrent to the development
of a comprehensive early childhood program in this country.

I think that one of the things we need to do is change the vocab-
ulary, and I have introduced a term -Dr. Boyer has heard me say
thisI am calling these programs "educare 'and if you do not
want to use that label, I hope that in the design of legislation to
support them, you will think that way, because there is no way to
educate a young child without also providing care and protectior..
And you certainly cannot provide adequate care and protection
without offering education. To try and do otherwise would be Seri-
ously to handicap the children and not to help them.

So we have to have integrative and comprehensive sen:1/4.es.

any new programs should network with existing ben ices. We have
A second thing that this system needs, it seems to me, is that

already heard this rnorninv about Heat'. Start, about a variety of
State programs, Chapter I programs, Titre XX programs, and so on.
They are out there. We do not have to start a new program from
scratch, 'out I do think we need to abandon this sort of patchwork
mentality that we have had and do some strategic, planning -tu use
the term that is popular in business now in order to avoid compe-
tition and unnecessary duplication.

In this context, Senator, one of the reasons I am very enthusias
tic about Senate Bill 123 is that it does allow for coordination be
tween the programs which it will fu id and existing programs such
as Head Start and programs already in operation in the public
schools. And I especially like the fact that it really talks about
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"educare" because 0-e funds can be used for extended day pro-
grams and summer programs.

If we create early childhood programs that do not offer those
services, they will not meet the needs of America's families, and
they will not be popular, and they will not be successful. We haveto do that.

In this context of talking about cooperation, though, I would like
to sayand I hope that the Secretary will make note of thisthat
I am a strong advocate of more early education programs in our
public schools, Now, many of the people who represent the estab-
lishment in my field for some reason are opposed to that, on some
of the terms that we have heard here this morning. They are wor-
ried about what has already happened in schools, and they say,
well, we certainly do not want to give them our young children, do
you.

I ran for 10 years in Little Rock, Arkansas an example of the
sort of comprehensive and integrative program that we need. We
accept-0d children as young as six months, and the school operated
up through the sixth grade. In other words, it was a combination
early childhood elementary comrlex. It was set up to allow the
gains such as those shown in the Perry project not to wash out or
fade away if the children moved away from a creative early child-
hood program into a primary school that was not set up to help
sustain those gai-s. But quite apart from this continuity, it ran
year-aroundnot 180 daysit was open from 6.45 in the morning
until 615 in the afternoon. Different staff covered different hours.
And in other words, we tried simply to design a program that
would meet the needs of children all day, not overstress them, not
overwork them, give them plenty of recreation, but that at the
same time would serve the needs of their families and allow their
parents to go to school, to work and so on.

So I am very strongly in favor of having new programs such as
Smart Start work closely with the public school system in order to
facilitate this kind of truly comprehensive and integrative pro-gram.

My third recommendation is oneand I am delighted to have
heard others touch on this this morninga system of early child-
hood programs must include children who are younger than three,
four and five. Now, as 123 moves down, as it should, down one
notch on the chronological age scale from where we have the larg-
est number of early childhood programs, namely, kindergartens for
five-year-olds, four-year-olds clearly need to be served. But if you
eke those data on that chart, they do not come from studies on

five-ye-r-nlds; frnm studies on thrpP- and four-
year-olds And the child development theory that led to the devel-
opment of those programs talks about the importance of early ex-
perience during the first three years of life, not necessarily during
the second three years of life.

So it is very important to realize that we have to have programs
for very young children as well as four- and five-year-olds.

Now, Secretary Cavazos mentioned the importance of that, and
Senator Kennedy, the comprehensive child development programs
that you initiated and submitted will indeed do this. They allow for
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the development of programs for children one through live which
are comprehensive, as I have already referred to.

If you take the demographics that I referred to in my introduc-
tion, the sharpest rise in the incidence of working mothers is not in
mothers of threes, fou:s and fives, it is in mothers of children
under three. In 1950, only 12 percent of mothers who had children
younger than three were in the work force. Today, that figure is
estimated to be 52 percent, and by the end of the century, just a
little more than 10 years away, it is probably going to be 65 to 70
percent.

So we have to have concern for these very young children. His-
torically in this country we acted as though we should not do it be-
cause basically we did not advocate it. And I think we used the "os-
trich" approach. If we did not develop programs and did not advo-
cate them and fund them, they would go away. They do not go way.
Rather, mothers and fathers tend to use programs which are of
poor quality, which are unmonitored and unregulated, and which
are simply not good for the children.

My fourth recommendation is obviously that programs have got
to be of high quality. We have had a tendency to compromise all
over the place in developing early childhood. There wer some re-
marks earn:r about whether the Washington State prgram and
others would duplicate Head Start. The figt.fes un the incidence of
eligible children served by Head Start are roughly only .5 percent
of the eligible children are in Head Start programs. We stall have a
desperate need for them. And sometimes program operators have
wanted to compromise on quality simply to deal with those large
numbers of children who tend still to be unserved.

But we now know what represents quality, and we all k.iow and
agree that the stakes are high, and that we have to stop compro-
mising on that. And in anticipation of some of what Dr. Boyer
might say and what the Secretary has said about teachers, teachers
and their assistants in this field are the most poorly-paid people in
virtually any kind of employment that you can think of, aid you
cannot have quality programs without quality adults who operate
hem, and you are not going to get and keep quality peoplt until

we offer more meaningful salaries for the people who pi-mid,: this.
I also wott. : like to endorse the idea of characterI am not going

to say "educat:nn"in early childhood, but character formation.
That is a lot of wnat the programs are about -learning to care for
on another, learning sense of responsibility, learning to co.itrol
your own impulses and realizing that other children want the same
things you want and so on.

Also, early childhood programs make an excellent place for the
use of this community service that has been talked about Jils
morning.

My fifth point, I will be very inief is vile that Las
been discussed, and we all endorse it. Thai. is that early childhood
programs must welcome and accommodate parent ittput. This is
the most basic thing. We have learned a great deal about ',his over
the past 25 years, but it has to be made explicit. We really have to
refer to it. Senator Coats referred to this, the tremendous impur
tance of early involvement. And I think we all recognize that one
of the b,products of it, the happy fallout of it is that as many par-
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ents are involved with programs for their young childrenand
they are less scared when their childre, ire little; they are lessafraid to tangle with a director of an early childhood program thanthey are with the school principal or the school superintendent
and in the process, they do learn how to empower themselves; theylearn how to talk at meetings; they learn how to go to the school,and if they do not feel welcome immediately, to wait until they getseen, until they get heard and listened to.

There is much now to show that this kind of early involvementstays with the parents. They take it as their children go throughthe remainder of their school years and then, of course, many ofthem do begin to enroll themselves in educational programs, whichis going to benefit those children, the adults themselves and ourtotal society.
I would like to summarize with just a very brief comment aboutyour bill. I think that Senate 123, with its provisions for children

younger than five, with its mandates for comprehensive and inte-grative services, with its concern for parent involvement, with its
ability to bring the public schools into a closer alliance with the
"educare" establishment, with its mandated Federal and Statefiscal collaboration, can indeed lead the way in the development ofthe comprehensive early childhood system we need and are at lastready for in America.

The CHAIRMAN, Thank you very much, Dr. Caldwell.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Caldwell follows:]
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NEEDED: A cuMPI<EHENIVL EAlinY CHILDHOOD pkWHAM
toR AMERILA':5 CHILDREN

Bettye M. Caldwell
Donaghey Professor of Education

University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Little Rock, Arkansas 72204

To one who has worked in early liildhood for 25 years, the
level of recognition and acceptance nnw accorded the field is
gratifying indeed. In spite of an impressive accumulation of
evidence of the 'mportance of thq first Lew years of life for the
full realization of the human potent.ai, the experiences of the
early years have somehow not been taken quite seriously as
deserving of the careful planning tiat we put into what are
referred to as "the school years." i-roanized group programs for
children during these early years are often refe:red to by the
oxymoron "prescrwol." Furthermore, there has been resistance to
the development of a national system of early chlidhood programs
on the mistaken assumpt.m that such programs somehow violate and
subvert parental rights.

At this juncture in history, facts have refuted assumptions
and evidence has saperseoed myth. We have an Ami,ressive knowledge
base upon which to base programs and the public policy which
supports them. We now know such things as tho following:

. . . Poor children who participate in a quality early
childhood progrum do indeed arrive at first grace with an
opportunity for an "equal start," it not the "head start" promised
by the title of the field' most tamcus program.

. . . The degree to which programs locus on language
development is assceiated with tavorable outcome::.

. . . Health an_ nutritional statt.s are improved.

. . . Participating childr,,,a have higher sell-esteem and
achievement ,t,otivation.

. . . Pkreats unitormly vaiue the programs and lind evidence
of ways in which their children nave benefitted.

. . . Children who participate in high quality programs are
less likely to be placed in :-.peLAal education Lla:r.en or to repeat
a grade in school.

. . . There is sore eviOence that such programs reduce
delinquency.

These are a few of the "t,:ta" wh,ch have accumulated over the
past 25 years. We have ome a long way toward c.amplete validation
of the hypotheses formulated 24 years Igo in the limous "White
Paper" that leo to the estao.ishment of Head Start. that document
suggested that the most meanilgtal way to ameliorate the
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educational and social problems often seen in older children from
poverty backgrounds was to provide enrichment for the through the
medium of a national early childhood program. In our enthusiasm,
and in our cwn e,gerness to prove our merits, we have sometimes
promised too much. Whenever that happens!, the field (and the
children and families we represent) suffered. Jut now we have
enough knowledge to be more realistic about our limitations as
well as more optimistic about our contributions.

Family Changes

Meanwhile, as these data have been accumulating from year to
year, their relevance has been increasing from day to day by
virtue of rapidly changing family demographics. In fact these
changes have been so precipitous that figures are obsolete almost
by the time they appear in print. Present estimates (just one
year before a major census) are that roughly 60% of mothers with
children younger than six are in the work force, with approxi-
mately 52 of mothers of children younger than three working
outside the home. Furthermore, one child hut of five is now born
into a one-parent family (with that. ratio being oae out of two in
some subgroups of the population). If these mothers are to escape
the gridlock of poverty and dependence, if they are to be able to
participate in training or actual employment, some sort of
national program which gives careful attention to how and where
their children spend their early years is essential.

Whatever tnese demographics might have to say to us about the
numbers of children needing public policy attention, they
certaialy bespeak one important reality. the norm for how young
children spend their early years has changed from what has been
considered "traditional child rearing" in America. An interesting
thing happens when a norm changes--attitudes subtly but signifi-
cantly change. This has now happened throughout America.
Pa'-ents--including those whose own parents might have worried
about that early childhood experiences outside the home might be
`amily-weakening--now acknowledge that such programs represent a

tal family support.

Thus it seems to me that we now have two essential ingredients
for planning a successful national system of early childhood
programs: (1) an adequate knowledge base; and (2) public
endorsement and zupport. Having reached th.s pc..ht, we are now
ready to plan the kind of system we need. I should like t
suggest five conditions that need to be met in the systet a
develop.

Five Components of a National Early Childhood System

1. The system should establish comprehensive programs.
Children are not easily fractionated at any age; when they are
young, it simply. cannot be done. Their development cannot easily
be separated into neat compartments like health and nutrition,
cognition, social and emotional development, motor development,
and so on. They come all of a package. If they are hungry or
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poorly nourished, they can't pay attention. If they are not given
love and affection, they won't learn language. It they don't get
enough rest, they won't have the energy to use the toys and
equipment provided them. If their families and the people who
design and operate group programs dcii't ha'e the same objectives
and values, they'll be so confused ;hey won't know what to ,a and
when to do it.

In _rite of this need for comprehensive, inte7rative early
childhood programs, we have tended tc allow services to deveiup
along different tracks which hopefully would never meet and which
we even pretended were totally different. In particular, we have
had ore type of program which we called "early childhood
education" which was: mainly for social development (but with a
great deal of appropriate cognitive stimulation thrown in),
available mainly to middle class children (because public funds
were never allotted to such programs), operated generally ior only
a few hours each day, and had ample parent support mad perhaps
volunteer helm from the children'. non-employed mothers. Whatever
else such programs might offer, they presumably provided deveiop-
mentally appropriate education to the children.

On the other track, e had something that professional groups
originally called "day n-rseries" and which today we call either
"day care" or "child care," depending on which tern is currentl,
in favor. If this type of service was offered in someone's home,
the general public called it "baby sitting," no matter what sort
of fancy 'Mel we tried to assign it. If it was offered in a
small gro,p setting, it was often libeled with a pejorative
description such as "institutional care" or "custodial care."
These programs were often described as estabiished for parents
(nainly mothers) with some scrt of social pathology such as
pwerty, mental illness, or, believe it or not, maternal
enploynent: they were not for the children. wnat they offered the
children was presurabiy care and protection, not education, and
:hese services were offered only to poor, not middle class,
children.

The field of early childhood has long been burdenei with a
nomenclature that ch7es a poor job of cormunicating just what its
programs offer. One reason for this is that we have cnosen to be
Identified by labels which describe oLly part c what we do. I an
convinced That wa need to coin a new term that tore
accurately convey the meaning of the service we offer, and I h,ve
suggested the term: educare. Although we might like it to be
otherwise, there is much in a name. This blended word, with a
prefix representing one half of our identity and a suffi,
representing the other halt (and no hyphen allowed), we should be
able to rake it clear that we stand for this comprehensive and
integrat 'e approach to services.

2. Any new programs should network with existing services.
At preccnt we haVe a patchwork of early childhood services, witn
more having adequi.te funding or covering enough territory to serve
all the children by itself. Divers ty of aaspice is not bad in
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and of itself. However, if it leads to turf-duaiding and to
accusations that one or another group is unfit to offer quality
programs, then diversity can be inimical to progrs.

One especially laudable feature of S 123 is that the funds
wh!ch will become available through che legislation may be
channeled through a variety of existing organizations. This is
good, in that it will minimize delays that might otherwise be
occasioned by the necessity to create and develop a new
administrative structure through which a program could operate.

I am especially pleased to note that it is expected that
public school districts would be eligible to become program
sponsors. Although many people appear uneasy about such
sponsorship, fearing that school personnel neither want such
involvement nor have the qualities necessary to eo a good job, I
consider it the most advantageous arrangement possible for the
development cf a true systems approach to early childhood.

As evidence that it is workable, let me describe briefly
Kramer School, an early childhood/elementary educare program which
I had the privilege of developing in Little Rock, Argansas some 20
years ago. In the first place, Kramer opened at 6:45 it the
morning and remained open until 6:15 in the afternoon year round,
in order to provide "care and protection" for the children who
attended the school. (Remaining in school for some of the
extended hours and during the summer was an option arranged
individu,lly accord ng to family need.) The age range covered was
from six months to 17. years. Thus a the end of the early
childhood years it was possibie to continue to offer chi ana
family support services that facili..ated developmantal continuity
and the sustaining oc any gains that might have been inguced
during the early years. The school also had an active family
service program and an affiliated health maintenance program.

In spite of the unique schedule and age range served, Kramer
had to function withir the framework of the policies set by the
Bourd cf Education of the Little Rock School District. That
precluded research luxuries such as random assignment to the
school and to some other designated control school. Furthermore,
mobility of the low-income population served by the school was so
great that extended follow-up of the children was not teasibie.
Thus findings from Kramer cannot be cited alongside the impressive
data from other more rigorously conducte,. research. Ho:aver,
Kramer served as a crucible of reality in which it could be
demonstrated that education and care can be merged, early and
elementary educatior can est )1ish meaningful linkages with one
another, and parents can feel empowered to influence what goes or
in the school. It is precisely because of my experience as
principal of Kramer School that I look ahead with optimism to
Start Start affiliations with public education.

All of us await eagerly results from projects such as Giant
Step, the program for four-year-olds in New York City. This
project has meen carefully designed so is to provide not only

(47
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outcome evaluation date but ,itel information about the process of
having pre-kindergarten children in public schools. From such
efforts will come valuable cues as to how su:n programs can best
be administered in order to achieve optimal benefits for the
participating children.

One other comment about S 123 is pertinent here. That is its
provision for full -dal and full-year programs. Educare is coming
Increasingly to be understood as an economic as well as a human
service issue. As reflected in the recent report, Children In
Need, quality early childhood programs are absolutely essential if
we are to prepare a more competent work force for our future.
They are also needed to allow women to make their contribution to
the work force of today. Early childhood programs which do not
provide for extended day and summer coverage fail short of truly
serving today's families. S 123's provisions in this area are
commendable and exemplary.

3. Programs for very young children must be included in the
comptehensive system. This recommendation Is less relevant to the
current legislation than it is to the need for us not to forget
what I sometimes call "earlier chi:, development." Certainly we
must consider the needs of children from birth onwards if we are
to have a comprehensive early childhood system. S 123 moves as it
should--down one notch on the chronological age scale from where
we have the largest numbtc oi early childhood programs (five-year
olds). Four-year-olds cioarly need to be included in publicly
funded programs. At present this is true mainly for programs such
as Head Start and Title Xi( that have clear income eligibility
guidelines. Again, an exemplary - omponent of - 123 is its
provision for all children whose parents desire to enroll them in
the service. with a slidirg fee schedule which will allow all
child an to participate who ra4 t the age guidelines.

planning for a comprehensive system, .3 have to keep in
mi chat the sharpest iocrease in the incic ice of working

ors is in 'he category o' mothers wi'h c ildren younger than
thtue. In only about 12% of such mothers were in the work
force. Today t ere are slightly more than 50%. Demographers
estimate that b, the end of this century, probably 751 or more of
children younge than three will have mothers who work part- or
full-time. This means that we actually don't have a lot of time
to get a machinery in process for providing appropriate early
childhood experiences for very young children. If we avoid this
process, this does not mean that the children will not be exposed
to some type of alternate care. Rather it simply means that they
will be placed in unmonitored and unregulated care.

1. Programs must be of high quality. I shall write little
about this, as the language of S 123 makes explicit that programs
funded under the provisions of tt.e bill will iespect indicators of
quality such as trained personnel, a low adult:child ratio, small
group size and exemplary healt!" and sanitation regimens. Cer-
tainly we cannot afford to create a s,,tem that will not have the
potential to foster the dev lopment of he participating children.
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The demographic changes of the last quarter of a century whichhave fueled a dramatic rise in demand for early childhood serviceshave alarmed many people--and
rightly so, for how its yourchildren are reared is undoubtedly the touchstone of any society.However, these alarms have been based to some extent on falseassumptions. They have assumed that all home environments foryoung children are warm and nurturant Lnd supportive. Listle-bingfindings such as statistics on child abuse have opened our ey-!. tothe fact that this is not always the case. Likewise, we havetended to assume that all alternate care situations are grim anddepriving. This may well have been the case when heavy usagebegan to strain the system.

Now, things are changing for the better. All 50 states havelicensing laws and regulations. We have research evidence ofchild outcomes associated with different levels of quality. TheNational Association for Cie Education of Young Children hasdeveloped an accreditation
procedure which attempts to recognizeand reward centers which go beyond minimal standards in theirquest for quality. The National Institute of Child Health andHuman Development has just launched a multi-site research projectwhich will carefully monitor the social, emotional, and cognitiveoutcomes associated with infant child care. In short, we have inplace a number of procedures which will help ensure that qualityprograms can occur. What is needed now is a evel of funding thatwill not mandate compromise
on important determinants of quality.

5. Programs must welcome and accommodate parent input. Thispoint is so important and
so basic that it could have beenInferred as present in all the other recommendations. However, itneeds always to be made explicit. And in the making of publicpolicy, we need VA) be aware that parents are the strongestsupporters of quality early childhood programs. They recognizethat the educare provided their children through programs such asthat proposed in Smart Start does not diminish the importance oftheir role as parents or mean that they are "turning their kidsover to soiseone else to raise."

Rather, young parents of todays..mply accept as a given the fact that such programs supplement,not supplant, what they as parents offer the child. They acceptthis, endorse it, and need it. An" what is amazing to one of mygeneration, they do not even seem to agonize over it. Regardlessof whether they know that they norm has changed, they arereasonably comfortab'e with it.

One of the most felicitous aspects of early childhood programsis that they give us an opportunity to get parents happilyinvolved in the education of -heir children--an involvement whichcan then help sustain the
subsequent educational careers of thechildren and possibly stimulate the parents themselves to engagein further educational endeavors. When this happens, the benefitsfall out 'Iver the entire family and indirectly over us all.

In summary, S 123--with its provisions for children youngerthan five, with its mandates
for comprehensive and Itegrativeservices, with its concern for parent involvement, with its

() '
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ability to brine the public schools into d closer a'liance with
the educare establishment, with kts mandated tederdk and state
fiscal collaborationcan lead the way in the development of the
comprehensive early childhood system we need and are ready or in
America.
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CHAIRMAN. Dr. Boyer?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to tes-
tify before this distinguished committee. Your work is vital to the

Nation's future. And may T also extend my thanks Lo the Secretary
of Education for the vision and the spirit with which he is leading

This morning I wish to L", about teaching in America, which
was the second of your priorities in the inLioduction. The quality of
education in this country can be no greater than dignity we
assign to teaching. And yet the harsh truth is that during the past
:ialf-dozen years while academic standards have been raised and
while salaries have increased, morale among teachers has been
going down.

Last year, the Carnegie Foundation surveyed thousands of teach-
ers from coast-to-coast, and we were distressed to learn that only
23 percent said that since 1983 teacher morale had gotten better;
49 percent said it has gotten worse.

Recently, Carnegie in a larger surveyand I think perhaps the
largest survey of public school teachers ever conduced in this
countrypolled 22,000 teachers, and what we learned was both dis-
turbing and revealing.

Specifically, we found that well over half the Nation's teach( 'rs
have less than one hour per day for preparation. Nearly 30 percent
had 10 or more class preparations every week. Nearly 40 percent of
today's teachers rate the security at their school uuly fair or poor,
and the physical conditions below average.

Perhaps most significant is the sense of powerlessness among
teachers. Ninety-three percent are not involved in selecting new
teachers at their school. Ninety ercent are not asked to partici-
pate in teacher evaluation. More than half of today's teachers are
not even asked to participate in the crucial decision about which
students should be tracked into special classes. And more than half
of the teachers we surveyed said that respect for teachers in their
'ommunity worse than they expected.

Mr. Chs an, many teachers in our survey also noted with
alarm the b wing trend to expect schools to do what families and
communities and churches have not been able to accomplish.
Ninety percent report that lack of parental support is a problem at
their school, and 56 percent expressed disappointment in the un-
willingness of parents to be involved.

One teacher wrote that sh?. had 22 students in her class this
year, and only three parents had visited the class all year.

Also, we found that 89 percent of today's teachers say that
abused and neglected children are problems at their school. Seven-
ty percent report that poor health among students is a problem.
And more than two-thirds of the teachers we surveyed identified
undernourished children as a problem, which leads me to insert a
growing conviction that we have, I think, not just a school problem
but a family and young problem in this Nation, and unless we look
at these as interlocked, it is impossible for the school to be an
island of excellence in a sea of indifference. So I would strongly
urge the connectedness between parenting and indeed the issue of
youth service.

2' "
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In fact, many of the teachers spoke about the sense of anonymity
and apathy among their studentsnot just neglect, but a sense of
drift. And it is for that reaso,,, Senate Kassebaum, that in our
1983 report on high school, we proposed a new Carnegie unit, and
we suggested that all students be asked to complete a community
service term during their four years in college.

I .. hould say for the record that our Foundation has the unhappy
record of having invented the Carnegie unit 60 years ago which
was an attempt to standardize academic study. I think _ :s about
.135 hours of seat time, and then you get a Carnegie unit.

We suggested another kind of unit in which you get out of your
seat and engage in service. That, to me, is urgently involved in
what I think is the revitalization and renewal of the Nation's
schools.

And I might say parenthetically, I think colleges have the same
obligation to show the linkages between learning and the invest-
ment in the lives of others. That connection urgently zhould be
made, and academic creel. :t should 1,9 awarded for such service.

Mr. Chairman, I have more data in a report called "The Condi-
tion of Teaching ", and I have attached sc...ne charts as well as the
testimony of teachers in my full testimony.

Let me simply summarize here to say that the picture presented
by the teachers is pretty bleak. In fact I must tell you it was
darker than I expected. But there is dome remarkably good news
here. We found that with all of the indignities and frustrations, the
vast majority of teachers we sun eyed said they planned to stay in
the profession, more than that, the vast majority say they are glad
to be a teachers, and overwhelmingly they said that the sward: of
this profession come, as we heard from a Senator earlier today,
from seeing children's :"ves changed and the impact that that
means because of service at they render.

But I must say this m-ining that I think we are .iving on bor-
rowed time. I think we cannot impose excellence from. above. And
it is my conviction, Mr. Chairman, that in the next phase of school
renewal, we must first work on the working condi.ions of the
teachers and see that they have a sense of dignity and purpose, we
must strengthen the partnership between the family and the
schools, because the teachers cannot do it all alone, and third, we
must focus on the growing needs of children especially in the early
years.

If we could get those three priorities in place, most especially at
the State and local levels, I am convinced we could build the Lest
education in the world.

But may I conclude by saying a wort about the Federal role and
leave a suggestion or two for your consideration. It is my belief, as
has been said this morning, that education is priirrarily a State and
local obligation, but that does not excuse, in my judgment, the
partnership at the Federal level, too. I ' ave had a long conviction
that the Federal Government has OA o primary obligations. One is
to help achieve equity, which I think is a constitutional and moral
obligation- Chapter I, thus handicapped, thus bilingual. And
also, I C.ink the Federal Government has an obligation to involve
itself in emergencies when they arise. After all, if the N is at
risk, I thiak the Nation should respond. And I propose .hree-
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point strategy that focuses especially on what I think is the urgent
crisis around teaching in this country.

The three-point program and without ben,g too cube, may I call
it "the Three Rs"first comes recognition. This Nation simply
must celebrate the dignity of teaching. In this regard, President
Bush and the Secretary have, I Clink, sent a powe..ful signal by
meeting with teachers even before they off_cially began office. I
auggef.t, if I might be so bed, that the President might build on
this tradition by hosting dinner in the White House for the 50
men and women designated by their States as "teachers of the
year" After All, we give rect -gnition to visiting dignitaries from
abroad; wny not give recognition to visiting dignitaries from class-
rooms in Kansas?

On this occasion, the President could invite teachers to discuss
the inspiration of their work and to heighten the impact. The event
might even be televised nationally, prime time.

Congress als( could affirm the dignity of '.eaching by inviting
teachers to share their experience., in a public forum such as this
one. Teachers are isolated. They are rarely asked to speak about
improving education even though they are the most knowledgeable
and the most committed. I believe that holding a special congres-
sional hearing exclusively for teachers would be instructive and in-
spirational.

These moves are symbolic, but the older I get the more I am con-
vinced that we live by symbols. And to celebrate teaching in the
Nation's Capitol would send a powerful message to every classroom
in this country. Having a White House dinner is not sufficient, but
it surely is a good beginningI would comeI would have to get a
job first. [Laughter.]

Dr. BOYER. Second, the Federal strategy should focus not only on
recognition, but on renewal.

Thirty years ago, in response to Sputnik, President Eisenhower
proposed the National Defense Education Act, a Federally-funded
teacher enrichment program. Wha+ I find ironic, 30 years later,
when I go around the country, I still meet teachers who are enthu-
siastic, almost reverential, of their NDEA fellowship when they
went off to a university of their choice to be renewed. Even though
a handful of teachers were involved, it sent signals to every teacher
that they were 11-. answer to the problem, they were the answer
ti, _ so:,ition, not t problem.

I suggest, ther-, a 1989 'version of Eisenhower's NDEA to focus on
renewal. Teachers need time in libraries and in laboratories to be
intellectually rene -Jed. The Christa McAuliffe Teacher Fellowship
Program is a wonderful step in the right direction. As I understand
it, 500 teachers are now involved, one in every congressional dis-
trict. I urge this program be extended.

Further, I think you might consider summer teacher institutes,
controlled by teachers in each of the regions of the country. I think
a model is the Yale-New Haven Institute which, as you know, Sen-
ator, enables teachers from New Haven to study with faculty based
on a curriculum they themselves develop. Teachers have told me
that they stayed in the New Haven public schools because of this
institute, which enriches them and which they control.
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I also suggest a Distinguished Teaching Fellows Pr'gram. Why
not give an annual fellowship to a handful of master teachers in
every State and allow them to move from scho ' to school as
master teachers, holding seminars with colleague. ! Not only do
y Ju honor the great teachers but y oa enrich the ones in the class-
room.

All of these programs, frankly, would be small change, but they
would be powerful and enduring in terms t' the status that we
affirm to teaching.

Finally, to my third "R", I think we should give high priority to
recruitment. I am much less concerned about the certification ar-
rangements, and even the teacher prep, Lion arrangements,
unless we get good people in the pipeline t,, begin with. To rear-
range and educate mediocrity is not the solution, it is attracting
the most gifted into teaching.

In 1984, this Congress passed a scholarship p.ogram for gifted
high school students who plan to enter teaching. These Paul C.
Douglas Scholarships, I think, should be expandedperhaps with
extra support for those who plan to teach in urban schools or to
educate the rural poor.

After all, we have a wonderful Peace Corps to send Americans
overseaswhich incidentally inspired, I think, every young genera-
tion in the last 30 years. Why not also attract the brightest and the
best to teach in inner cities and in poverty areas here at home?

Martin Luther King said on one occasion, 'Everyone could be
great because everyone can serve." And I believe that to encourage
service among this generation t,o work with other young peoy,
who are needy would provide a powerful inspiration for us all.

One final point. Recruiting future teachers, I think must begin
with students while they are still in school, :specially among those
from minority pop,lations, because in the ft ture, the public schools
will have a large number of black and Hispanic, and need not only
good teachers; they need, frankly, models in the classroom.

So why not fund in selected regions of the country summer insti-
tutes for gifted junior and high school students who could have a
week or two on a college campus, talking about what it means to
be a teacher, and have oomevae say to them, "You are good enough
to be a teacher."

Age- IVL. Chairman, th, quality of education in this cou try
can be ao greater than the d.gnity we assign to teaching. I am con
vinced that focusing on the three Rsthe recognition of the teach
er, the renewal of the teacher, and the rec,-uitment of the teach-
erwe can strengthen the vitality of teaching and in the process

can ensure a better future fur our children and for our Nation.
I :night say that in addition t,, the charts and, incidentally, the

actual transcriptions of the letters we got from teachers, on our
survey of 22,000, we ask at the end, "Is there anything else you
want to tell us"? Eleven thousand teachers took the time to
answer. And are go; , to publish these in a book in the next
year called "Teachers :ak." And I can only say if every person
in America would pause to read these comments, which have
flowed from the intelligence and concern of teacher I think they
would know more about the nature of our probl, and have a
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greater sense about solution than any other instruction they could
have.

This full report of the survey that we just completed is available
for the committee, as you wish.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will respond to any questions you
may have.

The CHAIRMAN. Excellent. We will include the report as part of
the file.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Boyer follows:]

27.._
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify

before this distinguished committee. Your work is vital to the

nation's future.

This morning, I wish to talk about teachins in America.

Teachers are he key to effective schools. The quality of

education can be no greater than the dignity we assign to

teaching. And yet, the harsh truth is that, during the pest

halt -dozen years, while academic standards have gone up and

salaries have increased, morale among teachers has gone down.

Last year, The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching surveyed thousands C teachers from coast to coast to

get their reaction to school reform. We were distressed to learn

that only 23 percent said that, since 1903, teacher morale had

gotten better; 49 percent said it had declined.

Recently, Carnegie--in a larger survey--polled 22,000

teachers across the nation, and what we learned about the working

conditions of teachers was both revealing- -and disturbing.

Specificalli, we fou'i that:

Three teachers in five have less than one houi a day

for preparation.

Twenty-eight percent report they have ten or more

class preparations every week.

Nearly four in ten teachers rate the security at

their school as only "fait" or "poor."
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More than a third say the physical condition of

their school is "fair" or "poor."

One-tour.:!% of tody'r. teachers do net rave ntudy

. space of their own.

Perhaps mast significant is the sense of powerlessness among

teachers:

Ninety-three percent are not involved in selecting

new teachers at their school.

Nine in ter are not as to participate in teacher

evaluation.

Pifty-seven percent are not even asked to help plan

their own in-service programs.

Two-thirds are not involved in setti"g student

promotion and retention policies at their school.

Pifty-three percent ace not conault.i about student

behavior.

And more than half do not participate in the crucial

decision about which students shc ad be track,,d into

s-acial classes.
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We also found that more than half say respect for teachers

in the community is worse that they expected, and more than one-

third express disappointment about their opportunities for

advancement.

Chairman, the evidence reveals that, with all the talk

about School reform, the teaching profession in remains

troubled. And, while new academic regulations have been imposed

on schools, the heart of the enterprise- -the teachers--has been

largely overlooked. Today, teachers arc dispirited, conronting

working conditions that leave them more responsible, but less

empowered.

At the end of our survey, we asked teachers if they had

anything Ilse to say about their work. Half the teachers- -

11,000-- responded to this invitation, and their comments added

powerful, even poignant, insights into the problems teachers

face.

Listen to the voices of two teachers:

"I find myself continually biing my tongue and pounding

my head agallt the wall. Public support and parental

support as a whole seem to be at an all time loo.

Teachers are no longer neld in high esteem. ... I worry

about the fv,ure of education."
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Another said:

"We are overworked, underpaid, and sometimeu treated as

second-class citizens. Teachers do not get recognition

for the good they do, 1-ut are the first to get the blame

if a child has a problem in the school.... How sad that

people dr value someone with such influence over

their children's lives."

Teachers also are frustrated by the lack of support they

receive from parents. And many noted, with alarm, the growing

trend to expect schools to do what families, communities, and

churches have been unable to accomplish.

In our survey:

Nine teachers in ten report that the lack of

parental support is a problem at their schools.

. Fifty-six percent expresnrd disappointment in

parents' willingness to be involved.

One teacher wrote:

"I'm sick and tired of seeing my bright first-qraders

fade into the shadows of apathy and trouble by age 10.

They need parelt, who cark and who appreciate. Teachers

simply cannot do it all."
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Another said:

"NY main Concern with education today is the ,ole and

involvement of parents. In my school's communi*y, both

parents musi. work.... Out of twenty-two students, I have

hae three parents visit the class. Slid!"

Another problem is the concern teachers have about tne well-

being of their students. Large majorities of teachers find

poverty, porr health, undernourishment, and neglect to be

problems at their schools. They describe their students as

"emotionally needy" and "starved for attent; 1 and affection."

We found that%

Eighty-nine percent of teachers say abused or

neglected children are a problem at their school.

Nearly seven teachers in ten report that poor health

among students is a problem.

More than two-thirds identify undernourished

children as a problem.

Nearly 90 percent a Loday's teachers pJli that

student apAchy is e. problem.

Eighty-three percent say absenteeism is a p.oblem.
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Nearly nine in ten teachers say disruptive behay.Jr

in the classroom is a problem at their school.

kind consider these written comments from teachers;

"I an not trained to be a counselor, but my third-

graders have so many personal problems that interfere

with learning that a lot of my time is taken up helping

,,hildren and their parents cope. ... Children come to

school sick because there is no one at home to care for

them, so the teache. does it."

Another wrote:

"I am concerned by the growing numbers of young people

who are socially desperate. They seem to hunger for

close relationships. They seem impelled to receive or

write a note, to leave class to comfort or be comforte'

by a friend. ... Many need more h-lp than I can give.'

A A A

Mr. Chairmaq, I'm troubled that teaches are so unimpressed

by the reform actions taken since 1983.

Still, I'm encouraged that, with all of the indignities and

frustrations, the vast Ijority of teachers remain committed Po

their careers--and to their students. Most Leachers we surveyed
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said they plan to stay in t-e profession. Most express

satisfaction with teaching. And, by a wide margin, teachers sal

their expectations heve been met regarding their ability to help

students learn.

But, frankly, we are living on borrowed time. In the push

for quality in education, there is just so much tha, can be

accomplished by directives from above. In the next phases of

school renewal, the working conditions of teachers must improve,

partnerships between the family ani school must be strengthened,

and we must focus increasingly on the gr.:wing needs of students.

I also an convinced tnuc the federal government, even with a

budget crisis, has an important role to play. After all, if the

nation is at risk, the nation must respond, and I propose t.,ree

strategies for your consideration.

First, recognition. This na,:ion simply must celebrate the

dijn!iy of teaching and our most influential leaders must lead

the way. In this regard, President George Bash has already sent

a powsrful signal to the nation by meeting with teachers even

before he was sworn into n. rice. "Education will be on my desk

and on my mind right trom the start every ay," he told a group

of teachers who assembled here last w.% for a day Of sr, ial

recognition.

I suggei.t that President Bush build on this commitment by

hosting a dinner in the East Room of the White Rouse for the

fifty men and men designated by their 'tates as Teachers of the

Year. On this occasion, the President ald invite teachers to
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discuss the inspiration of tneir work. To heighten the impact,

the e,ent could be televised nationally, prime time.

Mr. Chairman, Congress also could affirm the dignity of

teaching by inv'ting several teachers to share their experiences

in a public hearing such as this. Teachers are isolated and

rarely are they asked to speak about improv:ag education, even

though they are the most knowledgeable and most committed.

Holdin; a special Congressional hearing for teachers would be

both informational and instructive to the nation.

These moves are symbolic, to be sure, but our priorities as

a nation are reflected in our symbols. And I'm convinced that to

celebrat: teaching in the nation's capital would send a powerful

signal of inspiratlon to every clas,room across he country.

Its not sufficient, but it surely is a good beginning.

Second, the federal strategy should focus, not only on

recojnition, but on renewal, too.

Thirty years ago, in response to Sputnik, President Dwight

Eisenhower proposed the National Defense Education Act, a

rederally-funded teacher enrichme-1". program. what I now suggeot

is a 1989 version of Eluenhower's NDEA to focus on the renewal of

the teacher.

Specifically, I propose that the federal government provide

fellowships to teachers in all fifty states. Tea-theta need

opportunities to spend time in libraries, laboratories, with

other teachers. The federal teacher fellowship program named in

honor of Christa McAuliffe -s a step in the right direction, and

I urge that the pregrem be expanded.
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Further, summer teacher institutescontrolled by teachers

might be established in every region of the count.y. A model is

the Yale-New Haven Institute, which enables tedchais from the Ne.

Haven whop" to study with senior members of the faculty at Yale

during the f -,er, based on a curriculum teca,hets themselves have

put in place. Teachers say the program has been u key factor in

persuading them to stay in teaching.

Also, I suggest a Distinguished Teaching Fellows program in

which several master teachers in every state would be aws-ded an

a.inual fellowship so they could move frvm s..ho,i to school,

holding seminars with colleagues. All of these programs would be

a powerful Investment in renewing teacneis who meet with children

every day.

Finally, we should give high priority to recruitment. The

quality of schooling in this country will stand or fall on our,

ebility to attract into the Classroom the brigntest and the best.

084, Congress passed a scholarship program for gifted

high school students who plan to enter teaching. These Paul C.

Douglas Scholaiships should be expanded- -with perhaps extra

support for those who plan tc. teach in urban schools or educate

the rural poo After all, we have a Peace Corps to send

Americans overrcas, why not also attract the nation's mc_, gifted

students to teach in inner cities and pover y areas here at home?

One fu-ther point. Recruiting future '.e.. hers must begin

with students still in ..chool and especially among those from

minority populations. Why nc.t fund, ii selected regions of the
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country, summer institutes for gifted high school studera. s why

are considering a career in teaching?

Mr. Chairman, the quality of American education can be no

greater than the dignity we assiga to teaching. The time has

come for this nation to identify great teachers and give .hem the

credit they deserve. And through recognition, renewal, and

recruitment, I'm convinced we can strengt..en the vitality of the

nation and ensure a better future for all children.
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The CHAmMAN. We will hear from Dr. Fe,nandez now.
Dr. FERNANDEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On behalf 'If The Council of the Great City Schools, I want to

thank the committee for inviting us to participate. We haw sub-
mitted to the committee members a document called "Teaching
and Leading in the Great City Schools" along with our testimony.

I would like to focus on two areas in terms of improving the
availability of teachers and how is impacts the large urban school
district. And with my apolory and your permission, I would like to
focus in on my county to give you some examples. But basically, I
want to talk about attracting teachers and retaining teachers.

All of us in large urban school districts ave to leave our areasto go and recruit. There are just not enough teachers. Last year,
for example, in the State of Florida we needed 9,000 new teachers
to fla vacant positions due to people leaving and due to increase in
student enrollment. Overall there were a little over 3,500 teac' ers,
which mean that cities like Miarr* Duvall County, Hillsbor ugh,
other areas, had to leave the State .o go and recruit. And when we
went to the recruiting fields, we found oursel-es in competition
with our colleagues from other urban areas. Anu it came down to
who was going to be offering the better job, and what were the con-
ditions ....nder which you were going to try to get these teachers to
come to your area.

We tried other things. As you all know, our pool is diminishing.
In the past, females, which was a large source t..f teachers for us, is
ne longer there. They could be teachers or nurses, now there are a
lot of other opportunities for females that kfully so. In the Uni-
versity of Miami Law School, for example, there are more females
registered there this year than there are males. In the University
of Florida Br -Mess School, there are more students in the business
school than there are h the school of education. So these are the
kinds of things that we are facing.

We have attempted to create teaching magnets; we have two
teaching magnets in the district. We have created a Future Educa-
tors of America Club in every junior high school and every senior
high school in our district to try to encourage students to be inter-
ested in teaching. We have created compacts with the local univer-
sities to come up :th creative programs to try to provide scholar-
ships to students who might be interested in teaching.

And in fact you will be glad to know that we have signed agree-
ments with the Peace Corps and even with the Department of the
Army, as they return from their tours of duties for those who are
interested in teaching to come to the Miami area, and we will do
an alternative training program with the local university for alter-
native certification, and try to get those people into the teaching
profession.

But tha' by itself will not do it. The numbers just are not there.
We found out in our district that what we had to do was to do

what rlr Boyer was talking about and "professionalize the profes-
sion", if you will make veople feel that the teaching profession is
the place to be.

One way that we went about it was emi.ewering teachers; involv-
ing teachers in the decisionmaking; ....a.olying teachers at the local
level in determining what the curriculum should be like; involving

0
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teachers in things like selecting other teachers who are going to be
joining their faculties, involving them in the evaluation of the ad-
ministrative staff, involving them in the selection of the adminis-
trative staffjust ,pimple things like, when we are buildii g new
schools, in the design of schools. In the past, architects would tell
us what the schools should look like. We never went to the users
and asked them what should a school look like, what should a
mathematics classroom look like, and where should it be located in
the school. Those are the kinds of things that we felt we had to
start doing if v - really going to to teachers as profession-
als and get theii put.

As a result of tnat, we created what we called school-based man-
agement shared decisionmaking schools, where teachers along with
the administrative staff literally created cadres that made the deci-
sions as to how they were going to expend the budget at din school,
how they were going to make a difference to the school int; the
children who went to that school.

We felt every school had its own culture, every school had a dif-
ferent community it was serving, and their needs were different,
and they should be in a better position to identify those needs than
anyone else, and that if we could give them latitude with the
budget as to how to get at identifying those problem.. resolving
those problems, we felt that we would have a betted .nance of pro-
fessionalizing the profession.

Lo anu behold, when we did that, it was just like we opened up a
magic lamp, if you will. Everything started to happen. Where we
previously had no pre-K for three and four-year-olds, in our first
year, six schools offered pre-K; today, we have pre-K in 107
schoolsmerely by redirecting the resources at their schools.

They expanded the school year. Sixty of my schools today nave
half-day Saturday school. That is an additional 30 days that the
students in my district gc to school. So those students in those
schools have a 270-day school year.

If you couple that with our 30-day summer school session, we
have some students who are going 300 days, which is more than
any country in the world.

The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me. How have the parents reacted to the
Saturday school?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Very, very positive. Tri fact, we have many par-
ents who have v olunteered to come in a..d assist in the izogram as
aides. I have 1F,.wyer- acti ; as tutors from the business communi-
ty. We have c students who are doing community service,
going in and tutoring. P has just been very positive throughout the
community.

The CHAIRMAN. I heard Senator Pell ask the questionand I do
not want to interrupt your presentationbut Senator Pr.11 asked
the question about the extended school year. I think there is at
least a sense ot.t there among many people that conceptually, par-
ents are for it, but when it is really proposed, there is a lot of re-
sit Lance to it. Now, I do not know the extent to which that is at.cu-
rate.

Dr. FERNANDEZ. I think that is partially true. We have found
that when you mandate the extended school year where there is,
say, one-quarter of the year the premise for extending the school
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sear primarily come for relieving schools of overcrowding and pro-
viding more space. It came for all the wrong reaf....ns. And we have
found that when you mandated that oi.udents had to be off a cer-
tain quarter which was not the summer quarter, that was when
you let with resistance. But when you expand the school year for
everybody, not just for the fact that you want to utilize the facility
a little bit better in terms of capability, when you expand it by
saying that all students are going to have a longer school year, the
opposition from the co:nmunity we have found to be nonexisi nt.
The opposition comes in when you are doing it for the otner
reason, and that is to create more space, and you are mandating a
certain portion of the year students have to be off.

Anyhow, continuing when we created these school-based man-
agement schools, we also ?.rested, for example, satellite centers
where we went and took the school to the workplace, for the chil-
dren of the employees, where we provide the kindergarten through
second grade program at no expense for the district except for the
educational portion, which we would have to pay anyhow. The
business community provides the location. The business community
pays for the utilities. They pay for any security services or upkeep.
It is a tremendous advantage to the employer and certainly to the
employee, and it gets us in a situation where we are closer to that
parent, because in many of the businesseswe have it in three lo-
cations right now, with five more on the drawing boardin the
businesses that we have, the employers give the employe. s time
off, where they can go and spend time right in the classroom, be-
cause the classroom is on the worksite. The parents can go there
during lunch. We have after-school care programs so that the child
goes home with the parent. We save on transportation. At we
have had parents tell us that the quality time they spend with
their children now in these satellite centers, particularly by the
time they get back and get ready for the next day, with the hustle
and bustle of preparing the meal and getting the kids ready for
bed, that that quality time they spend at the satellite center, and
just in transporting their kidsbecLase when they are going to
work, y are taking their child with themthat quality time,
they K.,/ they cannot put a value on, it is so important to them.

The morale on the part of the employees, obviously, is much
better, because they are very close to their children at the work lo-
cation.

One of the companies where we have the satellite learning
center, America .cankers Insurance Group, just opened up a
$400,000 four - classroom facility at no cost to the taxpayers that will
serve four classrooms, K through two. And they tell me that tl
used to have a turnover of about 11 percent, and that every y
they spent approximately half a million dollars in retraining the
people because of the turnover. The employees who have their chil-
dren in the satellite 14arning center, the turnover rate there is
down to about 4 percent. Absenteeism has been reduced on the
part of the employees, tardiness on the part of the employee., and
the morale is tremendously high. And they have saved money in
terms of retraining because they have more continuity with their
work force.
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We just opened another one at Miami International Airport. If
any of you are ever flying through Miami, you have to go and see
it. It is really state-of-the-art. And these 'Aci lities are being built
without cost to the taxpayer.

Community servicewe are Outing right now a requirement in
Dade County that any student who goes thr-agh our high schools
will has e to do community .service as a gradv....aion requ iment. It
is conceptual in nature right now, but on of reasons we
wanted to do that, quite honestlywe went it ana passed the
largest bond referendum for capital construct: the history of
this country$980 millionthis past March, alai 72 percent of our
senior citiv_as voted for that bond referendum. Without that vote,
we would not have accomplished what we are doing, which will
allow us to build 49 new schools and modernize 260 schools. Like
most urban school districts, we have had deferred maintenui,...e on
all of our schools, so this will really bring us into the 2.1.A. century.

But without the senior citizens who voted for it, 72 percent,
larger than any other group, we would not have been able to do
that.

The CHAIRMAI.. How did you get them to do it?
Dr. FEAINANDEZ. We took them into our schools, Senator. We put

then. on buses, we fed them lunch, we took them into our schools,
we let them interact with cur children and with our teachers, and
they walked away with a different message. They walked away rec-
ognizing that schools were important. We opened it up.

We created a VIP Program. Very Important Person Program,
where we gave them a "gold card" that allows them into any of
our athletic events or drama productions or music produaions.
They can have breakfast and lunch our schools. And the only
trade-off is they have to volunteer to do something in our schools.
It has worked extremely well

The CHAIRMAN. Are some working?
Dr. F2RNAN' )h, yes. We have over 20,000 volunteers in our

school right at is another thing. If you were to put a dollar
value on wh., are gaining from those senior citizens that are
volunteering 1 schools, it is just tremendous.

My point, t. is that the reason this is all happening is be-
cause we have opened up to the teachers and let tea,icrs ,..:ome up
with creative and innovative ideas.

We did this first, and I think as a result of that, the bond refer
endum passed. And we just passed a landmark contract in Dade
County today, with the doctorate degree in the fi,7d after 14 years,
you can get $70,000 a year, with a bachelor's det, _, you can get
$35,000 a year. We just passed a landmark contract. The impact of
that contractlast year, I had to hire 2,500 teachers, and my ratio
was one-to-two, which meant we were probably hiring some people
who we normally would not hire. You know, you do not have to
have a teacher shortage, you just keep lowering your standards.
This year, after the bond referendum, after prufessionalizatiun,
after the salary contract, my ratio was one-to-nine. Su you kniw we
are getting the best and the brightest people. An we believe sin
cerely that the teacher makes the biggest difference. If you get a
good teacher, that is going to equat".; into at.hievement on the part
of the students down the road.

2 (,!
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So we recognize the jury is still out on this thing. but we feel weare going down the right path. Every dayit is more exciting to bein education in Dade County right now than it has ever been.There are so many innovative things going on. We have delegationon a day-to-day basis going through Dade County to see some of thethings that are going on. And I think we have a source there thatwe are not tapping, and that source is the teachers and the admin-istrators out in the field, the people out on the front lines. Andpart of the problem is that we have strapped them. We have reallyput too many restrictions on them in terms of regulations, not justfrom the Federal Government, but certainly from the State and thelocaleven from the Superintendent's officetoo many restric-tions.
I think once we started going down this path, we are not going tobe able to go back, and I see this as the window of opportunity forus in public education. The business community has supported usbecause they see some changes going on. Certainly, governmentalleaders like yourselves and other people are speaking in terms ofdoing something for education. If we do not take advantage of itnow, I really think this is our last shot.
Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Fernandez follows:]

2 r ',..,
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Testimony on Federal Education Policy for the 101st Conaro-:

TigaChers and Teaching

before the

Senate Committee on Labor and (iman Resources

behalf of

The Council of the Great City School,,

Mr. Chairman, ry name is Joseph Feloandez. I am the Superint(nOvnt of the Dad,

Court? (Mimi), Florida, Public Schaols, the nation's fourth largest publ'c school

district. I am pleased to appear before you today an behalf of the Council of the

Great City Schools.

Currently in its 33ra year, the Council of the Great City Schools in a nitional

organization comprised of 45 of the nation's largest urban pablit ,chool systems.

Our Board of Directors is comprised of the Superintendent and one Board of

Education mobber from each city, making the Council the only education group 'o

constituted and the only one whose membership and purpose is solely urban.

The Council's rss'bership serves over five million inner-cis; voungstrs, or

approximately 12% of the nation's public school enrollment. AL or ,.hird of the

sition's Black children, 27% of the Hispanic children and 20% of the s' Asian

children are being educated in our schools. Almost one third of those

CCOK from families receiving public assistance.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the invitation to speak before this crucial

Camti::.0 on possible federal activity in the ,1[4,4 of tethers and t,

2
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Before I start, I would like to call ,cur attention to a report that the Council

published last Fall, 7--,zh,ng and Leading in the Great City Schools which should te

in your nat,_rials. It Jeszribes not only the ma-par challenges facing city schools

in the area of teaching but presents an eAtensive overview of what urban schools,

including my own and those in Boston. are doing to ri:et them.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to do three things in my remarks this morning: 1)

outline the major challenges that schools, partic.larly urban schools, face in the

area of teaching, 2) describe some of what my own district is doing to address

those needs, and 3) s .4gest how the Congress night b, helpful with legislation.

a) Educational Challenges for Teaching:

First of all the challenges. We see than falling into three broad categories:

attracting teachers, retaining teachers and training teachers.

1) Attracting Teachers: While researchers quibble over whether the

country faces a general teacher shortage, the problem of finding and attracting

teachers to urban schools is here and now. Our prablens are fivefold:

1.1;* Persistent Teacher Shortages: Teacher shortages are four times

higher in urban areas than in other areas of the country, and by 1992 the annual

national teacher vacancy rate oc 7W may quadruple in oui largest cities, according

to the National Education Association. In general ow. teachers Ace older, have

more teaching experience and have been in -system longer than average. At the sane

time our new teachers turn-over more rapidly than average. My own system hires

about 2500 teachers a year, Los Angeles needs to hire about 1400 a year gust to

fill vacancies created by enrollment increases, normal turnover and reticemencs.

2' ,A
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If not a single teGdher retired in Wake County, North Carolina, the expected

enrollment increase alone would require that system to hire 545 new teachers t,

fill demand. Half the teadher- in D.C. will reach retirement age by 1993. Yet the

numbers of individuals in-training to be teachers is insufficient.

(ii) Specialized Area Shortages: Sometimes, however, the nembers of

vacancies are deceptive because districts ray have enough teachers overall but

suffer from shortages of specialized teadhers. Shortages of math and science

teachers are canu,on but the need for teachers of special education and bilingual

education has reached crisis proportions. In Los Angeles, for instance, 52.S% of

the students are Hispanic but only 10% of the teachers are and only ore -third of

the teachers are fully-certified in bilingual e&cati 1. The result is often that

districts rust assign teachers out-of-field or issue emergency certificates,

strategies often unacceptable to unions.

(iii) Shortages of Minority Teachers: Moreover, the nations schools

are experiencing a well-documented shortage of minority teachers. Black teachers

have nJw fallen below 7% of the nation's total teacher pool at the same time the

percentage of Black students has risen to about 17%. The truly dramatic

disparities are in our own cities which often lead the nation in opportunities for

minority educators. In the aggregate the student enrollment in the Great City

Schools is about 70% minority, 308 non - minority. Yet, the teadhing force it Jrban

sdhools is abort 32% minority, 688 non-minority: almost the reverse.

Unfortunately the education reform movement is iu.4ittingly hurting out efforts to

recruit minority teachers. Teacher competency exams, now required for

certification in 26 states, are closing the gates on minority candidates. Any

legislation this body considers regarding the National Teacher Standards Board

95-700 - 89 - 10
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Selected Statistics on Urban School Teachers

Ntrber of teachers in Great City public school systems: 272,084* Percentage of teaehers in Great City Schools who are minority: 85,978 132%)
Percent of nation's minority teachers working in Gr-at City Schools: 561

Average years of experience of teachers in Great City Schools: 15* Average number of days on duty for teathers in Great City Schools: 186* Average pupil/teachec ratio in Great City Schools: 18.7:1
Averaga salary of teachers irireat City Schools, 1987-88: $29,218

NUmber of new minority teachers that would have to be produced annually to
fill the current demand for minority tear

ers (based upon the percentage of
minority students): 50,000

* Approximate number of minority college
students graduating with degrees in

education annually: 14,000
* Percent of current teacher ecication students who want to teach in an urban

sehool as their first assignment: 16%

Percentage of general teaching force that will be Black in 1990: 5%* Extent of teacher shortages in central city schools as compared to the
extent of teacher slortages .n all schools: 2.5 times the shortage

Percentage of city teachers who feel respected by society: 39%* Percentage of urban teachers who would not teach if they could art over:131
* Percentage of urban schools where teaehers rate professional development

opportunities as inadequate: 58%
Percentage of urban teachers who report having no say in selecting
textbooks or materials: 36%

* Percentage of urban schools where teachers report working in inadequate
buildings: 52%

* Average number of students more per day a big city teacher teaches than a
small-district teacher teaches: 23 more students

* Average number of hours per week urban teacherS spend on instructional
dUties without pay: 9.2 hours

* Percentage of urban schools where teachers rated their resources as
inadequate: 812

* Percentage of current education sajors who report being inadequately
trained to deal with "at-risk* students: 293
Percentage of urban schools %here teachers report poor student discipline:77%

255
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should keep this in mind.

(iv) Lack of Interest in Urban Teaching: The sad truth is that most

new teachers would rather teach almost anywhere other than the inner-cal. One

explanation is that 808 of new teachers want to teach within 50 miles of their

home, and only 1 in 20 call a big-city home. The upshot is that only 16% of

current teacher education students want to teach in an urban school. The problem

is only made worse by negative perceptions about urban schools. One solution, of

course, is for us to grow our own teachers. But dropout rates of 25%-to-40% in

many cities eliminate many candidates; others move into vocational and technical

trades; some pursue college but only half finish -- and those who do usually pick

other careers. By that time, the teaching pipeline has narrowed to soda straw.

(v) Disappearing Salary Differentials and Low Pay: Urban schools

have relied for a long time on higher salaries to coax teachers into positions and

to compensate them for the higher ;:ost of living. But this differential has almost

closed, as states responded to calls for reform by uniformly raising teacher

salaries, negatively affecting cities. In 1980-81, urban schools paid their

teachers about 10.68 more than the national average; in 1987-88 they paid them just

3.5% more. Teachers in general however, continue to be paid well below their value

to society -- and it damages education's ability to attract qualified people.

2) Retaining Teachers: While many -- if not most -- of our teachers are

pleased with their career choice, urban teaching is not easy 4nd it mike". Difficult

our ability to keep good instructors. We cannot gloss over our substandard

facilities, overstretched resources, students with profound Eroblem and the

unbelievable social problems outside the school-yard.
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(i) Inferior Working Conditions: A recent study by the Institute for

Educational Leadership (1EL) of urban schools concluded
that urban teachers work

under conditions that are dramatically worse than other teachers. These conditions

include carped and crumbling buildings and facilities, heavier workloads and

larger class-sizes than usual, fewer resources and books, and more student

discipline problems. All of those make it more difficult for urban districts to

keep the teachers they have recruited.

(ii) Lack of Professionalism: Perhaps even more important, however,

are professional frustrations: 1::_k of respect and recognition, limited

opportunities for collegiality, inadequate professional development, and lack of

decision-lcaking authority. In fact, the absence of professionalism is second only

to salary as the reasons teachers give for leaving teadhing.

3) Enhancing Skills of Teachers: For our teachers to meet the demands facing

us in the future, they will have to be highly qualified professionals,

knowledgeable about their subjects and adept at teaching. Recent reform reports --

including Carnegie's -- suggest we are far from achieving that goal. Too often,

low ability students are filling schools of education, and once they graduate and

are hired schools often do little for their professional growth.

(i) Inadequately Prepared Teachers: Still, today's ,eaCher is better

Ucated, more experienced and works harder and longer than the teacher of a decade

.go. Even so, the training teachers receive is rarely adequate to qu,lify them as

excellent urban teachers. Most teachers, in fact, rate their education cours'S as

inadequate in preparing than for life in a big city school. At the same time,

studies like that done by IEL show an even greater need for professional
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development, and in- service training in their subject area, special student need:,

and teaching techniques.

(ii) Poorly Performing Teachers: Finally, we cannot overlook

teachers who perform below expectations, are in need of training to teach up-to-

standard, or simply shouldn't be in a classroom. While there are fewer such

teachers now, urban schools continue to need to replace or upgrade them.

b) What We Are Doing About the Teaching Challenges:

These challenges, at first blush, appear insurmountable but then= is much that

we as urban schools are doing to address them. Again, I call your attention to our

report, Teaching and Leading in the Great City Schools, which describes over 180

programs throughout our large city schools operating to boost the pay, the status,

and the performance of teachers. Let me take a moment to describe what we in Dade

County are doing by way of example:

1) First of all, the Dade County Public Schools are in the fifth year of a

program which requires teachers and administrators to decide jointly on academic

goals for each school and develop a joint plan for implementation.

2) Secondly, every one of our schools is required to have a faculty council

which mee*s regularly with the principal to discuss issues of mutual concein.

3) In addition, we have instituted a leacher Assessment and De,--lopment System

(TADS) which outlines detailed expectations for teachers and involves classroom

observations and evaluations by other teachers and admunistrators, standards for

which are defined by the system and its teachers.

2I
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4) We also offer credential-payments to teachers with advanced degrees in

their teaching field, and provide salary supplements for teaching in critical staff

shortage areas or in high-need locations.

5) Moreover, oil* beginning teacher program assigns and compensates veteran or

Lead teachers to work with new instructors for up to a year on teaching techniques,

district policy and personal support.

6) Our school-based management program, now operating in 45 schools, is one

of the most advanced in the nation -- giving each site a greater voice in

curricula, scheduling, budgeting and operating decisions. The effort spans all

school personnel at all grade levels, each with its own committee of teachers and

staff to propose structural, policy, regulatory
and instructional changes in the

schools's operation.

1) Our Dade Education compact is a collaborative effort between ourselves, the

teacher union, and the University of Miami -- to provide teacher recruiting,

alternative teacher certification, graduate programs for teachers, dropout

prevention services and research.

8) We have also instituted Satellite Learning Centers in Dad- County,

supplying a Lead Teacher to initiate and implement decisions and to coordinate

activities of the union, the school and the private sector.

9) Dade County has also implemented a Future Educators of America 2rogram to

ercourage bright secondary students, particularly minority students, to pursue
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teaching as a career. The project encourages students exploridg teaching as a

career to tutor other students as a way of getting practical experience.

10) Finally, we have established an Academy for the Teaching Arts to provide

teachers system -wide with a minisabbatical to energize and revitalize them through

seminars, clinics, internships, research and updates in subject area.

Mr. Chairman, / think you can see that we are working, through these efforts,

to redefine cur own education delivery system. If we are successful, we will

improve the way teachers teach, administrators manage, and most importantly, the

way students learn. And in the process, we will have created an environment

designed to attract and k:.:ep the very best educators for our schools.

c) What the Federal Government Can Do:

The Congress has an important role to play in helping us meet the challenges of

recruiting, training and keeping qualified teachers. As you may know, Senator Pell

-- the Chair of the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities -- introduced at

the request of the Council of Great City Schools the "Teachers' Professional

Development Act" last year and plans to reintroduce it again by request this

session. This proposal has many of the components we think Congress should

consider enacting in any comprehensive teacher legislation. They include:

1) Teacher Professional Pilot Grants: These would be competitve grants to

LEAs to test and evaluate efforts to enhance the
professional status, governance

role and satisfaction of teachers, including such efforts as incentive pay, school

based management, research and dissemination, master or mentor teachers career
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ladders and the like.

2) Teacher Recruitment Incentives:
These would involve competitive grants for

LEAs and institutions of higher education to support local recruitment programs,

and joint school system/university teacher preparation programs. Priority for such

grants should be given to projects aimed at recruiting and training minority

individuals and could include tuition assistance for current teacher aides to

earned full teacher credentials, support for Future Teacher of America chapters,

and fifth year training programs for prospective teachers.

3) laservice Teacher TrafAm: In addition, the federal government could be

helpful by authorizing funds for LEAs to support in- service teacher training

projects, particularly in shortage areas like math, science, foreign languages,

technology, and humanities.
Other activities might include efforts to entice

former teachers back into the profession or to recruit private sector individuals

to fill vacancies temporarily.

4) Teaching Academies: Congress could also authorize National Teaching

Academies, state-wide academies or local Teacher Centers to serve as clearinghouses

for research, evaluation and model programs regarding professional development,

recruitment and training of teachers.

51 Teacher Loan Forgiveness: Finally, the Council suggests a provision to

forgive GSL loans for teachers employed in LEAs with minority enrollments exceeding

50%. We would propose waiving 20% of each loan for every year a teacher is

employed in such LEAs.

t1
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Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony. I would b., pleased to -mower

questions on this crucial educational issue. Before I close, however, I would lend

the Council's enthusiastic support fot another bill that this Committee shouli pass

at the earliest possible date: 5.123, "Smart Stirt". That bill would help fill

another critical need in our citi,6 for early childhood education services.

Finally we would like to thank the Chairman for this opportunity to testify In o

Senator Pell for sponsoring the Council's proposals on teacher recruitment,

training and retention.

9
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, this has been an excellent panel.
I want to apologize for Senator Kassebaum. She has, I believe,Secretary Kemp up in the other committee, and she was going upthere to inquire, but she will be back h e later on.
I want to ask Dr. Bayer and perhaps the others will respondIam strongly for national service, and we have tried to work withour literacy corps program -,711:111 we have now funded, where weare dealing with six colleges up in the Greater Boston area andsupported by the Greater Boston business community. There havebeen a number of proposals which have been advanced. One of theproposals would utilize the funding for that program and take itout of the various education-funded programs.I would be interested Dr. Boyer if you or the others would wishto make any comment about that particular approach. I perhapscould state it more delicately, but no matter how you read it, Ithink that is about where it comes out. I did not know whetherthere was anything you wanted to say on that.

Dr. BOYER. First, I am enthusiastic about the current attentionlocally and nationally on service. I think its potential to helprenew not just education, but a sense of vitality among the Na-tion's youth, is remarkable.
The second point, Senator, the service efforts can occur at differ-ent levels. I have indicated the educational, academic, volunteer

within communities, but I am also fascinated by the national strat-egy of the service corps. But I would have to say that I would be
enormously uncomfortable if we were to use that as a replacementstrategy for the historically-developed student aid based upon theneed for equality of access. I think that would be mixing two verydifferent policies. And I think to try to fund a student service pro-gram nationally, at the same time begin to undermine equitythrough the Pell Grants and the loan program, v ould be, frankly,winning one war while we are losing another.

So I would be enormouslyif I might be so boldcautious aboutseeing the funding of the service program, because in my opinionthey are serving two very different public policy responsibilities,
and I think it would be a shame to see us start to erode this equitycommitment that we have around an equally important interest wehave to renew students and also to add energy in the Nation's serv-ice. ,The CHAIRMAN. I do not know whether Dr. Fernandez or Dr.Caldwell wish to make any comment on this.

Dr. FERNANDEZ. We are very much in favor of community serv-ice. We think it adds character, and certainly it is important. As Itold you earlier, we are mandating it as a graduation requirement
in Dade County.

In terms of it coming from above, I do not knowour feeling isthat the less restraints and restrictions we have on the local level,the better off we are going to be. Obviously, we would like the re-sources, but the less restrictions we have, the better off we aregoing to be. That is the whole essence of what we are doing in
school-based management; it is a bottom-up philosophy, not a top-down philosophy. But we are very much in favor of community
service.

2'*")
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me just ingasie into the need for the recruit
ment of minority teachers. We will get into the Cow line in terms
of graduate &hools. Generally, there has been a significant decline.
We are seeing various changes in the school population. What
ideas do you have about how we might address that particular
issue?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. You recognize, I know, that we have a danger :n
our urban centers of ultimately ending up with a minority popula-
tion and a non-minority teacher population with no role models for
those children. That is one of the dangers that we are facing right
now.

We have to do more at the bottom level, and that is, I think,
some of the things we were talking about in terms a encouraging
students, improving the profession so that it is something that
those students want to go into. There is no encouragement, no en-
ticement for those children now.

Through the Future Educators of America chapters, thruuth the
things that Dr. Boyer was talking about in terms of these summer
institutes for studentsall of these programs are the types of
things that I think are going to help entice some of these children
to go into teaching. We have to get our share of those kids who are
going to become doctors and lawyers and Senators, if you will, we
have to get them to come into education. And they are not going
there now because of the sale -y, because of the way they were
being treated, and because of the facilities. And I think once you
start addressing those three issues, it is going to turn some of those
things around.

Dr. BOYER. I wanted to say that I think this is perhaps one of our
most urgent challenges and, maybe on the dark side, ominous
trends. We just cannot have increased numbers of black ant: His-
panic children in the schools unnerved by teachers who also repre-
sent good education and good role models.

You know the recently released data regarding black miles going
on to college, if they do not go on to college, they certainly are not
going to be able to choose teaching as an option.

And the longer I think about this, the more I think this must
become a sharply-focused strategy, beginning, I believe, in junior
and senior high school. We have to say to minority students there,
"You can go to college, and you are good enough to be a teacher.'
But that is not enough. I think we have to capture some of the cli-
mate that surrounded the so-called Eubent- Lang, "I have a
dream". That did not succeed because he said, 'We will pay you to
go to college", it succeeded because he stuck with it and became a
friend, and somebody cared.

So I keep vaguely groping for the possibility c" combining that
national challenge with the issue of service. Maybe we could have
colic ge students, as a part of their service, become mentors to SO
junior and senior high school kids and spend a year or two with
them, meeting regularly, and then match that with some su.nmer
retreats and seminars su.that the issue can be encouraged, and per
haps even take some maturity teachers and let them spend some
time in schools. We use athletes and others to indicate successes.
We have great teachers from all of our cultural and ethnic back-
grounds.

3 (ju
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So as was just said by Dr. Fernandez, these need to be, I think,
identified early and then encouraged continuously. And if we can
find that strategy, perhaps through service, older high school stu-
dents as ment rs, college students as mentors, good teachers who
have succeeded as mentors, I think we will begin to inspire young
people who otherwise are not well-motivated. They are attracted to
other, more short-term gains, and this is a long-term kind of de-
ferred gratification, and it is almost in a world they do not under-
stand. So it needs to become both real and inspiring.

The CHAIRMAN. We will hear Dr. Caldwell in just a minute. I just
wanted to fmish up.

Dr. Boyer, what we have got moving up in Boston is this literacy
program at the cost of $25,000 at each college. And the Boston busi-
ness community has put up $150,000. We have six colleges that are
participating nowBoston College, and I think Harvard will start
it next spring. The students do six hours of tutoring, and the tutor-
ing has to be carefully-supervised and tied into their other aadem-
ics.

The principal problem we have is getting the academic institu-
tions to give any kind of academic credit. They want to review this
very carefullyas they shouldto find Jut how it can be tied into
the whole educational experience in the liberal arts area. But they
are finding out, with very careful supervision, that this is useful
and important and academically justifiable.

And the things that you have mentioned, I think, can be put into
practice in a way that the universities and colleges could be chal-
lenged as to how they can provide credit in ways that are consist-
ent with academic standards and give an opportunity to kids. We
get a percent that will volunteerin the old Phillips Brooks House
up at Harvard, which I did, and so onbut to try and get it so they
can be a part of this whole process, I think is something that needs
further thinking as well. And to the extent that you, with the re-
sources that you have, would be thinking that through, it would be
helpful if you would be willing to help us in dealing with the uni-
versities. I think you could be enormously helpful. I think all the
things you have said make a lot of sense.

Dr. BOYER. Could I just say, for it to be given academic credit,
and colleges need to feel confident about that, it has to not only
include the notion of service, which I celebrate, but also what you
learn from that service. And that would involve perhaps writing
papers, holding seminars, so that you come ba..k to the educational
community, and it becomes circular. So you go out to serve, but it
has a certain relationship to what you have learned. It is closing
that loop that I think gives it academic legitimacy.

And in response to your suggestion, we might try to develop
some both descriptions, analysis of, and maybe examples of howthat has worked.

The CHAIRMAN. I will talk or visit with you later about it. I ap-
preciate it.

Dr. Caldwell?
Dr. CALDWELL. I wanted to make a point that the early childhood

field has given an important mor'el of ways of drawing minorities
into the field. I mentioned the low salaries earlier, and since we
use a lot of aides and assistants, many of them are minorities who

3'If .,
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did not finish high school and so onor maybe they had high
school and nothing beyond.

The early childhood field has had this alternate training pro-
gram called CDA, Child Development ALJociate, which is a compe-
tency-based curriculum that allows individuals to demonstrate
their competencies without necessarily having had the regular cre-
dentials.

What happens with many of these is, like I said about the par-
ents earlier, they become more motivated for their own education.
And I have personally hired many who hate come in as aides, who
bPve then enrolled in an education program and have move) into
positions as regular teachers with better salaries and so on.

But the field has to be willing to give them a chance.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Pell?
Senator PELL. I just want to follow up a little bit with Dr. Boyer

and say that we do plan to introduce some legislation dealing with
teachers, as I think you are aware, particularly with the recruit-
ment of new teachers and ti upgrading of the present ones. That
would be an opportunity to have a hearing in which perhaps only
teachers would be there. So that is sort of un the griddle, I do not
know when exactly.

Then, also, I will introduce legislation will be introduced that
will address this issue.

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Senator Kennedy, I would be remiss if, on behalf
of my 44 colleagues from The Council of the Great City Schools, we
did not thank both of you for the legislation that you are propos-
ing. I know it is very important to those five million students that
we represent.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you all very much.
We want to note that the hour is well on, and we see Dr. Cavazos

necessarily has to absent himself, but we have been delighted to
have him here, and we have really appreciated his strong commit-
ment to working with us. We look forward to it.

Senator PELL. We hope that not figuratively, lights turn out as
he leaves- -

The CHAIRMAN. But the sunshine came in, Claiborne.
Thanks a lot.
We welcome our last two witnesses. Neither witness needs an in-

troduction; both have been here many times before.
Harold Howe is Senior Lecturer at Harvard Graduate School of

Education. Dr. Howe had been involved in education for 40 years.
In his distinguished career, he has been U.S. Commissioner of Edu-
cation, and Vice President of the Ford Foundation.

Joining Dr. Howe is Robert Atwell, President of the American
Council on Education. Mr. Atwell is a leading spokesman for Amer-
ican higher education on a wide variety of issues. He has been in-
volved in efforts to preserve and expand Federal funding for higher
education and increase educational opportunities for minority citi-
zens. Prior to joining the American Council on Education, he was
the President of Pitzer College in Claremont, California.

Dr. Howe, we look forward to hearing from you.
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STATEMENT OF DR. HAROLD HOWE II, SENIOR LECTURER,
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, HARVARD UNIVERSITY,
CAMBRIDGE, MA, ACCOMPANIED BY SAM HALPERIN, STUDY
DIRECTOR, YOUTH AND AMERICA'S FUTURE; AND DR. ROBERT
ATWELL, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION,
WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. HOWE. Mr. Chairman, it is good to be here again.
I cannot help think of many other occasions when this committee

was looking at very significant legislation and passing an immenseamount of itthe catalogue is so long, ;t would take too much time
to recite it here.

But in all the work that you have doneyou said you have been
at it for 26 years in this committee a little earlier, I think I havebeen at it for 24I think you have managed to establish, really, areputation for two significant ways of doing business. One is to pay
absolutely clear attention to the question of equal opportunity in
the United States in the field of education. And your legislation
has kept that issue alive, made progress under the banner of that
issue and will continue to do so. And we are all in your debt.

The other thing that this committee has done over the years and
is still doing is to make that equal opportunity effort possible by
conducting these conversations in the spirit of bipartisanship. Ithas been an immense contribution to the legislative processes of
the United States, the spirit in this committee. I think back to
Wayne Morse and Jack Javits and a bunch of other people who
were here, who really contributed in powerful ways, sometimeswith great individuality to an extent that they stuck out from all
the other members of the committee who disagreed with them
about various things. But in the course of it, the bipartisanship
always emerged, and I think it is a powerful tradition to hang onto.

I am here because I have chaired for the last couple of years a
group of Americans, taking a look at youth in American society.We have prepared a reportand we have submitted it to you, and
you have copiescalled "The Forgotten Half 'a somewhat dis-couraging title.

We think there are grounds for that title when you look at
youth, say, age 16 to 24 in American society in terms of the atten-
tion that youth have gotten from both State and national govern-ment.

If you take a look at what is done for college-going youth in thissociety, there is absolutely no comparison. They are vastly more
helped by Government at both levels than are youngsters who donot go to college.

Through this committee, a number of programs that serve
youngsters who do not go to college have emerged, but in terms of
dollar support, in terms of pervasiveness, in terms of access, in
terms of availability throughout the land, those programs for the
"forgotten half" are much less significant.

This is a major finding of this group of bipartisan Americans
who spent two years looking at the subject.

By way of solution to this kind of thing, we come up with many
of the matters that you have discussed here this morning. We be-
lieve that there is on the books right now a lot of very useful, very
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successftl Iegislatic.n which, in some cases, slight', amended, but
in most cases, just pznperly funded, a :evolution. _ould be made in
this !and about the oppor:,unities of the bottom half. And again,
these items nave been discussed here this morning, but let me cata-
logue them for you, because i is interesting to look at them in this
perspective.

Head Startwhich everybody likesservices 19 percent of its eli-
gible population.

The Job Corps, which has been very well-evalua'ed in a number
of differea. significant studies, serves near one percent.

Chapter I, which now almost everybody likesand I was delight-
ed to hee the Secretary say that he is going to support that more
deeplyserves about li.11 the youngsters who are elig;ble.

The Joint Training Partnership Act serve_ about percent of the
people who are It is newer legislation, it has some faults,
has some real successes to recommend it. And it is a program that
ought to be. continued. It is a hard-headed effort to decentralize the
business of getting trainint, programs developed at the local level,
and it is one of 4.1e real c.,ritributions of the Reagan Administra-
tion.

The Vocational Education Act, with which you will be dealing
shortly, I understand, has eroded by about 30 percent of its funding
through the process of inflation in the last eight years.

So here we have a group of programs whieh have been well-
shown to do a good job for the people they serve, which have been
accused from time to time in the heat of the political process of
throwing money at problemswhich clearly they are notand
here is a group of programs we do not need to pass legislation on it
large part. We need to fund them adequately. We know they work.
They will make an immense change in the lives of the young.

Our commission came up with a round number of $5 billion a
year that ought to be added to these programs, and we have them
listed specifically in our report, for a period of five years in order
to make the kind of difference that is needed.

Now, you asked me in my testimony to say a word or two about
the Vocational Education Program because you were getting to
that soon in your business. We found in this study that after a cer-
tain amoont of vacillation, our commission wanted to come out
strongly in favor of vocational education, but to recommend some
emphases in it that need more attention than they a-e getting.
Those emphases hang around the general idea of work-study combi-
nations of various kinds, apprenticeship arrangements, on-the-job
training.

These kinds of suggestions are a reaction on our part to what
seems to have happened in the school reform movement in the
United States. What seems to have happened is there has been so
much attention to improving learning for kids who are going to col-
lege that the ways of learning that help young people not going to
college have tended to be ignored. And you have a certain kind of
backfire from the school reform movement in the sense that in
many places, the increasing of btandards for academic performance
have resulted in more dropouts.

We think that turning the Vocational Education Act in the direc-
tion of learning by doing further than it is can probably do a lot to
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improve the opportunities of youngster-, who are not going to col-lege.
Now, in emphasizing this not going t ,...6"lege business, I do not

want to cast any shadow at all on my r...ighbor, Bob Atwell, who
represents the higher education institutions. We are not in any
way suggesting that support of the i al Government for higher
education be diminished. We are simply saying that there is a rea-
sonable argument that there is a "forgotten half" in the United
States that very much needs attention.

Then I would comment on one other point, and ask my colleague,
Sam Halperin, to comment on a final one. I want to bring up this
community service conversation that has occurred several timesthis morning. Our report has an entire ipter on that subject.
Our commission favored it powerfully as it Illy a mode of develop-
ing healthy citizenship.

But our commission, after debating the subject, did not come outfor a national youth corps; it came out for community service and
for the encouragement of community st-ivice by the Federal Gov-
ernment through providing various kinds of technical assistance,
through encouraging States or cities which wish to develop commu-
nity service activities, either on an organized youth corps basis or
on any other basis that they wish, to get some help from the Feder-
al Government in getting things going, but keeping it at the level
of local initiative with some Federal encouragement.

The question of requiring people who got aid to go to college to
do community service was discussed in our commission, and we de-
cided not to recommend that. I thought that Ernie Boyer's answer
to that query was just right; I do not think it is a good idea. I thinkit is sort of a "Star Wars" kind of idea. It sounds good, but after
you look into it, you find it is just beset with all kinds of problems,
not the least of them being the equity problem.

Sn that my comment on that would be to try to find in the Gov-
ernment. particularly in collaboration with President Bush's
speech in California on this subject a while ago and his interest
that is now, I understand, being pursued in an organized way to try
to define what might be done, I think getting together with that
kind of approach to this is going to be more constructive than
trying to build a massive central Federally-involved enterprise.

Now, we had some other legislation we suggested, and I would
like to ask Sam to say a word about that, if I might.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Halperin?
Mr. HALPERIN. Mr. Chairman, as we well know, the State and

the Federal Government have been involved for a very long time in
creating structures. The structures, however, do not treat the
entire human being_ They treat a problem here and a problem
there Quite often, the resources are frittered away because they do
not hold together. So collaboration, cooperation, and integration
are words that need to be turned into actual working institutionson the ground.

The commission considered for a long time what was the secret
of the I Have a Dream Foundations, the Trio Programs, and it was
that they utilized a series of resources across-the-board.

And so in Chapter 7 of our final report, we suggested something
called "Fair Chance", which does not provide additional ancient fi-
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nancial aid to try to increase college-going and college completion,
vocational education and technical education, but which tries to
pull together the support services, the mentoring, the academic re-
mediation, the motivation. Without these, all of the student finan
cial aid in the world will not help many young people. Indeed, we
have a horrendous problem of dropout, you might call it, attrition,
lack of retention, in higher education and in vocational and techni
cal education, generally.

So we ask you to look at your leisure at the proposals which try
to create voluntary mechanisms in demonstratiu :A areas in eery
State of z.he Union, to see what can be done to bring together the
resources that are already out therethe "glue" money, the gap-
filling money is a very essential part oi ..he proposal.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Howe with an attachment) fol-

lows:]
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YOUTH AND AMERICA'S FUTURE:
THE WILLIAM T GRANT FOUNDATION

COMMISSION ON WORK. FAMILY AND CITIZENSHIP

STATEMENT OF

HAROLD HOWE I!

Chairperson. Youth and America's Future:
The William T. Grant Foundation

Commission on Work, Family and Citizenship
Senior Lecturer, Harvard Graduate School of Education;

Former US Commissioner of Education

accompinied by
SAMUEL HALPERIN

Study Director, Youth and America's Future
US. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources

January 27, 1989

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My co/league, Mr. Halperin, and I have been appearing before this

distinguished Committee for over a quarter of a century. It as truth, not hyperbole,

to remind the nation that over these years this Committee has been responsible for

authorizing programs that have literally changed the face of the nation -- and very

decidedly for the better. It is difficult to imagine what America would be like

today without Head Start, Job Corps, the Elementary sal Secondary Education and

Higher Education Acts, Pell Grants, Bilingual Education, Vocational Education, and

the Job Training Partnership Act, and the many statutes to protect the iights and

advance the welfare of all of America's citizens, of all ages, races, genders, and

conditions of life.

It was in this Committee, too, that strong traditions of bipartisanship in

education and training were fashioned over two decades ago. All the great Senators

of both parties Lister Hill, Jacob Javits, Wayne Morse, Winston Prouty. the

Kennedy Brothers, Robert Stafford. Claiborne Pell. and many others -- understood

that the ultimate wealth and power of the United States ,s summarized by he very

apt title of this Committee on Labor and Human Resources.

1001 Connecticut Avenue. N W Suite 301 Wasnrgton DC 20036-5541
(202)775.9731
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As you proceed to shape ycor legislative agenda for the 101st Congress. I hope

that you will bear this historical perspective in mind and not become entangled in

the minutia of one bill or anothei. For you have crafted a priceless legacy for

America's children and students of all ages, making genuine progress toward the

goals I believe we all share with our new President. not only a kinder and genticr

nation, but also a more skilled, competent, and resilient people.

My other hope for this Committee is that, in your various deliberations. you

will not overlook :he potential contributions of what our Commission on Youth And

Amerlr 's Future has called 'The Forgotten Half.' From the National Defense

Education Act of 1958 to the school reform movement of the 1980's, the strong

tendency in American education and training has been to focus on approximately

half our population that is headed for college and to under-invest in. if not totally

ignore, the needs of the approximately 20 million 16-24-year-olds who are unlikely

to pursue formal academic training beyond high school.

What our bipartisan commission of 19 accomplished Americans concluded I roM

its two-year survey of research and evaluation studies can be summed up quite

briefly:

First, America shortchanges half of its youth -- the half that doesn't go to

college. These young people receive negligible assistance in starting their adult

lives, compared with their high school classmates entering higher education. All to

often, the non-college-bound move from school to work in the economic limbo of

unemployment, part-time jobs with few Jr no employee benefib, and only poveri,

level incomes.

Changes in families -- brought on by changes in the work patterns of women.

shifts in the labor market, and the sharp g.owth of poverty in the under-25 age

group -- increase the difficulties that non-college youth confront, Communities and
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schools have had a difficult time responding to these upheaval. in work and farna;

Taken together, these disruptions in the lives of older youth and young adults

Justify the title our Commission has given its interim and final reports.

forgotten Half. Non-College Youth In America and The Fortotten_Htlf. PathAta_i_s

lo Success for America's Youth and Young Families. (Copies of both reports have

been made available to the Committee along with a variety of summary material.)

Second, the American people are not acting decisively on the knowledge At

have of how to help the Forgotten Half become successful as workers. parents and

citizens in the community. While society doesn't have all the answers it needs.

extensive experience and evaluation assure us that many programs -- e.g., Head

Start, Job Ccrps, Job Training Partnership Act, all of which were first crafted by

this Committee of the Congress -- work reasonably well. They can be further

improved, and they should be extended to serve those who most need them.

o Consider for a moment that the .yell- researched and almost universally

admired Head Start program - which saves society SS to S5 for every

dollar invested in it -- even today reaches only 19 percent of the

children who are eligible for its services.

o Consider that the Job Corps, probably the most-evaluated, large-scale

social intervention for atrisk youth -- which reclaims young people for

one-third the cost of a single year's incarceration -- that same Job Corps

can accommodate only one percent of the youth for whom the program

was designed.

o Consider that the Job Training Partnership Act -- another of the

programs pioneered by this Committee -- today reaches only five percent

of the young persons who could be helped by it to live lives of dignity.

responsibility, and self-sufficiency. Even the lucky five percent, however.

3
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receive only 16-18 weeks of training at a cost of 81,8042.300 This is

hardly enough to compensate for a lifetime of inadequate preparation, and

it compares most unfavorably with the $20,000 public, private subsidy that

society offers to its college-bound youth ovei:. four-year period.

o And consider that the purchasing power cf federal funds appropriated for

vocational education has actually fallen 31 percent from 1980 to 1988.

And the list of programs that work goes on and on. The point to be stressed

is that lack of knowledge about how to deal with tough problems must not be used

as a cover-up for our lack of political will. This Committee has pointed the wa,s,

It is time to stop blaming our young, blaming our schools, blaming everyone but

ourselves for failing to get on with the job of building a world-class workforce

that, in turn, can support the quality of life and opportunities for self improvement

that have long been equated with the American Dream.

In a country committed to the value of education, it has becon. nearly an

article of faith that a college education is the best route, and perhaps the only

route, to success in America. Certainly college-going pays off handso.iicly in higher

earnings. (See, for example, Appendix E in our Commission's final report. The

Forgotten Half. Pathways to Success for America's Youth and Young Fam.hes R

a college degree is not the only way to develop the talents of tomorrow s wurkeli

and, for some, it is far from the best.

Young people without a college credential are in danger of being locked out of

a society that desperately needs their islents -- to build uur homes, drive our

buses, repair our automobiles, maintain and serve our of f tt.es, schools, and hospital,.

4
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and keep the production lines of our mills and factories moving. However. stable.
good-paying jobs that do not require advanced training are rapidly disappearing
Between 1979 and 1985. the United States suffered a net loss of 1.7 million
manufacturing jobs, a decline mirrored in the transportation. communication. utilities
and agriculture sectors as well

It is easy to ignore these changes given the current optimistic, but
dangerously misguided. belief that tow overall unemployment means a heathy
economy, While it is true that our fast-changing

economy has created millions of
new jobs in the service and retail sectors, the fact remAins that many of these are
low-skill positions, only part-time in character, and offer few health benefits or
opportunities for career advancement. Moreover, the vast majority pay wages at
only half the level of a typical manufacturing job. Indeed, a recent report of the
Senate Committee on the Budget found that half of all the new jobs paid poverty-
level wages or below. (Wales of American Workerv_in the 19805 Senate Print 100-
124.)

The ong-term decline in the economic prospects of young workers in the 18-
24 -v- old age group now leaves non-college youth with a shaky launching pad for
their working lives. The impact of these changes on young families will be felt for
decades to come.

Since 1973. young workers have experienced sharply declining real income.
unemployment or underemployment, and increased participation in jobs without a
future and without medical insurance and other essential employee benefits In
1986. nearly 33 of every 100 families with children headed by a person under 25 had
below poverty-level incomes -- a rate more than double that of 1967 and triple the
10.9 percent rate of all American families in 1986. Those from minority groups
have sunk most rapidly. but compared to other groups in American society, all

5
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young people, especially the non-college-bound, have lost ground.

Without specialized skills, non-college youth simply cannot compete for the

good jobs in today's labor market. But opportunities to acquire advanced training

are often not available. While each student enrolled in an institution of higher

education can expect to receive a combined public and private subsidy of

approximately 520,000 during a four-year college career, youth not going on to

college, but who need other forms of education and training, are starved for

support. Only about five percent of those eligible for federally-supported job

training under the !TPA receive it, then only for about four months -- rather than

four years - at a public subsidy of Sl,800 to 52,300 per student. For the most

part, young people not going on to college are left to sink or swim on their own

Although we have found alarming evidence of the declining economic fortunes

of American youth, we have also found evidence that many communities are taking

new and imaginative steps to insure the healthy develop= c// their youth

Not all of these activities on behalf of young people and young -miles have been

rigorously evaluated, we hope that many more will be. In the meantime, we believe

that the examples our Final Report offers of what communities are doing on Derma

of young people - often in genuine partnership with them - are sufficiently

promising to warrant much greater public attention.

We appreciate the opportunity to outline here the principal findings and

recommendations of Youth and America's Future. The William T. Grant Foundation

commission on Work. Family and Citizenship and to underscore the need tar

elated officials - from the Congress to the White House and in state and West

governments - to ensure a fait chance for the non-college-bound.

Ultimately we believe that the American people should set the improvement of

6
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employment and earning levels for all workers as a conscious goal of public policy

In pursuit of that desired outcome, we recommend better opportunities for

education. training, community service, strengthened relationships with adults, and
increased family and community supports as means to achieve a more equitable

balance in the Forgotten Half's odds for success.

I. A central premise of our report is that the schools cannot do it all 'Poung

people's lives are shaped by their experiences at home, in the community, and at

work, as well as at school It makes no sense at all to expect schools alone to
repair the (image done to young people handicapped by wholesale changes in
families and communities. But that is what we arc doing, Learning in school is

only one means of educating young people for life: it is essential, but not
sufficient. Every bit as valuable are the opportunities for handson learning offered

in youth organizations, community service activities, and in the workplace. But we

often find that vocational education is stigmatized in the school: and that other

valuable educational laboratories are overlooked. underutilizzel, underfunded, and

certainly under appreciated,

Educators have become so preoccupied with those going on to college that

they have increasingly lost sight of those -ho do not. The aim of the current

school reform movement must not be the pursuit of excellence at the expense of

equity Research confirms that young people learn in different ways. If schools.
and their students are to succeed, schools must develop greater flexibility in

their teaching methods even as they strive to develop a challenging core of common

learning. Whether aiming for college or the workplace. instruction that builds

thinking skills, rather than reliance on rote memorization, a that emphasizes

experiential learning and cooperative work strategies best prepares young people to

succeed in a complex world

7
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As your Committee considers the reaut.iorization o1 the Carl " Perkin;

Vocational Education Act. our Commission would urge that you do all in your pouci

to reduce the stigma that, unfortunately. attaches to to much of vocational

education. Vocational and technical education must not be regarded as a 'dumping

ground' for those who are regarded as 'too dumb' to succeed in an academic

Program.

The truth is that virtual's all students could benefit from si.hooling that blends

strong emphasis on academic fundamentals *Alt practical, hands-on applicattol uf

knowledge. Not everyone learns best with the typical school methodology ol

*stract, conceptual lecturing. and textbook instruction When learners are CIPund

to the laboratory, to the workshop, to apprenticeship training. to the field station.

and to other 'real: world' learning sites, their curiosity is Aindled and they find

effective new ways to master skills.

Properly conceived. vocational-rcchnical education can the dropout rate

by illustrating the relevance of learning and skills acquisition to success in the

workforce, and can encourage young people to continue then edui.atiun and training

beyond high school. Thus, we support pending proposals to link high p.hoois with

community colleges and technical institutes in a four -yeas ..ontinuum of twOt.httt,h_,

technical preparation. Vocational education assist not be seen as a 'ba..s..atei, but

rather as a central stream tl at leais many students to success as worke.. and as

lifelong learners. Students within it should be encouraged to assume that ..viat,C

attendance can be part of their future. as it is today for many workers in the

40 year age group and older who attend college parttime

We repeat: schools cannot do it all But by working tom schools anl

community learning Institutions can greatly expand young people's accest iu a wide

variety of timetested opporiunities for sound itattlsog To this end, we recommend
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renewed consideration and wider replication of work-study, apprenticeships.

cooperative education, service-learning, peer tutoring, internships, youth-operatcd

enterprises, on-the-job training, and adult mentorship. In particular, we hope that

states will be encouraged to develop stronger links between apprenticeship programs

and voc-tech education, for both have much to contribute to the development of a

world-class workforce.

2 Our Commission also gives strong support to the notion of citizenship through

service. We recommend that all 16,000 school systems in the US either make

community service for credit an integral part of th....r education programs or require

a specified amount of such service as a graduation requirement. In addition, we

recommend that schools develop appropriate service-learning curricula in all grades

beginning in kindergarten, so that service to others becomes ingrained in our young

as one of the responsibilities of citizenship.

A major unmet need of many young Americans is for more rewarding

associion with adults and participation in activities valued by adults. Youth service

connects young people to the real world, to activities that adults care about.

Anytime any of us do something that others, whose approval we seek, think

important, we are likely to do it again and again. It is from this crucible of

learning -- good citizenship by doing good citizenship -- that the next generation

can prepare itself for the large challenges that face us.

While a central value of youth service is its role in citizenship education.

there are other reasons to support youth service activities school and campus-

based, as well as full-time year-round and intensive summer programs Great

numbers of our youth have idealism and energy. The efforts of tens of millions of

young people -- tutoring, working with older people, working to clean up the

environment, feeding the hungry, rehabilitating housing for the homeless -- can

9
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make an important and measurable difference. The nation's needs are great, brit ,h..

talents embodied in our youth are nearly endless. We must mobilize and tap ih.,ae

boundless resources.

Community service, we also believe, is one of the most effective ways known

to bridge the economic, social, racial, ethnic, and other sowal divisions that still

plague our society. At its best, service bri, ,, together youth of all backgrounds as

the pursuit of solutions to common problems.

Finally, youth service helps equip young people to be productive workers

Every genuine employability skill that is a priority for most employers-

punctuality, teamwork, discipline, following directions, accepting responsibility .s

present in any decent youth commur service assignment. Thus, once again, we

stress that schwas cannot do it all alone. Service is also an invaluable way to help

our youth grow in competence and self-esteem.

President Bush's commitment to help establish a national foundation, with SIM

million in federal funds and matching private funds, to provide strong national

leadership for the significant expansion of locally-designed and operated y,..:1:

service programs that serve local agendas demonstrates the kind of president.;'

leadership we need. We hope the YES Foundation initiative will be a high pr,or,t,

of the new Administration and that the Congress will agree to authorize it

3. Young people want and flied adult support. especially from their parems

Collaborative school and community efforts on behalf of young people work t,:-

when they supplement the support of strong families. Although the vast majority ..;

families, including those of the Forgotten Half, labor long and hard to give their

children and adolescents the material care and guidance they need to finish schoo

and prepare for good jobs. social and economic changes have made it harder f:r

many, especially single-parent families and families with both parents working. to
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meet these obligations. Once again, community supports and the acute participation

of employers to provide adequate childcare ana afierschool care. parent education

and counseling are needed to help families gun: the detelopment of young people

Families living in poverty need far more assistance. often over an extended period

of time.

4. Until major changes have occurred in our schools. families. and communities

we will continue to need 'added chance' opportunities for those who are out

school and out of work. The evidence is clear that it is never too late to help an

individual improve his or her chances for a happier and more productive life. lei.

the best, most cost-effective strategy to alter the course of poverty is one of

multiple interventions beginning at the earliest stages of life. Thus, we recommend a

combined strategy of preventive and remedial services. Its fundamental elements

arc already in place; they need only to be strengthened.

o Head Start's blend of integrated health, education, and social services to

both child and parent has not only evened up the odds for children

entering school from poverty backgrounds, it has also nad positive long-

term effects on grade retention and school completion. I: needs to be

expanded far beyond the 19 percent of eligible children it now serves

o Chapter 1 educational services to school age children have been widely

successful in keeping at-risk elementary school children from falling

further behind. With our growing experience, we can now devise more

instructionally effective programs than ever before. For example, peer

tutoring and cross-age tutoring, in which youth are viewed as resources

(rather than as "problems to be fixed'), deserve far greater application in

our schools. Chapter 1 assistance also needs to be extended to high

schoolers, who are virtually unnerved under existing appropriations levels

I I
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o Job Corps' residential program of basic and remedial instruction,

vocational and technical training, work-maturity skills, health and
nutritional counseling, job placement. and related supports offers the
comprehensive and intensive services that research shows can help
disadvantaged young people overcome educational and economic barriers to
success. Far more than the 40.500 .,lots now available could be filled by

young men and women who would benefit from Job Corps' special brand

of education and training.

o Making the most of what we have also means fine-tuning and expanding

the Job Training Partnership Act. Despite a clear Congressional mandate

to target the special needs of dropouts, the tendency of local programs

has been to direct assistance to the easiest to enroll, train, and place
quickly in jobs. Greater incentives are necd:d to encourage local

programs to exercise their option to adopt alternative performance

standards that stress academic attainment and dropout prevention

measures, rather than the more immediate goal of job placement.

Experience hes shown that the greatest long-term social benefits accrue

from enabling trainees to receive intensive treatment and a range of

comprehensive services in order to overcome their large skills, health,

and other accumulated deficits. What is needed now is a vigorous

replication effort to help communities adopt practices that have been
demonstrated to be effective.

Because it makes sense to build on .iven strength, and because it takes time

to reap a fruitful harvest, the Commission recommends that these and other existing

successful programs be expanded through additional federal funding of five billion

dollars annually for the next 10 years.
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5 Organizations that serve youth require new collaborative mechartsms to

guarantee that they reach all young people. Carefully planned networks -- schools.

youth organizat;ons, job-finding services, counseling agencies, and providers of

special help with drugs and other entrapments -- are essential. These new

networks must be planned and coordinated at the community level. When agencies

providing these services are not in touch with each other, and not working

together, too many youth fall through the gaps.

To stimulate the development of integrated systems for meeting the education

and training needs of all young people, and to convey an explicit messago of hope

and opportunity to members of the Forgotten Half, the Commission proposes Fair

Chance: The Youth Opportunities Demonstration Act. Fair Chance is based upon

extensive experience with student financial aid programs, academic support services

(like the federal TRIO programs), newer efforts like the I H - A Dream
Foundations, and a variety of urban scholarship guarantee programs. We now know

that student financial aid alone is insufficient to help many young people enter and

succeed in college and other forms of postsecondary education. Young people,

particularly those from poor families, need to be motivated to believe that they can

successfully complete a program of advanced studies or training. And they often

require remediation to overcome prior skills deficits. Above all, they require

counseling and career development, mentorship, and encouragement to stay the
course of their studies. When these supports are in place, student financial aid is

most effective; when they arc not, discouragement is frequent and attrition takes a

heavy toll.

The Fair Chance proposal would create a state-approved, locally-administered

national demonstration designed to increase access to education, training, and

supportive services (including counseling and career development) for youth living in

13
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the targeted demonstration areas. The federal funds would flow to state go,.erris,1

who would select appropriate state agencies to prepare and carry out plans for a

demonstration that could be in a rural or urban area. Every Demonstration Act

grantee's program should be broad enough to support the complete range of

education and training. two- and four-year collegiate studies leading to an

appropriate degree, vocational-technical or career training leading to a ,ertifi...31,c -r

diploma, and skills training, remediation, and counseling designed primarily for the

unemployed and underemployed. Each local grantee would be required to mount a

coordinated and comprehensive program that (1) meets the broadest range of young

people's needs, and (2) effectively mobilizes the full range of existing education and

training service providers in its area. Through Fair Chance, we believe that many

more young men and women will be able to acquire the education and training that

are their best hope of building careers of dignity and contribution to American

society.

6. Finally, and perhaps most important, tne Commission conclude, that America

must develop a new perspective on our youth. Too often, we think of the

Forgotten Half as failures, as 'second rate: simply because they do not attend

college. Instead, we must learn to see them as a vital half of tomorrow's citizens

who need and deserve our help today so that they may contribute to America

tomorrow. Continued disregard for the Forgotten Half's potential is unfair to the

20 million young I6-24-year-olds who are unlikely to attend college and wasteful

and dangerous to the nation. Equity and common sense demand that we must act

now to Mite responsible policies -- in the private and nonprofit sectors and at the

local, state, and national levels to regain this vital half of our nation's store of

young talent.

We underline the fact that the largest proportion of our study's
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recommendations concentrate on initiatives in the family, the community (especial!)

in schools a id workplaces), and in the states. We have emphasized in this

testimony those aspects that involve federal action.

4

As attachments to this statement, we include:

I The Forgotten Half Pathways to Success for America's Youth and 'i °Ling

Families the final report of Youth and America's Future: The William T. Grant

Foundation Commission on Work, Family and Citizenship, as well as our interim

report The Forgotten Half: NonCollege Youth in America.

2. An article about the final report from Phi Delta Kaonan December 1988.

3. A Fact Sheet to accompany the report.

4. Seven (7) key charts to accompany the report.
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YOUTH AND AMERICA'S FUTURE:
THE WILLIAM T. GRANT FOUNDATION

COMMISSION ON WORK, FAMILY AND CIT 'NSHIP

FP CT SHEET

THE FORGOTTEN HALF:
PATHWAYS TO SUCCESS FOR AMERICA'S YOUTH AND YOUNG FAMILIES

BETWEEN 1973 and 1986, I OUNG FAMILIES LOST OVER ONE-QUARTER OF THEIR
INCOME, MUCH MORE THAN FAMILIES IN ANY OTHER AGE GROUP.

o Between 1973 and 1986, young families headed by a 20-24-yearold
experienced a 27.4 percent decline in income -- equal to the drop in
personal income during the Great Depression from 1929 to 1933.

o During that same period, income for all families dropped by about one
percent.

EARLY STRUGGLES ARE A PREDICTABLE PART OF A FAMILY'S LIFE CYCLE,
BUT THE GAP BETWEEN YOUNG FAMILIES AND THE REST OF AMERICA'S
FAMILIES HAS WIDENED BY NEARLY ONE-THIRD IN THE LAST 20 YEARS.

o In 1967, the median income of families headed by 20.24-year-olds was
equal to about 77 percent of the median income of all US families, that
proportion fell to 52 percent in 1986 -- a 32 percent decline.

STARTING OUT FAR BEHIND THE GENERATION THAT PRECEDED THEM, TODAY'S
YOUNG FAMILIES HAVE LITTLE HOPE OF CATCHING UP.

o In contrast to the gains of 1947-73 -- when real median family earning
grew over three percent annually, thus doubling in purchasing power- -
the inflation-adjusted median beforetax income of all families stagnated
between 1973 and 1986 -- dropping 5300 overall in that 13-year stretch.

o Given current trends, young men and women can expect to earn an
average of 25 percent less throughout their lifetimes than the generation
10 years earlier.

AS A RESULT, MOST YOUNG FAMILIES ARE WORKING MORE TO TAKE HOME
LESS.

o Over one-half of all mothers with children under six and nearly 70
percent of mothers with children between the ages of 6 and 17 are
working or looking for work; yet,

o Families headed by females age 24 or younger lost 32.4 percent of their
real median income from 1973-86.

o Even married couple families headed by a person alder 25 lost II percent
of their real incomes in these same years.

1001 Connecticut Avenue, NN., Sulte 301, Washington, D.C. 20036-5541
(202) 775-9731
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AS YOUNG MALES' REAL EARNINGS HAVE SHARPLY DETERIORATED IN THELAST 15 YEARS, SO HAVE MARRIAGE RATES. THE LESS EDUCATION
COMPLETED, THE LOWER ONE'S EARNINGS; THE LOWER ONE'S EARNINGS, THE
GREATER LIKELIHOOD THAT YOUNG PEOPLE WILL NOT MARRY.

o In 1986, 20-24-year-old males' real mean earnings were one quarter less
than were those of an identical age group 13 years earlier -- down from
S12,166 (in 1986 dollars) to $9,027, only 43.6 percent of these young men
were able to support a family of three above the poverty level in 1986,
one-quarter less than the 58.3 who were able to do so in 1973.

o During the same years, the proportion of all 20-24-year-old males who
were married and living with their spouses fell nearly 50 percent, from
39.1 percent in 1974 to 21.3 percent in 1986. Blacks, Hispanics, and those
with the least education were hardest hit. The marriage rate for black
high school dropouts fell by two-thirds.

WHILE ALL YOUNG FAMILIES HAD LESS INCOME IN 1986 THAN IN 1973,
MINORITY AND SINGLE-PARENT FAMILIES UNDER 25 FARED THE WORST.

o Young, female-headed families with no spouse present lost 32.4 percent--
three times as much as married couple families.

o Among all families married ct.uDla and single-parent:
White (non-Hispanic) families lost 19.4 percent of their income;
Hispanic families lost 18.5 percent; and
Black (non-Hispanic) families lost 46.7 percent almost two and a
half times as much as white or Hispanic families.

IN PROPORTIONS FAR GREATER THAN WE CAN ACCEPT, THE FAMILIES AND
CHILDREN OF THE FORGOTTEN HALF ARE NEARING THE EDGE. FOR MANY,
UNEMPLOYMENT, AN UNEXPECTED CHILD, OR A RENT HIKE CAN SPELLDISASTER.

Health Insurance

o In late 1985, 21.4 percent of all 16-24-year-olds -- 7.4 million young
people were not covered by health insurance, one-third more than the
13.3 percent proportion of the total uninsured civilian population.

o Only about 55 percent of 16.24-year-olds are covered by employers'
health benefits while about 75 percent of middle-aged workers are so
insured.

o Younger families that gain or lose members through births and deathsincur health care costs averaging $2,854 annually (in 1980 dollars),
considerably higher than more stable families which spend 51,771. Forty-
two percent of such young families had hospital expenses averaging as
much as $4,300.

Housing

o Among all households headed by a person under age 25, only 16.1 percent
owned their homes in 1987, down almost one-third from 23.4 percent in
1973. Home ownership among married household heads under age 25 with
children also fell sharply, from 38.9 percent to 29.1 percent in 1987 -- a
decline of-25 percent. The proportion of single parents able to afford
home ownership over these same 14 years fell by over half, from 13.7 to
6.3 percent.
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o Adjusted for general inflation, rents today are at their highest level in
two decades, having risen 14 percent higher than the general cost of
living since 1981. It is estimated that families headed by a single-parent
under 25 would have had to Pay 81.1 percent of their income to afford
decent rental housing in 1987.

WHILE POVERTY AMONG ALL FAMILIES WAS ONE-QUARTER HIGHER IN 1986
THAN IT HAD BEEN IN 1973, THE POVERTY RATE AMONG YOUNG FAMIVES
MORE THAN DOUBLED DURING THOSE SAME YEARS. POOR 20-24 R-OLDS

AS A GROUP DO NOT "AUTOMATICALLY GRON ,UT OF THEIR FRC rN1S."

o Poverty among all major groups of American families ( except over

65) was higher in the first half of the 198ns than in the first ha., or the
1970s. By 1986, the family poverty rate had edged down from its '982
high of 12.2 percent to 10.9 but it was still well above its 1973 low if
8.8 percent.

o In 1986, nearly 33 of every 100 families headed by a person under 25 had
below poverty level incomes -- a rate more than double that of 1967 and
triple the 10.9 rate of all American families in 1986.

In families headed by a white person under age 25, the poverty rate

more than doubled frc l 10 percent in 1973 to 24 percent in 1986.

Black families were two and c e-half times as likely as whites to be
poor. Their poverty rate rose from 44 percent in 1973 to 62
percent in 1986.

o While real incomes were markedly higher for families headed by 25.29 -

year -olds, their 1986 poverty rate was still 66 percent higher than in
1967.

REGARDLESS OF RACE OR ETHNICITY, EARNINGS ARr. HIGHLY CORRELATED

WITH YEA-.S OF SCHOOLING.

o Young males with less than a high school diploma took a 42 percent cut
(measured in 1986 dollars) in their annual earnings, high school graduates

earned 28.2 percent less; those with some college experienced a 16.4

percent drop while, for college graduates, the loss in annual earnings was

6 percent.

o Among full-time, year-round male workers age 25 and older in 1985. those
with less than a high school diploma earned a median income of S18,881;
high school graduates earned $23,853; college graduates, $32,822.

o For female full-time, year-round workers in the same age group, the

earnings differentials across educational attainment levels were comparable

but the amounts earned at any level were around 40 percent lower:
511,836, 515,481, and $21,389.

THE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE THAT MOST YOUNG PEOPLE NEED IN ORDER TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF COLLEGE OPPORTUNITIES IS INCREASINGLY IN SHORT

SUPPLY.

o While rates of degree-credit college entry rose by one-third or more for
high school graduates of medium and lower socioeconomic background and
academic skills during the 1960s and '70s, the proportion of students from
blue collar families enrolling in college from 1980 to 1986 dropped by
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one-fifth. Black enrollment fell from 34 percent in 1976 to 25 percent in
45, and Hispanic enrollment declined from 36 to 27 percent.

o Since 1980, tuition and fees at public colleges have risen .70 percent.
Private colleges Lave had a 90 percent increase.

o During the same period, federal student financial aid, adjusted for
inflation, grew by just three percent. In 1980, the maximum federal Pell
Grant covered over 40 percent of the average tuition bill. Today, it
covers only about 29 percent.

o Guaranteed student loans now account for 66 percent of all federal
student aid as compared with only 21 percent in 1976; student
indebtedness has increased by 60 percent.

AS CONSTRAINED AS FINANCIAL AID FOR COLLEGE HAS BECOME. A GREATER
INEQUITY EXISTS IN THE SHARP CONTRAST BETWEEN CURRENT POLICIES
DESIGNED TO SUPPORT THE COLLEGE-BOUND AND THOSE THAT PROS' IDE
ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE
FORGOTTEN HALF.

o Students enrolled in an institution of higher education can typically
expect a combined public and private subsidy of about 55,000 per
academic year -- totalling 520,000 or more per student -- through
scholarships and grants, subsidized and guaranteed loans, free or publicly-
subsidized college tuition, and other forms of aid.

o Young people not going to college are starved for support of their
education and training needs. Only about five percent of those eligible
for federally-supported job training receive it. usually for only about four
months, totalling only 51,800 to 52,300 per student.

DURING THE ECONOMIC RECOVERY OF 1983-1986, FAMILIES HEADED BY
PERSONS UNDER 25 WERE THE ONLY MAJOR AGE GROUP TO EXPERIENCE NO
INCREASE IN REAL MEDIAN INCOME AND NO REDUCTION IN P0v ERI I RATE.
UNEMPLOYMENT IS STILL A SIGNIFICANT PROBLEM FOR YOUNG WORKERS.

o As of August 1988, unemployment among 20.24-year-old workers remains
substantial:

6.8 percent for whites;
11.0 percent for Hispanics;
20.3 percent for blacks.

4
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The CHAIRMAN. We will now hear from Dr. Atwell.
Dr. ATWELL. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
In light of the ho.... I would ask that my written testimony be

included in the record, and with your permission I would like to
summarize it.

I, too, would like to say that I think Secretary Cavazos has
breathed new life into the relationship between the higher educa-
tion community and t} Department of Education, and we are very
grateful.

It is also especially appropriate that this committee examine the
serious shortfalls in the participation of minorities and disadvan
taged students in higher education.

And in view of the committee's interest in the needs of the
American work force, I would like to call your attention to the
report issued last munth by the Council on Competitiveness, which
recognized the relationship between higher education and global
competitiveness and offerer, a comprehensive list of policy options
for the Federal Government to remedy current economic ills, the
budget deficit, and pave the way for future growth in productivity

Economic competitiveness cannot simply be maintained or im-
proved without additional investment in higher education. But
there are other strong reasons in addition to competitiveness for
the Nation to extend educational opportunity to a broader spec-
trum of oar citizenssocietal change, the preservation of our cul-
tural heutage, and the advancement of knowledge through re-
search and public service.

Now, our current Federal student aid programs were developed
over the past three decades to help achieve the national goal of
equal opportunity, and there is no question that they have served
this purpose effectively and have served millions of students.

But while we have seen major progress, a substantial opportuni-
ty gap remains, and it is ch.ar that the Federal Government must
take the lead in closing that gap. Previous testimony referred to
the Federal role in education as being about 6 percent of total ex-
penditures. I woul ,mind the committee that if we are talking
about student aid, e Federal role is about three-fourths of the
dollars.

It is also clear that the Federal effort to meet the goal of post-
secondary opportunity has faltered during the 198('s. We have
been increasingly concerned about the impact on low income stu-
dents and particularly low-income minority students of the reduced
value of grant awards and the shift in emphasis in Federal aid
from grants to loans. In the past 10 years, we have seen an alarm-
ing decline in the rate of participation of our largest minority
groups, blacks and Hispanics, in higher education, ..ind we believe
that is related to the declining value of Federal student aid of a
grant sort and the shift to loans.

Finding ways to improve the educational performance and par-
ticipation of minority students is now the top priority of the Ameri
can Council on Education. Working with the education commission
of the Stat ;s, we formed a commission on minority participation in
American education in American life, and we found that America
is moving backward, not forward, in its efforts to achieve the full
participation of minority citizens in the life and the prosperity of
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the Nation, and we offered strategies for each major sector of socie-
ty to reverse that trend.

Last month, ACE participated in a joint venture with some K
through 12 associations, led by a colleague of mine in this room,
Gordon. Ombaugh, of the Council of Chief State School Officers, in
putting before Secre. ry Cavazos a series of recommendations for
Federal action to incicase the numbers of minorities in elementary
and secondary teaching. The task force was formed by organiza-
tions representing both higher education and K through 12 and is a
response to the Secretary's specific invitations, which he reiterated
again this morning, to submit recommendations un this important
topic.

Next week at a press conference with Secretary Cavazos, we will
be issuing a handbook for colleges and universities that will pro-
vide practical guidance and numerous examples t. help them make
their campuses more hospitable to minorities and to develop effec-
tive strategies to recruit and retain greater numbers of minority
students, faculty, and administrators.

Higher education leaders are committing their time and energy
and their institutional resources to expanding opportunities. How-
ever, despite an increase in institutional aid and a strong statutory
commitment by the Federal Government to the goal of educational
opportunity, we are still a long way from its achievement. Several
Federal student aid programs currently authorized indicate that
Congress supports broad access to post-secondary education, but we
cannot reach that goal without a further budgetary commitment.

And I might say, since the subject of national service has come
up, Mr. Chairman, that I endorse the comments made by Ernie
Boyer and by "Doc" Howe and others here, and simply say that
through this Nation, through means of a device called Campus
Compact and other means, volunteerism is increasing un our cam-
puses all the time, and we welcome that expansion of volunteerism.
I think the kind of Federal role that is appropriate here is the sort
envisioned in the legislation introduced by Senator Pelldemon-
stration grants.

We would not in any way want to see Federal student aid or
access to Federal student aid linked to national service legislation,
and in that sense I completely agree with the previous speakers.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Atwell follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the American
Council on Education. ACE is the umbrella association for the nation's collegesand universities. Our membership includes over 1400 institutions of higher
education and about 200 educational associations

representing all sectors ofhigher education.

It is especially appropriate that this Committee examine the serious
shortfalls in the participation of minorities

and disadvantaged students inhigher education.

In view of the Committee's interest in the needs of the American work
force, I would like to call your attention to the report issued last month by
the Council on Competitiveness, of which I am a member. The report, entitled
"Reclaiming the American Dream: Fiscal Policies for a Competitive Nation,"
recognized the relationship between higher education and global competitiveness,
and offered a comprehensive list of policy options for the federal government to
remedy current economic ills and pave the way for future growth and
productivity.

won't go into detail on the specific
suggestions for reducing the federalbudget deficit and improving our trade posture, but I would like to cite the

observation made by the authors of the report, who include the leaders of someof our foremost corporations, labor unions,
and educational institutions, that

"over the long term, the nation will not be able to maintain or raise its
standard of living without attending to problems such as its troubled education
system, deteriorating physical infrastructure and declining technological
leadership."

The report recommends that the federal government expand its commitments in
four areas devoted to human resources. First, the report says, "more funding isneeded to help bring disadvantaged youth into the mainstream of society.
Second, additional funds are needed for special programs in math and science to
produce individuals qualified to operate in an increasingly complex techno
logical society. Third, programs must be expanded to broaden access to
postsecondary educational institutions. Fourth, funding is needed to retrain
dislocated workers so that they can again become productive members of the workforce."

Quite obviously, our colleges and universities have an important stake and
an essential r-le in each of these areas. Economic competitiveness simply
cannot be maintained or improved without additional investment in higher
education.

However, I would point to other strong reasons besides competitiveness for
the ration to extend educational

opportunity to a broader spectrum of our
citizens. Economists may debate whether the benefits of education redound
primarily to the individual or to society, but, in the words of Henry M. Levin
of Stanford University:

1.1
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. . education represents the dominant path for social mobility in our
society, particularly as other routes for attaining higher occupational status
and income have been closed off. . . . [Reduction of government subsidies to
education would bei particularly troublesome at a time when the higher education
system has just opened up to the less advantaged."

Debate over the relative benefits of higher education to the individual and
to society also tend to ignore its contributions to societal change, the
preservation of our cultural heritage, and the advancement of knowledge through
research and public service. The most comprehensive study of the individual and
social value of American higher education was conducted by the distinguished
economist Howard R. Bowen. The conclusions of his landmark Investment in
Learning, issued in 1977 by the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education, were as follows:

"First, the monetary returns from higher education alone are probably
sufficient to offset all the costs. Second, the nonmonetary returns are several
times as valuable as the monetary returns. And third, the total returns from
higher education in all its aspects exceed the cost by several times. In short,

the cumulative evidence leaves no doubt that American higher educations well
worth what it costs."

Our current federal student aiA: ozograms were developed over the past three
decades to help achieve the national goal of equal opportunity. There is no
question that they have served this purpose effectively.

In the 1950s, before the federal role had been established, only about
40 percent of low-Income high school graduates with good academic ability went
on to college. Today, after three decades of federal assistance, about
60 percent of these students attend college.

While ,.as is major progress, it also represents a substantial remaining
opportunity gap that challenges our notion. When you break down the figures on
participation, you find that about 90 percent of high-income high school
graduates with good academic ability go on to postsecondary education. And
these high-income students are such more likely to persist and earn a
baccalaureate than students with comparable ability but fewer financial
resources.

It is clear that the federal government must take the lead in closing the
opportunity gap. Federal student aid programs today provide 75 percent of total
student assistance funds, including the value of federally-insured loans.
Institutional aid accounts for about 19 percent, and the states provide the
remaining 6 percent.

It also is clear that the federal effort to meet the goal of postsecondary
opportunities has faltered during the 1380s. While funding for the programs has

increased 28 percent, the value of federal aid for individual students has
seriously eroded over the decade. The Fel. ,:,rant maximum award, which

represented 40 percent of total average college costs An 1980, provided only
26 percent in 1988.
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Relative to the CPI, the maximum Pell award declined 13 percent in realdollars during this period. By the same measure, other important student aidprograms have declined more sharply: Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants by 21 percent; College Work-Study

by 26 percent; Perkins Loans by
57 percent; and State Student Incentive Grants by 33 percent.

The American Council on Education has been increasingly concerned about theimpact on low income students, and
particularly low-income minority students, ofthe reduced value of grant awards, and also of the shift in emphasis of federal

aid from grants to loans. In the past 10 years, we have seen an alarming
decline in the rate of participation of

our largest minority groups -- blacksand Hispanics in higher education. This trend is even more alarming becausethese groups constitute an increasing proportion of thc nation's population
and its work force.

Currently, 20 percent of American children under age 17 are members of
minority groups. By the year 2000, one-third of all school-age children dill beminority students. And between now and then, minority workers will make upone-third of the net additions to the U.S. labor force. By the turn of the
century, 21.8 million of the 140.4 million people in the labor force will benon - white.

In view of these facts, it is particularly
disturbing that participation byblack males in higher education has

slipped alarmingly since the mid-1970s. TheSeventh Annual Status Report on Minorities in Higher Education issued two weeks
ago by ACE's office of minority Concerns

reveals that enrollment of black males
has fallen from 4.3 percent of college

enrollment in 1976 to 3.5 percent in 1986
the largest decline of any racial or ethnic group. While total enrollment

grew from 11 million to 12.5 million over this period, black male enrollment
fell from 470,000 to 436,000. I submit a copy of the report for the record.

Finding ways to improve the educational performance of minority students
and to broaden their participation in

higher education is now the top programpriority of the American Council on Education. Two years ago, our board of
directors authorized a minority initiative designed to help us regain the lost
moment= of minority progress. This has involved a wide range of activities.

To push this topic to the top of the agenda of college and university
presidents, these issues have been a major focus at car annual meeting for thcpast two years.

Working with the Education Commission of the States, we formed a
blue - ribbon Commission on minority

Participation in Education and American Life.
The group was chaired by Dr. Frank Rhodes, the president of Cornell University,
and former Presidents Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter served as honorary co-chairs.
The commission included 37 leaders from business and education, former cabinet
members, and state and local elected otficials, and last May they issued a
report entitled "One-Third of A Nation."

The report was concise and straightforward. The Corrission found that
"America is moving backward -- not forward in its efforts to achieve the full
participation of mionority citizens in the life and prosperity of the nation,"and it offered strategies for each major sector of American society to reversethat trend. I have submitted a copy of the report for the record.
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To help renew and strengthen higher education', efforts to increase
minority recruitment, retention, and graduation, ACE and the American
Association of State Colleges and Universities sponsored a working confe ence on
"Educating One-Third of A Nation" last July. The conference drew over 500

representatives from more than 120 institutions. Participants used the three

days to compare programs now in place at different campuses and to work as teams
to come up with new plans for their on institutions.

Last month, ACE participated in a special Task Force on Minority Teachers

that prepared and submitted to Secretary of Education Lauro Cavazos a series of

recommendations for federal action to increase the number of minorivies in

elementary and secondary teaching. The Task Force was formed by the Forum of
Educational Organization Leaders, representing elementary and secondary
education, and the Washington Higher Education Secretariat in response to the
Secretary's specific invitation to submit recommendations on this important

topic.

Other activities currently are under way or are planned to continue this

initiative. Next week, at a press conference with Secretary Cavazos, we will
issue a handbook for colleges and universities that will provide practical

guidance and numerous examples to help colleges and universities make their

campuses more hospitable to minorities and develop effective strategies to

recruit and retain greater numbers of minority students, faculty, and

administrators.

We also will be issuing a study sponsored by the Mellon Foundation tnat

will identify and evaluate those university programs that are granting
above-average numoers of doctorates to blacks, Hispanics, and American Indians.

Because a large percentage of the minority students enrolled in higher

education begin their experience at the community college level, we a-e
sponsoring a project designed to promote more effective transfer programs to

baccalaureate degree-granting institutions. Pilot programs involving four

community colleges were begun this fall.

That is a brief summary of what in truth is a very extensive program. But

let me make this abundantly clear. Higher education leaders are committing

their time and energy -- and their institutional resources -- to expanding

opportunities, not only for mauority students, but for all citizens. The latest

figures show that between 1934 and 1986, institutions increased financial aid

awards from their own sources by 22 percent -- almost twice the average tuition

increase and nearly four times the rate of inflation for that period.

However, despite this increase in institvtiona: aid :me a strong statutory

commitment by the federal government to the goal of educational opportunity, we

are still a long way from its achievement. The several federal student aid

programs curren ly authorized indicate that Congress supports broad access to

postsecondary education, but we cannot reach that goal without a further

budgetary commitment.

The federal government, the states, ad institutions must develop a

partnership in providing the financial resources and educational programs that

will enable 11 our citizens to develop to their full potential. Such a

partnership w..11 prod,ce a mr_ze competitiv, nation, as well as one that is more

decent and caring for its people.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I have just two questions. First, Dr. Atwell, in your testimony,you point out the decline in minority students in graduate schoolsover the period of the last 10 years. Do you have any reasons as towhy you believe that has developed, and suggestions as to how todeal with it?
Dr. ATWELL. I think there are many reasons, Senator, but I thinkthe single most important one has to do with the student aid fac-tors that I describedthe shift from grants to loans, which is clear-ly a deterrent. I think also we have work to do on our own campus-es in making these institutions more hospitable, and paying a greatdeal more attention to the retention of students as well as their re-cruitment than we have in the past, and that is the point of this

minority handbook that we will be issuing with the Secretary nextweek.
The CHAIRMAN. In referrence to Eugene Lang's "I Have aDream" program in New York Cityis there some lesson fromthat program that you think has national application?
Dr. ATwELL. I think that ultimately, we ought to think about ex-panding the Federal student aid concept to the point where com-mitments could be made below the 12th grade level; I think thereis no question about that. And I would hope that as the committeegets into reauthorizing the Higher Education Act two or threeyears from now, considerations of that type could be before you.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Howe, one of the things we were looking atyesterday with Secretary Dole was the skills that we are going toneed in the yea- 2000. We have a situation where, from a demo-graphic point of view, we are declining in terms of eligible andavailable employees. We have a critical mass who are living out-side of involvement and participation in the economic system, andwe need to try to develop what will bring those individuals into theeconomy. There are a variety of different factors. We saw from herpoint of view yesterday some various studies. But one key elementis to try to provide those individuals with skills so that they will beable to participate.
Do you have any specific ideas as we address the reauthorization

of the voc-ed bill about how the bill ought to be altered or changedto try and take into consideration both the changed opportunities
and needs of young people in the countryand old people, I sup-pose, and handicapped people?

Dr. HOWE. Well, you already have my point about trying toreach for more experience-based education, which I testified on amoment ago, so I would certainly start with that.
But I want to make a general point about dealing with that prob-lem. First of all, there is no magic bullet about that. There is noth-ing you can do quickly that is going to solve that problem.
Secondly, the least expensive, most effective way to stall; dealingwith that problem is to start with the things that have been sug-gested today, here at this hearing, in early childhood, because youare dealing with prevention rather than with cure. Cure in themedical business is always more expensive than prevention, andcare in the education business is more expensive than prevention.For roughly $3,500 per youngster, you can do an immenseamount in the age four, age five categories. For about $18,000 per
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person, you can do something in the Job Corps. But the cost goes
up, and the percentage of success is lower. The Job Corps is suc-
cessful with about 50 percent of the people who go to it, at very
high costyet it is a valuable program, it is a rescue program; it is
a cure program.

We need to think in terms and strategies of prevention There-
fore, things that affect families and the way kids grow up in the
early years, things that .ffect the way youngsters get treated in in-
stitutions in early years, are going to have a lot more leverage to
them in the ultimate solution of this problem.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pell?
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
I have no questions, but would just welcome you both here.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kassebaum?
Senator KASSEBAUM. Just briefly, Dr. Atwell, I have been very

supportive of community colleges, and I believe ACE has a pilot
project to see how transfers from community colleges to four-year
institutions could be improved.

Dr. ATWELL. Yes, we do. That program is just getting underway,
and we are hoping for some substantial foundation support.

Half the blacks and Hispanics in American higher education are
in community colleges, and they rarely move from there to four-
year institutions. Sc for that reason alone, we need to improve ar-
ticulation or educational mobility, but we need to do it for other
reasons as well. Educational mobility is a real problem in this
country, particularly but not exclusively between two- and four-
year institutions, and we would hope that project would make some
dent in that problem.

Senator KASSEBAUM. I am glad. You probably do not have any
statistics on it yet. Didn't it just start this fall?

Dr. ATWELL. We haven't really gotten that program underway.
We have a major proposal before a couple of foundations.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, I think it is very worthwhile. I think
a number of the four-year institution:, have been reluctant to be as
cooperative as they might be, and I think that all the way around
there could be a greater sharing in the syster.

Dr. Howe, in your testimony, you touch on the stigma that is
often attached to vocational education. I, too, am a strong believer
in vocational education. I worried when my own children were in
high school that frequently students just did not want to think
about a vocational technical program. As they go on from high
school, they do not see it as an option.

How do we get around this stigma, and does the Federal Govern-
ment have any role in changing that perception?

Dr. HOWE. One of the things about vocational education that is
interesting in this era is that learning skillsreading, writing, lit-
eracyhave become vocational skills. And vocational education is
going to have to address itself somewhat more to the improvement
of learning skills rather than strictlynot that it ever did it strict-
lybut rather than with as much emphasis as is placed on ma-
nipulative skills, apparatus skills, machine handling skills, doing
things with things.

But the trick for vocational education i, the meldii.g of those two
categories of learning, the business of learning mathematics togeth-
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er with the business of doing something on the job, and marrying
those things in a way that is effective.

There is an interesting article in the New York Times this morn-ing. A bunch of mathematicians have found out that kids in the
United States are not learning very much mathematics. They went
to a lot of work to find that out; I think a lot of people could have
told them ahead of time. But one of the observations they make in
the Times report is that a reason the kids in the United States do
not know very much about mathematics is it is taught in a waythat it tends to be totally theoretical and removed from the real
world.

Vocational education offers the chance to learn mathematical
things while you are building something or repairing something or
working on something, whether you are cooking it or making it.
And that kind of experiencing of learning real mathematical liter-
acy while you are on a job is something vocational education needsto emphasize more.

There are a bunch of people around in the United States called
the "experiential" educators. I do not know if you have heard of
them; they hide pretty well, but they are interesting, and they are
right. They have the view that learning through experience is prob-
ably the most important way of learning, where learning through
academic routes is somewhat less significant.

New, a good many people in universities would contest that. In
vocational education, that is the name of the game.

Senator KASSEBAUM. I suppose, like many of the things we have
touched on here, it goes back to a recognition of the importance of
this field, which is kes to the development of the skilled work force
for the 21st century that Senator Kennedy has mentioned. Certain-
ly, this is a major concern of the committee. There needs to be
greater recognition of the important role of vocational education inthis effort.

Dr. HowE. One of the favorite indoor sports among some educa-
tors is criticizing vocational education and diminishing it. I do not
think they are right.

If you go around the world and look at various models of voca-
tional education, some of them attached to factories, some of them
being interesting places where kids are brought to school by their
parents, the parents work there, and learn in the school but also inthe factorythese models are around for us to look at, and they
are the basis for the preparation of the people who do all sorts of
important work in a modern society. Ar 3 I think we are dependent
on vocational education. I co not think we ought to be tearing it to
bits. I thirk we ought to be building it up.

So I just cannot see the notion of seeing this as a second-class
citizen at the education table, which it frequently unfortunately is.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Atwell, I asked you about the Lang proposal.

As I understand, in a community or in a school district where you
have a 50-percent dropout rate, they graduate 95 percenteven
seven young women who were pregnant.

Dr. ATwELL. Something like that, Senator, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. A great percentage of them weal on to collegeI

guess the level of compensation was what the cost would be for tin-
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tion in New Yorkbut they ham 1-.. very high percentage. But it cer-
tainly would appear that there must be important lessons learned
from that as well.

I think we have covered a variety of thoughts here this morning,
and that is certainly always an impressive fact.

I want to thank all of you very much for your presence today
and for your testimony.

[Additional material supplied for the record follows.]
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INTRODUCTION

The American Society for Personnel Administration, ASPA, is

the world's largest organization dedicated to excellence in human

resource management. With over 41,500 members, ASPA includes

managers from a cross-section of American businesses, from large

corporations to smaller, family operations. We estimate that ASPA

members work for companies which collectively employ more than 41

million people.

As part of ASPA's ongoing effort to be a leader in the human

resource field, ASPA regularly conducts surveys of its membership

to examine the membership's views on important, timely topics

relevant to the human resource profession. Last year, for

example, ASPA provided this Committee with the results of such a

survey on members' views on the issues of child care and parental

leave.

Last year ASPA identified the growing labor shortage as

another issue meriting furthez examination. ke.earch zeports such

as the U.S. Department of Labor's "Workforce 2000" study had

revealed that employers in this country could anticipate workforce

shortages in coming years. Additionally, ASPA experiencing an

increase in anecdotal information for its members reporting cases

of such shortages.

2
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In order to gather first-hand information on the extent of the

problem - both current and future, and to learn what methods and

strategies human resource managers are using to combat this

problem, ASPA surveyed its ":embers late last year. In September,

1988 a sample of 4,470 was randomly selected from the ASPA

membership for a survey addressing the labor shortage, problem. By

the October 17th deadline, 707 usable responses were received, for

a response rate of 16%.

The survey was designed to identify the cccupational

categories in which companies are currently experiencing shortages,

and, also, to identify those occupations in which future recruiting

difficulties (during the next 3-5 years) are anticipated. In

addition, information was compiled about specific jobs which

respondents have the most difficulty filling.

The surNey also gathered data about the recruiting methods

and strategies companies use to recruit their employees, and the

SJCUCSS of these approaches.

Although the final results of the survey have not yet been

published, we would like to share a summary of the results with

the Committee. We will, of course, providP ne Committee with

copies of the final survey upon publication.

3
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I. EXTENT OF THE LABOR SHORTAGE PROBLEM

Respondents were asked to identify those occupations in which

their company is currently experiencing labor shortage

difficulties. For all occupational categories listed, at least

half of all respondents report having moderate or great/very great

difficulties recruiting qualified applicants. In fact, for

technical and skilled/craftsman positions approximately two thirds

report having at least moderate or great/very great problems.

Positions in the executive/administrative/managerial and sales

categories appear least affected by the labor shortage. Few

respondents report great or very great difficulties recruiting

applicants for these categories (11 and lg percent, respectively).

No major regional differences were found . these two occupational

classifications.

For the profess':nal/ office/clerical, and unskilled

categories approximately one quarter of respondents rep,,rt

great/very great difficulties recruiting qualified applicants.

According to the survey results, some regional differences for

these occupations are evident:

Professional

* The West is having the greatest problems recruiting

for professional positions. Forty two percent report

4
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moderate and 35 percent report great/very great

difficulties.

The Northwest is having the least problem, with 18

percent reporting moderate and 18 percent reporting

great/very great difficulty recruiting qualified

professionals.

Office/clerical

* The Northeast is having particular diiiiculty

recruiting for jobs requiring office/clerical skills.

Fifty percent report great/very great difficulty

recruiting qualified applicants.

The Northwest, midwest, .::nd South-Central regions

are having considerably fewer rroblems, with only 4, 12,

and 14 percent (respectively), reporting great/very great

difficulty.

Unskilled

Again, the Northeast is the region having the

hardest time recruiLng for unskilled positions. Half

report great/very great difficulty recruiting these

applicants.

The South-Central region has been least affected,

with about three quarters reporting little or no

difficulty in finding unskilled applicants.

5
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skillet. aftsman positions are the two occupational categories

respondents report hardest to fill. For jobs in the technical

ficAd, one third report great/very great difficult,, one third

report moderate difficulty and one third report very little or no

difficulty recruiting qualified applicants. Labor shortage

problems for technical:, occupations are generally consistent

nationwide - few regional differences were found.

In recruiting applicants for skilled/craftsman positions

companies are again split into thirds regarding the extend cd

shortage. However, in this case, regional differences were found.

Over three quarters of the Northeast and Southeast

respondents report moderate, great, or verl great

difficulty recruiting qualified skilled workers.

* The Northeast is particularly affectod, with well

over half (62%) reporting great/very great difficulty,

and 19 percent reporting moderate difficulty.

In the Southeast, 37 percent report great/very great

difficulty and 39 percent report moderate difficulty.

ATTRACTING AND MOTIVATING TEE WORKFORCE

Of the methodi and/or ,rganizations companies normally use to

recruit employees, neus,Japez advertising and employee referral are

6
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used by the vast majority, and are perceived to be at least

somewhat successful by almos_ everyone. Walk-ins and unsolicited

resumes are also used by more than 80 percent of companies,

although they are not perceived to be as successful st the top two

methods.

When asked what recruitment strategies their company has

adopted to help alleviate the labor shortage, 74 percent report

that they have increased help-wanted advertisements and other

publicity to recruit applicants, most with at least some success.

Two thirds report an increase in hiring of part-time or temporary

workers, and half state they participate in job fairs and career

open houses. Another 46 percent have increased cooperation with

educational and training institutions, most with a t least some

success.

Students, retirees, and homemakers are the top three "non-

traditional" applicant pools companies have begun to actively seek

out (53, 43 and 36 percent of respondents respectively). The more

novel "non-traditional" groups are being targeted with less

frequency. The physically handicapped and economically

disadvantaged ar being sought by about 30 percent of companies,

while immigrants and the mentally handicapped are targeted by less

than 19 percent.

Over half of the responding companies state they have had to

7
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increase wages in an effort to attract applicants and

motivate/retain their current workforce. About one third have

increased health benefits. The next two most popular benefits

introduced to attract and retain the workforce ar tuition

assistance (52%) and section 401(k) savings plans (44%).

III. SKILLS MOST LACKING AND COMPANY TRAINING EFFORTS

Almost half of the total sample believe that writing skills

are seriously lacking in t;-,r company's applicant pools. The next

two skills most lacking are job specific/technical skills (43%)

and verbal communication skills (42%).

About half of the sample has introduced or expanded training

programs for employees to address the skill deficit p7oblem. Of

those with training programs, 52 percent address computer sicAlls,

and 40 percent teach work proc_ssing skills. Verbal communication

and writing skills course are offered by about one third.

Most respondents (88%) report they use an in-house training

department to develop and implement their training programs. Fifty

eight percent use outside consultants, and 51 percent use community

colleges and universities.

When asked what business and the government could do to help

alleviate the shortage of qualified workers, the key, accoing to

8
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many respondents, is better education and training. Working with

schools to gear the curriculum toward skills needed by the business
community, and providing financial and other assistance to

educational institutions are suggests as ways to help provide more

qualified workers for the future.

CONCLUSION

ASPA appreciates the opportunity to share the results of this

survey with the Committee, and applauds the Committee for holding

this hearimr, and directing the public's attention to the emerging

issues associated with the growing labor shortage.

9
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The CHAIRMAN. The committee will stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 1:07 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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I. A FRAME OF REFERENCE

This paper takes changes in the American economy and in the nature and organization of

work as its points of departure, treating these realities as forcing events relative to our educational

system. However, economic changes and the educational challenges that they pose are symptomatic

of broader changes in the rules of engagement that govern relations between the United States and

other nations. Slacks to our economy, attributable in part to aggressive international competition,

represent simply the most recent assault on the American sense of safety and ability to control the

:world, an earlier instance being the Soviet Union's successful A- and H-bomb tests, which, together

with intercontinental ballistic missiles, shattered our sense of invulnerability to fcreign wars that we

had not chosen to enter. On several fronts--not just economically,' but also politically, socially,

environmentally, and normatively- -the United States is being forced to function as part-of-the-world,

rather than as separate-from (American isolationism) or in-control-of-the-world (American

hegemony). It is this broader change that challenges our educational system most fundamentally.

From this perspective, changes in our economy can be seen simply as a language or metaphor for

talking about these changes.

At the same time and for obvious reasons, economic changes and their challenges to our

educational system are real and urgent. Four perspectives frame the body of this paper.

First, labor is only one input to the production of goods and services. Therefore, changes

in me quality of labor--and changes in education that affect the quality of labor- -can have only

limited effects en productivity and economic growth. Economists disagree on how limited "limited"

is--some, such as Baily and Chakrabarti (1988), argue for small effects, others, such as Thurow

(1986), for substantial ones. However, economists agree that multiple factors, such as the quality of

technology, level and type of corporate R&D investments, and the quality of corporate management,

as well as the quality of labor, drive the performances of American :Inns, industries, and the

economy. They also usually agree that these factors are highly interdependent: the effects of

improvements in one factor will depend on the nature and level of other factors. Thus, marked

improvements in American productivity and economic growth rates require improvements in all

factors of production, not just in one or two.

As Lester Thurow (1986) noted, "There is no such thing as the 'national' economy in the
sense that we used to talk about it 20 or 30 years ago...it is becoming fully integrated with the rest
of the world."
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Second, this paper approaches education from the perspective of human capital development-

-in terms of the development of generic (but not narrow job-specific) work-related skills and

orientations. Institutions other than schools shape this nation's human capital development, and

schools have functions other than human capital development. However, this paper assumes that

our schools represent major engines of human capital development and assesses the implications of

economic changes for them.

In the past this perspective has been criticizedquite properly, I thinkas too narrow a lens

through which to see education. Implicit in this critique has been the image of educating the hand,

not the head; of teacl:ng specific and limiting rather than general principles; of socializing

(breaking?) the individual to hierarchical and restrictive economic institutions that contravene

democratic ideals of equality and freedom.

Ironically, these critics are right about how economic activity often used to be organized in

this country and how elementary and secondary schooling is often still organized. However,

perhaps for the first time in our history, the different objectives of education seem to imply similar

curricula and pedagogy. In other words, we may not have to choosethe education needed to

tnction effectively in labor markets in both high and low skill jobs looks similar to that needed to

participate effectively as citizens, to work through the terrible moral dilemmas posed by a comatose

aged parent, or to make intelligent purchases of often complex goods and services, such as housing,

education, insurance, fin.incial investments, and health care. The educative challenge common to

these disparate activities is to prepare individuals for thoughtful choice and judgment. From this

perspective, variations in curriculum and pedagogy should have less tc do with variations in

educational objectives than with variations in how different customers of the schools learn.

Third, the skill requirements of the economy need to be distinguished from our educational

objectives. The skills that jobs require are not necessarily those that individuals require. This point

is aimed at two frequently voiced arguments: either that the net effect of the American economic

transformation is to decrease skill requirements, or that many-- especially low skill- -jobs are

unaffected by the transformation. Fo: both of these arguments, the often unstated implication for

education is "business as usual"--k.: other words, a continuation of "tracked" education into what can

be termed elite versus mass education.



These arguments are faulty in both their reading of the economy and their implicit

conclusions for education. Our increasingly solid understanding of changes in the American

economy partly supports one of these arguments--not all jobs are restructuring. For example,

janitor, waitress, or bartender jobs today look like these jobs twenty or forty years ago. However,

the interpretation of this fact is what is at issue. Historical occupational data for the civilian and

military sectors show a clear, long -tens employment shift toward higher skill jobs (U.S. Bureau of

the Census, 1975; 1983; and 1987; Binkin, 1986; Berryman, 1988). Although recent industry case

studies show EMe or no change in some lower skill jobs, a major story of these studies is the

restructuring especially of lower skill workand in ways that blur distinctions between lower and

higher skill work. Further, where we find companies that are not changing how they produceand

therefore not restructuring jobs, we often find marginal companies that will be vulnerable to any

future economic shakeout of their industries (e.g., Bailey, 1988).

Let us now turn to the implications for education. If our social objectives for schooling are

to give every child his or her best shot at riding the crest of a changing economy, we owe these

children the education increasingly required across jobs of many types, if not by all types of jobs.

There has bee:: a great deal of discussion about "dead end jobs". Without denying that

discrimination--whether based on race, ethnicity, gender, age, or handicap--is still alive and well in

labor markets, the power of discrimination to "box" or "trap" ir.1ividuals in bad jobs, regardless of

their capabilities, has waned over the last quarter century. Increasingly, jobs are becoming "dead

end" because people are "dead end"--they lack the education to move into better jobs or to

accommodate an "upskilling" of their old jobs. Recent industry studies, discussed below, show that

companies are relying increasingly on lateral entry workers, selected for the education and training

that they bring into the firm. This strategy "strands" the less educated component of the company's

work force, from bank tellers to textile mill operators. Since external mires fill the higher level

slots, the less educated workers do not rative either the training or the work experience associated

with moving up through the firm. Promotion and therefore wage growth depend on obtaining more

education and training.'

Noyelle (1987) uses the terms professionalization and para-professionalization of jobs to
describe this pattern of mobility that seems to have become more occupation- than firm-driven. In
other words, access to jobs beyond the established professions seems to depend increasingly on the
kinds of investments typical of the professions: (1) individual investments in education and training
to obtain control over a body of knowledge and practice; and (2) the sale of this expertise in a
self-employment context, market-mediated work arrangement, or through lateral entry into the firm.



Finally, educational expenditures- -most of it public sectorare enormous. In 1985 the

elementary, secondary, and post-secondary bill alone was $222 billion, or 5.5 percent of a GNP of

$4,010 billion. If we add the costs of government employment-related training programs, a

conservative estimate of military training costs, costs of government-provided formal training for its

civilian employees, and a very coaservative estimate of the costs of corporate-provided formal

training ($25 billion), the percent of GNP increases to 6.8 (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988,

Table 3-26, p.129). With numbers like these, productivity improvements in this sector can yield

big payoffs.

This paper is organized into four parts: changes in the economy that have implications for

the elementary and secondary educational system; elementary and secondary education as a picture

of disjunctures; economic changes that affect the post-secondary educational system; and

implications for the federal role. Sections of the paper differ in their evidentiary base. some derive

directly from the research, some spark across gaps, and some put together unlikely ideas to ask

whether they might suggest something new to us. The paper describes the knowledge base for

different sections.

4
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U. THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMY

HOW DO WE KNOW WHAT IS HAPPENING?

Two data sources tell us about the skill implications of changes in the American economy.

(1) data on employment by occupations, past and projected, available for the nation (and, under

some circumstances, for geographic subunits) from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and

the U.S. Bureau of the Census; and (2) industry and occupational case studies that reveal qualitative

changes in the nature and structure of work that occupational titles conceal.

The BLS and Census data tell us about past and projected employment by occupational

categories or names. Occupational "names" contain no information about job content or skill

requirements, whatever we know about occupational content and skill requirements, we know from

other sources. For example, .he name ci an occupation can remain the same, but its content can

change--sometimes dramatically, as in the case of the claims adjuster job. (See below.) Similarly,

knowing an occupation's job content does not tell us about skill requirements, content still has to

be translated into what workers have to learn in order to perform the job.

"Economic restructuring" essentially means a fracturing of old relationships between

occupational titles, job content, and skill requirements. It is under these conditions that

occupational and industry case studies become critical complements to statistics on employment by

occupation. These case studies describe what en occupational name means in terms of its job

content and skill requirements, how content and required skills are changing, and how these might

vary, depending on the nature of the industry or the type of company in which the occupation

occurs. The problem with these studies is that, in practice, they can give us only partial knowledge

about the occupational structure of the economy. Case studies are costly to conduct and to up-date.

Thus, they will always fill in only some of the "cells" of the occupational structure. Accordingly,

case rtudies present a constant generalizability challenge,

The rest of this section discusses: (1) what historical occupational employment data in

civilian and military sectors tell us about skill requirements; (2) what illustrative industry case

studies reveal about changes in the nature and structure of work; and (3) how results of these

studies map against occupational projections.

5
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SKILL TRENDS IN EMPLOYMENT BY OCCUPATION

Census and BLS statistics show a clear change between 1900 and 1980 in employment

shares by broad occupation group. If we are willing to use our gross understanding of the skill

levels of these very broad occupation groups, these data show a clear long-term increase in skill

requirements. For the experienced civilian labor force, Table 1 shows the ratio of employment in

each occupational group to the total experienced civilian labor force. These ratios are only

approximate; occupational categories shift across time, although these shifts are less problematic at

the level of the broad categories that we are using. In the first 80 years of this century, the

biggest occupational shifts were from the farmer and laborer (farm and non-farm) categories to the

white-collar occupations (professional/technical, managers/officials/proprietors, clerical, and sales).

The craft, operative., and even the service occupations were quite stable in their shares of the total

labor force between these two points in time.

In terms of the educative implications of these shifts, perhaps the most dramatic change

occurred in the highest and lowest skill jobs. In 1900 about .30 percent of tbe labor force worked

as laborers, either farm or non-farm; about 10 percent, in either professional, technical, or

manager:2 occupations. /3y 1980 these percents had roughly reversed, about 6 percent working as

laborers and 26 percent as professionals, technicians, or managers.

The military occupational structure shows similar upward shifts in skill requirements

(Binkin, 1986; Berryman, 1988). In the forty years between 1945 and 1985, the share of the

enlisted force in white collar occupations shifted from 28 to 47 percent, a shift primarily

attributable to an increase in technical personnel from 13 to 29 percent. Blue collar employment

declined from 72 to 53 percent, most of this decline being absorbed by the supply and service

occupations (17 to 10 percent) and general military (including combat) occupations (24 to 16

percent).

When we turn to occupational projections for the period between 1986 and 2000, the forty

occupations expected to evidence the largest job growth during this period incluie traditionally low

skill jobs such as retail salespersons. waiters and waitresses, and janitors and cleaners (Table 626,

Statistical Abstracts: 1988, 1987). However, Bailey's (1988) analysis of the BLS projections for the

total occupational structure indicate that higher skill occupations will account for a slightly larger

share of total employment by the year 2000 than in 1986. In other wards, employment in these

6



Table 1. Ra''o of Employment in each Occupational Group to the
Total Experienced Civilian Labor Force': 1900 and 1980

Occupational Group

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT
(In thousands)

1900
N

(in thousands)

29,030

Year

Ratio
1980

(in thousands)

106,067

Ratio

Professional/Technical 1,234 1:23 16,374 1:7
Managers/Officials/ 1,697 '.17 11,414 1:9

Proprietors
Clerical/Kindred 877 1:33 19,502 1:5
Salesworkers 1,307 1:22 6,592 1:16
Craftsmen/Foremen 3,062 1:10 13,692 1:8
Operatives (Transport & 3,720 1:8 15,909 1:7

Non-Transport)
Non-Farm Laborers 3,620 1:8 5,346 1:20
Service, Including Private 2,626 1:11 14,367 1:7

Household Workers
Famiers/Faim Managers 5,763 1:5 1,498 1:71
Farm Laborers and Foremen 5,125 1:6 1,373 1:77

The experienced labor force is defined as all those employed plus those unemployed who are not
new entrants to the labor force. Thus, the difference between the number participating in the labor
force and the experienced labor force is the number of new entrants. The occupation of the
experienced labor force is defined as the occupation of the current job for those working and the
occupation of the last job for those unemployed.

Sources: For 1900: Series D 182-232, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United
States, Colonial Times to 1970. Bicentennial ed., part 1, 1975, p.139. For 1980: Table 16,
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Handbook of Labor Statistics. Bulletin 2175. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1983; and Table A-26, U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Labor Force Statistics Derived from the Current Population Survey: A Databook,
Vol. I. Bulletin 2096. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1982.
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occupations will grow slightly more than employment in lower skill occupations,' their 1986

employment snare being 39.8 percent and their projected 2000 employment share being 40.7

percent.

INDUSTRY CASE STUDIES: CHANGES IN THE NATURE AND STRUCTURE OF WORK

Research on changes in the nature and structure of work bears on what schools should

teach. In the context of a National Center on Education and Employment research program,

Columbia University economists, Drs. Thieny Noyelle and Thomas Bailey (Noyelle, 1987, 1988;

Bailey and Noyelle, 1988; Bailey, 1988), document these changes in different types of industries:

service and manufacturing, top-of-the-product cycle and bottom-of-the-product cycle, high

technology and low technology.

The concept of flexible production is central for understanding all three cases. In fact,

from the point of view of human capital development and schooling, the key change in the

economy for both the manufacturing and service sectors is a shift from mass production to

flexible production. Key to flexible production is the functional flexibility inherent in computer

software. When production depends on "hard" automation, the retooling required to produce varied

output is very costly. Under a "hard" technological regime, the objective is long production runs

that drive down per unit cost. Ever since Henry Ford mobilized the labor of low skilled factory

workers through the assembly line to replace teams of skilled workers, "hard" technology has

almost always been synonymous with the specialization of labor.

As technologies become computer-based, they become "flexible" in that retooling simply

re..juires reprogramming, thus allowing shorter production 21111S and more varied or customized

production. Under a flexible production regime, the objective is to combine the customizing

implicit in craft production at the cost savings of mass production. Flexibility has usually been

achieved by reversing Ford's process: moving back up the range of skill levels, shifting from

specialized to general purpose tools and machines, and reorganizing how people get the work done.

3 Bailey categorized as higher skill the executive, administrative, managerial, professional,
technical, and precision production, craft, and repair occupations. The lower skill occupations
included the sales, administrative support (including clerical), service, private household service,
operator, fabricator, and laborer occupations.

8



Computerization in the insurance industry has caused five distinct jobs to be folded into

one. These five jobs were:

messenger
file clerk
customer assistance clerk
claims adjuster, and
policy writer.

When the insurance industry ran on paper, it required file clerks to categorize the paper and

messengers to move it among offices. Computerization virtually eliminated these jobs and

combined the other three jobs. The customer assistance clerk had been essentially an order-taker,

he or she answered the telephone, recorded what the customer needed, and muted that request to

either a claims adjuster or to the policy writing group. With the advent of computers, the person

who now answers the telephone is expected to complete these routine and not-so-routine interactions

during one call. He or she works with a computer terminal and software that give him or her

access to claims settlement files and to information about the nature of and rates for insurance

coverage that the company offers. The computerization of policy writing rules and the printing

speed of laser printers allowand therefore require --the person to customize insurance contracts.

Today the person who performs this combined job is often called a claims adjuster.

However, the skills required to perform this job are greater than those associated with any one of

the original five jobs. The job occupant is less an order taker than an advisory analyst. He or she

has to have good communication skills and be able to help diagnose the customer's needs through

an analytic series of questions and answers. The person needs less specific and splintered

knowledge and more systematic and abr.:act knowledge--the ability to understand multiple arrays of

information, the rules govemir.g them, and the relationships between arrays. He or she also needs

to be able to frame answers to less standardized requests. Insurance companies used to hire high

school dropouts or graduates for the five jobs. They now hire individuals with at least two years

of college for the restructured claims adjuster job.

This case pro-ides us with a warning about using occupational projections to infer future

skill requirements. The name of a job can remain he same--as has the job of claims adjuster- -but

change dramatically in content and skill requirements.

9



The banking industry has been subject to three forces;

increased international competition;
increased domestic competition as the result of deregulation; and
computerization.

.........

Before computerization a de-regulation, banking involved few services or "products", and its

mode of operation was a mass production modethe rapid and accurate processing of millions of a

small number of different types of trawctions. During this era top -.5ank management consisted of

college graduate generalists; the bank branches operated with a branch manager, assistant manager,

head teller, tellers, md clerk/typists who did the routine paperwork for activities such as opening

accounts. The tellers were usuall., high school graduates with traditional accounting skills, and

promotions to low level management came from this group.

In the last decade bank de regulation has generated an explosion of services--from three or

four to as many as 35, as banks compete for market shares. This explosion drives banks toward a

market and customer orientation toward customizing. In other words, it has forced banks out of a

mass production mode toward a flexible production strategy, with consequent changes in skill

requirements and staffing patterns.

Today the teller job is highly routinized, simply a human alternative for customers who do

not like to use automate.' banking services. The desk jobs, previously the clerk/typist jobs, are still

the jobs that deal with customers' service needs. However, individuals 'a these jobs now must be

able to analyze a much wider array of the customer's financial needs, understand the array of the

bank's financial services, and, if possible, produce a matchin other words, make a sale. Banks

find that they can hire part -time and less educated help for the highly routinized teller jobs, but

must hire college graduates for what used to be the clerk-typist jobs. Banks find that they need

people who can analyze aad deal systematically with an array of data. Promotions now come out

of the desk jobs, not the teller jobsin fact, tellers are essentially isolated from promotion

opportunities in the tank. At the same time, the skill requirements at the top of the bank have

also changed. Banks now need, Lot college graduate generalists, but highly trained specialists--

financial analysts and computer systems analysts, for example.

The textile industry competes on the basis of cost, quality, service, and product choice.

During most of the post-war era, the U.S. textile industry focused on cost-cutting through the

rationalization of the production of long runs of fabric. In the face of aggressive foreig
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competition, U.S. firms entered a new wave of technclogioe modernization and automation, the

industry moving from forth -eighth out of sixty-one m. .fecturing industries in 1960 in average age

of equipment to second by 1980.

However, developments in textile markets--indeed, in markets for almost all goods and

services (recall banking)have put limits en the industry's ability to use a mass production strategy.

The greater segmentation cf markets and the faster changing of styles have shrunk the market for

large production nms of identical fabric. Even such a s;. Ac mass-produced commodity as denim

now comes in dozens of weaves, colors, and finishes. Faster changing seasons have also had their

effect. In apparel, styles become obsolete much more rapidly. Thus, apparel makers are less likely

to order large quantities of the same material. The changes in styles are reflected in increases in

stock-outs and markdowns. Forced markdowns, which are necessary when retailers fail to sell

items during the appropriate season, have increased by 50 percent during the last decade. Industry

estimates suggest that losses from stock-outs, which occur when retailers run out of hot items,

amount to 8 percent of sales.

Among U.S. textile producers it has now become an article of faith that the textile industry

must become more "market driven"- that is, the industry must be capable of producing shorter runs

of many more styles. Managers of every mill studied reported increases in the number of styles

producedfor example, from three to thirty-five in two years; from one hundred to three hundred in

five years.

In other words, although ti... will always be a market for basic textiles produced in long

runs, the industry as a whole must also be able to produce a wider variety of goods, on shorter

notice, and at a reasonable costin other words, must increase flexible production. The

development of flexibility in production is fundamentally a process of reducing the cost differential

between standardized goods produced in long runs and a more varied output produced in smaller

batches. Custom-made products could always be acquired at a price. Ever since Henry Ford

mobilized the labor of low skilled factory workers through the assembly line to replace teams of

skilled workers, technological innovations, at least in the United States, have almost always been

synonymous with specialization of labor and mass production. Flexibility has usually been achieved

by reversing Ford's process, moving back up the range of skill levels, shifting from specialized to

general purpose tools and machines, and reorganizing how people get the work done.

11



What has happened to skill requirements in the textile industry? In this industry most jobs

are machine operator jobs (lower skilled) or machine maintenance jobs (higher skilled). The ratio

between the two is changing, from 4.2 operators to one technician in 1975 to 3.5 operators to one

technician in 1985. For the operator jobs, technological innovation means that each particular task

is easier. However, this narrow conception of skills is misleading; many operator jobs today are

more demanding. First, modem looms, winders, open-ended spinning frames, and programmable

knitters are much more expensive than the equipment they replaced. Operators must now try to

prevent machine stoppages"down-time" is now much more costly. This requires a broader

understanding of the production process within which the operator works. It is no longer enough

for individuals just to understand the particular task to which they are assigned.

Second, because of the increase in the number of styles produced by each mill, many

operators are likely to be engaged in a greater variety of activities and in more of the activities

necessary for changing styles. Their jobs are less well-defined than they used to be, and the tempo

of production places a greater burden on operators to function within this uncertainty. As one

personnel manager for a plant noted, "Our operations change too fast to be able to spell everything

out. Operators have to be better able to figure things out for themselves."

Third, textile firms are also becoming more actively involved with working jointly with

clients in developing new styles and fabrics. So far, at least in the firms visited for this project,

this strategy does not seem to have had much of an impact on the shop floor, but forward-looking

Irms are starting to consider how the operators could contribute. The same could be said for on-

going technological innovations. Many of the most important changes have been small adaptations

of existing machines, and operators could make important contributions to these efforts.

The higher level positions in the mills also need greater skills and educational preparation

than they did in the past. In the textile industry, the skilled occupations involve machine repair.

In the past, textile machines were intricate, but the mechanical principles underlying their

construction were not complicated. How these machines operated could be visually observed, and

experience that many workers had in their own homes working on automobiles or farm machinery

was relevant to fixing them. Loom fixers and mechanics in spinning and knitting mills were

almost always promoted from the ranks of machine operators. Working around the machines had

already given them a feel for what was necessary, and the additional training needed to become a

fixer was acquired on the job with little or no formal instruction.



This situation has now changed. Most machines now have microprocessors and other

electronic components, as well as sophisticated sensors and yam splicers and knotters. This

equipment is well beyond the experience that most workers get in homes and on farms. Since

important machine components are not visually observable, operating the machines does not provide

much of a sense oZ what it takes to repair and maintain them. In other words, to understand,

diagnose, and fix the new machines, technicians have to be able to represent their structures and

processes symbolically in their heads. To do this they have to be able to follow complicated

manuals, diagrams, and updates provided by the manufacturers. Literacy requirements have

accordingly shot up. The mills can no longer fill many technician slots from their traditionally

semi-literate operator labor pool. They are adjusting to the problem in different ways. Some,

reluctant to disrupt their internal promotion patterns, are paying for employees' literacy training.

Others are violating these promotion patterns by hiring better educated labor in lateral moves into

the technician jobs. -This response strands operators, just as tellers who do not obtain more

education are cut off from the promotion opportunities of the bank. However, whatever the mill

response, states in which the mills are concentrated, such as the Carolinas, suddenly have mill

owners' support for higher quality elementary and secondary edircation.

In sum: In both the service and manufacturing industries we are moving from a

production-oriented to a product-oriented and customer-oriented world, from mass production to

flexible production. In all of the industries studied, Bailey, Noyelle, and other researchers have

found that increased competition, volatility, and uncertainty in the market have created strong

pressures on all levels of the production process to be more responsive to changes in tastes ar.,1

demand--to "customized consumption" (Noyelle, 1987). Indeed, it has become increasingly difficult

to separate the marketing and product development functions from the production process itself, and

this has profoundly disrupted the traditional production technologies.

Industry case studies clearly settle the debate over "upskilling" and "downsIdlling"--in other

words, a debate over whether computerization increases or decreases the skill demands of jobs.

Computerization usually- -not alwaysincreases skill requirements for two reasons.' First, the most

efficient use of the technology encourages the reintegration of tasks once distributed among several

4 When computerized equipment is first introduced into a firm, it can sometimes be used
initially in a way that reduces the total skill requirements of :lie job. However, when this occurs,
the effect seems short-lived.
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echelons of workers. And second, as intelligent machines take over processing functions, workers

are left with diagnostic and problem-solving functions (Noyelle, 1987).

Although the ability to work on new machines is important, many of the most important

changes cannot be understood as quantitative. Asking whether the work requires "more" or "less"

skill inevitably focuses the analysis on limited and often secondary aspects of the transformation

underway. Productivity gains are coming as much from changing the way that workers work

together, their orientation towards their work, and the nature of their responsibility for and

involvement in the firm's changing strategy and orientation towards the market as from applications

of new technology. While many jobs used to be based on the repetition of a particular set of

well - defined tasks, jobs now are more likely to demand varied and unpredictable responses to a

variety of stimuli and information. Employment now involves interaction in constantly changing

ways with production technology. The spread of micro - electronics and related technologies does

not just result in new machines that must be mastered, but in a much deeper change in the way

production is organized and the ways that workers relate to the production process and to each

other.

RECONCILING OCCUPATIONAL COUNTS AND INDUSTRY CASE STUDY RESULTS

Reconciling these two data sources is theoretically possible, but in practice very difficult.

Bailey (1988) has begun to try to create an approximate cross-walk between occupational counts

and industry case studies.

Using the 1980 decennial census categories, he first split the occupational structure into high

and low skill occupations. "High skill" jobs were classified as executive/administrative/managenal,

professional, technical and related support, precision production, and cr,...1 and repair workers; "low

skill", as salesworkers, administrative support (including clerical), service workers, private household

workers, operatives, fabricators, and laborers. He then disaggregated the low skill occupations into

two categories: "middle skill" and "low skill". He defined middle skill jobs as ones that at least

potentially could be involved in the transformations documented in industry case studies. He

defined low skill jobs as ones unlikely to be reorganized or transformed significantly. Thus, fast

food counter workers were left in the low skill group; operators in manufacturing plants or clerical

workers who manage information were classified in the "middle skill" group.
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In terms of 1986 employment numbers, this exercise fairly evenly split those employed in

the original low skill group into middle and low skill jobs. Thus, for 1986, 39.8 percent were

employed in high skill jobs; 29.5 percent, in middle q1(111 jobs; and 30.7 percent, in low skill jobs.
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Di. ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION: A PICTURE OF DISCONNECTIONS

From tht perspective of education and the economy, the American elementary/secondary

system presents a picture of disconnections. Four important ones are: (1) mismatches between

school and non-school settings in the structure of knowledge used and the social structure of its

use; (2) differences between employers' and educators' perceptions of our human capital problems;

(3) problems with the signalling system between school and work settings; and (4) organizational

differences between schools and energetic industries and successful companies in businesses similar

to that of schools (knowledge and communication). This section of the paper concentrates on the

first of these four, the other three being only briefly discussed.

WHAT DO WE NEED TO TEACH? TO WHOM? WHEN? HOW?

As the educational implications of the restructuring America. 7.onomy become clearer, the

incomplete--sometimes perverse--nature of current educational reforms emerges. Those reforms

targeted at improving students' academic skills are clearly appropriate--up to a point, academic and

work-related curricula should be the same. However, documented changes in the nature and

structure of work and advances in cognitive science argue for a second wave of reform that

involves fundamental changes in what we teach, to whom we teach it, when we teach it, and how

we teach it. In other contexts I have talked about this second wave of reform as "shadows in the

wings", for the simple reason that--to shift metaphors--this airplane is not yet ready to fly. The

issues raised here pose formidable research, development, and evaluation challenges in areas such as

curriculum (and associated textbook or software materials), pedagogy, the preparation of teachers,

concepts and measures of accountability, and school structure.

What Do Students Need to Learn?

What do industry studies imply about the core skills that students need to learn? Economic

changes certainly imply the need for good academic skills. Perhaps the most profound educational

implication of computers in the workplace is that they force a replacement of observational

learning with learning acquired primarily through symbols, whether verbal or mathematical (e.g.,

Scribner and Cole, 1973; Bailey, 1988).



The textile case yielded one example, technicians now having to represent the structures and

processes of their machines symbolically in their heads. Another example lies in machining, an

occupation that employs about 2 million or two percent of the nation's workforce. In traditional

machining, responsibility for part dimensions and tolerances, metal properties, and tool use is

literally in the hands of the machinists whose knowledge of part geometry, metallurgy, output

requirements, and tool functioning is extensive. Computerized numerical control (CNC) machines

radically alter these processes of set-up, control, and operation, a decisive transformation being that

they replace manual set-up and control with set-up by symbolic command. The symbol command

system is a computer program which guides the movement of the machine parts and its operational

tools through electronic impulse. This program does not mimic the manual movements of the

machinist, but describes movements in a Cartesian space in which the point of origin is the

machine itself. Whereas the machinist working on a traditional machine reads an engineer's

blueprint and then manually adjust dials and levers to set up a particular operation, a machinist on

the CNC machine reads the blueprint and men creates commands in a programming language to

govem the machine's operations (Scribner, 1988b).

A.third example lies in a family of te;Inological systems known as manufact ing resource

planning (MRP), which is carrying much of the burden of positioning American industries to

compete. Thus, their effective integration into the workplace becomes critical. The MRP is a

computer-based integrated information system that coordinates data about all aspects of a company's

operations. It uses computer programs organized around functional modules such as inventory

management, product control, and costing. MRP systems support such manufacturing innovations as

lust-in-time" inventory and small batch customized production. Although initially restricted to

large corporations, MRP is now spreading through middle and small-size firms in all branches of

production.

From the perspective of academic skills, what is important about the MRP is that it is a

content-free, formal, closed conceptual system that workers at all skill levels within the firm have to

use. As such, it has many of the characteristics of "school" subjects, such as mathematics or

grammar, and departs in significant ways from the traditional systems of knowledge that reflect

accumulated managerial and production wisdom (Scribner, 1988a).

Changes in the economy, especially flexible production and changes in the time frame for

production, combine to increase the need for higher order cognitive thinking, even for jobs that we
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usually conceive of as lower skill. Time has become an important competitive weapon (Stalk,

1988; Bailey, 1989), companies that can respond to product or service demand quickly having a

competitive edge. If the variation in product and service associated with flexible production

multiplies the number of decisions that must be made, the time element makes it difficult to buck

these decisions up and back down supervisory lines. Decisions are necessarily having to be made

more frequently on the shop floor. Thus, work increasingly requires employees both in higher and

lower skill jobs to deal wi.:. uncertainty, the unfamiliar, and discontinuity; to understand the firm's

market environment and the organizational context in which the job is embedded in order to make

decisions that are increasingly being delegated to the shop floor, to understand their technologies

well enough to generate initial hypotheses about the source of breakdown for maintenance

technicians so as to minimize delays in the production process. In sum, there is a stunning parallel

between the cognitive requirements of today's workplace and the defining characteristics of higher

order thinking ,s and this parallel affects workers in lower as wet, 3s higher skiff: jobs.

The forces just described are also flattening out company hierarchies, eliminating

supervisory and middle management positions. Supervisory functions are being increasingly

delegated to the worker and/or' to the team, requiring of previously supervised workers, nrt only the

ability to make he decisions previously delegated to supervisors, but also the ability to self regulate

or self-direct.

Changes in the economy imply the need to know, how to learn - -in other words, how to

organi?e social and technological resources to trauform what is unfamiliar into the mastered, a

process that requires knowing how to identify the limits of one's own knowledge, how to ask

germane questions, how to penetrate poor document...mon, and how to identify sources of

information. The volatility of markets produces a volatility in job tasks--witness the profound

transformation of the claims adjuster job, the teller job, the job of operator in textile mills, a story

that is repeated in other industries, such as electronics manufacturing, apparel manufacturing, retail

sales, and business services. As Noyelle (1987) observes, "We are moving into an era in which the

s Resnick (1987a) defines higher order cognitive thinking as: being nonalgorithmic- -the path
of action is not fully specified in advance; being complexthe total path is not mentally "visible"
from any single vantage point; often yielding multiple solutions, each with costs and benefits,
rather than unique solutions; involving nuanced judgment and interpretation; requiring the
application of multiple, sometimes conflicting, criteria; involving uncertainty--not everything
bearing on the task is known; involving self-regulation of the thinking process, not regulation by
others; involving imposing meaning, finding structure in apparent disorder, and being effortful
(p.3).
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traditional separation between working and learning is disappearing, with learning becoming

increasingly integrated into a person's work life." (p.121)

'rurally, changes in the economy require teamwork abilities and the ability to resolve

conflicts. Under mass production, employees, especially those in factory floor and 'back office"

jobs, often worked alone, albeit in physical prom..ity to each other. As job responsibilities broaden

and increasingly intermesh, workers have to function collaborativelyand classic research in social

psychology shows that individual competence does not generalize to team competence. For

example, pilot error accounts for an increasing percent of fatal airline crashes worldwide, and many

analyses have pinpointed poor team performance as an important component of that error.'

As the lator force becomes increasingly multicultural and job content changes rapidly and

in confusing ways, communication problems also increase betweei. workers, generating the need for

interpersonal communication and conflict resolution skills. These problems self-evidently reduce

prod. ctivity; more subtly, they interfere with an important social mechanism for learning on the

job--peer help (Scribner, personal communication).

Who Should Learn?

The skills just described are generic in that, in general, they cut across industries and

occupations. Thus, everyone needs to learn them, not just some people. This does not mean that

everyone needs to learn them in the same way. It does mean that, for these skills, our educational

objectives for everyone need to be roughly the same.

This idea has been most problematic for higher order cognitive thinking. Like other

industrialized nations, the United States has harbored two quite distinct educational traditions--one

concerned with elite education, the other with mass education. As Resnick (1987a) points out,

these traditions conceived of schooling differently, had different clienteles, and held different goals

6 As a recent New York Times article on cockpit error observed, "Two- and three-man airline
flight crews...often don't work well together." In one example, the article noted a sharply critical
FAA report on a major airline that had recently experienced several serious near accidents; 'There
is no evidence that Delta crews are (on the whole) either unprofessional or purposefully
negligent....Rather...crew members are frequently acting as individuals rather than as members of a
smoothly functioning team." (William Stockton, "Trouble in the Cockpit," New York Times
Magazine, March 27, 1988, pp.38-40, 60, 63, 66-67.)
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for their students. Thus, although "...it is not new to include thinking, problem solving, and

reasoning in someone's curriculum, it is new to include it in everyone's curriculum." (p.7) This

becomes one of the challenges facing compulsory American schooling- to make thinking and

problem solving a regular part of a school program for all of the population, even rural popteations,

even minorities, even non-English speakers, even the poor--to assume that all individuals, riot just

an elite, can become competent thinkers.

When Should They Learn?

Early. Vie usually think about preparing students for the labor market during high school.

However, we are talking generic work-related skills here, not occupationally-specific ones, for these,

high school is too late. It is implausible to think that high school sophomores educated in a

passive learning regime for the first 'tie years of their schooling can learn to self-regulate their

learning in the tenth year. We can make analogous arguments about learning how to learn, about

learning how to function effectively in teams, or about learning how to resolve conflicts.

For example, as Resnick (1987a) *totes, the most important single message of modem

research on the nature of thinking is that the kinds of activities traditionally associated with

thinking are not limited to advanced levels of development.

"[T]hese activities are an intimate part of even elemental.) Aearning....In fact, the

term "higher order" skills is probably itself fundamentally misleading, for it suggests

that anotlm set of skills, presumably called "lower order," needs to come first. This

assumption ....[i]mplicitly ....justifies long years of drill on the "basics" before

thinking and problem solving are demanded....[R]esearch suggests that failure to

cultivate aspects of [higher order cognitive] 'thinking may be the source of major

learning difficulties even in elementary si..11coL (p.8)

How Should These Skills be Taught?

From the perspective of schooling, the "whats" that should be taught do not necessarily

translate into courses. They may have more implications for hnw material is presented than with

what is presented. I am not an educator, but my hunch is that transforming the "how" will yield as

much payoff' as transforming th° content of courses. The "how" strikes me as the toughest
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challenge ahead for the educational research, policy, and practitioner communities. We aiow how

to implement some of these ideas, although they are not commonly implemented--for example, how

to use team and collaborative contexts for teaching and learning (e.g., Slavin, et al., 1985).

However, other ideas, such as finding ways to teach content-free symbol systems within meaningful

contexts, are still on the drawing boards.

This section relies heavily on pioneering work in cognitive psychology, cognitive science,

and cognitive anthropology on non - school learning and iLs Implications for how we structure formal

learning.' At the heart of this research is the presumption that intelligence and expertise are built

out of interaction with the environment, not in isolation from it. This work implicitly challenges

our traditional distinctions between "head" and "hand", between "academic" and "vocational"

education, between "education" and "training", and between school-based and work-basal learning.

Coming out of this stream of research is a much clearer sense of how school-based learning

and non-school learning differ from each other. In a bravura synthesis of the work in this field,

Lauren Resnick (1987b) delineates four broad contrasts between in-school and out-of-school mental

activity that raise profound questions about the utility and effectiveness of schooling for all non-

school activity, including work of all types and for all learners, whether at-risk or not-at-risk.

They stimulate us to rethinkradically rethink--how we teach in school.

The first contrast is between individual cognition in school versus shared cognition

outside. AlthoUgh group activities occur in school, students are ultimately judged on what they can

do by themselves. Much of the core activity of the schoolhomework or in-class exercises - -is

designed as individual work. For the most part, students fail or succeed at a task independently of

what other students do (aside from grading on a curve). By contrast, a great deal of activity

outside of school is socially shared: work, personal life, and recreation take place in social systems

in which what one person is able to do depends fundamentally on what others do and in which

"successful" functioning depends upon the mesh of several individuals' mental and physical

performances. This contrast argues for much more team and co-operative learning, the student

being held accountable for both individual and team performance.

' This section relies especially on the work of Sylvia Scribner (e.g., 1974, 1981, 1984, 1986),
who helped launch this research direction in the early 1970s and now pursues it in the context of a
research program for the National Center on Education and Employment.
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The second contrast is between pure mentation in school versus tool manipulation. In

school, the greatest premium is placed on "pure thought" activitieswhat individuals can do without

dependence on "external crutches"whether books and notes, calculators, or other complex

instruments. While some of these tools may be used, even encouraged, during "learning", they are

almost always absent during tests of performance. Thus, school becomes an institution that values

thought that is independent of the physical and cognitive tools that are a vital and defining part of

virtually ail practical activity. Out of school, by contrast, most mental activities are intimately

involved with and shaped by the physical and intellectual tools available, and the criteria for

competence include the expert use of tools.

This contrast suggests that student performance be judged relative to the student's abilities

to make effective use of tools, not independent of them.

The third contrast is between symbol manipulation in school versus reasoning about things

and situations that make sense to people outside of school. School learning is mostly symbol-

based, to such an extent that connections to the things being symboli ?ed are often lost. Outside of

school, actions are intimately connected with things and events, and because one is engaged with

things and situations that make sense to people, people do not fall into the trap of forgetting what

their calculations or their reasoning is about. Their mental activities make sense in terms of their

immediate effects, and their actions are grounded in the logic of immediate situations. In school,

however, there is a very large tendency for symbolic activities to become detached from any

meaningful context. School learning then becomes a matter of learning rules and saying or writing

things according to the rules. This focus on symbols detached from their referents can create

difficulties even for school learning itself. For example, it can lead to systematic and persistent

arithmetic errors of a kind that seem virtually absent in practical arithmetic.

This tendency for school knowledge to be disconnected from real life is not limited to

mathematicsalthough it is particularly easy to draw clear examples from mathematics learning.

The process of schooling seems to encourage the idea that the "game of school" is to learn

symbolic rules of various kinds, that there is not supposed to be much continuity between what one

knows outside school and what one learns in school. There is growing evidence, then, that not

only may schooling not contribute in a direct and obvious way to performance outside school, but

also that knowledge acquired outside school is not always used to support in-school learning.

Schooling is coming to look increasingly isolated from the rest of what we do.
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This contrast between in-school and out- of -schwl mental activity suggests that school-based

learning is not strongly related to out-of-school activity tor any individual. However, the

disjuncture between school and non-school settings would seem to be particularly detrimental for at-

risk learners.' We frequently assume that at-risk and um-at-risk populations differ in how they

learn most effectively. Although it is an empirical question, variations in learning performances

may attest partly to individual differences in the willingness to tolerate or in the ability to make

sense out of a school-based or school-like experience that is relatively isolated from non-school

experience.

Howard Gardner, author of Frames of Mind, noted in an interview with the New York

Times that "We subject everyone to an education where, if you succeed, you will be best suited to

be a college professor."' If a student cannot envision participating in adult futures that are highly

academic in content, two things happen. First, the individual cannot look to the school for his or

her sense of ultimate place and trajectoryhe or she must look elsewhere, and the school, in a basic

sense, has lost that individual. And second, instruction in academic skills will become "irrelevant"

to the personor, in decision theory terms, without "utility". Decision theory pres' umes and

countless studies show that individualschildren and adults, at-risk and not-at-risk, do things that

have utility for themthat connect to what they want and where they expect to be going. From

this perspective, traditional schools and schooling may be creating their own problems in teaching

their own learning goals and helping to produce the "at-risk" learner.

This contrast, then, suggests instruction in the content of what makes sense to people.

Especially for the academically less inclined, schools try to introduce "things and situations that

make sense to people" either by putting the student in vocational education or by linking schooling

to outside jobs, as in organized part-time work and pan-time school ventures. There can be good

reasons for doing either of these things, but not as a way of compensating for the often

impoverished learning contexts of academic courses.

I define at-risk learners as those who do not perform well in traditional schools or training
programs arranged like traditional schools, either because they are not very good at standard
academic subjects orand this is an exceedingly important "or"because they do not want to be or
do not see t.".e polet of being good at them. It is important to note that although at-risk learners
come disproportion.tely from poor families, almost every family either has a child of this sort or
friends with a child of this sort.

' November 9, 1986, Education Section, New York Times, p.23.
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If earlier I argued that all students, not just the academically inclined, need to master higher

order cognitive skills, now I am arguing that all students, not just the academically disinclined,

need contextualized learning. I am talking about "vitalizing," not "vocationalizing," schooling. I

think that working out what this means, how to do it, understanding how individual schools and

teachers are already approximating it, represents one of the most exciting challenges ahead of us.

We are not starting from ground zero. The best teachers in our best schools already

instinctively "vitalize" even the most "academic" of subjects, such as the fifth grade teacher in a

McLean, Virginia school who runs a simulation of a small economy in the c:assroom to give hei

students experience with fundamental economic concepts such as competition, monopolies,

bankruptcy, rents, or taxation. Reading a discussion of markets, sellers, and competition in a

textbook means much more to the student who, just the previous day, waged a price war with a

seatmate to corner the market on hot dog sales. "Taxation" means much more when another

seatmate who represented government has bought the classroom door, forcing everyone to pay taxes

every time they need to go in or out of the momfor example, to get water to boil their hot dogs.

Our vocational-technical, theme, or magnet schools hold important clues- -many of these

explicitly organize around meaningful activities that real people do in the real world, such as

business careers, the performing arts, or scienr .

Another clue lies in the new information technologies. As the Office of Technology

Assessment (1988) notes:

[With the new information technologies, it] may soon be possible to manipulate

images and sounds as easily as the printed word. This means being able to break

some of the barriers of abstraction that separate "scholarship" from the world people

see, hear, and understand....

These innovations can radically change the performance and structure of the

educational system. The new generation of technologies...are qualitatively different

from the film strips, television shows, and other techniques that have been used in

limited ways to augment instniction in the past. They represent something

fundamentally new....
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There is also much to be learned about the role that games play in learning. In

traditional societies, where children could see much of the work done by adults,

play mimicked life. Skills learned in play...translated gracefully into the practical

world....In principle, simulations can mix work with instruction and instruction with

play in entirely new ways....After centuries without practical alternatives, people

have become accustomed to think about communication in terms of words and

books. New visual technologies, however, can provide a means of communication

that is in many areas more powerful than language.... [lit is obvious that words in a

geography text are a poor substitute for a visit to Brazil....This power to imitate

reality can have a helpful role in education....

Pictures are a "second class" resource in any library. Technology now emerging can

change this status by making it nearly as easy to retrieve, make, and modify images

as words. (pp.242-245)

Many of us, myself included, glaze when we hear about "new information technologies." We have

lived through generations of "silver bullet" computer-based instructional programs that whizzed by,

only to bury themselves in the wall. We have seen the numbing, pedestrian ways in which the

schools manage to use computers. However, I think that the OTA is right this time about the

potential. The problem is getting from here to there. A sustained investm.nt will be required to

develop these technologies for pedagogic putpos.;.;. A major restructuring of the schools will be

required to integrate these technologies into schooling. The information technologies do not

parachute successfully into any organization, whether firm or school. Tneir effective integration

into the organization always requires organizational restructuring.

The fourth contrast is between generalized learning in school versus situation-specific

competencies outside. In school vpe aim for general, widely usable skills and theoretical principles.

Indeed, the major claim for school-type instruction is, usually, its generality and power of transfer.

Yet outside, to be truly skillful, people must develop situation-specific forms of competence. The

"packages" of knowledge and skill that schools provide seem unlikely to map directly onto the

clusters of knowledge that students will actually use in their work. This seems true even for highly

technical knowledge, where schooling is intended to provide direct professional training. Studies of

expert radiologists, electronic trouble-shooters, and lawyers all reveal a surprising lack of transfer of
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theoretical principles, processes, or skilic learned in school to professional practice. For example,

Monis and Rowe (1985) found that extensive training in electronics and troubleshooting theories

provided very little knowledge and fewer skills directly applicable to performing electronic

troubleshooting. All of this points toward the possibility that very little can be transported directly

from school to out-of-school use. Both the structure of the knowledge used and the social structure

of its use may be more fundamentally mismatched than we had previously thought.

This C013112St seems to me to pose a challenge to the research community before it does to

the schools. Resnick notes that situation-specific learning is limiting. Studies have shown that

when the situation is changed from the familiarfor example, by asking bookies in Brazil to accept

unusual bets that cannot be constructed from their tables (Schliemann and Acioly, in press)- -

unschooled individuals have a great deal of difficulty and may fail entirely. Schooled people do

better, althoughand this is an important point--they rarely use the supposedly general algorithms

that they have been taught in school and instead invent new solutions specifically appropriate to the

situation at hand. However, what do they invent? How and why? Expert radiologists interpret X-

rays using mental processes different from those taught in medical courses, textbooks, and even

hospital teaching rounds (Lesgold, et al., in press). What processes do experts use? How did they

learn them? Can they be taught? How? Do they bridge the worlds of the specific and the

general? These studies raise questions that seem at the heart of the dilemma for schools.'°

A contrast that Resnick does not identify is mastery of and retrieval from a defined body

of structured knowledge in school versus the mastery of uncodified, emergent and evolving

systems outside of school. Increasingly, non-school settings demand that we cope with the

unprecedented and sh::h information that is neither limited nor orderly. This reality puts a premium

on the ability to create structure --on knowing how to learn- -and on skills at locating and organizing

l' Scribner's work centers on this problem. In studies of workers in jobs that vary
substantially in their symbolic and physical requirements, she found a set of attributes common to
expert performance in all of the jobs: (1) flexibility in modes of solution to formally identical
problems; (2) creative shortcuts that simplify and economize on mental and physical effort ("least
effort" basis for organizing work); and (3) fine-tuning to the envimnment and effective utilization of
setting-specific knowledge. She is now trying to understand how experts create expertise--for
example, how less skilled workers learn manufacturing resource planning (MRP) systems, a
computer integrated informadon system analogous to the closed. logical systems of school, such as
grammar or mathematics. Less skilled workers often did not handle closed systems well when they
were in school. How do they learn the MRP? What facilitates the learning? Do the processes of
moving from novice to expert in the plant have implications for teaching closed systems in school?
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social and technological resources to expedite learning. This contrast suggests that school should

include learning situations where students are evaluated, not for having the "right" answer, but for

figuring out how to obtain and structure the knowledge needed to create an orderly basis for action.

Vocabulary and Accountability

This previous discussion underlines the need for a new vocabulary. I used the term

"academic" skills in the discussion of generic skills, but this term connotes decontextualized

symbols and symbolic rules. "Basic" skills is worse, connoting workbooks and routine drill.

"Contextualizing" connotes "vocationalizing," which is often used to imply the headless hand.

"Higher order" cognitive thinking implies "lower order" cognitive thinking. We need a new

language for thinking and talking about changes in who gets taught what, when, and how.

This section also implies rethought measures of school accountability. For example, the

methods now being used to hold schools accountable -- student scores on multiple choice tests of

basic skills -- militate against structuring the learning of subject matter to encourage the development

of higher order cognitive thinking. As we know, we usually get the performance we test for.

Multiple choice tests, although cheap to score, implicitly presume that "competence" is the ability to

retrieve the "right" facts from a cognitive warehouse of facts, encouraging routine drill in bits and

pieces. By definition, there are no right or wrong answers in the higher order cognitive world--

only better and worse thinking.

EMPLOYERS AND EDUCATORS: MIL' THEY LOOKING THROUGH THE SAME

GLASS7,S?

Do economic and educational actors have similar views of our human capital problems? Is

there a common ground for talking about solutions? A shared perspective is not a sufficient, but

would seem a necessary, condition for reforming the schools.

In 1984 the Gallup Poll asked public school teachers and the general public to rate the

importance of eight alternative goals of education on a scale of one to ten. Of these goals, the

greatest differences emerged for the economic objectives of education, the teachers not endorsing an

economic role for education.. Whereas 56 percent of the public gave the highest rating to the goal,

"To develop an understanding about different kinds of jobs and careers, including their requirements
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and rewards," only 20 percent of the teachers rated this as very important. Similarly, 46 percent of

the public, but only 6 percent of the teachers, gave the high-ct rating to the goal, "To help students

get good/high-paying jobs." (Phi Delta Kappan, 1985)

Other, albeit fragmentary, data indicate a disturbing difference between employers' and

educators' views of schooling success.' We find that educators and employers may use the same

words in describing what skills employers need and students need to be taught However,

although there is usually some variance in each groupprimarily among teachers, in general

employers and educators differ in their assessment of whether or not the schools are

successfully meeting these needs. Employers, citing statistics on the skills of those they see in the

hiring process, consistently identify a major gap between the skills that they get and those that they

need.' Educators, on the other hand, often do not see much, if any, gap; they feel that the schools

are doing quite well - -and are doing better--at meeting employers' needs.

Employers chronically and routinely complain about the quality of labor available to them

(Hollister, 1984). However, these complaints seer., more valid today. First, we see employers

acting on their stated t,oncerns, as evidenced by their increasingly aggressive efforts to improve the

schools." Second, the industry case studies and onniave studies of learning in non-school settings

11 I would not go to court on the basis of these data, but they do square with my
observations in twc- and -a -half years of meetings, conferences, seminars, and work sessions with
educators and employers. They also square with Kearns' mail response to his speeches about the
schools. See the simultaneously hilarious and sad chapter, "The Postman Rings and Rings," in
Kearns and Doyle (1988).

12 I deliberately use the term "same words" because it is by no means clear that the words
mean the same thing to different employers and educators or that employers or educators know
what they mean by the words. Surveys of employers about their skill needs are fraught with these
problems (Natriello, 1988).

13 For example, New York Telephone Company reports that only 20 percent of applicants who
take the test for the position of telephone operator pass. Michigan Bell Telephone Company reports
that only two out of 15 applicants for clerical positions pass both the written and typing tests. The
Campbell-Mithun Company of Minnesota finds applicants generally below minimum standards in
reading and writing: they have to interview 20 applicants to hire one secretary and 10 applicants to
hire one supply or mail clerk. The Motorola Company of Illinois reports that only 20 percent of
their applicants can pass a seventh grade English comprehension test or fifth grade mathematics test.

" These efforts include well-known partnership arrangements, such as the Boston Compact.
However, these are starting to give way to or be supplemented by political action - -as in the
California Business Roundtable's activities or the corporate takeover of a Chicago school.
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independently document mismatches between school and non-school settings in the structure of

knowledge used and the social structure of its use. In fact, employers' concerns seem consistent

with the results of the shocking NAEP literacy study of young adults 21 to 25 years old in 1986

(Kirsch and Jungeblut, 1986; Venezky, Kaestle, and Sum, 1987), a study that assessed individuals'

abilities to handle the verbal, tabular, graphic, and numerical materials and problems encountered

routinely in non-school settings. Educators' views, on the other hand, seem to reflect trends in

student scores on the various achievement and competency tests that are administered routinely

within schools but are not systematically benchmarked against non-school performance demands."

THE SIGNALLING SYSTEM BETWEEN SCFIOOLS AND LABOR MARKETS

Information theorists and economists talk about "signalling" in markets--things or events that

function as indicators or signs of something else. For example, rapidly increasing wages for recent

engineering graduates signals a labor shortage of young engineers. Studies of markets indicate that

changes in wage levels function to equilibrate labor supply and demand--in other words, labor

responds to these signals. A third disjuncture between schools and labor markets lies in the lack of

such signallingor reference -- systems between high schools and employers comparable that which

exists between high schools and colleges or between colleges and graduate schools. These systems

convey useful information to those selecting among students. They also clarify for students (and

their teachers) the selection criteria against which school performances and behaviors are judged by

those institutions into which students will funnel."

I wrote about the absence of such systems between high schools and employers in another

Aspen Institute paper almost a decade ago (Berryman, 1980), and John Bishop has examined this

question in the subsequent years (e.g., Bishop, 1987). As Bishop observes, non-college youth

receive economic benefits for staying in high school, but not for what they do while they are in

16 In the NAEP literacy study, performance increased when the problems were presented in
forms familiar from school. For example, 80 percent of white and 40 percent of black 21 to 25
year olds were able to do simple sums when they had the form of school arithmetic tests. Only
about 30 percent of the whites and two percent of the blacks succeeded it, solving problems that
required taking a simple percentage. Very few people could translate a practical problem into
quantitative terms.

16 Schools have a chance to observe--and students to manifest-- several behaviors relevant to
employers, such as academic performance, attendance, completing work assignments, or the
harmony and effectiveness of relationships with supervisors and peers.
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school, whether measured by grades, courses taken, attendance, or teacher character references. .."..:

also reports a study of the experience of a major Columbus, Ohio, employer, Nationwide Insurance,

that tried to set up a signalling system comparable to the transcript/teacher reference system that

operates for college-bound youth. Nationwide obtained written penuicesion from each job applicant

to obtain their high school records. They sent over 1,:30 such signed quests to high schools in

1982 and received only 93 responses. Those responses that were receiv almost always took more

than two weeks. Since a 1982 employer survey shows that 83.5 percent of all jobs are filled in

less than a month and 65 percent in less than two weeks, response time lags either jeopardize

candidates' chances of getting jobs, or employers have to proceed without relevant Information on

candidates.

THE STRUCTURE OF INDUSTRIES AND THE RESTRUCTURING OF AMERICAN

COMPANIES: ANY LESSONS FOR RESTRUCTURING SCHOOLS?

Usually policymakers, researchers, and the public treat public elementary and secondary

education as a sui generic institution, effectively isolating our thinking about it from our theoretical

and empirical knowledge about the nature and structure of and change in other economic

institutions. In fact, public elementary and secondary education is a service industry, whose units

(school districts and schools) are structurally analogous to firms and establishments. Can we learn

anything about restructuring the public educational system: (1) by comparing its organization to that

of other industries; and (2) by examining the experiences of American companies that have had to

restructure to stay competitive?

The Structure of Industries

In its report on the American economy, the OTA introduces the concepts of scale and scope

as key to describing how business networks are owned and managed, "scare" referring to the size

and "scope" to the product mix of their operations. The OTA argues that different patterns of scale

and scope "shape the ability of a business to compete in international markets, dictate the quality

and stability of the jobs offered, and determine the success with which new technologies can be

exploited." (p.177) The questions that issues of scale and scope raise include: (1) which structures

are more aggressive in their pursuit of invention and innovation, and which will be more likely to

adopt innovations when they occur? (2) which will he more or less likely to match resources

efficiently to demand? (3) which will bt more attractive to employees in that they permit greater

stability, higher pay, or more unpaid benefits?
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All of these questions are relevant to education, but the first may be the most urgent: the

ability to innovate, invent, and adopt innovations when they occur. OTA observed that the

network of operations leading to educational services remains astonishingly unchanged by the forces

that have reshaped other part of the economy engaged in the transfer of information. (p.241) They

pointed out the impoverished information, analysis, development, and demonstration base for the

massive education enterprise: "While a private information company typically spends several percent

of gross revenue on research, virtually nothing is allocated for research directed at the real problems

of teaching and learning. If the fraction of gross expenditures invested in research were the same

for education as for the average privately owned business in the United States, about $9 billion a

year would be spent for education research. This is 60 to 90 times more than the present

allocation." (p.49)

Although the OTA notes that there is no good vocabulary for describing the variety of ways

that business networks in an economic sector are organized, one of the several organizational

patterns that they describe seems particularly relevant to education:

sectors dominated by small firms operating independently, which are either
nominally independent, but constrained by their product or by a lack of research to
behave as though they were producing mass-produced commodities (e.g., farms,
schools, and home construction); or independent entrepreneurs, providing
imaginative responses to new mari:ets and new production technologies. Such firms
may pool research or marketing through trade associations (e.g., semiconductor
industry in Silicon Valley). (OTA, 1988, pp.177-178)

If public education is properly described as a small firm industry of a particular type, why has

agriculture, also a small firm industry, achieved remarkable productivity gains, whereas public

education and the home construction industry have not? At the federal level, it is fashionable to

blame lack of innovation or adoption of innovation in our schools on the research community.

This community is seen as an important source of innovation and felt to have failed to

"communicate" or "Jdsseminate" their findings to schools--in other words, schools would adopt these

innovations if they only knew of them. Without denying that our research infrastructure could be

better organized to serve the educational system, would that the problems lie primarily here. In

fact, there seem two much more serious problems.

First, the model of change implicit in this frequent critique of research is very simplistic. If
we look at the process by which a new aircraft moves from drawing board to the fleets of ;- 'ilian
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airlines, we find several steps between research into aerodynamics or properties of materials and the

purchase and use of the physical embodiment of these ideas: development and testing of prototypes,

modifications based on the results of tests, marketing, sales, and followup training of pilots and

maintenance crews in flying and maintaining the new aircraft. A new aircraft does not leap,

fullblown from the head of Zeus, into a airline's fleet, and it seems implausible to expect research

on learning and the aducadonal enterprise to make such a leap into the practices of teachers and

schools. New educational practices are technologies just as new aircraft. We cannot do it on the

cheap, trying to cut out the intermediate and expensive steps between the knowledge base, the

embodiment of this knowledge into technologies, the evaluation or testing and modifications of

these technologies, their marketing and sales through strategies such as demonstrations, and training

in them. If we return to our question about why the small firm industry of agiiculture achieved

such remarkable productivity gains, we have to confront the remarkable, federally-sponsored

infrastructure that surrounded this industry, from agricultural research through the agricultural

extension agent network.

The second serious problem is that you have to have a marketcustomers--for innovations

before you can sell them. Those of us whc' have criss-crossed the country, speaking to educational

audiences about the educational implications of changes in the economy, have been struck by not

having anything to plug into. Wheis s the socket? If these audiences rejected one set of ideas

because another set proffered them was more compelling, this would be fine--one aircraft company

simply built a better airplane and beat out its competitor. The frightening thil,g is that these

audiences are not really searching for ways to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the

educational enterprise. This gets us to the need to provide the motivation to search for

improvement, a need that has been recognized in discussions about and policies to introduce olc:

fashioned competitiveness and survival into the public educational system, whether in the form of

choice, vouchers, or whatever, and in discussions of school-based management and shared decision

making.

The Restructuring of American Companies

American corporations are going through painful restructuring. Can we learn anything from

these corporate struggles for restructuring our schools, especially from companies in a business

similar to that of schoolsknowledge and communication? Or does the analogy between corpOrate

and school restructuring break down aanost immediately?
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Major crossnational and domestic secular forces affect all American institutionspublic and

private, not just our corporations. For some obvious reasons, our companies had to walk, into the

buzz saw of these forces earlier. The questions are what effective institutions look like in this very

changed environment; whether effective institutions have common features, regardless of industry

and public versus private context; whether the processes which successfully restructuring

corporations have used to reshape themselves have commonalities; and whether any such

commonalities can reasonably be extended to the public sector education "industry ".

Certainly there are striking similarities in what restructuring companies and educational

reformers are trying to do. For example, corporate hierarchies are flattening out, and responsibility

and authority for the production of goods and services are being pushed down to the shop floor

level. This process is mirrored in attempts to downsize and restructure the functions of centralized

school district administrations, pushing responsibility and authority down to the principal and

teacher level. Restructuring companies and educational reformers have also encountered similar

barriers. Corporate executives find that employees used to routinized activity and supervision are

afraid of new authority and responsibility and have few habits of self-direction. Similarly, at least

one school board that tried to decentralize authority and responsibility found many teachers afraid

of taking responsibility for the children's learning (O'Keefe, personal communication).

Kearns and Doyle (1988) most recently publicized and popularized the idea that corporate

restructuring had some lessons for schools. However, the almost simultaneously released Office of

Technology Assessment volume (1988) independently works with some of the same ideas.

OTA points out that the disappointment with the pedestrian ways in which schools use

computers mirrors initial corporate experiences with computers. Through painful experience,

companies found that they could not parachute computers into the organization if they wanted to

expIP' ieir capacities. Work and employee relationships had to be restructured in order to realize

the st ming potential of the new information technologies. As OTA (1988) observes, "...firms

ranging from insurance underwriters to producers of metal parts have found that the potential

efficiency gains from new information technology cannot be captured without a profound change in

management strategies. Education will be no different." (p.49)
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They point out that schools face a challenge similar to that confrontinf, our service an..

manufacturing industries: the shift from mass production to flexible production. " ...[M]odem

production equipment makes it easier to serve niche rather than mass markets. The American

system of education, however, continues to deliver a relatively uniform level of instruction

...."(p.244) "At first blush, the system appears to be highly decentralized and capable of tailoring

instruction to individual needs. But closer examination indicates that decentralizatn has created

stunning uniformity. A survey of 1,000 classrooms across the United States found unexpected

uniformity in what was being taught, in how it was being taught, arid in the texts from which it

was being taught." (p.250)

They cite revealing statistics on industry variations in physical capital investments: "We

invest less in physical capital in education per employee than in any other industry. In 1985 gross

capital stock per employee was $2,000 in 198? dollars; the industry with the next lowest physical

capital investment was legal services at $10,000 per employeefive times as much."

(Table 10.9, p.354)
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IV. ECONOMIC CHANGES THAT AFFECT POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION AND TRAINING"

The implications of economic changes in the U.S. for the postsecondary system are not

entirely clear. The economy's turbulence prevents the consolidation of or makes it difficult to

discern emerging relationships between workers, employers, and the postsecondary system. The

postsecondary system itself is also complex, varying markedly in types of providers, educational

programs, financing and governance arrangements, and student characteristics, such as age and

educational objectives. The new welfare reform act has even introduced a compulsory quality into

what had been a voluntary system. States vary in their "stocks" and uses of postsecondary

institutions. Although we have microdata on individuals' use 'sr the system, these are just now

being extensively analyzed. Within the next six months, research being conducted under the

auspices of the National Assessment of Vocational Education, the National Center for Education, and

Employment, and the National Center for Research on Vocational Education, now based at the

University of California at Berkeley, will both tell us substantially more about relationships between

student characteristics, the courses they take, institutional characteristics, and economic payoffs. At

the same time, data on the postsecondary educational providers are poor. For some, such as

proprietary postsecondary institutions, we know almost nothing.

However, a clear post-secondary issue is the training/retraining of the experienced labor

force. This section maps demographic factors that will force the country to focus in an

unaccustomed way on the human capital development of adult workers, employers' -raditional

training investment patterns, and possible changes in those patterns that could generate serious

policy problems of differential access to education and training.

COLLISION BETWEEN HUMAN CAPITAL DEMAND AND SUPPLY

Section II documents the tempo of change in the nature and structure of work in American

industries and the consequent pressure on the experienced labor force to learn. The nation's

demographics increase this pressure. Historically, employers have been able to fill their demands for

greater human capital by replacing each retiring cohort of workers with a better educated and

usually larger cohort.

' "Post-secondary education and training" refers to all formal human capital investment that
occurs after high school. Thus, it includes, not just two year or four year college, graduate school,
and professional school programs, but also post-secondary proprietary vocational programs,
employer-sponsored in-house training, military training, and public sector training programs.
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We can no longer do this. By 1990 the U.S. population will be growing more slowly than

at any time in the nation's history, except for the decade of the Great Depression. The nation's

workforce is also growing more slowly, and its growth rate will continue to fall. Between 1970

and 1980 the workforce the number of people working or looking for work--grew at about 2.5

percent annually; between 1980 and 1990, it will have grown by about 1.5 percent annually; and

between 1990 and 2000, it is projected to grow at about one percent annually. As a result the

workforce is aging. Between 1985 and 2000, the population will grow by 15 percent, but the

number of people between the ages of 35 and 47 by 38 percent and those between 48 and 53 by

67 percent. The number of those between 16 and 19 years of age is declining absolutely, and the

share of the workforce between 20 and 34 is falling (Hudson Institute, 1987).

Compounding the numbers problem is that the smaller replacement cohorts will consist

increasingly of individuals from less educated groups--the poor and recent immigrants. In 1970

nearly half of the new entrants were white men; between now and the year 2000, white men are

projected to constitute only 15 percent of the new entrants; white women, 42 percent. Non- whites --

who constitute 10 percent of today's labor force, will make up 20 percent of the new entrants,

immigrants, who constitute about 7 percent of today's workforcz, about 22 percent (Hudson

Institute, 1987).

These realities mean that employers' human capital needs will have to be met more by

retraining existing workers. Who will employers pick to retrain? Who will get left out? In other

words, old questions become more urgent. the level, nature, access, and consequences of emplo}er

financed training for the experienced labor force. The next two sections look at this question. The

first summarizes what we know about emple patterns of training investments. The second

looks at recent changes in companies' human _ ..urce strategies and their implications for changes

in employers' training patterns.

EMPLOYERS' TRAINING INVESTMENT PATTERNS AND THEIR CONSEQUFNCES

Analyses of longitudinal and cross-sectional data bases reveal certain employer training

investment patte .z; and consequences. These data bases cover the years 1966 to 1983.
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Education begets training. In every data base, years of formal schooling emerges as one

of the most important determinants of postschool training investments--employers train the most

trainable (Mincer, 1988; Li llard and Tan, 1986; Tan, 1988). Those with limited formal schooling

thus face limited training opportunities. Since training is strongly and independently related to on

the job wage growth (Tan, 1989; Mincer, 1989)18 and employment stability (Mincer, 1989),' those

with less formal education also face lower wage growth and higher probabilities of unemployment.

Training begets [raining. Workers who are more apt to receive training in one job are

more apt to receive training in subsequent jobs (Mincer, 1989).

Losers in the training game: those with a poor initial education. A poor education has cascading

economic consequences for the individual and for the society. The less educated have more

difficulty getting a job, and, even when they are employed, employers are also less apt to invest

training I._ them, thus depriving them of the wage growth and employment stability associated with

employer training investments.

The younger the age of the equipment, the greater the share of more educated workers.

This effect of new equipment is magnified in R&D interibi.e industries (Bartel and Lichtenberg,

1987; Gill, 1988). However, as technology ages, the share of more educated workers declines

(Mincer, 1989).

In the short run, technological innovation in a sector increases the share of that sector's

educated workers without significant initial effects on on-the-job training. In the longer run, training

increases, whether the technology ages or grows at a steady rate (Mincer, 1989). These results

seem consistent with those of Li llard and Tan (1986): in the short run, productivity growth

increases outside (classr.:om) training, leaving on-the-job training unaffected or decreasing it, in the

18 Tan (1988) shows that the effects of training on earrings and earnings growth vary by
source and type. Company training has the greatest positive effect on earnings, and this effect
persists for over 13 years. The effects of training from other sources are much smaller and persist
for between 8 and 10 years. When types of training are considered, managerial training increases
earnings the most, but its effects am less enduring (12 years) than the effects of semi-skilled
manual training (15 years).

19 Training increases firm tenure, even for employees with a history of mobility prior to
entering the firm in which the training occurs (Mincer, 1988).
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long run, productivity growth increases in-house training and decreases outside or classroom

training.

Relative to low-technology industries, high-technology industries increase the probability

that those with more education will get more company training. They decrease the probability that

those with less education will get company training (Tan, 1989).

Losers in high productivity growth industries: again, those with a poor initial education. These

data also underscore the interactions between new technologies, productivity growth, and a well-

educated labor force. All else equal, a less educated labor force constrains the process by which

companies absorb new technologiesanti, therefore, the speed with which they yield productivity

payoffs.

The cumulative probability of receiving training after labor force entry increases rapidly

after the first year of work and continues to increase, although at a declining rate (Tan, :988;

Mincer, 1988). However, the pattern varies by occupation: in some, such as the professional and

technical occupations, training is concentrated in the first few years in the labor market, in others,

such as management, it is acquired more slowly. Company training increasingly displaces training

acquired in business or technical schools as the worker's years ir, the labor market inert sz.

Employer training investments vary by occupatior and industry. Among white collar

occupations, they invest the most heavily in professional and technical workers, followed by those

in administrative and managerial jobs. Those in the service occupations receive the least training.

Among the blue-collar occupations, employers invest the most heavily in craft and precision

workers, follow,,d by machine operators. They invest the least in laborers. Among industries, the

least investment occurs ire agriculture, forestry, and fishing; non-durable manufacturing, and retail.

Industries with higher levels of training investment include durable manufacturing; transportation,

communications, and utilities, finance, insurance, and real estate; professional services; and public

administration.

With few exceptions, relative to white males, non-white males are significantly less likely

to get most kinds of post-school training, even when analyses control for a comprehensive set of

observable worker characteristics. This result is especially striking for company training, regular

schools, and undefined "other" training sources. The differences are less pronounced among
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younger men than among older men, and race has much less effect on female than on male training

experiences (Tan, 1988).

In general and for these data bases, union membership has a negative effect on the

probability of most sources of training, including company training (Tan, 1988; Mincer, 1988).

Losers in the training game: older workers; black male workers; workers in lower skill

occupations; union members.

ARE EMPLOYER TRAIrING INVESTMENT PATTERNS CHANGING?

As noted above, these employer training investment patterns are based on data collected

between 1966 and 1983. Are these patterns changing? We know that some unions are changing

their relationships with management, in some cases trading wage gair.s fo: training opportunities.

Tan's analysis shows greater race effects on training for older than for younger males. Is this

difference just an age effek.tin other words, as these younger cohorts age, will the training gap

widen? Or does it reflect a structural shift toward greater training equity between the races?

However, there may be another and broader change occurring. Employers' commitments to

employees may be changing, opening up new training "holes" by altering the mechanisms of intra-

firm and inter-firm mobility and employer incentives Lo invest in training. These images have

particular implications for less skilled workers and for our traditional and non-traditional post-

secondary education and training system.

Until recently, the twentieth century trend in the United States had be, l towards stronger

attachments of workers to their firms and more highly developed internal labor markers (Gordon,
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Edwards, and Reich, 1:82; Noyelle, 1987; Abraham, 1988; Carter, forthcoming; Jacoby, 1985).20

These markets arose primarily in the core sector of the economy and primarily because firms in this

sector operated in an oligopolistic or monopolistic environment--for example, the steel, automobile,

local gas and electric utilities, and telephone industries (Noyelle, 1987). An important feature of

these markets has been that they offer job security and advancement even to those with limited

skills.

There is growing evidence that internal labor markets may be weakening, implying less

committed employer-employee relationships (Noyelle, 1987; Abraham, 1988; Office of Technology

Assessment, 1988) and a potential shift of the training burden from the employer to the employee,

especially those with the least initial education and most limited financial resources to purchase

more. Although employer-sponsored training occurs both in-house and through independent post-

secondary educational and training institutions, any shift from employer-sponsored to employee

training would seem potentially to shift, not just the financial burden from employer to

employee, but also the location of training from the corporation to the post-secondary education and

training system.

The tie between employer and worker seems to be loosening in three ways. The first is

extensive and increasing substitution of market-mediated we -k a.rangements for direct employment

relationships, "market - mediate] transactions" including the tise of agency temporaries, short-term

hires, on-call workers, and contracting out ("out-sourcing") of production and support services--for

example, high skill business services and low skill services such as maintenance and security.

Abraham (1988) estimates that in 1986 about 10 percent of total employment was market-

mediated. Her data also suggest more rapid growth in all categories of market-mediated work than

in other types of employment. With the exception of high skill business services, such as

20 Abraham (1988) describes characteristics of these markets: "Within an internal labor
market, the compensation and aPocation of labor are governed by administrative rules and
procedures, rather than determined in direct response to market forces. Insulation from immediate
market pressures has some significant potential advantages....[A]dministrative decisionmalcing
economizes on market transaction costs. Many internal labor markets are characterized by the
presence of career ladders that encourage long-term employment relationships. Such relationships
permit the development of firm- or industry-specific skills that workers who change employers
flquently do not acquire, thereby enhancing workforce productivity. In addition, they may make it
possible to structure compensation over the work life in ways that strengthen employees' incentives
for good performance." (p.1)
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accounting firms, workers in market-mediated arrangements are less skilled. They also usually work

in small firms, such as temporary help agencies, that typically do not invest in worker training.

The second way in which employer-employee ties seem to be weakening is the increased

use of high turnover parttime help. Parttime workers are also usually less skilled and less apt to

receive training. Ceteris paribus, employers invest in training when they expect to capture its

benefits for the firm, and they usually see a parrdme employment relationship as too tenuous to

warrant training investments.

The third way is increased recruiting of educationally credentialed and technically trained

personnel in the external labor market, a strategy that expands the number of lateral ports of entry

into firms, reduces employers' training investments in less skilled employees, and severely disrupts

the old system of internal promotion. Noyelle (1987) uses the terms professionalization and para-

proft.ssicnalization of jobs to describe this pattern of mobility that seems to have become more

occupation- than firm-driven. In other words, access to jobs that are not traditionally considered

"professional" jobs seems to depend increasingly on the kinds of investments typical of the

professions: (1) individual investments in education and training to obtain control over a body of

Knowledge and practice; and (2) the sale cf this expertise in a self-employment context, market-

mediated work arrangement, or through lateral entry into the firm. To the extent that Noyelle's

observations for the industries that he has studied generalize broadly, the postsecondary system

should be assuming a new importance even for medium skill jobs, in that an increasing number of

jobs require completing post-secondary programs of study.

The apparent increase in lateral entry workers, selected for their education, has implications

for the economic opportunities and lifetime earnings of less educated workers and for the

postsecondary system. It increases the need for externally obtained credentials and "strands the

less educated component of the company's work force. (Recall bank tellers and mill operators.)

Since external hires fill the higher level slots, the less educated workers do not receive either the

training or the work experience associated with moving up through the firm. If internal markets

are disrupted by increased numbers of lateral entry ports, promotion and therefore wage growth

depends on obtaining more education and training, oft..:n outside of and not paid for by the company.
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In trying to understand the future implications of these current shifts, it has to be

remembered that the American economic restructuring process involves experiment and short- Is

well as long-run adjustments. The three trends just outlined may not continue; they may stabilize

or reverse.' However, education and training policymakers need to monitor them. The industry

case studies described in Section II all show the routine anu continuous need fo. education and

training. The trends just listed exacerbate employers' traditionally lower training investments in the

less educated, in that all three trends tend, not only to shift the education and training burden to the

individual, but often to those with the least initial education and most limited financial resources to

purchase more. In other words, depending on what happens as restructuring continues, we may be

confronted simultaneously with a greater need for post-secondary education and training and a

growing policy problem of differential access to education and training.

It has been argu_.1. that, given the demographics, employers will have to compensate for

experienced workers' or new entrants' poor initial education. In other words, employers will close

the gap between skill demand and supply; it will not end up as a public policy problem. This

strikes me as illusory. Traditionally employers do not invest training in the poorly educated, they

are shifting increasingly toward the credentialed; and, impressions to the contrary, the most recent

estin.ate of what the corporate sector actually spends on training basic skills in their employees--in

other wads, compensating for their employees* initially poor education--is on'y eight-tenths of one

percent of the corporate training investment (A. Carnevale, personal communication).

21 For example, Noyelle's (1987) case study of the retail garment industry reveals both
increasing use of parttime sales personnel and the emergence of a two-tiered hiring process
separated by a college education. However, he also found that companies such as R. H. Macy &
Co. are recognizing that the limited attacrunent of the sales force to the firm reduces work quality.
They see that the next jump in productivity requires increasing quality. How companies will
achieve this jump is not clear, but it may require changing policies such as relying on high
turnover parttime sales help. This example illustrates the role of employers in creating a quality
workforce. Quality problems attributed to the schools are sometimes a joint function of school and
employer failures. In some cases the fault lies almost entirely with employersthey get what they
select, pay for, and signal. Nordstrom's, a West Coast retail firm that has just expanded into
Eastern markets, recognized a market niche for high quality service. It has differentiated itself from
other retail firms by delivering service, achieved through recruiting, training, compensation,
promotion, and firing policies that reinforce one another to communicate, encourage, and enfo.ce
corporate service standards within the company.

n If the total investment is estimated at $30 billion, the bill for basic skills is $:40 million,
which is relatively small.
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V. EDUCATION AND THE ECONOMY: WHAT IS THE FEDERAL ROLE?

This paper has certain implications for the federal role in education.

Reconceptualize the federal role in education. We all "know" that adults engage in

substantial educational and training activity--and, in fact, in 1986 those 25 years and older

constituted 38.6 percent of all enrollments in institutions of higher education (Condition of

Education, 1988, Table 2:17-1). We also know that large sectors of our post-secondary system,

especially the community college system, thrive by serving these individuals. However, our

thinking ...bout the federal role in education continues to be driven by traditional images of

"education" as a young person's, not an experienced worker's, activity and as preparation for, not

as integrated with, adulthood. For example, older students only show up in enrollments by age (25

years and older) in the Department of Education's statistical profile of education, the Condition of

Education. We have various words for adult educational activity--"continuing" education, "adult"

education, "recurrent" education. Within the traditional educational policy community these terms

all have a marginal ringthey do not denote "real" education, although for those educational

institutions supplying this market, these activities are anything but marginal.

Our demographics and economic changes both imply a reconceptualizati,.. of the federal

role in education as earlier (early childhood education, especially for children from poor families)

and later (retraining), r..her than as an activity that a child starts in the first grade (kindergarten in

some states) and that a young person completes, with or without a secondary or postsecondary

degree.

Lead efforts to revitalize elementary and secondary education. This paper underscores

the critical importance of a high quality elementary and secondary education for all students,

whether we are talking about access to employment, employment stability, or access to employ cr-

sponsored training, with its independent effects on wage growth. However, something is deeply

and systemically wrong with public elementary and secondary education, exceptional schools or

districts not. withstanding. The federal government can force questions and debate about the

system's organization, governance, financing, performance objectives, accountability indicators,

human resource policies, and "protected mari.et" status. If it is to remain a small firm industry, the

federal government, in conjunction with the states, can consider whether and how to create a
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research, development, testing/modification, and demonstration infrastructure that can make

empirically grounded improvements available in a form that schools can "see" and use.

Invest in educational R&D. Research and development is a natural, economies of scale

activity for the federal government. This paper argues for several candidate investments: (1)

develop, experimentally implement, and evaluate new information technologies for schools; (2)

accelerate research on how people learn in non-school settings and on how to map the research

implications back into school curricula and pedagogy; (3) develop, advertise, and iobby for

accountability measures more congruent with the skills that we want students to acquire--for

example, higher order cognitive skills, learning how to learn; and (4) invest in stronger and more

complete statistics on students and the educational system.

Eliminate narrowly job-specific vocational education at the secondary level, integrate

academic and vocational learning at the secondary level, and extend this integration down

through the elementary grades. In some respects, skill requirements for jobs are becoming more

generic and less job-specific. The need for all students to acquire generic wc.&-related skills argues

against secondary occupationally-specific programs unless these are well integrated with

symbolically-based learning. Consider moving from tracked curricula in comprehensive high

schools to magnet, theme, or strong technical high schools '"at contextualize symbolicallybased

learning for all students. Push contextualized learning down into the elementary grades to gibe

meaning to and involve at-risk and not-at-risk learners in symbolic learning.

Work on the Balkanization of Education and Training Policy. Issues of human capital

and productivity cut across schools and the workplace, students and workers. For example, workers

rely heavily on the postsecondary system. However, traditionally, the Department of Education

restricts its vision to the schools; the Department of Labor, to the labor force. This balkanization

shows up in vocabulary, policy, and program, helping to maintain the lisconnects discussed earlier.

For example, as long as man, of die federal mop up programs are loud,cd in the Department of

Labor, but the need for them and potential alternatives to them lie in the Department of Education's

jurisdiction, the issue never gets joined.

Think through a Policy on Training Vouchers for Workers. The need for continuous

education and training and corporate training investment patterns open up the subtle but perm,-ious

possibility of losers and whiners. We already know that the better educated are much more apt to
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receive formal corporate training (e.g., Lillard and Tan, 1986). Corporate training interests are not

necessarily those of individual workers or the public. When we look at the full array of federal

legislation that finances training, including the tax laws, what "coverage" holes do we find? Do

they matter? What would a hypothetical vo-.....her system look like- -for example, who pays, who

receives?
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